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Foreword
The papers in this Record may be grouped into four topic areas: travel behavior models and
simulation, modeling telecommunications attitudes and preferences, mode choice applications, and transportation planning modeling and applications.
Papers in. the travel behavior models and simulation area address estimation of discrete
travel choice models with no randomly distributed variables with time, a simulation model
of activity scheduling behavior, and simulation for laboratory studies of the dynamics of
commuter behavior under real-time information.
Papers in the telecommunications area are focused on a stated preference approach to
.modify the adoption of telecommuting, employee attitudes and preferences toward telecommuting, and a choice model of employee participation in telecommuting.
Papers in the mode choice area cover modeling rail access mode and station choice, central
area mode choice and parking demand, and appreciation of nested logit models of intercity
mode choice.
Papers in the transportation planning modeling area describe a new structure for transportation planning models; application of a geographic information system-based modeling
system to a regional transportation problem; specification, estimation, and validation of a
new trip generalization model; a new equilibrium assignment model; and a study of the
geometric properties of vehicle routes that carry shipments of variable size.

v
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Simulation Model of Activity Scheduling
Behavior
DICK ETTEMA, ALOYS BORGERS, AND HARRY TIMMERMANS
The simulation model of activity scheduling behavior presented
is influenced by recent theories of activity scheduling and production system modeling. The basic assumption underlying the
model is that activity scheduling is a sequential process in which
consecutive steps lead to the final schedule. Every step in this
respect is modeled as a choice of an action to perform on a
preliminary schedule. The behavior of the model was tested using
simulations in different hypothetical spatio-temporal settings. The
simulations were conducted repeatedly, varying the values of the
parameters of the model systematically. In general, the simulations resulted in realistic schedules. The proposed approach therefore offers possibilities to model activity scheduling realistically.
The next step, however, should be to develop calibration methods
so that parameter values can be derived from observed behavior.
Interactive simulations may be a promising technique in this
respect.
Over the past few decades, travel has been increasingly regarded as a derivative of activities, implying that knowledge
about the way people choose activities to perform and schedule these in space and time is crucial for understanding and
predicting travel behavior (J). As a result of changing roles
and lifestyles of individuals, activity patterns and travel behavior become increasingly more complex, making it difficult
to forecast the impact of policy measures affecting travel behavior. The goal of travel behavior research therefore has
moved from predicting single travel decisions to understanding how many of the mutually related decisions that lead to
activity patterns and their associated travel behavior are made.
Consequently, activity scheduling behavior has become a topic
of interest. Activity scheduling can be regarded as the planning process preceding travel that determines what activities
to perform and in which sequence the locations, the starting
and ending hours of activities, and the route and travel modes
are chosen.
Certain aspects of activity scheduling behavior have been
addressed by such approaches as trip chaining models, activity
choice models, time allocation models, and descriptive studies
using activity diaries. [A discussion of these efforts is beyond
the scope of this paper, refer to Kitamura (2) for a review.]
To date, however, the only comprehensive model of activity
scheduling is the STARCHILD model (3,4), which can be
regarded as an extension of constraint-based approaches such
as CARLA (J) and PESASP (5). Both CARLA and PESASP
are based on Hagerstrand's space-time prism concept (6).
STAR CHILD uses a combinatorial algorithm to create all
feasible patterns in a given situation and then selects the most
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning, Eindhoven University of Technology, Postvak 20, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

attractive pattern. The approach assumes optimal choice behavior and the ability to select the best pattern out of a very
large set.
This paper presents an alternate approach inspired by the
theories of Root and Recker (7) and Garling et al. (8) and
production system modeling. The model assumes a heuristic,
suboptimal way of problem solving. In addition to activity
schedule characteristics, the model also incorporates the cost
of scheduling effort, implying that the expected utility of the
schedule is weighted against the efforts needed to find a better
schedule.
The remainder of this paper ·discusses the following:
• Theoretical considerations concerning activity scheduling. The two most comprehensive theories of activity scheduling, the SCHEDULER framework (8) and the theory developed by Root and Recker (7), are briefly described.
• A model based on the theoretical insights to activity
scheduling. This model will also be compared with the existing
scheduling model STARCHILD.
,
• Testing the activity scheduling model using simulations
in different hypothetical spatio-temporal settings and the results of these simulations.
• The results and possibilities of the modeling technique
and some directions for future research are addressed.

THEORIES OF SCHEDULING BEHAVIOR
As activity pattern research has focused primarily on descriptive studies of revealed patterns, little documentation on the
process underlying activity scheduling is available. The two
most comprehensive frameworks to date have been developed
by Root and Recker (7) and Garling et al. (8).
Root and Recker state that individuals will generate activity
patterns that give them maximum utility, subject to constraints such as opening hours of facilities and performance
of the transportation system. That is, the utility gained from
participation in activities is weighted against the disutility of
travel needed for participation. Regarding the choice process
preceding the formulation of an activity pattern, some remarks are made. First, the disutility of the scheduling effort
needed for complex trip chains may be greater than the utility
of combining multiple sojourns in a single trip. Thus, the cost
of scheduling will influence the outcome of the scheduling
process. This is an important conclusion because it implies
that activity scheduling cannot be regarded as an optimizing
problem in the sense that travel is minimized or utility is
maximized per se. Rather a satisficing process will take place

2

in which an acceptable schedule is created with acceptable
effort.
Second, Root and Recker (7) distinguish a pretravel and a
travel phase in the generation of activity patterns. In the
pretravel phase, an activity program that maximizes the expected utility is constructed based on expected activity durations and travel times. However, during execution, activities
or trips may require more or less time than expected. Depending on the pattern being "ahead" or "behind" schedule,
the schedule may be adjusted by adding or removing activities
or by changing the sequence or locations.
Finally, Root and Recker (7) point to the fact that the
process of activity scheduling consists of several stages at which
travel/activity decisions are taken. They assume that at each
stage a utility is maximized, which consists of the utility of
the travel decision itself and the expected utilities in later
stages. The relation between the consecutive travel decisions
can vary from completely independent, implying a suboptimal
final result, to fully integrated, implying an optimal final result. Thus, a stepwise decision process in which an optimization occurs per step will lead to a more or less optimal
solution.
The SCHEDULER theory [Garling et al. (8)] focuses specifically on the scheduling process itself. The SCHEDULER
framework assumes that some heuristic search is followed in
the scheduling process. An individual is supposed to select a
set of activities to be performed from the so-called long-term
calendar (LTC). Also information is sought about when and
where activities can be performed. On the basis of temporal
constraints, the activities are first partially sequenced. The sequence is then optimized using a nearest-neighbor heuristic (9).
Next, starting with the first activity, the schedule is mentally
executed. This means that a more detailed schedule is formed
in which mode choice, activity durations, travel times, and
_waiting times are determined. In the stage of mental execution, the first sequence formed may be altered if conflicts
between activities (e.g., overlapping starting and finishing
times) occur. Other possibilities are the replacement of an
activity with an activity of lower priority or the adding of
activities from the LTC when open time slots are present in
the schedule. When the mental execution is finished, the first
activity is carried out. It is important to note that the scheduling process continues during the execution of the schedule.
The schedule can then be revised if it cannot be executed as
was initially expected.
It should be noted that the stepwise, suboptimal planning
process of activity scheduling of the above theories is analogous to problem-solving strategies that are studied in the
field of cognitive science and artificial intelligence. It is assumed that individuals, when faced with complex problems,
will use heuristic rules to find a solution path through the
state space, mostly resulting in a satisfactory but not optimal
solution (JO). Such heuristic search procedures are typically
modeled by production systems, which are based on the way
individuals store and process information. The application of
production systems to activity scheduling has been suggested
by Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth (11) and Golledge et al. (12).
A problem with production systems, however, is that to date
no calibration methods have been developed to match observed scheduling behavior and production systems. This is
mostly due to the fact that the heuristics are defined in very
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specific IF ... THEN ... rules, making it difficult to generalize the behavior of the model.
The model presented in this paper incorporates several elements of the above frameworks: the stepwise construction
and adaptation of the schedule, the suboptimal planning strategy, the use of heuristics avoiding the creation of all feasible
patterns, and the incorporation of scheduling costs in the
model. However, heuristics are defined in a more general way
than is the case with production systems to make it easier to
link the model to observed behavior.

SPECIFICATION OF MODEL
The task of the production system described in this section is
to create a schedule for a 1-day period (7:00 a.m. to 12:00
p.m.). To complete this task, the following data are provided.
An agenda containing activities to perform is assumed. The
duration and the priorities of these activities are specified.
Second, data are available on the opening times of facilities
to perform activities, travel times between all pairs of locations (so far no distinctions have been made among transport
modes, and travel times are measured "as the crow flies"),
and the attractiveness of the locations.
The scheduling process is assumed to be a sequential process consisting of a number of consecutive steps. In every
step, the schedule, which is empty at the beginning of the
process, can be adjusted by one of the following basic actions:
•Adding an activity from the agenda to the schedule. The
activity can be inserted on every place in the sequence.
•Deleting an activity from the schedule. In this case, the
deleted activity is placed on the agenda again.
• Substituting an activity from the schedule with an activity
from the agenda. The new activity can be inserted on every
place in the sequence.
•Stopping the scheduling process. In this case, the schedule
created will be the final schedule.
Thus by repeatedly applying one of these basic actions, the
schedule is constructed and adapted, until a satisfactory schedule is created. In the schedule, only the locations and the
sequence of the activities are stored. It is believed that the
exact starting and finishing times are determined by the actual
duration of previous activities for temporally nonfixed activities and are inherent to temporally fixed activities.
In every planning step, the production system creates all
possibilities to perform the basic actions. For instance, in the
case of substitution, all activities in the schedule can be replaced by all activities on the agenda, which can be inserted
on every place in the sequence. Of all possible variants, the
action that gives the highest utility is performed. The utility
of the stop action is zero by definition. This implies that the
process is aborted if the utilities of all variants of the add,
delete, and substitute actions are less than zero. The utilities
of these actions are defined as follows:

9
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where

Vi

= utility of action of type j (the action

types will be denoted by subscripts
add, del, and sub);
°'i = an alternative specific constant for
action type j;
TIMESi = number of actions of specific type j
that has been taken so far;
SINCEi = number of scheduling steps since last
performance of action of type j;
COVNTi = number of scheduling steps applied
so far in scheduling process, (this is
an alternative specific variable for
every action type);
COVNTi, TIMESi,
and SINCEi = state-dependent variables of model;
13ik = a parameter indicating importance
of state-dependent variable;
Y, = generic variables, namely, attributes of schedule resulting from action; and
'Yi = parameter indicating importance of
attribute Y,.
Nine attributes of Y1 have been selected for the simulation
experiment based on a literature search.

Attribute 1-The spatial configuration of the schedule. It is
supposed that an individual tries to minimize distance within
certain limits by spatially clustering activities. This clustering
was observed in a "think aloud" protocol by Hayes-Roth and
Hayes-Roth (11). The impact of the spatial configuration was
also found by Garling et al. (9). The following measure of
the degree of clustering (CONFIG) was developed:

(p 4= q)

ifN?::.2

(2)

ifNs, 1

Attribute 2-The time spent on activities. It is assumed that
individuals try to maximize the amount of time spent on
activities. The measure TIMEUSED is calculated as the sum
of the durations of the scheduled activities, excluding travel
time.
Attribute 3-The percentage of scheduled activities. As mentioned before, individuals try to include as many activities as
possible from the agenda in the schedule, especially those
with a high priority; The measure· PERSCHED therefore is
defined as the percentage of the activities on the agenda that
are scheduled, in which the priority of every activity is used
as a weighting factor:

_L Pr;
PERSCHED = ~ · 100
_L Pr;
where
Pr;
S
T

= priority of activity i, defined on a 0-10 scale,
= set of scheduled activities, and
= set of activities, both scheduled and not, on agenda.

Attribute 4-The location of activities in the schedule in relation
to the locations of activities not yet scheduled. This measure
accounts for the propensity of individuals to incorporate future activities in .their scheduling decisions. It is assumed that
one prefers to perform an activity on such a location that
other activities can be performed in its vicinity. For instance,
one might choose to do one's shopping at a particular mall
because it offers the possibility to combine the trip with visits
to the library, the post office, etc. A location is more attractive
when other important activities can be included. This factor
was also described in the experiment by Hayes-Roth and HayesRoth (11). Other empirical support comes from Kitamura
(13), who found that the choice of a destination was influenced
by the possibility to reach other locations afterward. The
measure NEAROTH therefore can be defined as:

where

p, q = subscripts denoting locations visited in schedule,
dpq = travel time between location p and location q,
d = average travel time between all location pairs, and
N = number of locations visited.
In the case of N;::::: 2, the first term is a measure of the deviation
around the average mutual distance between all location pairs.
The value will be 1 in the case of equal distances between all
location pairs. In the case of outliers, this value and CONFIG
will increase. The second part, being the average distance
between all location pairs, implies that the value of CONFIG
increases as the locations are more scattered about the area.
Consequently, if the locations are situated very close to each
other, d and therefore CONFIG will be almost zero. The
value of CONFIG for situations with one location logically is
determined at zero. Thus, the minimum value of CONFIG
is zero in the case of optimal spatial concentration. In the
case of more dispersed configurations or outliers, CONFIG
increases.

(3)

iET

L L dr!/" Pri

NEAROTH

iES jER

(4)

·where

di/" = travel time between location where i is performed
Pr; =
N5 =
NR =
S =
R =

and closest location where j can be performed,
priority of activity i and is measured on a 0-10 scale,
number of elements in S,
number of elements in R,
set of scheduled activities, and
set of activities on agenda that have not yet been
scheduled.

Attribute 5-The attractiveness of the locations visited. It
seems plausible that individuals try to optimize the utility of
the schedule by visiting the locations with the highest utilities.
For instance, Borgers and Timmermans (14,15) demonstrate

4
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the influence of the floorspace of shops on the destination
choice of pedestrians in shopping areas. To capture this effect,
the measure UTILLOC (utility of locations) is given by:

UTILLOC

=

LU;

~

(5)

Ns

where

s = set of scheduled activities,
U;

= utility of the location at which activity i is performed,

N5

= number of activities scheduled.

and

Attribute 6-The total travel time implied by the schedule.
It is recognized that individuals try to minimize the travel time
and distance of their schedules within certain limits [see van
der Hagen et al. (16)]. The measure TRA VTIME (travel
time) accounting for this is simply the sum of the travel times
between all consecutive pairs of locations in the schedule:

TRA VTIME

=

L

D;

(6)

where D; is the travel time for the ith trip.

Attribute 7-The latest possible finishing times of the scheduled
activities. It is supposed that individuals prefer to schedule
first those activities for which the least time is left. Lundberg
(17) also uses this factor in his simulation model. To operationalize this measure, the latest possible finishing time
(LASTEND) of the last activity in the schedule is taken.

Attribute 8-The length of open slots in the schedule.
Recker et al. (3) mention the disutility derived from waiting
times at locations out of home. It can therefore be assumed
that people try to minimize waiting times implied by the
schedule. To calculate a measure for this effect, all the waiting times implied by the sequence of activities, travel times,
and opening hours of· facilities are summed. The measure
W AITIIME is given by:

wAITIIME

=

2: wi

(7)

where W; is the duration of the ith waiting time.

Attribute 9-The chance of completing the schedule. In
this stage of model development, it is checked whether the
schedule can be executed given durations, travel times, and
availability times. If a schedule can be performed, the measure
CHANCE (chance of completing) is assigned the value 1, if
it cannot be performed it is assigned the value 0. In a later
phase, however, when durations and travel times are considered to follow some statistical distribution, probabilities could
be calculated more accurately.
The general behavior of the model will basically be_ determined by the parameters O'. and ~ of Equation 1. Specifically,
O'. and ~i2 will have positive values, and ~i 1 and ~i 3 will have

negative values. This will lead to the execution of several
ADD, DEL, and SUB actions before their utility decreases
below zero due to the COUNT and TIMES variables. In that
case, the STOP option is selected. By manipulating the exact
parameter values, higher propensities to revise the schedule
or to invest more effort in· the scheduling process itself can
be simulated. The values Y1 determine which specific variant
of an action type is selected. The values of the parameters 'Y
in this respect indicate the importance of the attributes in
every separate scheduling step. The parameters 'Y and the
attribute values Y 1 determine which variant of every action
type is the most favorable. Finally, the action that has the
highest utility implied by both the state-dependent and the
other variables will be selected.
When compared with STARCHILD, the above model clearly
adopts a different principle. According to the STARCHILD
mechanism, an individual would be able to optimize his or
her activity pattern by creating a large number of alternative
patterns and select the most favorable. In reality, however,
as mentioned by Root and Recker (7) and Garling et al. (8)
. individuals will use heuristic search procedures leading to
suboptimal solutions.
The model presented here includes heuristic search procedures by assuming a stepwise, sequential planning process.
Analogous to the nearest neighbor heuristic, the best "following step" is selected repeatedly, implying that suboptimal
solutions will in principle be reached. In this process, the cost
of scheduling is also accounted for. The heuristics used in the
model are defined in a very general way, so that by manipulating the parameters of the model, the effect of the heuristics can be modified. In this regard, the model differs from
production system models where heuristics are defined by
very specific IF ... THEN ... rules. Therefore it will be
easier to generalize the results of this model compared with
production system models.
Finally, it is important to note that the mechanism of the
model allows for the adjustment of the schedule during the
travel phase. After completing an activity or a trip, the schedule for the rest of the planning period can be adjusted by the
basic actions described earlier in this section. If and how the
schedule is adjusted will depend on the utilities of possible
adaptations and the utility of the existing schedule. The utilities may be affected by congestion resulting in delayed travel
times or unexpected durations of activities so that the chance
of completing the schedule decreases. The impact of information on expected travel times in a congested area can be
described in a similar way. Also, the priorities of activities
may change during the course of day, affecting the utility
of the schedule through the attributes PERSCHED and
NEAROTH. In this way, activities with a short planning horizon can be added to the schedule.
SIMULATIO NS

The model described above was used to complete a simulation
experiment that produced activity schedules in eight hypothetical spatio-temporal settings. Of these settings the following data were specified (see Table 1):
1. A travel time matrix containing travel times between
every pair of locations.

TABLE 1 Description Scheduling Tasks

SITUATIONS
activity

utility
location

earliest
start
time·

1,3 AND 4

latest
end
time

priority

(0-10
scale)

duration·

(0.01

SITUATION 2
utility
location

hours)
breakfast

10

work
going to
grocery

earliest
start
time

latest
end
time

700

800

10

25

priority

duration

(0-10
scale)

700

800

10

25

10

5

800

1800

10

800

5

800

1800

10

800

1
5

900
900

1800
1800

5

25

1
5

900
900

1900
1900

5

25

preparing and
having supper

10

1800

2000

10

150

10

1800

2000

10

150

sports

10

1900

2300

2

150

10

1900

2300

2

150

visiting friends

2

1900

2300

2

100

2

1900

2300

2

100

going to
postoffice

1
5

900
900

1750
1750

5

15

1
5

900
900

1900
1900

5

15

going to
bakery

5

900

1800

5

10

5

900

1900

s

10

going to
library

8

900

2100

2

25

8

900

2100

2

25

deliver a
parcel

2

900

2100

2

5

2

900

2100

2

5

SITUATIONS 5,7 AND 8
utility
location

earliest
start
time

latest
end
time

priority

duration

(0-10

(0.01

scale)

hours)

SITUATION 6
utility
location

earliest
start
time

latest
end
time

priority

duration

(0-10
scale)

breakfast

10

700

800

10

100

10

700

800

10

100

bring children
to school

5

825

850

10

5

5

825

875

10

5

get children
from school

S

1250

1300

10

s

5

1225

1300

10

s

lunch

10

1300

1400

10

75

10

1300

1400

10

75

work

5

800

1300

10

300

800

1900

10

300

going to
grocery

5
1

900
900

1800
1800

2

15

s
s

900
900

1900
1900

2

15

1

preparing and
having supper

10

1600

1900

10

ISO

10

1600

1900

10

150

bring children
to sports club

1900

1905

10

s

1900

~1905

10

s

get children
from sports
club

2050

2055

10

s

2050

2055

10

s

go shopping

9

900

1800

2

40

9

900

1900

2

40

sports

3

1900

2300

2

100

3

1900

2300

2

100

visiting friends

8

1900

2300

2

100

8

1900

2300

2

100

•for computational ease, an hour is determined to have 100 'minutes'
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2. A list of activities to perform, with their priority and
expected duration.
3. A specification of the utilities of all possible locations.
4. Information concerning where and when activities can
take place. For every activity, the locations and the opening
hours of facilities are specified.

Situations 5 and 6 differ in that situation 6 offers the more
flexible work and shopping hours. In situation 7, most of the
facilities are located in the city, but the residence is located
in an adjacent village. In situation 8, all facilities are scattered
about several municipalities.
The simulation was conducted repeatedly with different
settings of the parameter values to examine how this affects
the model's behavior. As there are 3 alternative specific constants, 9 state-dependent variables, and 9 attributes, 21 parameters were manipulated by a 321 orthogonal fractional design using 54 treatments. The design values are displayed in
Table 2. The values were determined by trial and error so
that, in general, schedules were created containing about half
of the activities on the agenda. The signs of the parameters
a and '3 are chosen according to the hypothesized control
mechanism described in the previous section. In addition, the
attribute measures Y1 were rescaled such that their values lie
within a range of 1 to 10 and the relative importance of the
attributes can be examined properly.
Thus in the simulation, 54 activity schedules were created
for every hypothetical setting. A program written in Turbo
PASCAL 6.0 conducted the simulations. The program encompasses the control mechanism described previously and a
combinatorial algorithm to create all possible adaptations of
the schedule. The data describing the spatio-temporal settings
were provided in data files as was the design. The program

The eight situations relate to a hypothesized single working
person and a hypothesized working parent, combining child
care and work. The reason for this is that both groups are
recognized to have problems executing their activity schedules
under current spatio-temporal circumstances. In the first four
situations, relating to a single working person, the same list
of activities to perform is specified. The spatio-temporal settings however differ. Situations 1 and 2 relate to an urban
setting, whereas situations 3 and 4 represent a suburban setting. In situation 2, shop hours are extended relative to situation 1, and some facilities are located in the direct surroundings of the work location. Situations 3 and 4 are identical,
except for the travel times, which are significantly shorter in
situation 4. Because of the short travel time, either a bicycle
or a car could be the transportation mode.
In situations 5 through 8, relating to a working parent combining child care and work, the same list of activities to perform is specified. Situations 5 and 6 represent an urban setting, while situations 7 and 8 relate to a suburban/rural setting.

TABLE 2

Attribute Values Design and Examples

parameter

attached to
variable

value
level 1

value
level 2

value
level 3

example 1

example 2

a1

constant add

32

34

36

36

34

constant
delete

-6

-4

-2

-6

-6

3

5

3

5

-4

-6

-2

-4

2

3

a3

constant
substitute

.8..sd,1

TIMES ADD

-2

2

.8add,3

-3

-4

-5

-3

-5

.8dcl,l

-4

-5

-6

-5

-5

2

3

2

3

COUNTDEL

-5

-6

-7

-7

-5

TIMESsUB

-3

-4

-5

-5

-3

2

3

2

Y2

COUNTsUB

-4

-5

-6

-6

-6

CONFIG

-1

-2

-3

-1

-2

2

3

-1

-2

-3

-1

-1

2

3

2

2

-1

-2

-3

-2

-3

PERSCHED
NEAROTH

Y4

UTILLOC

Y,

TRAVTIME

3

y6

WAITTIME

-1

-2

-3

-3

-1

Y7

LASTEND

-1

-2

-3

-2

-3

Ya

CHANCE

2

3

3

Y9

TIMEUSED

2

3

2

7
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recorded the following data concerning the scheduling process
and its outcome:

n activity

: nth actMty In sequence

LOCATION

: description of locatlon
:trip

•The schedules created, that is, a list of activities that
will be performed of which the sequence and location are
determined;
•For every schedule, the attribute values (CONFIG,
PERSCHED, NEAROTH, UTILLOC, TRAVTIME,
WAITTIME, LASTEND, CHANCE, and TIMEUSED) of
the schedule;
•For every schedule, the number of times every action
type was applied (NRADD, NRDEL, and NRSUB); and
•For every schedule, the number of steps needed to create
the schedule (NRSTEPS).

4 lbrary

• 10 visit friends

Sgooety

-~
I

POSTOFACE

GROCERY

• 7 deiver paicel

ANALYSIS

One of the main objectives of the simulation experiment was
to find out if the proposed modeling approach generates realistic activity schedules. In this respect, it was examined what
activities were included in the schedules and whether the characteristics of the schedules were affected logically by different
hypothetical situations and different parameter sets.
First, two examples of schedules that were created are described. The schedules were created for situation 1 based on
the parameter sets displayed in Table 2 (Examples 1 and 2).
In the first example, there is a higher propensity to include
activities in the schedule as indicated by O'.actct• J3actct, 1 and J3actct, 3 •
Moreover, the disutility of travel time (-y 5 ) and late finishing
times ('Y 7 ) is less important in the first example, ·while the
maximization of time spent on activities is more important
('Y9 ). These characteristics are reflected by the schedules that
were created (see Figure 1 and Table 3). In the first example,

LIBRARY

FRIENDS' HOME

GROCERY

WORK
POSTOFACE
DELIVERY ADDRESS

2 grocery

SPORTS

FIGURE 1 Examples, Activity Pattern 1 (top) and Activity
Pattern 2 (bottom).

TABLE 3 Percentage of Schedules in Which Activities Are Included
breakfast

bring
child to
school

get
child
from
school

lunch

work

going
to
grocery

ha-

ving
supper

bring
child
to
sport

get
child
from
sport

shopping

sports

visit
friends

going
to
postoffice

going
to
bakery

going
to
library

deliver
pareel

situation 1

94

74

69

100

59

46

80

80

63

65

situation 2

96

72

76

100

65

52

81

85

67

51

situation 3

96

15

48

100

15

15

61

65

15

28

100

98

61

70

situation 4

93

76

78

100

situation 5

100

35

46

94

61

80

100

situation 6

100

31

37

96

63

76

situation 7

100

15

24

94

24

46

situation 8

100

30

26

98

43

30

situation 1 :
situation 2 :
situation 3 :
situation 4 :
situation S :
situation 6 :
situation 7 :
situation 8 :

67

54

35

35

61

52

52

100

39

41

59

54

59

94

20

24

24

15

24

98

30

39

31

28

37

single worker, urban situation
as situation 1, but with facilities concentrated at the work spot and extended opening hours shops
single worker, suburban situation, transportatio~ mode bicycle
single worker, suburban situation, transportation mode car
working mother, urban situation
as situation 5, but with extended opening hours shops
working mother, suburban situation
working mother, rural situation
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all activities are included. In the second example, only four
activities are scheduled, of which only two are out of home.
Consequently, more time is spent on travel (TRAVTIME)
and activities (TIMEUSED) in the first example. The planning horizon is also longer in this case (LAS TEND), and more
effort is invested in the planning process (NRSTEPS). As
more locations are visited, the degree of clustering is less in
the first case (CONFIG). ·The waiting time out of home in
both cases is zero. When looking at routing and sequencing,
it can be concluded that distance is minimized and space is
used efficiently. However, the sequence in which activities
take place is somewhat unusual (shopping before work), as
in this stage preferences for particular sequences are not yet
incorporated in the model. It should be noted that the above
examples represent two extreme situations based on extreme
parameter sets, of which the second is especially unrealistic
(e.g., work is excluded in the schedule). In most cases, however, a considerable number of activities is included in an
efficient schedule.
Another way to view the results is to compare the characteristics of the schedules created in different hypothetical
situations. These values, which are the average of the attributes over the 54 parameter sets, are displayed in Table 4.
The average number of activities included in the schedules
ranges from three to nine in the different hypothetical situations. Within the situations, this figure is rather stable, as
can be concluded from the standard deviations. When looking
at the activities that are included in the schedule, it appears
that obligatory activities, such as breakfast (93-100 percent),
lunch (94-98 percent), dinner (94-100 percent), are included
in almost all schedules. Other activities are included less frequently, although work (15-76 percent) and shopping (2498 percent) are also scheduled relatively often. The average
travel time in the different situations ranges from 18 to 31

TABLE 4

min, while the finishing times vary from 7:22 p.m. to 9:40
p.m. Waiting time is negligible in the single worker case, but
it is considerable in the working parent case. Finally, the time
spent on activities varies from 2.91 to 5.99 hr on average in
the different situations.
Examining the differences between the hypothetical situations, some conclusions can be drawn. First, the degree of
clustering (CONFIG) is smaller in the urban situation than
in the suburban situation. This is probably due to the fact that
in suburban situations, two clusters naturally occur: one of
facilities in the home village and one of facilities in town. This
will lead to an increase in the deviation around the average
distance between all location pairs and therefore of CONFIG.
Another finding is that the attribute PERSCHED is higher
in urban settings than in suburban settings. The same holds
for TIMEUSED. This indicates that in urban settings it is
easier to create schedules including many activities. The greater
scheduling possibilities are also indicated by the more favorable values of NEAROTH. Travel time (TRA VTIME) in
general is higher in the urban areas as the result of inclusion
of more activities and locations. Further, finishing times
(LASTEND) in suburban areas are earlier, indicating that it
is harder to include evening activities. Finally, the creation
of a schedule in the urban situation requires more planning
steps of every kind. This may be caused by the fact that there
are fewer constraints and more possibilities to adjust the
schedule.
Looking at the reaction to changes in the spatio-temporal
settings as simulated, some conclusions can be drawn. The
changing of shopping times and spatial concentration of facilities in situation 2 relative to situation 1 leads to schedules
with less travel time. Apparently, more effective schedules
can be found. PERSCHED, however, indicating the number
of activities included, increases very little. With respect to car

Characteristics of Final Schedules
number
of activi ties

config

persched

nearoth

utilloc

travtime

waittime

las tend

chance

timeused

nradd

nrdel

nrsub

nrsteps

situation 1

9
(0.06)

7.78
(0.06)

0.79
(0.00)

28.Sl
(O.SO)

6.24
(0.03)

30.S7
(0.3S)

1.07
(0.10)

2137
(3.64)

1
(0.00)

S31
(4.23)

10.0
(0.06)

1.7
(0.01)

1.9
(0.02)

12.6
(0.08)

situation 2

9
(0.06)

7.SS
(0.06)

0.81
(0.00)

25.84
(O.Sl)

6.32
(0.02)

25.SO
(0.28)

0.69
(0.09)

2146
(3.41)

1
(0.00)

S49
(4.27)

10.2
(0.06)

1.7
(0.01)

2.0
(0.02)

12.9
(0.08)

situation 3

6
(O.OS)

6.89
(0.16)

O.S7
(0.00)

142.S3
(1.28)

6.84
(0.04)

18.3S
(O.S2)

0.00
(0.00)

19S9
(2.63)

1
(0.00)

291
(3.S9)

6.8
(O.OS)

1.2
(0.01)

1.3
(0.01)

8.2
(0.06)

situation 4

9
(0.04)

7.16
(0.06)

o.ss
(0.00)

24.92
(O.S3)

S.S4
(0.01)

19.74
(0.18)

0.00
(0.00)

2166
(3.49)

1
(0.00)

S81
(3.42)

10.7
(O.OS)

1.7
(0.02)

2.0
(0.02)

13.4
(0.07)

situation S

4
(0.10)

7.04
(0.07)

0.62
(0.01)

80.26
(1.04)

6.Sl
(0.03)

30.6S
(O.SO)

74.83
(1.64)

2072
(4.41)

1
(0.00)

SSS
(4.87)

9.2
(0.07)

1.6
(0.01)

2.0
(0.02)

11.7
(0.09)

situation 6

4
(0.10)

7.24
(0.08)

0.63
(0.01)

80.04
(1.03)

6.67
(0.03)

31.39
(0.49)

lSS.lS
(4.04)

2128
(3.60)

1
(0.00)

S99
(4.86)

9.2
(0.07)

1.6
(0.01)

2.0
(0.02)

11.8
(0.09)

situation 7

3
(0.07)

S.43
(0.13)

0.44
(0.01)

184.86
(1.47)

8.02
(0.04)

19.98
(0.66)

6S.91
(2.66)

1938
(4.40)

1
(0.00)

378
(4.29)

6.4
(0.07)

1.3
(0.01)

1.4
(0.02)

8.1
(0.09)

situation 8

3
(0.09)

7.29
(0.lS)

O.Sl
(0.01)

111.96
(1.14)

8.22
(0.04)

28.lS
(0.64)

36.69
(l.lS)

2016
(3.87)

1
(0.00)

470
(4.82)

7.4
(0.07)

1.S
(0.01)

1.S
(0.02)

9.4
(0.09)

example 1

10

9.71

1.00

0.00

S.78

47.00

0.00

2300

720

11

13

example 2

4

3.Sl

O.S3

61.6S

S.61

S.00

0.00

1900

200

s

7
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availability (situation 4) relative to. bicycle availability (situation 3), the simulations show an increase of PERSCHED
and travel distance in case of car availability. In the case of
the working parent in an urban situation, alleviating time
constraints regarding work and shopping does not result in
the inclusion of more activities and longer travel times. When
the two suburban settings are compared, it can be concluded

that PERSCHED in the city-oriented case (situation 7) is
smaller and more time is needed for travel. The value of
NEAROTH in the rural situation indicates that other activities can be included more easily.
The results described above indicate that the model reacts
logically to different spatio-temporal settings resulting from
concentration of facilities, changes in opening hours, and

TIMEUSED

PERSCH ED

1,2 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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FIGURE 2 Relations Between Parameters and Attributes of Schedules, Scattergrams and Regression Lines: (a) TIMEUSED,
(b) PERSCHED, (c) TRA VTIME, (cl) NRSTEPS, (e) CONFIG, (f) NRADD.
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changes in the transportation system. This is an important
conclusion as the model should be used to evaluate policy
measures as previously mentioned.
To gain iilsight in the mechanism of the model, the relationship among the parameter values, indicating the weight
of factors in each planning step and the characteristics of the
schedules created at the end of the process is investigated. It
appears that the influence of the 'Y parameters strongly influences the Y attributes of the final schedules. For instance, a
greater propensity to allocate time to activities during the
scheduling process ("!9 ) leads to more time allocated to activities in the final schedule (TIMEUSED). This is illustrated
in Figure 2a. (To facilitate interpretation, the scattergram and
the regression line are displayed.) The parameters can also
influence other attributes of the final schedule. For instance,
when travel time is less important ("1 5 ), more activities are
included in the schedule (PERSCHED, Figure 2b). When the
spatial configuration is less emphasized ('Yi), travel times increase (Figure 2c). The 'Y parameters may also influence the
scheduling process itself. For instance, a greater importance
of the utility of locations ( 'Y4 ) requires more steps to reach an
acceptable schedule and causes higher values of NRSTEPS
(Figure 2d).
However, the importance of the state-dependent variables
also influences the outcome of the scheduling. For instance,
a higher value of O'.actct• indicating a higher propensity to include
activities, results in more dispersed locations (CONFIG) in
the final schedule (Figure 2e). Logically, the a and f3 parameters will also determine the scheduling process itself. As can
be seen from Figure 2f, for instance, less importance of the
TIMESactct attribute (as indicated by f3actct, 1) leads to the execution of more add-actions in the process.
The above examples indicate that the model reacts logically
to changes in the parameter values. All relations among parameters of the model and characteristics of the final schedules
are summarized in Table 5 where each of these variables was

used as the dependent variable in a regression analysis in
which the parameter values a, f3, and 'Y served as explanatory
variables. Generally, it can be concluded that the relationships
among parameter values and characteristics of the schedule
have the expected sign.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This paper presented a simulation model of activity scheduling
to test the behavior of such a model responding to different
circumstances. The results indicate that the simulation model
reacts logically to different parameter settings and differences
in spatio-temporal settings. The schedules created also seem
reasonable in the sense that a considerable number of activities are included in most schedules and that travel time is
minimized to some extent. This implies an efficient use of
time and space.
The above results give rise to the expectation that the proposed approach can realistically model activity scheduling behavior. Of course, improvements, such as the incorporation
of mode choice, the planning of time spent home, and constraints in the sequence of activities (so that, for instance,
shopping is not planned before work), remain to be made.
The next major step is to link the model to observed behavior so as to derive parameter values. In this respect, interactive simulations may be a promising technique. In such
experiments, subjects are asked to complete a task consisting
of several steps. After each step, subjects are given information on the results of that step. In the case of activity
scheduling, these scheduling steps can be recorded in a standardized way by allowing the subjects to perform only the
basic actions for the specification of the model. Because the
explanatory variables can also be recorded, the relation between the action chosen and the explanatory variables can be
examined. In this respect, every planning step could princi-

TABLE 5 Results Regression Analyses
parameter
Y1

Y,

Y4

Ys

y,

Y1

per
sched

near
oth

util
loc

trav
time

wait
time

Y2

aodd

.Bodd,l

.Bodd,3

.8c1o1,2

.8c1o1,3

a...,

.8..,,,,2

.8..,,,,3

time
used

const
(add)

times
(add)

count
(add)

since
(del)

count
(del)

const
(sub)

since
(sub)

count
(sub)

Y1

y.,

last
end

chance

R2
variable

con

fig

d
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t

v
a
r
i
a
b
l
e
s

config

2.19

1.64

0.94

0.65

0.69

1.14

1.49

1.83

0.25

0.75

0.68

per

1.58

2.00

0.86

0.48

0.68

1.43

1.56

2.79

0.34

1.30

1.35

nearoth

-0.97

-0.97

-0.75

-0.49

-0.83

-1.41

0.17

-0.68

utilloc

-0.41

-0.50

-0.57

-0.57

-0.33

-0.47

1.12

0.98
-0.79

0.99

sched

1.16

1.54

1.96

3.21

0.18

0.32

-0.32
0.17

0.97
-0.25

0.99

1.46

1.60

-0.68

0.15

0.24

-0.09

0.98

travtime

1.99

1.98

waittime

0.15

0.13

lastend

0.29

0.36

time
used

3.63

3.20

1.48

0.89

1.25

2.39

2.81

5.28

0.59

1.84

1.72

nradd

0.95

1.46

0.67

0.44

0.50

2.00

1.23

2.08

0.24

0.81

0.90

0.28

0.24

0.33

0.04

nrsub

0.28

0.38

0.34

0.48

-0.19

-0.26

0.35

nrsteps

1.19

2.09

1.80

2.88

0.61

0.72

0.47

0.15

0.16

0.25

nrdel

• only the coefficients significant at a

0.76

0.29

0.93

0.60

0.50

= 0.05 are displayed

0.39

1.66

0.06

0.90

-0.45

0.99

0.19

0.27

1.00

0.99
0.18

0.30

0.98
0.36

0.93
0.97

Ettema et al.

pally be modeled as a choice between several actions resulting
in different preliminary solutions. The authors plan to perform such an interactive experiment in early 1994. Further
research therefore will have to focus on calibration methods
for sequential choice models that can model the consecutive
decisions in the scheduling process in their mutual coherence.
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Dynamic Interactive Simulator for
Studying Commuter Behavior Under
Real-Time Traffic Information Supply
·
Strategies
PETER SHEN-TE CHEN AND HANI

s.

MAHMASSANI

A new simulator for laboratory studies of the dynamics of commuter behavior under real-time traffic information (advanced
traveler information systems) strategies is described, and a set of
laboratory experiments that used this simulator is discussed. The
purpose of the experiments was to examine the behavioral processes underlying commuter decisions on route diversions en route
and day-to-day departure time and route choices as influenced
by the provision of real-time traffic information. Both the realtime and day-to-day dynamic properties of traffic networks under
alternative information strategies-particularly issues of convergence to an equilibrium, stability, and benefits following shifts in
com~uter trip timing decisions-will also be investigated in the
expenments.
Various efforts have been initiated worldwide to develop intelligent vehicle highway systems (IVHSs). Major demonstration projects and research programs can be found in the
United States, Europe, and Japan (1-4). There are three
general clusters of IVHS technologies with application to commuter mobility: advanced traffic management systems (ATMS),
advanced traveler information systems (ATIS), and advanced
vehicle control systems (AVCS) (5). Essentially, IVHS uses
advanced information processing and communications technologies to manage traffic, advise drivers, and, eventually,
control the flow of vehicles to improve efficiency and safety.
A TIS is especially targeted to assist drivers in trip planning
and decision making on destination selection, departure time
and route choices, congestion avoidance, and navigation to
improve the convenience and efficiency of travel (6, 7). Various A TIS classes have been defined from Class 0 static, openloop systems, to Class 4 dynamic, closed-loop systems, enabling two-way communication between the vehicle and the
traffic control center (8). Because of limited real-world implementation of A TIS technologies, it has been impractical
for researchers to evaluate how real-time information availability influences driver behavior. The purpose of this paper
is to introduce a dynamic multi-driver interactive simulator
as ai tool to assess travel behavior in response to ATIS information supply features. Special attention is given to the spatial/temporal context of the potential responses.
Several methodological approaches have been proposed to
assess the effectiveness of various possible forms of A TIS to
reduce recurrent and nonrecurrent traffic congestion and exDepartment of Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Tex. 78712.
'

amine the interactions among key parameters, such as nature
and amount of information displayed, market penetration,
and congestion severity (9-13). Furthermore, various human
factors studies have been conducted concerning the attentional demand requirements of in-vehicle navigation devices
and their effects on the safety of driver performance, using
either a driving simulator or specially adapted vehicles in real
urban environments (14-16). Mail-back surveys and telephone interviews on drivers' willingness to divert en route in
response to real-time traffic information and their preferences
toward the different features of these systems have also been
conducted (17-20).
Three computer-based interactive simulators have been developed to study commuter behavior through laboratory experiments as an alternative and precursor to real-world applications. Interactive Guidance on Routes (IGOR) was
developed by Bonsall and Parry for investigating factors affecting drivers' compliance with route guidance advice, such
as quality of advice and familiarity with the network (21).
Allen et al. used an interactive simulator to study the impacts
of different information systems on drivers' route diversion
and alternative route selection (22). Freeway and Arterial
Street Traffic Conflict Arousal and Resolution Simulator
(FASTCARS), developed by Adler et al., was used to predict
en route driver behavior in response to real-time traffic condition information based on conflict assessment and resolution
theories (23). All these simulators are deterministic, with all
traffic conditions and consequences of driver actions predetermined, and no consideration of network-wide traffic characteristics. These simulators can interact with only one subject
at any given time, ignoring interactions among drivers in the
same traffic system. Bonsall and Parry's simulator provides
different preset levels of information quality to the experimental subject in a preset sequence. In addition, the effect
of the drivers' responses to the information on the traffic
system is not considered. The simulators of both Allen et al.
and Adler et al. assume the information supplied to be correct
and static, which does not represent actual real-time A TIS
environments.
Driver behavior and responses to real-time traffic information systems are the result of a complex process involving
human judgment, learning, and decision making in a dynamic
environment. Uncertainty in this dynamic environment originates from the fact that (a) the consequences of an individual
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driver's decision depends on the decisions of other drivers in
the network and (b) the interactions that determine these
outcomes take place in the traffic system and are highly nonlinear. In particular, a "recommended" path predicated on
current link trip times may be less than optimal as congestion
in the system evolves. Hence, the accuracy of the information
provided to participating drivers and the resulting reliability
of this information as a basis for route choice decisions are
governed by the dynamic nature of the driver-decision environment and the presence of collective effects in the network
as a result of the interactions of a large number of individual
decisions (24,25). Consequently, driver decisions on the acquisition of the information system and compliance with its
instructions are influenced by the users' perceptions of the
reliability and usefulness of the system. These perceptions are
formed mostly by learning through one's own experience with
the system, as well as reports by friends, colleagues, and
popular media. This is a long-term process that depends on
the type and nature of the information provided, in addition
to the individual characteristics and preferences of the driver.
The ideal way to study this long-term process is by observing
actual driver decisions in real-world systems. However, as
noted earlier, in the absence of sufficient deployment of the
technologies of interest, it is practically difficult to obtain realworld data on the actual behavior of drivers under different
real-time information strategies, on a daily basis, together
with the various performance measures affecting these responses. A set of controlled "laboratory-like" interactive experiments involving real commuters in a simulated traffic system is proposed in this paper, following Mahmassani and
Herman's work on interactive experiments for the study of
tripmaker behavior dynamics (26). Such experiments could
play an important transitional role in gaining fundamental
insights into behavioral phenomena that will play a key role
in determining the effectiveness of A TIS and A TMS strategies.
This paper describes a new simulator, developed at the
University of Texas at Austin, that offers the capability for
real-time interaction with and among multiple driver participants in a traffic network under A TIS strategies. The simulator allows several tripmakers to "drive" through the network, interacting with other drivers and contributing to system
evolution. It considers both system performance as influenced
by driver response to real-time traffic information and driver
behavior as influenced by real-time traffic information based
on system performance. The simulators reviewed earlier are
primarily computer-based devices that display predetermined
stimuli and elicit and collect the participants' responses. The
simulator described here actually simulates traffic. Its "engine" is a traffic flow. simulator and A TIS information generator that displays information consistent with the processes
actually taking place in the (simulated) traffic system under
the particular information supply strategy of interest. The
decisions made by the driver participants are fed directly to
the simulator and as such influence the traffic system itself
and the subsequent stream of information stimuli provided to
the participants.
In addition to studying users' responses to A TIS information for a particular commute on a given day, the simulator
allows the researcher to investigate the day-to-day evolution
of individual decisions under such information strategies. This
longer-term dimension is missing from most available studies

of the effectiveness of real-time information systems. Our
experiments consider system evolution and possible equilibration by including the participants and the performance
simulator in a loop whereby tripmakers may revise their decisions from one iteration day to the next. These experiments
are intended to investigate both the real-time and day-to-day
dynamic properties of traffic networks under alternative information strategies, particularly issues of convergence to an
equilibrium, stability, and benefits following shifts in user trip
timing decisions.
The context for this paper is that of morning peak-period
commuters in congested traffic corridors. The intended interactive experiments can be divided into three categories:
(a) pre-trip and en route path selection only, (b) pre-trip
departure time and path choice and en route path selection,
and (c) pre-trip departure time and path choice, real-time
departure time adjustments and en route path selection. In
each category, each subject is asked to "drive" a vehicle to
the central business district (CBD) through a corridor network. Each subject (or user) is provided with real-time traffic
information before each trip. On the basis of this information,
the user independently supplies his or her departure time and
path decisions. These decisions are in turn fed into a traffic
simulation and path assignment model (11,12). Each subject's
vehicle is then moved along the selected path according to
the prevailing traffic condition on the link that the vehicle is
on. At each junction where the user has the opportunity to
switch to an alternative route, he or she is again provided
with real-time traffic information and asked to decide whether
to stay on the current path or switch to an alternative route.
Feedback is supplied to the subject at the end of the trip on
the consequences of his or her decisions and new decisions
are sought accordingly for the next day's trip. This process is
repeated until system convergence is achieved or a predetermined number of iterations is exceeded.

SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
System Architecture
The simulator developed to perform the interactive experiments is an application of the client/server modeling concept
used extensively in X Window System applications (27) (see
Figure 1). The simulation-assignment model (as an X client)
used is an extension of the corridor model developed by Mahmassani and J ayakrishnan (9) and modified by Mahmassani
and Chen (10) to include pre-trip path selection in addition
to en route switching decisions. The code for this model was
written in FORTRAN and is run on an IBM RISC System/
6000 (as a host computer). An additional program (as another
X client) was written using X library functions (X Window
System, version 11, release 3) to control the layout of windows
displayed on the screens of a set of Macintosh and Intergraph
computers (used by subjects, one computer per subject) on
which either MacX 1.1 (for Macintoshes) or Xll R4 (for
Intergraphs) is being run. Written in C, this program is linked
to the simulation-assignment model using a number of C library interface routines available under IBM AIX, version
3.2, an implementation of the AT&T System V-based version
of the UNIX ·operating system. X Window System protocol
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FIGURE 1 Client/server model.

is a low-level graphics description language used by the X
clients and servers to exchange information.
The Macintosh computers (Quadra 700s, Us, and Pluses)
and Intergraph InterPro 2020 workstations, used as front-end
host computers, are connected in the LocalTalk local network
in the Civil Engineering Micro Laboratory at the University
of Texas at Austin. An AppleTalk protocol is used to allow
these computers to communicate with each other and a Kinetics Fast Path is used to bridge the local network to the
IBM RISC System/6000 at the Center for High Performance
Computing at the University of Texas at Austin.

Fourth, the experiments using the simulator are intended
to be collective but not collaborative in design. Information
supplied to each subject is tailored to reveal network traffic
conditions that pertain to the subject himself or herself only.
The subject cannot obtain direct information on other subjects
in the system through the simulator, although talking among
participants, such as comparing commuting experiences, is
not prohibited.
In summary, this interactive simulator provides participating commuters a dynamic commuting environment in which
they can interact with one another and with the simulated
system in a real-time setting.

Unique Features
Driver-Machine Interface

This interactive simulator possesses several unique features
for the study of user behavior under A TIS. First, this simulator has multi-user capabilities. It is programmed to accommodate a number of users simultaneously. Practically, this
number is limited by the capacities of the communications
hardware and software (AppleTalk and Kinetics Fast Path)
and the host computer running the simulation-assignment
model. Our experiments are designed to have an upper limit
of about 100 participants in a given session. Different market
penetration rates (of on-board equipment) can be considered
by simulating the decisions of each participant as those of an
analyst-specified number of vehicles in the system.
Second, this simulator is dynamic. All user responses are
fed into the simulation-assignment model and thus directly
influence prevailing traffic conditions. There are no predetermined consequences for the subjects' responses, other than
those that result from the nonlinear interactions taking place
in the traffic system.
Third, this simulator can be run in real time. It is now
calibrated in such a way that every simulation time step conforms to the speed of the host computer's clock. Naturally,
other desired simulation speeds can also be achieved.

All the human-machine interface with a given participant takes
place via the computer (in this case, Macintosh or Intergraph)
assigned to him or her. Information to participants is shown
on the monitor screen and each participant either uses the
mouse to move the cursor to the space provided on the screen
or uses the keyboard to click or type in his or her response.
The layout of the information displayed on the monitor screen
is shown in Figure 2. Each participant is provided with a view
of the basic network configuration and his or her relative
vehicle position in the network at all times. The only exception
is during post-trip evaluation, when he or she might examine
the trip history. Each participant's vehicle is moved according
to real-time decisions. Different situational messages are displayed to respondents in the space provided on the screen as
per the occurrence of each situation following system evolution.
Participants will be alerted by a "beep,'' produced by the
built-in audio device in Macintosh or Intergraph computers,
every time a message is displayed. Because the simulator uses
the X window system, it is easy to add or delete messages
(information) when needed. Human factors engineering was
considered in the development process to follow principles of
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FIGURE 2 Layout of information display.

design, such as good visibility, natural mapping, and good
feedback (28,29). Moreover, the amount of information displayed to subjects at any given time has been limited to prevent overloading subjects' short-term memories (30).

Simulation-Assignment Model

The simulation-assignment model is based on the corridor
network version of the DYNASMART model developed at
the University of Texas at Austin (31,32), which was previously used in the experiments ofMahmassani and Chen (10,25).
The model is composed of three main components: the traffic
performance simulator, the network path processing component, and the user decision-making component (see Figure
3). The first component is a fixed time-step macroparticle
traffic simulator. Vehicles on a link are moved individually

~~~~~K

-----·I

TRAFFIC SIMULATOR'i...· - - - -

Path Selection and Switching Rules

During our experiments, commuter decisions may be made
by actual participants, as well as by simulated tripmakers,
reflecting the desired fraction of equipped users in the simulated system. Two alternative rules may be used in the user
decision component for both en route path switching and
initial route selection: (a) a "myopic" deterministic choice
rule and (b) a boundedly rational rule. An important concept
in both rules is the notion of a current path, whereby the
commuter is assumed to have an evoked current path to which
he or she might exhibit some degree of commitment. In a
freeway corridor context, such an evoked path might be strongly
associated with the freeway itself or with a major alternative
parallel arterial. Under the myopic rule (Rule R.1), the simulated commuter will always select the best path (in terms of
least cost or least travel time) from the current node n to the
destination, that is

~tgJER~~NNKT

l

8,{n)

DENSITIES,
TRAVEL TIMES
ON LINKS

~ {~

if TTC;(n) > TTB;(n)
otherwise

(1)

where

INITIAL
TIME-DEPENDENT
TRAFFIC DEMAND

8; (n)

PATH
SELECTION

PATH
SELECTION

USER 1

at prevailing local speeds consistent with macroscopic speeddensity relations (modified Greenshield's model). Inter-link
transfers are subject to capacity constraints. For the given
network representation and link characteristics, the simulator
uses a time-dependent input function to determine the associated vehicular movements, thereby yielding the resulting
link trip times, including estimated delays associated with
queueing at nodes. These form the input to the path processing component, which calculates the pertinent path trip
times, which are in turn supplied to the participating commuters and the user decisions component. The latter is intended to predict the responses of the simulated commuters
in the system to the available information according to a set
of behavior rules described in the next section. The simulator
can consider a variety of information strategies. The primary
strategy used to date has been of the so-called TRA VTEK
variety: prevailing trip times on the network links with no
attempt by some central controller or coordinating entity to
predict future travel times. Another function of the seconfl
component is to translate the user path selection and switching
decisions into time-varying link flow patterns on the network's
links. Further detail on the simulation-assignment methodology can be found in the paper by Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan (9).

USER2

USER 3

FIGURE 3 Simulation-assignment model.

............. USER fl

TCC; (n)

=

TTB; (n)

=

a binary indicator equal to 1 if user i switches
from the "current" path to the "best" path
between node n and the destination; otherwise
it is equal to O;
trip time on "current" path from node n to
destination of user i, and
trip time on "best" path from node n to destination of user i.

Under the myopic rule, the commuter will switch paths in
pursuit of any gain, no matter how insignificant. A more
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reasonable assumption is that driver switching behavior exhibits a boundedly rational character anchored in one's current path. This assumption was operationalized by Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan (9) in the following boundedly rational
switching rule (Rule R.2). It states that a driver will switch
from his or her current path to the current "best" alternative
only if the improvement in the remaining trip time exceeds
some threshold, which may be expressed either in absolute
terms or relative to the remaining trip time. In this work, we
follow Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan's original version of this
rule, with a relative indifference band subject to a minimum
(absolute) trip time saving, namely:

Bi(n)
if TTCJn)
otherwise

TTB;(n) > max['Yl;(n)TTC;(n), T;(n)]
(2)

where
'Yli (n)

T;

(n)

relative indifference band for user i, as a fraction
of remaining trip time on current path from node
n to destination (i.e., TTC;(n), with Tl; (n) 2: 0, \:/
i,n); and
minimum improvement in remaining trip time,
from node n to destination, necessary for user i
to switch from his or her current path, with T; (n)
> 0, \:/ i,n.

Of course, Rule R.1 is a special case of Rule R.2, with
'Yli (n) = 0 and Ti (n) = 0, \:/ i,n. In this model, 'Yl;(n) is
expressed in relative terms. It can be thought of as the percentage of improvement in the remaining trip time vis a vis
the current path. Moreover, to preserve a meaningful threshold effect and to preclude unintended switches when TIC; (n)
becomes very small as the driver approaches his or her destination, the absolute band Ti (n) is introduced to provide a
lower bound. Both Tl; (n) and T; (n) could either be fixed
constants or vary from node to node and possibly over time.
Furthermore, they could be related systematically to the sociodemographic attributes of the commuter population. (The
simulation results presented in this paper assume fixed values
for these bands for a given simulated commuter over the
duration of his or her commutes.) In addition, while Tl; (n) is
allowed to vary across simulated commuters, T; (n) is taken
as a constant T for all simulated drivers.

HWY -1

It is the desire to obtain an observational basis for the
calibration of these indifference bands or generation of alternative behavioral constructs that motivates the experimental approach described in this paper. It is important to note
that in the experiments described in this paper, there are two
sources of tripmaker decisions in the system. First, the actual
participants themselves provide decisions that are directly incorporated in the simulation, immediately affecting the paths
of the corresponding simulated vehicles. The second source
of decisions is the behavioral rules in the user decisions component. These apply only to vehicles in the system that do not
correspond to actual participants in the experiments. The relative numbers of vehicles moving according to each source
depends on the particular experimental scenario under
consideration.
As noted earlier, the above rules could be applied en route
as well as at the trip origin, primarily in connection with
descriptive real-time information with self-optimization capability, which could provide estimates of the remaining trip
time on the simulated commuter's current path as well as
identify the "best" path.

Commuting Context
The participating commuters are placed in a simulated commuting corridor with three major parallel facilities, such as
freeways or major arterials, for the morning work commute.
For convenience and with no loss of generality, all .three facilities are 9 mi long, and each is discretized into nine 1-mi
segments, with crossover links at the end of the third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth miles to allow switching from any facility to
any of the other two (see Figure 4). Of the three major facilities, hereafter referred to as Highways 1, 2, and 3, Highway
1 has the highest free mean speed of 89 km/hr (55 mph),
followed by Highway 2 (72 km/hr or 45 mph) and Highway
3 (56 km/hr or 35 mph). All the crossover links have a free
mean speed of 72 km/hr (45 mph). Simulated commuters enter
the corridor through ramps feedfog into each of the first six
1-mi segments on each facility and commute to a ~ingle common destination downstream (such as the central business
district or a major industrial park).
In the experiments conducted to date and used in prototype
development, 1,800 commuters depart from each of the first

89 km/h (55 mph)

CENTRAL
BUSINESS
DISTRICT

FIGURE 4 Commuting corridor with three parallel facilities.
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six (residential) sectors toward the destination. The departures are spread uniformly over a 20-min period, with the
loading periods for each sector staggered with a time lag of
5 min between adjacent sectors, with sector 1 starting first.
Departing rates are 60 vehicles per minute for Highway 1, 20
vehicles per minute for Highway 2, and 10 vehicles per minute
for Highway 3 for each sector. Note that this assignment
constitutes intended paths for the commuters.
The simulator can also accept different network configurations and loading patterns. Such information could be developed for a real network with which the participants might
have firsthand familiarity.
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Individual Preferences
- Preferred Arrival Time
- Tolerable Schedule Delay

Pre-Trip Planning and Adjustment
- Departure Time Delay
- Path Switching

Data Collection
Before participation in an experiment, each subject is assigned
an identification number, and a corresponding record file is
created. At the beginning of each simulation run, the subjects
are asked to provide their respective numbers so that the
simulator can recognize each subject and store their responses
during the simulation in their respective record files. All records are event-based and are written in a format ready for
analysis.

METHODOLOGY

Pre-Trip Information

En-route Information

No

Post-Trip Evaluation
- Earliest Departure Tim
- Intended Route

Post-Trip Information

FIGURES Conceptual framework for commuting decision
process with real-time traffic information.

In a given experiment, a fraction (possibly equal to one) of
the commuters are assumed to have access to real-time traffic
information, from both an on-board and a home-based traffic
advisory unit. The equipped commuter receives information
on the prevailing trip times on all the links of the network.
These form the basis for computing the trip times from the
user's present location (either at the origin or en route) to his
or her destination along alternative paths. A behavioral assumption is made in the definition of available paths in a
corridor network of the type considered here, namely that
users perceive and identify a path in terms of its major highway facility, reflecting a hierarchy in the manner in which
users perceive a particular network. Thus a path for the purpose of this analysis consists of a single major facility (to the
destination) along with its connecting link. Consequently, at
any given node (including the origin), the user effectively
considers only three paths, one for each facility.

Descriptions of these experiments follow.

Experimental Design

Experimental Procedures

A commuter faces three principal decision situations when
supplied with real-time traffic information: (a) pre-trip planning and adjustment, (b) en route assessment and diversion,
and (c) post-trip evaluation (see Figure 5). At the post-trip
evaluation stage, a commuter examines the trip he or she has
just completed against the actual post-trip data for that day
and decides his or her intended departure time and route for
the next day's commuting trip. When he or she "gets up in
the morning,'' he or she can consult the pre-trip information
update supplied and determine accordingly if any departure
time adjustment or route change, or both, is desirable. Once
the commuter begins the trip, he or she can switch routes

Because the third type of experiment encompasses the first
two, it is described in detail. In this type of experiment, en
route assessment and diversion, post-trip evaluation, and pretrip planning and adjustment are all available to the participant. Each subject is first asked, before engaging in any interactive experiments, to provide responses to a set of attitudinal questions. This precommuting survey is administered
through computer interaction, with the participants prompted
by and responding directly on the monitor screen of the computer assigned to him or her. Among other attitudinal questions, each subject is prompted to supply his or her preferred
arrival time (given work start time) as well as lateness allowed

only in response to the congestion reported by en route information systems.
Three types of experiments were performed to study the
mechanisms underlying the real-time, day-to-day dynamics of
individual decisions under real-time traffic information strategies in the context of the overall system's evolution (including
issues of convergence and stability):
•En route assessment and diversion only;
•En route assessment and diversion plus post-trip evaluation; and
• En route assessment and diversion, post-trip evaluation,
and pre-trip planning and adjustment.
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at work. Once specified, these two quantities will remain fixed
for the subject throughout the experiments.
All participants are required to complete a number of trips
to the CBD through the corridor network, corresponding to
a series of day-to-day morning commutes. Initially (day 0),
each participant is supplied with a plot of the average trip
time by time of departure over the whole departure period
from his or her origin on all three paths to the destination.
These trip times are obtained from a simulation run with all
10,800 simulated vehicles without actual participants. Each
participant is asked to select a target earliest departure time
(the earliest time that he or she would start a commuting trip
regardless of what the traffic condition would be like at that
time) and a target path. This is intended to capture pre-trip
planning decisions taken "the night before." The chosen target earliest departure time and path determine the stimulus
displayed to the participant on the next day, that is, on day 1.
When the simulation of the peak period starts, each subject
is provided with a continuous display of the commuting corridor with the level of congestion on every link in the network
updated in real time and a clock displaying the current (simulated) time on the screen. Once a participant's target earliest
departure time is reached, the screen will display a blow-up
of all possible paths for him or her to take, together with the
expected trip time on each path. The participant has to decide
whether to depart now or to delay departure until a later
time. If the participant chooses to leave now, he or she will
so indicate this choice by selecting a path (which may or may
not be the target path). Otherwise, the participant will be
provided with the same blow-up of possible paths on the
screen at the next simulation update with the expected path
trip times at that time. The participant then will decide again
if he or she wants to depart at that time or later.
Once the participant enters the network, he or she will
receive real-time updates of his or her vehicle's position in
the corridor display. It is as if the participant is driving the
little car in the display through the corridor on the screen.
When the vehicle arrives to a node where route switching is
possible, i.e., crossover links are available, the participant's
screen will display a blow-up of all available paths and the
expected trip time of each path. At the same time, all the
links emanating from the current node are highlighted on the
corridor display. The subject then decides whether to stay on
the current route or switch to an alternative route. Furthermore, if the vehicle gets stuck in the link-end queue, a warning
will be displayed in the situational message box to alert the
driver.
When the participant reaches the destination (the CBD),
the path taken for the trip will be highlighted on the commuting corridor displayed. He or she will then be supplied
with a feedback table providing summary statistics on the
decisions made during the trip, the information supplied, and
the consequences of the decisions. For instance, the table
contains the departure time and path, route switches en route,
arrival time, and total trip time. A summary of the principal
types of information displays is provided below:
• Continuous background
-Layout of commuting corridor,
-Current time display box,
-Trip information display box, and
-Interaction box.

• Dynamic information: pre-trip planning
-On corridor layout, link condition, color coded and
commuter origin, highlighted;
-In information display box, updated plots of average
trip time (Type 3 only), blow-up of available links/paths,
and current trip time on each path;
-In interaction box, prompt for departure (Type 3 only),
select departure or delay, click box (Type 3 only), prompt
for path at origin, select path, click box.
• Dynamic information: en route
-On corridor layout, link condition, color coded and vehicle position;
- In information display box, blow-up of available links/
paths at node, current trip time on each path to destination,
and situational text messages, e.g., queue status;
- In interaction box, prompt for path at node and select
path, click box.
• Post trip evaluation information
-On corridor layout, path taken, highlighted;
-In information display box, table of trip summary statistics and plots of average trip time by time of departure
for current iteration (Types 2 and 3 only);
-In interaction box, prompt for departure time and path
for the next iteration (Types 2 and 3 only) and type in
departure time and path (Types 2 and 3 only).
At the end of the simulation, the subject will again be
provided with a plot of the average trip time by time of departure, over the departure period from his or her origin on
all three paths, obtained from this simulation run (Day 1).
Each participant is again asked to select a target earliest departure time (as previously defined) and a target path for Day
2. This process continues until the nth simulation run, by
which time either the traffic system has reached convergence
or a preset number of iterations has been exceeded. The
procedure for this type of experiment can be presented in
algorithmic form as follows:
• Step 0: Initialization
a. Perform simulation run with no participant input;
b. Generate trip time versus departure time plots, by path,
for each origin, for j = O; and
c. Set j = 1.
•Step 1: Previous day's information
a. Display trip time versus departure time, by path, for
Day (j - 1);
b. For each participant i, obtain
-TEDT; (j) = target earliest departure time, for Day
j, and
- TP; (j) = target path, for Day j.
• Step 2: Pre-trip decisions
a. t = 0, initiate SIMULATION;
b. If t ~ TEDT; (j), display updated trip time versus departure time, by path, for Day j, and prompt participant i for departure status and path;
c. If response for prompt positive, ADT; (j) = t and
go to Sept 3- otherwise, set t = t + 6.t, call
SIMULATION and return to Step 2b.
•Step 3: En route decisions
a. Run SIMULATION; increment t = t + 6.t, move
vehicles;
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b. For each participant with ADT; (j) ::::; t,
i. Check if at destination: if yes, go to Step 3c: otherwise continue.
ii. Check if at decision node: if yes, display trip time
(by path), prompt route choice, read user selection
and/or apply default route; otherwise, continue.
iii. Return to Step 3a
c. Check if t;::::: T: if yes, continue; otherwise, go to Step
3a.
•Step 4: Post-trip Evaluation
a. Highlight path taken on corridor layout,
b. Display table of trip summary statistics.
•Step 5: Convergence Check
If convergence reached, or j > N, STOP; Otherwise, set j =
j + 1, go to Step 1.
The procedures for the other two types of experiments are
similar. In Type 2 experiments, the subject's vehicle is loaded
into the network at his or her specified departure time because
the option to adjust the departure time in real time is unavailable. In Type 1 experiments, the subject's vehicle is loaded
into the network at a preassigned departure time, which may
not be changed by the participant.

runs out before a response has been supplied by the participant, he or she does not leave. During the trip, if the participant is faced with a route-switching decision and does not
respond within the time limit, he or she will continue on the
current route (default option). This time constraint can be
adjusted to simulate real-life driving time constraints under
various traffic conditions.

Rate of Information Update
The time between each real-time information update will be
varied to observe effects on the participants' decisions as well
as overall system performance. This should yield insights into
what an optimal update rate might be.

Simulation Time Frame
Two versions of the interactive experiments have been developed. One version performs the simulation and user interaction at a rate that is synchronous with real time. The
other version performs the simulation and user interaction at
a faster pace than real time.

Experimental Factors

The interactive experiments are intended to investigate the
effect of six principal factors: departure origin, background
traffic, decision time constraint, rate of information update,
simulation time frame, and information display strategies.

Information Display Strategies

Depending on his or her origin, the driver may have four,
three, two, or only one opportunity for en route switching.
This may affect his or her propensity to switch. Different
departure origins are assigned at random to the participating
subjects. Once assigned, each participant's origin remains unchanged throughout all experiments.

Three different display strategies are considered here. The
first strategy is to supply route-based trip time information
only when the subject's vehicle reaches a decision node, that
is, one where there are opportunities for path switching. The
second strategy is to display route-based trip time information
at all points along the trip to the destination and update this
information at the rate of information update as another controlled factor, as mentioned previously. The third strategy is
to provide route-based trip time information only when requested by the participant, in this case by using the mouse to
move the cursor to the space provided on the screen.

Background Traffic

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Background traffic is the simulated traffic that interacts with
the participants' vehicles in the same corridor network. There
are 10,800 simulated vehicles, some of which do not switch
routes because they are not equipped with traffic advisory
units or their drivers do not rely on real-time information.
The equipped vehicles (reflecting the particular market penetration scenario of interest) switch routes according to the
behavioral rules described in "Path Selection and Switching
Rules." The relative proportions of the two types of vehicles
and the behavioral rules are under the analyst's control.

One of the principal determinants of the effectiveness of realtime traffic information systems is the user's response to this
information, both in real time and over the long run. The
available body of knowledge in this area is very limited and
will remain rather speculative until a meaningful observational basis has been developed. Laboratory-like experiments
of the type described in this paper can provide a low-cost
alternative for a much needed start on acquiring observations
of actual tripmakers. Three unique features of the experimental apparatus and procedures described in this paper should
be stressed: (a) the stimuli provided to the participants are
generated by a traffic simulation model and are therefore both
internally and externally consistent with real-world traffic conditions, (b) the interactive multiuser capability introduces
greater realism, especially at higher market penetration levels, and (c) the day-to-day aspect of the experiments addresses

Departure Origin

Decision Time Constraint
This is the time constraint imposed on real-time decisions. At
the origin, the participant has a limited amount of time to
decide if he or she will depart and .on what path. If the time
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an essential question that has often been ignored in discussions
of A TIS effectiveness.
The kind of data that can be obtained from such controlled
conditions provides a basis for the development of user-response
models that may be used in simulation-assignment tools to
evaluate network performance under real-time information.
The richness of these data and the dynamic interactive nature
of their sources raise challenging methodological questions in
terms of analysis, particularly model specification and parameter estimation. It is therefore necessary to advance the stateof-the-art methodologically to take advantage of such data
and properly address the behavioral questions of interest.
Naturally, simulators and laboratory-like experiments of the
type described in this paper are not intended to totally replace
actual field demonstrations and tests. Their role is to provide
a relatively low cost and rapid test bed to address key fundamental issues that are critical to further develop and deploy
IVHS technologies. Insights gained from such experiments can
then guide the cost-effective development of full-scale field
tests. Further discussion of the role of laboratory-like experiments in the hierarchy of approaches for the study of complex
large-scale systems is given by Mahmassani and Herman (26).
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Stated Preference Approach to
Modeling the Adoption of Telecommuting
ADRIANA BERNARDINO, MOSHE BEN-AKIVA, AND lLAN SALOMON
Many researchers have suggested the potential use of telecommuting as a substitute for travel to reduce traffic congestion,
energy consumption, and air pollution. The effectiveness of this
working arrangement as a strategy to address these policy issues,
however, will depend on the level of adoption and on the impacts
of usage on individuals' travel behavior. This paper discusses the
process of individuals' adoption of telecommuting, given that the
alternative is made available by the employer. A review of the
relevant research concerning individuals and the process of adoption of telecommuting is presented. On the basis of the state of
the art, a framework to model this process is proposed. An empirical study conducted to demonstrate the proposed framework
is described. The implications of the main findings of this study
policy design are analyzed and directions for further research are
suggested.
Many researchers have suggested the potential use of telecommuting as a substitute for travel to reduce traffic congestion, energy consumption, and air pollution. This expectation
is derived from four major trends: innovations in the area of
information technology (IT), the increasing social cost of
transportation, the transition to the "information economy,"
and changes in individuals' lifestyles.
Developments in information technology have significantly
reduced the costs of terminal equipment and increased their
capabilities. The introduction of fiber optics and microwaves
represents a potential growth in terms of capacity and speed
of data transmission. Many IT applications are now being developed to improve individuals' and groups' interactions, relaxing physical and temporal constraints on activity performance.
These innovations significantly reduce coordination costs,
leading organizations to a restructuring process that continues
to involve more value-added partnership and ad hoc teamwork instead of rigid, hierarchical structures. Consequently,
the accessibility of employees through a communication network becomes much more important than their physical presence in the office, which may encourage the adoption of
telecommuting.
Simultaneously, policy makers' interest in telecommuting is
significantly growing, as shown by the recent, increasing level
of investments made in demonstration projects. In addition
to its potential to reduce private and social transportation
costs at a low investment level by government, telecommuting
can also address issues such as regional development, opportunities for disabled persons, and emergency preparedness,
among others.
A. Bernardino and M. Ben-Akiva, Department of Civil and Envi-

ronmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02319. I. Salomon, Department of Geography, Har Hazoffim, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel.

Nevertheless, some transportation and telecommunications
planners have questions still to be answered. There are indications that telecommuting is gaining ground in the United
States and Europe. However, the assessments of the current
number of telecommuters, as well as the current forecasts of
telecommuting and its impacts in terms of demand for infrastructure and services, vary widely. The variations are due to
inconsistent definitions and inappropriate forecasting techniques as well as different assumptions about the nature of
the behavioral responses to the availability of this option.
The objective of this study is to take one further step in
the direction of understanding telecommuting, beyond most
efforts conducted to date. This study involved the development of a model of the decision to adopt telecommuting by
the individual.
The remainder of this paper is organized in four sections.
The section on Previous Research presents a review of the
research concerning individuals and the process of adopting
telecommuting. The section on Modeling Framework proposes
a framework to model the adoption process. The Pilot Study
and Conclusions sections describe and discuss an empirical
study conducted to demonstrate the proposed framework.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Research relevant to the process of adopting telecommuting
by the individual can be broadly divided into two main streams:
one that emphasizes the sociological aspects of this new working arrangement and another that focuses on the impacts of
telecommuting on travel behavior.
Sociological research describes some characteristics of individuals, their households, ·and their environments that may
be relevant to the adoption of telecommuting, as well as the
impacts of adoption of this working arrangement on telecommuters. Travel behavior research analyzes individuals' patterns of usage of the transportation system once telecommuting is adopted.
Characteristic of the research on telecommuting is the fact
that studies fall short of taking a comprehensive perspective,
usually remaining within traditional disciplinary lines. The
main studies in both of the two major directions of research
follow.

Sociological Research
Sociological research can be further divided into characterization of telecommuters profiles and impacts of telecommuting adoption on individuals.
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Characterizations of Telecommuters' Profiles
Olson (J), Olson and Primps (2), and Pratt (3), based on
analyses of work-at-home pilot programs of various organizations, identified telecommuters as (a) male managers or
professionals who perceive more value in part-time integration of work and family than career advancement, (b) fulltime female clerical workers who have child-care responsibilities or are seeking to increase income by reducing personal
expenses, and (c) managerial and professional mothers who
want to nurture young children without completely falling
behind in their careers.
Kraut and Grambsch (4), based on a statistical analysis of
1980 census work-at-home data, observed that telecommuters
were likely to belong to groups that experience social or physical constraints to their mobility. This finding, however, may
not be representative of actual telecommuters because the
definition of work-at-home in the census is much broader than
that of telecommuting.
Bailyn (5), analyzing an organization in the United Kingdom, found that telecommuters tend to value interesting work,
family life, and leisure time more than pursuing a career.
Their counterparts, the office workers who do not telecommute, are more career oriented and value status, prestige,
and success more than family life, flexibility, and merely maintaining skills.
The author also identified a "traditional" home-based orientation among female telecommuters, who were more interested in home and family than in career goals. Male telecommuters, on the other hand, perceived some value in work
but had given priority to their preferred lifestyle and a balanced life over career and achievement.
Christensen (6) and Olson (7) proposed that only managers
and professional workers will decide to work at home on the
basis of their personal preferences. Clerical employees will
work under this arrangement due to family demands or to
low income levels.
These studies lead to the hypotheses that alternative lifestyles and socioeconomic constraints may be significant factors in the decision to adopt telecommuting. They also suggest
the hypothesis that telecommuters will either be in the position of bargaining for their working arrangement or, having
no alternative, being eventually exploited.

impossible to work long hours at a terminal, (c) workers whose
families objected to their presence at home, (d) individuals
who were not self-disciplined enough to perform their jobs
without supervision, and (e) workers whose off-site productivity could not be easily measured by their supervisors.
In a study evaluating changes in home computer use, Vitalari et al. (8) concluded that computers at home were used
mostly for work and had the impact of decreasing the time
spent with family and friends and increasing the time spent
alone, leading to social isolation. Kraut (9) concluded that
the experience with computer owners to date shows that individuals use home computers to work extra, generally nonpaid, hours. Bailyn (5) suggests that both "workaholism" and
exploitation of workers by organizations may be observed in
telecommuting.
Reviewing Christensen's work, Bailyn also pointed out the
findings that telecommuting and child care can be combined
only with difficulty. When adopting this option, male professionals experienced improvements in family life, whereas the
opposite was experienced by female clerical workers with replaceable skills. Olson (7) also confirmed that women working
at home felt constant stress and pressure from both work and
family demands, with little time left for themselves or for
leisure.
In a review of four telecommuting experiments conducted
in Japan, Spinks (10) identifies the main work-related problems to be a lack of concise job descriptions as well as a lack
of time-management and self-supervisory skills. Most individuals agreed that flexibility to work according to ones' biorhythm was more productive and generated a greater sense
of creativity, but a lack of motivation in the initial stages led
to longer working hours closer to deadlines.
An interesting aspect noted in one of the experiments was
that, for cultural re~sons, some individuals did not feel comfortable about the possibility of having the whole family together frequently.
The absence of a commute was positively regarded by most
telecommuters, as well as the possibility of working in casual
clothing. However, by working and living under the same
roof, some telecommuters never experienced the feeling of
being completely "off duty."
These findings lead to the conclusion that it is necessary to
consider job and commuting characteristics, as well as individuals' personalities, attitudes, and cultural values, when
evaluating the potential telecommuting adoption.

Impacts of Adopting Telecommuting on Individuals
Telecommuting may be quite a radical change from the routine work patterns. Work is the main activity around which
other activities are organized. Thus a change in the work
arrangement may have far-reaching impacts on the total. activity patterns of individuals and their households. The expected impacts on individuals are likely to affect their likelihood of adopting telecommuting. Moreover, the likelihood
that others will adopt telecommuting is also a factor that may
influence this decision.
Through interviews with supervisors, Pratt. (3) identified
some categories of white collar employees who had either
returned to the office full time or stopped working after rejecting home telework. The main categories identified were
(a) single men and women whose social life centered on office
contacts, (b) handicapped workers who found it physically

Telecommuting, Travel Behavior, and the
Transportation System

Salomon (11), Nilles (12), and Mokhtarian (13) have discussed the expected impacts of telecommuting on travel behavior, and the main hypotheses formulated from these discussions can be classified as short-term or long-term hypotheses.
The most immediate expected result is a reduction in the
number of peak-hour trips due to the reduction of commutes.
A shift of trip time to off-peak hours is also expected. Nonwork trip destinations may be expected to be closer to home,
allowing for a shift to nonmotorized transportation modes.
On the other hand, carpools may be interrupted, requiring
individuals to drive alone and generating more trips as a result. A· reassignment of activities may be observed in tele-
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commuters' households, in which the responsibility for
household-related trips is transferred to regular commuter
members. The elimination of the work trip may also disrupt
trip chains.
Pendyala et al. (14), analyzing data from the State of California Telecommuting Pilot Project, found significant reductions in commute trips, peak-period trips, total distance traveled, and freeway miles due to telecommuting. It was also
noted that telecommuters chose nonwork destinations closer
to home and exhibited a contracted "action space" on both
telecommuting and commuting days. Nonwork trips showed
similar temporal patterns on both telecommuting and commuting days.
Hamer et al. (15), in an evaluation of the telecommuting
pilot project conducted in the Netherlands, found that teleworking can be fairly successful in reducing the total travel
time of teleworkers. The authors observed a significant reduction in peak-hour traffic by car as well as a decrease in
the number of trips teleworkers made for other purposes. A
reduction in the number of trips made by household members
was also observed, contrary to initial expectations.
Many long-term effects may be expected due to the adoption of telecommuting. A reduction in the level of automobile
ownership may be expected. Changes in job locations may
be observed. Changes in residential location may occur, which
may or may not lead to an offset of the telecommuting benefits
in terms of energy consumption and pollution reduction. Research indicates, however, that at least in the short run, telecommuting presents travel impacts that are favorable enough
to justify further interest in its potential as a measure for
travel demand management.
Moreover, Nilles (16) hypothesized that telecommuting can
be structured based on telework centers, so that it does not
influence residential location decisions that result in net longterm increases in travel. From an analysis of the California
Telecommuting Pilot Project, Nilles indicated that results support the hypothesis that telecommuting does not increase urban sprawl and that telecommuting does produce net reductions in household travel.
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FIGURE 1 Framework for modeling the telecommuting
adoption process.

telecommuting adoption. At the center of the structure are
two sequential choices that individuals will make when faced
with the option to telecommute: the decision to adopt (or
reject) telecommuting and the subsequent decision as to the
level of adoption, if they choose to telecommute. The decisions are made against a background that consists of an environment and personal factors. The major elements of this
structure are described below.

Summary
The travel behavior research demonstrates that once telecommuting is adopted, at least in the short run, it has positive
impacts on the transportation system.
Sociological research, on the other hand, shows that lifestyle choices and socioeconomic constraints influence the decision to telecommute. It also makes clear that aspects of
individuals' personal and professional environments should
be considered in the process.
Nevertheless, none of the pieces of research reviewed try
to quantify the magnitude of the impact of each factor on the
adoption process in a way that may be useful for policy development. This paper represents an initial movement toward
filling this gap in understanding the process of adoption of
telecommuting by individuals.
MODELING FRAMEWORK
The framework presented in Figure 1 incorporates both the
organization's and the employees' inputs in the analysis of

Environment
Individuals act within an environment that includes social,
cultural, economic, technological, and institutional characteristics. The environment sets the context within which individuals can choose in terms of options and constraints. The
important elements of the environment for the current framework are discussed in sequence.

Technology
Technology can be either a facilitator of or a barrier to telecommuting. Jobs vary in the requirement for interaction with
machines and coworkers. Some jobs are not technology intensive, and can probably be performed with a simple telephone. Other jobs may require that workers have at their
disposal some sophisticated (and sometimes expensive) equipment necessary for their routine performance. The supply of
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such technologies at the individuals' home raises a number of
questions regarding technological feasibility, costs, and other
administrative issues.

Government Policies
Governmental entities are initiating policies to reduce transportation's social costs and to encourage organizations to adopt
programs to decrease the number of trips made by their employees. In some areas, these policies include an extra bonus
for trip reductions obtained by telecommuting. By using these
types· of regulatory devices, government can exert some influence on the level of adoption of telecommuting. On the
other hand, other government agencies are involved in formulating policies designed to protect workers; such policies
may not be consistent with those encouraging telecommuting.

Employer
The employing organization's decision to make telecommuting available is a necessary condition for adoption to take
place. This decision is a function of the organization's characteristics and of managers' perceptions and attitudes.
Relevant organization characteristics are the composition
of the labor force, organizational costs, and organizational
structure. The characteristics of the labor force may have an
impact not only on the decision to offer telecommuting as an
option, but also on the characteristics of the proposed program. It may be expected, for example, that programs offered
to professional workers will be more flexible than those offered to clerical employees.
Organization costs may also be relevant to the adoption
process. Significant savings may be obtained by reduced requirements of office and parking space. Telecommuting may
also decrease absenteeism, sick leave, and turnover rates, and
avoid relocation costs. On the other hand, the costs of implementing and operating a telecommuting program may be
prohibitive.
The relevance of the organizational structure to the adoption process refers basically to the level of interaction among
individuals, sectors, and departments and to the media used
to perform this interaction. Structures that require a high level
of interaction may have some difficulty in functioning with
telecommuting. However, if most of this interaction is performed by means of telecommunication media, telecommuting may actually be favored.
Managers' perceptions and attitudes affect the organization's position with regard to telecommuting programs. Also,
the message sent by the manager to the individual employee
affects the way in which the individual preceives the program.
There is much evidence that at present, many managers do
not support telecommuting because they fail to understand
how they can manage a remote work force (7). Other managers see a great potential in telecommuting as a measure to
increase productivity.
The result of the decision made by the organization is the
definition of the working arrangement characteristics. Considering organizational characteristics and managers' attitudes
and perceptions, a choice is made about whether to make
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telecommuting available. Telecommuting, however, is not a
single unified arrangement. In fact, the concept includes a
wide variety of arrangements with the common characteristics
that work is performed at a remote location, and, from a
transportation perspective, that travel patterns are altered
(13). Combinations of the attributes described below characterize the telecommuting programs that may be available
to employees and directly influence the adoption decision.

Formality
Telecommuting can be an informal arrangement between the employer and the employee, or a formal
agreement. Some organizations currently institutionalizing
telecommuting require employees and supervisors to sign a
document on the agreed conditions. Individuals may be more
willing to adopt institutionalized arrangements because this
formalization may be interpreted as a commitment by the
organization. On the other hand, individuals may assume informal arrangements to be more flexible and thus prefer that
situation.

Form
There are currently two main forms of telecommuting: home-based and remote work centers. In the homebased form, employees work full- or part-time at home and
report to a central, remote office. In the remote work center,
employees work full- or part-time in a facility that is closer
to their home than the office to which they report. At present,
there is little documented experience with remote centers.
Home-based telecommuting has the advantage of requiring
no trips and providing more time for family interaction. On
the other hand, remote centers involve a shorter trip than
that to the central office, yet providing a buffer between home
and office. These centers also provide greater possibilities for
socialization as well as better infrastructure and a more welldefined liability context.

Flexibility
Some telecommuting programs may have a rigid
schedule, determining the number of days or days of the week
when telecommuting is allowed. Other programs, however,
can be flexible, leaving the schedule for the employee to
decide and requiring only that the employee be in the office
for one or one half day per week, or be accessible through
telephone or computer during certain hours of the day. It is
reasonable to expect that employees will prefer more flexible
arrangements because flexibility is considered one of the greatest
advantages of telecommuting.

Employment Conditions
In recent telecommuting experimental projects, mainly those totally or partially funded by
the government, it has been suggested that no distinction be
made concerning salary and benefits between commuters and
telecommuters. This is, however, not necessarily the common
practice. In fact, uneven patterns of working conditions have
been observed, associated with the scope of telework, organizational purposes for introduction of the program, type of
work, and legal aspects of the telework. Telecommuters can
be treated as employees or contractors, can be paid by the
task or by the hour, and can receive all regular benefits or
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none of them. Wage rates can be lower, higher, or the same
as those for regular commuters.

In both home-based and reFixed and Operating Costs
mote work center telecommuting arrangements, the equipment to be used can be provided by the employee or the
employer, or shared between the two parties. Similarly, main
operating costs, such as phone bills, may be paid by either
one of the parties or otherwise shared.

Liability
Questions of liability for the equipment, information, and even the health and safety of the employee must
be defined for this new form of working arrangement, particularly for home-based telecommuting. If the employers bear
responsibility, then they may require the right of on-site inspection visits.
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Adopting Telecommuting: Decision Structure
The process of the adoption of telecommuting involves two
main decisions by the employee. Based on the working arrangements offered, attitudes, perceptions, and socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, individuals decide
whether to telecommute. This is not a daily decision of whether
to telecommute or to drive to work, but a long-term choice
of accepting certain conditions in exchange for some benefits.
Individuals may be able to move in and out of this condition
depending on the characteristics of the arrangement.
Once telecommuting is adopted, individuals must decide
how much telecommuting to do. In some cases, the intensity
of telecommuting may be predetermined and consequently
part of the first decision. Ho!,vever, more likely is the situation
in which the individual has the flexibility to choose the level
of telecommuting, which then becomes a short-term decision.
PILOT STUDY

Individuals' Characteristics
The individuals' characteristics that affect the decision to
telecommute include two major elements: the individuals'
situational characteristics and the individuals' attitudes and
perceptions.

Individuals' Situational Characteristics
Individuals' situational characteristics can be divided into three
main groups: job, commuting, and socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.
Job characteristics involve the level of face-to-face interaction demanded by the job and the type of equipment required to accomplish the tasks. These requirements may represent a set of binding constraints to telecommuting.
Commuting characteristics are expected to have a significant influence on individuals' decisions to telecommute. Long
commuting times, high levels of congestion, and inconvenience associated with travel may increase the attractiveness
of telecommuting.
Socioeconomic and demographic characteristics may also
affect the individuals' decision to adopt telecommuting. Genderbased roles, presence of children or adults who need special care, household income, or level of education are expected to contain relevant information and may be used as a
basis for market segmentation in forecasting the demand for
telecommuting.

Individuals' Perceptions and Attitudes
Individuals' attitudes toward telecommuting in general, and
toward specific programs in particular, will influence the decision of whether to consider or to adopt an arrangement.
Individuals who do not understand the concept of telecommuting may not perceive it as an viable alternative. Individuals
who are career oriented may prefer to work in the central
office, while those who are family oriented may prefer to
telecommute.

To obtain some insights into the applicability of the proposed
framework, a pilot study was conducted. This study is discussed next.
Data Collection
The pilot study was based on a survey of a group of individuals'
preferences concerning hypothetical telecommuting scenarios, that is, stated preference data. The major advantage of
this type of data is that scenarios can be elaborated on based
on orthogonal design, and models estimated from this data
set can elicit information on trade-offs among attributes that
may not be clear from revealed preference data. Nevertheless,
purely stated preference-based models present many validity
problems, originating in the decision protocols adopted by
the respondents, imperfect descriptions of alternatives, and
omission of situational constraints. They are, therefore, of
little or no value for predicting demand, unless they can be
validated by revealed preference data. This aspect should be
clear during the analysis of the results.

Survey
The survey questionnaire was divided into two parts. Part 1
contained questions about the respondents' job, commuting and
demographic characteristics, communication patterns within the
organization, the availability and characteristics of the telecommuting program in the respondent's organization, respondent's
attitudes towards telecommuting, and perceptions of main barriers to a broader adoption within the organization. Part 2
presented a series of telecommuting programs and asked the
respondents about their willingness to telecommute if each
one of those programs were offered by the organization.
The survey was advertised in eight USENET newsgroups,
requiring participants. These groups were selected on the basis of the contents of their ongoing discussions and were all
expected to be interested in the telecommuting issue. Therefore, this is a convenience sample. To qualify as respondents,
these individuals had to be employees whose jobs could be
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performed at least part-time at home. It was not required that
the option of telecommuting be offered.
About 100 individuals indicated their interest in participating in this survey. Fifty-four individuals actually answered
the questionnaire, 46 of whom were males. Clearly, this sample is not representative of the potential telecommuting population, and no forecast can be made on the basis of these
data. However, this does not prohibit the development of a
model from which the weights of various factors can be studied
for a specific segment of the population.

General Characteristics of the Sample
The average individual in the sample was 34 years old, a
college graduate, married with no children, and part of a dualcareer household. The average annual household income was
$69,000. On average, two automobiles were available in each
household. Ninety-four percent of the respondents had a personal computer or workstation at home, 85.5 percent had a
modem, 42 percent had more than one telephone line, 23
percent had a fax machine, and 6 percent had a cellular phone.
The majority of the individuals in the sample drove to work,
and the average commuting time was 28 min.
On average, individuals had worked at their current job for
3.4 years for about 44 hr/week, and 71 percent of their working
hours were spent at a computer. The computer was used
primarily for programming, followed by communications. The
most frequently used communication medium was electronic
mail, followed by face-to-face contact, followed by telephone.
Individuals believed that given their job characteristics, it
would be feasible to telecommute an average of 3.6 days/
week, and they would like to telecommute about 3.3 days/
week. From the total sample, 20 percent were given the option
to telecommute on special occasions, and 45 percent were
given the option to telecommute regularly. Sixty-two percent
of the group that was given the option to telecommute regularly was allowed to telecommute on an informal basis.

disagree) to 10 (entirely agree). Although these ratings are
ordinal and should be interpreted carefully, they can provide
some information on individuals' perceptions. According to
the results, the main benefits of telecommuting are associated
with increased flexibility, increased productivity, and reduced
commuting stress. Overall, individuals in the sample perceived telecommuting to be a convenient arrangement, which
is demonstrated in both the specific and the overall mean
ratings.
Table 2 presents the statements made about the main barriers to a broader adoption of telecommuting by the organization for which the respondents work, which were rated on
a scale from 1 (entirely disagree) to 10 (entirely agree). The
two most relevant barriers seem to be the cultural requirement
of 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. office hours and the lower efficiency
of communication media when compared to face-to-face
communication.
Even though this is a rather limited list of possible barriers
to telecommuting, the responses seem to reinforce the belief
that the biggest barrier is managerial reluctance. The lower
efficiency of machine-mediated vis-a-vis face-to-face communications is also posed as a limiting factor, but it seems to
be associated more with the frequency of telecommuting than
with the decision of whether to adopt the arrangement.

Telecommuting Scenarios

Overview of Individuals' Perceptions

To estimate the effects of different scenarios on individuals'
willingness to telecommute, a con joint experiment was designed,
combining the attributes and levels presented in Table 3.
A fractional factorial design using two blocks of eight scenarios each was constructed. Each scenario involved a distinct
combination of the five attributes described above. Each respondent was presented with one of the blocks and requested
to make eight binary choices between one of the telecommuting options and the proposed nontelecommuting situation
in which he or she would work 5 days per week in the office
and overtime would be paid. The choices were made on an
ordinal scale from 1 (would definitely not telecommute) to 5
(would definitely telecommute).

Table 1 shows the statements about telecommuting that individuals were requested to rate on a scale from 1 (entirely

Estimation Method

TABLE 1 Individuals' Perceptions About
Telecommuting

Statement 2
increases autonomy
improves family life
increases flexibility
reduces commuting stress
increases productivity
negatively affects promotion
increases family /work c.onftict
saves a lot of money
makes worker feel isolated
overall; very convenient
1

St.a tis tics
Standard
Mean Deviation
2.97
7.23
2.70
6.53
2.18
8.27
7.46
3.02
1.96
7.65
2.96
5.69
2.81
3.90
3.10
5.50
2.76
5.19
8.56
1.94

Total of 54 respondents

disagree to 10

= entirely agree

TABLE 2 Barriers to Telecommuting

Statement2
cultural requirement of 9-5 office hours
media not as effident as face-to-face
not enough people on e-mail
not enough data on line
high cost of acquiring technology
high cost of using technology
technology doesn't match jobs needs

Statisticsl
Standard
Mean Deviation
6.42
3.40
6.19
2.33
3.29
3.01
3.77
2.83
3.87
2.74
3.46
2.42
4.02
2.76

1 Total of 54 respondents

2 Respondents were asked to grade each one of these state-

ments about telecommuting on a scale from 1

A model was developed with the objective of evaluating the
impacts of different working arrangements on individuals' decision of whether to telecommute. The underlying assumption

= entirely

2

Respondents were asked to grade each one of these stl\tcmcnt.s

about telecommuting on a scale from 1
entirely l\gree

= entirely disl\gree to 10 =
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TABLE 3 Components of Conjoint Experiment
Attributes
Flexibility

Technology Provider
Telecommuting Costs
Salary

Overtime

Levels

Fi~ed schedule, 3 days at home, 2 days in the office
Fixed schedule, 2 days at home, 3 days in the office
Flexible schedule, at least 2 clays in the office
Flexible schedule, at least 1 day in the office
Employee provides a computer and a modem
Employer provides a computer and a modem
Employee pays phone bills
Employer pays phone bills
103 less than office workers
Same as office workers
103 more than office workers
Not paid
Paid

was that individuals are utility maximizers and derive utility
from combinations of attributes of the available alternatives.
Due to imperfect information, utility is random, and can be
written as
(1)

From Equations 1, 2; and 3, the probability function of the
observed dependent variable, Ynm• can be written as follows:

"',t, 13.X.. +

u""' µm¢> (µm-• -

where
u~

xn
un

=

J3 =

utility derived from the alternative by individual n,
array of attributes of the available alternative to individual n,
random disturbance for individual n, and
array of parameters to be estimated.

Utility, however, cannot be measured. Instead, individuals'
choices or stated preferences are observed and assumed to
be indicators of their underlying utility function.
McKelvey and Zavoina (17) proposed a model to estimate
the parameters of interest, J3, when the observed indicators
of the latent utility are ordinal, as in the case of the available
data.
The ordinal probit model, as it is called, assumes that the
random term of the underlying utility function is normally
distributed.
Un -

$

Unfcr $

It then associates the observed indicators with the underlying

µm -

ktI ~kxkn) /a

1)

where <l>(t) represents the cumulative standard normal distribution function. Assuming, without loss of generality, that
CT = 1, the final model is given by
1)

(+m - ,t, 13,X,")

utility as follows:
- <I> ( µm- •

(3)

where

Yn
Rm
µm _ 1
µm =

individual's response in observation n,
response category m,
lower bound threshold for utility for response
category m, and
upper bound threshold for utility for response
category m.

Because Y is ordinal, it can be represented as the following
set of dummy variables:
if Ym E Rm
otherwise

(4)

(5)

where k = 1, ... , K represents the K attributes of the
alternative. Because un is assumed to be normally distributed,
it can be written

(2)

N(O, CT)

(

,t, 13,x,}"

,t, 13,Xk")

(7)

In addition, µ 0 is set to - oo, µ 5 to + oo, and µ 1 is arbitrarily
set to zero, to fix the origin of the utility scale.

Initial Results
Table 4 shows the results of the ordered probit estimation
based on the data collected. It should be noted that the ordered probit model assumes independence among observations, which, due to the data collection method, does not hold
for this sample. As a result, the estimated coefficients are
consistent, but not efficient. The resulting (-statistics are,
therefore, overestimated. The Jackknife method [Miller (18)]
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TABLE 4 Results from Ordered Probit Estimation
Statistics
Variables
Description
dummy, if equipment provided by employee
dummy, if phone bills paid by employee
dummy, if overtime work is not paid
dummy, if salary reduction is proposed
dummy, if salary increase is proposed
number of children under 18 in the household
one-way travel time saved, if::; 40 minutes
one-way travel time saved, if> 40 minutes
number of years worked in the organization
dummy, if telecommuting option is not available
dummy, if respondent is female
threshold!
threshold2
threshold3
constant
Number of observations
C(O)
C(,13)

p2

was applied to correct this problem, and the t-statistic values
presented in Table 4 are the revised ones.
According to the model, all telecommuting costs (equipment provision, phone bills, and nonpaid overtime) have a
negative impact on the decision to telecommute if they are
to be borne by the telecommuters.
It is interesting to note that individuals react negatively to
the hypothesis of having to provide a computer and a modem
to telecommute, even though 94 percent of those people in
the sample already have a personal computer or workstation
at home. This result may indicate that the type of equipment
individuals own is not compatible with that required to perform their work. More likely, however, it indicates that individuals ignore their current situation when responding to
conjoint experiments.
The model coefficients also indicate that individuals react
more negatively to a decrease in salary in exchange for telecommuting than they react positively to an incentive to telecommute in the form of a salary increase in the same proportion. The emphatic reaction to salary reduction was expected
for several reasons. First of all, a 10 percent reduction in
income may seem significant, unless the respondent is not the
household "bread winner" and foresees possibilities of compensating for that loss through cost savings associated with
home-=based telecommuting. Moreover, this extreme reaction
may be a manifestation of "policy bias" in which respondents
want to make clear their position against some proposition,
even though if they really need to face the situation they may
be more flexible. Actually, according to the estimated parameters, the potential telecommuter would be willing to negotiate some salary reduction if the organization proposed to
provide the required equipment and pay work-related phone
bills and overtime hours.
Even though the individuals in this sample were willing to
telecommute with no financial incentive, the parameter corresponding to an increase in salary is still significant. However, in a more diversified sample, where many individuals
were not willing to telecommute in principle, the impact of
this offer would probably be much lower.

Mean
-0.401
-0.442
-0.229
-1.358
0.504
0.309
0.012
-0.002
-0.094
0.608
0.521
0.434
0.875
1.474
2.002
432
-594.710
-448.690
0.271

Standard
Deviation
0.122
0.123
0.100
0.155
0.151
0.073
0.008
0.003
0.018
0.134
0.207
0.048
0.050
0.070
0.215

t-Statistics
-3.020
-3.868
-2.257
-8.244
3.834
2.894
0.947
-0.211
-0.485
2.692
1.164
5.2413
7.773
10.554
7.793

The willingness to telecommute increases as the number of
children in the household increases. The impact of this variable on the utility function, however, is more likely to be
better represented by a stepwise function, increasing at a
decreasing rate or even decreasing after a certain level. The
low variability of the data in the sample, however, did not
allow for testing of this hypothesis.
Neither variables representing commuting time savings have
a significant impact on the model, and the parameter associated with savings in commuting time greater than 40 minutes
has a counterintuitive sign. The most reasonable explanation
for these results lies in the low commuting times observed in
the sample, which may not represent a great inconvenience
for commuters. Nevertheless, individuals do perceive reduction in commuting stress to be one of the main advantages of
telecommuting, as previously indicated.
It was hypothesized that the _more experience individuals
have in their job, expressed by the number of years dedicated
to it, the less attractive the telecommuting option would be,
due to an increase in managerial responsibilities, and consequently, in the involvement with the job environment. Even
though the corresponding variable has the expected sign, it
is not significant, and this hypothesis can be rejected.
If individuals are currently not offered the choice to telecommute, they express more utility derived from telecommuting than those individuals who are actually given the option. This probably identifies a policy bias, common to stated
preference data, in which individuals may overstate their preferences to favor their preferred policy.
Finally, a dummy variable was included to test whether
men and women represent two distinct markets, as suggested
in the literature. The t-statistic indicates that this variable is
not significant. As a matter of fact, relevant market segments
are expected to be defined by job category.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented in Table 1, the surveyed group
appears to represent a specific market segment that favors
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telecommuting, mainly for its nonmonetary potential benefits.
Also, according to Table 2, the main constraint this group
faces to adopt telecommuting is merely cultural. At first glance,
these observations appear to indicate that these individuals
would definitely adopt telecommuting if the option were
available.
Nevertheless, the results in Table 4 show that the willingness to telecommute is not merely a function of individuals'
characteristics and general attitudes toward telecommuting,
but also of the characteristics of the working arrangement
proposed.
This pilot study demonstrated that even though socioeconomic and attitudinal characteristics may be important in individuals' decisions to adopt telecommuting, they do not determine adoption because some trade-offs are made in
considering the attributes of the proposed arrangement. The
relevance of this finding lies in the fact that the organization
has the possibility of making a telecommuting program more
or less attractive to its employees, according to its own interests.
Due to difficulties in collecting data, the model was restricted to stated preferences, presenting validity problems.
Therefore, even though it is useful to demonstrate the existence of trade-offs in the decision, the model would probably
lead to imprecise forecasts. To improve the external validity
of this model, some revealed preference data should be obtained to allow for a jointly estimated model [Morikawa (19)].
Moreover, the surveyed sample represents a specific stratum and does not represent the population as a whole. To
obtain a broader picture of the attractiveness of telecommuting, a more diversified sample needs to be collected.
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Employee Attitudes and Stated
Preferences Toward Telecommuting:
An Exploratory Analysis
HANI S. MAHMASSANI, ]IN-Ru YEN, ROBERT HERMAN, AND
MARK

A.

SULLIVAN

The potential effectiveness of telecommuting as a demand management strategy depends on the extent to which it is adopted
by firms and accepted by employees. To gain insight into the
factors likely to influence the adoption process, a survey of employees was conducted in three Texas cities: Austin, Dallas, and
Houston. In this paper the survey results, focusing on the attitudes
toward telecommuting held by employees who presently do not
telecommute as well as on their stated preferences toward different telecommuting options are analyzed. Individual and jobrelated characteristics likely to influence employee participation
in telecommuting programs are identified. The results suggest
that successful programs are likely to require some job redesign
and means of fair performance evaluation. In addition, success
appears to depend on the economic arrangements involved, as
most employees seem reluctant to trade income for the flexibility
afforded by working from home.
The concept of the electronic homeworker was proposed in
1957 automation literature. It was not until the 1970s, however, that this idea first received public attention, motivated
primarily by the energy crisis (J). The term "telecommuting"
was initially coined by Nilles and defined as "the partial or
total substitution of telecommunications for the daily work
trip" (2,3). Telecommuters were first considered as full-time
homeworkers. It is now recognized that telecommuting need
not to be full time and that working from home is not the
only possible type of telecommuting (4). Fqr instance, Nilles
defines four types of telecommuting: home based, satellite
centers, local centers, and neighborho~d centers (3).
Telecommuting received its second round of public attention in the 1980s. With increasing concern over urban traffic
congestion and air quality, telecommuting has been proposed
as one element of a broader array of measures aimed at reducing work trips and engine emissions in peak hours. In
addition, it is advocated as an opportunity for parents with
young children or workers with disabilities to participate more
fully in the labor force (5 ,6). Furthermore, some managers
believe that a properly designed telecommuting program may
enhance their company's image as providing a good work
environment, thereby improving their ability to recruit qualified employees (7). Other advantages of telecommuting are
also mentioned in the literature (7-9). For particip~ting employees, the major advantages include (a) less travel time and
cost, (b) fewer distractions during work hours, (c) more schedDepartment of Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Tex. 78712.

uling flexibility to meet family commitments, and (d) greater
opportunity to participate in community activities. For the
. companies, the major purported advantages include (a) lower
overhead costs for offices, (b) less turnover, (c) higher employee productivity, and (d) better morale of employees who
are telecommuters.
Several possible disadvantages are also identified (7-9).
For employees, these include (a) less opportunity for social
interaction with coworkers, (b) fewer opportunities for onthe-job learning from senior workers, (c) possibly lower salary
under some scenarios, and ( d) fewer opportunities for promotion. For companies, the major possible disadvantages include (a) potentially high initial investment, (b) difficulty of
performance measurement, (c) resistance from management,
(d) resistance from unions, and (e) less data security. Also,
some researchers have indicated that telecommuting should
be viewed not only as a transportation or management issue,
but also as a psychological and sociological issue because it
affects the life styles of both the employees and members of
their households (9 ,JO).
An essential element in determining the potential impacts
of telecommuting is the extent to which it is adopted by firms
and their employees. Limited information is available on the
adoption process by employees and employers, and most of
it is anecdotal or speculative in nature. The objective of the
present study is to investigate this process. For this purpose,
a survey of firms has been conducted in three Texas cities:
Austin, Houston, and Dallas.
According to Fishbein and Ajzen's (11) general attitudebehavior model, behavior is affected by intentions that are in
turn influenced by attitudes. Within this framework, Samuelson and Biek (12) found that individuals' actual energy conservation behavior is related to their attitudes toward energy
use. In the absence of a large base of established telecommuters, prevailing attitudes toward telecommuting can provide useful insights into the factors that affect a person's likelihood to adopt telecommuting.
. This study focuses on employees' attitudes and stated preferences toward home-based telecommuting, also referred to
as "work from home." It presents an exploratory analysis of
the data obtained from the telecommuting survey conducted
in Austin, Houston, and Dallas, Texas. After describing the
survey, the general characteristics of the respondents are summari~ed. Then, the responses to the attitudinal questions are
analyzed, including a confirmatory factor analysis to validate
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the logic underlying the design of these questions, followed
by highlights of the substantive attitudinal information obtained in the survey. Employees' stated preferences toward
alternative telecommuting scenarios are then discussed, followed by concluding comments.

addresses the respondent's socioeconomic characteristics, such
as gender, age, household income, and computer proficiency
level.
Questionnaires were sent to selected organizations and distributed to their employees through personnel officers. These
organizations were selected on the basis of four criteria: (a)
potential for telecommuting; (b) firm size, measured by number of employees or total billings; (c) geographical location,
such as a central business district or suburb; and (d) business
activity, such as computer software, engineering consultancy,
or accounting. Seventy-two organizations were chosen and
3,814 questionnaires were sent for distribution to employees,
of which 694 usable questionnaires were received. Table 1
lists the sample distribution across the business activity of the
firms by city.

SURVEY METHOD
The data used in this study are from a survey of employees
in selected organizations in three Texas cities: Austin, Houston, and Dallas. The questionnaire is composed of four sections. The first section asks the respondent to identify commuting trip information and job characteristics. Commuting
trip information includes travel distances and daily travel times.
Job characteristics include the respondent's job title; the amount
of time the respondent spends communicating with customers,
supervisors, subordinates, or coworkers; and what form of
communication he or she uses. The second section addresses
the respondent's attitudes toward telecommuting, measured
by Likert's five-score, bipolar scales (JJ). The third section
asks the respondent to identify his or her stated preferences
for alternative telecommuting scenarios. These scenarios are
defined in terms of different combinations of out-of-pocket
costs assumed by the employee to work from home (ranging
from all costs borne by the employer to all costs borne by the
employee) and corresponding salary changes. The last section

TABLE 1
and City)

Individual, Household, and Commuting
Characteristics
Table 2 summarizes the sociodemographic and commuting
characteristics of the survey respondents. A majority (56 percent) are female; 75 percent are between 18 and 40 years of
age. Most of the respondents (91 percent) have attained a

Number of Questionnaires Sent and Received (by Business Sector

Primary

Activity

# of organizations
selected
A DH T*

Accounting
Advertising
Architecture
Banking
Computer/software
Engineering
General consultant
Government
Hospital/medical

1
1
0
4
1
2
0
2

Insurance
Law

1
0
Publishing/translating 2
R&D
3
Manufacturing

Oil

Real estate
Stocks,
Telecommunications
Travel
Total

*

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
RESPONDENTS

A: Austin
D:Dallas
H: Houston
T: Total.

2 1 4
2 4
1
3
0 1 1
3 3 10
2
4
0
3
2
4
1
2 2 5
2 2 5
1 2 4
3 2 5
0 0 2
0 0 3
3
1 3
2 4
3

24 23 25 72

# of questionnaires
delivered

A

25
30
15
0
275
75
32
0
150
12
25
25
0
210
255
25
60
3
30

D

H

T

150
100
50
0
235
100
0
30
50
110
115
100
93
0
0
10
50
100
10

100
107
100
100
59
50
10
100
40
120
180
125
18
0
0
50
40
55
10

275
237
165
100
569
225
42
130
240
242
320
250
111
210
255
85
150
158
50

1247 1303 1264 3814

# of questionnaires

A

7
17
7
0
109
23
0
0
11
4
2
3
0
110
35
4
18
3
7

received
D H

42
. 0
31
0
11
24
0
19
0
0
24
0
31
0

0
0
2
0
0

T

0 49
29 46
12 50
0
0
7 127
0 47
2
2
40 59
3 14
1
5
0 26
14 17
10 41
0 110
0 35
12 16
0 20
20 23
0
7

360 184 150 694

TABLE 2 Individual and Household Characteristics
Characteristics
Gender

Categories

Relatiye frequency

Male

44.3
55.7

Female
Age

Under 18

0.0
35.6
39.8
17.4
5.5

18-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
above 60
Educational level

Household income/year

Number of telephone lines
at home

With FAX at home
Subscription to electronic
home-shopping

1.7

Finished high school
Some college or university
Finished college or university
Master
Ph.D.
Other

4.2
25.0
48.6
16.3

Less than 25,000
25,000-50,000
50,000-75,000
More than 75,000

12.7
44.0
28.9

0

2.0
85.3

1.4

4.5

14.3

1
2

3
4

11.5
1.0
0.1

Yes
No

98.1

Yes
No

6.5
93.5

1.9

Number of personal computers 0
at home
1
2

53.I

3

1.0

Proficiency level in
word processing

Proficiency level in
spreadsheets

Proficiency level in
data processing packages

Proficiency level in
computer programming

Proficiency level in
computer graphics packages

42.4
3.5

high
medium
low
non-existent

40.3
35.3

high
medium
low
non-existent

22.0
28.0
22.0
28.0

high
medium
low
non-existent

10.0
20.2
25.4
44.4

high
medium·
low
non-existent

13.7

13.0
11.4

8.2
21.2

56.8
14.5
18.8

high
medium
low
non-existent

24.9

41.9

Distance from home to
the workplace (miles)*

mean
standard deviation

14.0
10.8

AM travel time from home
to the workplace (minutes)*

mean
standard deviation

26.5
15.8

PM travel time from the
workplace to home (minutes)*

mean
standard deviation

28.8
17.0

AM stops on the way from
home to the workplace,
per week*

mean
standard deviation

2.0

PM stops on the way from
the workplace to home,
per week*

mean
standard deviation

3.8

* : Numbers in these items are not relative frequencies.

3.0

3.5

(%)
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high education level, with 66 percent having completed college or university and 18 percent having attained a master's
or doctorate degree. The household income is approximately
normally distributed, with the mode in the range of $25,000
to $50,000/year.
Employees were also asked about the number of telephone
lines, facsimile equipment, and personal computer availability
at home, because such equipment may be of use in telecommuting. Only 13 percent of the respondents have more than
one telephone line at home. The penetration of home facsimile machines is still limited, with 98 percent of the respondents
not owning such equipment. Personal computers are more
prevalent, with 47 percent of respondents having at least one
personal computer at home, and 5 percent reporting at least
two units. However, only 7 percent use electronic data bases
or computer-based teleshopping.
To the extent that workers with good computer skills have
been identified as a likely target group for telecommuting, the
survey asked about proficiency levels in different computerrelated skills. Among the respondents, 76 percent have at
least a medium level proficiency in the use of work processing

packages, 50 percent for spreadsheets, 30 percent for data
processing packages, 22 percent for computer language programming, and 33 percent for computer graphics packages.
Overall, 84 percent of the respondents have at least one computer skill at medium or high level.
Commuting information in Table 2 indicates that the respondents on average encounter longer travel time and make
more stops in the afternoon trip than in the morning trip.
However, considerable variability in these quantities is present across the respondents.

Job Characteristics
Thirty-four job titles were mentioned by the respondents, varying from president to engineer to clerk. These job titles are
grouped into 12 categories, (see Table 3) based on three ·criteria: power in the organizational strategic decision process,
schedule flexibility, and suitability for telecommuting. Categories 1 (president/vice president) and 2 (manager/supervisor)
have more power in the decision-making process than others.

TABLE 3 Job Titles and Job Categories
Job category

Job title

Freq.
(*)

Pere.
(*)

Freq.
(**)

Pere.
(**)

1. President I vice president

President I vice president

10

1.5

10

1.5

2. Manager I supervisor

Director I administrator
Senior associate
Supervisor I manager
Technical manager

27
12
54
15

3.9
1.7
7.9
2.2

108

15.7

3. Writer I editor

Writer
Editor
Photo research

7
47
6

1.0
6.9
0.9

60

8.7

4. Accountant I attorney

Accountant I tax consultant
Attorney

59
13

8.6
1.9

72

10.5

5. Agent

Broker
Real estate agent
Travel agent

3
7

15

2.2

5

0.4
1.0
0.7

6. Computer programmer

Computer programmer

57

8.3

57

8.3

7. Data processing

Data processing
Book keeper
Typist

10
2
2

1.5
0.3
0.3

14

2.0

8. Engineer I researcher

Consultant
Engineer I Architect
R & D scientist

12
92
18

1.7
13.4
2.6

122

17.8

9. Field worker

Clerk I general labor
Registered nurse
Teamster
Plumber I mechanic I carpenter

25
7
1
6

3.6
1.0
0.1
0.9

39

5.7

10. Receptionist I secretary

Receptionist
Secretary

3
46

0.4
6.7

49

7 .1

11. Coach I trainer

Coach
School I community liaison
Training specialist

1
4
3

0.1
0.6
0.4

8

1.2

12. General employee

Administration assistant
Sales I marketing representative
General government employee
Customer I support analyst
Production coordinator

37
47
1
36
11

5.4
6.9
0.1
5.2
1.6

132

19.2

Total

* : for Job title
**:for Job category

686

100.0
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Categories 3 (writer/editor), 4 (accountant/attorney), and 5
(agent) are assumed to have more schedule flexibility. Categories 6 (computer programmer), 7 (data processing), and
8 (engineer/researcher) are considered to have the most potential for telecommuting. Categories 9 (field worker) and 10
(receptionist/secretary) probably have the least potential for
telecommuting. According to Table 3, general employee (19
percent), engineer/researcher (18 percent), and manager/
supervisor (16 percent) are the largest three job categories in
the sample.

EMPLOYEE ATTITUDES TOWARD
TELECOMMUTING
This section discusses the responses to the questions intended
to identify the employees' attitudes toward telecommuting.
First, the logic underlying the design of the attitudinal questions is validated by a confirmatory factor analysis of the
responses. An exploratory analysis and discussion of the responses is presented next, followed by statistical tests aimed
at identifying the principal characteristics of the employees
and their jobs that influence their attitudes.

Question Design Logic and Confirmatory
Factor Analysis
The 18 attitudinal questions used in this survey (see Table 4)
in connection with the response of each question were designed to measure the following seven general attitudes:
• Attitude toward and/or perception of transportation system performance (Questions 1, 2, and 3),
•Importance of working in the office (Questions 7, 8,
and 9),
•Importance of social interaction with coworkers (Questions 10 and 11),
•Job suitability for telecommuting (Questions 12 through
15),
• Expectation of the effect of telecommuting on job performance (Questions 16 and 18),
•Expectation of the effect of telecommuting on one's family (Questions 4 and 17), and
• Preference toward working independently (Questions 5
and 6).
A principal component analysis (PCA) and a confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) were performed to confirm whether the
variation of the responses to the 18 questions could be explained by the underly~ng seven attitudes. The measured variables in the factor analysis models correspond to the responses to these questions, respectively, with the exception
of Variable 1. The number 6 was subtracted from all responses
to Question 1 to keep Variables 1, 2, and 3 consistent. The
number of factors is specified to be seven in the PCA model.
The rotated factor pattern in Table 5, obtained using the
promax rotation procedure to address the correlations among
factors (13), supports the above design rationale quite well.
The cumulative amounts of variation explained to the factors
are 2.3, 4.4, 5.8, 8.4, 10.1, 11.4, and 12.6, respectively, in-

dicating that these seven factors together explain 70 percent
of the measured variation (12.7/18 = 0.7).
In the confirmatory factor analysis, performed using the
SAS CALIS procedure (14), the factor pattern is specified as
above, with assumed correlations among factors. The estimates of the loadings of variables, reported in Table 6 along
with the corresponding t-values, indicate that all are significantly different from zero at the 0.01 level. In addition, 10
variables load on the specified factors with values greater than
0.60, usually considered a high loading, while only 1 variable
has a loading less than 0.30, which is considered a low loading.
Statistics such as the goodness-of-fit index (GFI = 0.90) and
adjusted GFI (0.86) indicate that the model fits the observed
data very well. An inspection of the residual correlation matrix also shows that the estimated factor loadings predict the
correlation matrix fairly well.
Table 7 shows the estimated correlation coefficients between factors. While all terms are significant at the 0.01 level,
most of the coefficients are less than 0.5 or greater than -0.5,
indicating that, in general, the correlations among factors are
not high. The two highest correlations exist between factors
6 and 7 (0.90) and factors 6 and 5 (0.83). That is, there appear
to be strong positive correlations between an employee's expectation of the effects of telecommuting on the family and
his or her preference for working independently as well as his
. or her expectation of the effect of telecommuting on job
performarice.

Discussion of Responses
The responses to the individual questions are shown in Table
4. With regard to the first attitude pertaining to the transportation system, half of the commuters in the sample do not
find commuting to work stressful (Question 1). Thirty-three
percent think that the traffic is smooth from home to the
workplace, although 41 percent think it is congested. On the
other hand, 24 percent of the respondents believe the traffic
is smooth on the way back home, although 54 percent believe
it is congested, confirming the finding in other studies that
commuters experience a longer evening commute than in the
morning (15).
With respect to the importance of working in the office, 60
percent of the respondents believe that it is essential to their
work to have frequent input from their supervisor or coworkers, while less than 20 percent believe it is not. In response to Question 8, 44 percent believe it is important to
attend short-notice meetings during the work hours; 36 percent believe it is unimportant'. Seventy percent of the respondents believe it is important to have immediate access to
information or references available only at the office; only 14
percent believe it is unimportant.
The responses to the questions that address the importance
of social interaction with coworkers indicate that 50 percent
of the respondents believe it is important to have social interactions with their coworkers at work (Question 10), but
only 13 percent feel it is important outside of work' (Question 11).
With regard to the job's suitability for telecommuting, only
21 percent of the respondents believe their jobs are suitable
for working from home everyday. This number increases to
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TABLE 4

Responses to Attitudinal Questions

Questions
1. Do you find commuting to work
stressful?

Responses (relative frequency, in %)
1
2
4
3
5
19.7

27.6

22.4
26.l

25.9
27.7
3. On a typical day, how would you
describe the traffic you encounter on
too congested
your way from your workplace to home ?

22.8

4. How important is flexibility of your
work schedule for accomplishing
your household duties ?

25.5

6. How do you feel about learning to
use new office equipment for your job ?
7. How essential to your work is
frequent input from your supervisor
or your co-workers ?
8. How important is it for you to .
attend short-notice meetings
during your work hours?
9. How important is it for you to have
immediate access to information or
references which are available only
at the office ?

16.3

1.4

15.3

23.1

5.2

21.8

24.3

11. How important to you are
social interactions with your
co-workers outside of work?

not important

35.6

45.3

2.6

8.7

23.0

12.9

21.3

25.8

not suitable

14. Do you think your supervisor would
approve your working from home
every day?

not at all

31.9

71.6

51.5

64.3
like

34.3
essential

21.0

19.8

19.9

24.0
important

9.1

16.6

22.1

47.7
important

12.9

26.0

27.6

22.5
important

29.9

21.8

9.2

3.5
important

18.3

15.2

12.7

not suitable

13. Do you think your job is suitable
for working from home several
days per week?

45.9
like

not important

11.0

23.4
important

not important

4.5

8.8
very smooth

not essential

not important

15. Do you think your supervisor would
approve your working from home

14.7

dislike

5.7

12.8
very smooth

dislike

10. How· important to you are
social interactions with your
co-workers at work ?

12. Do you think your job is suitable
for working from home every day ?

11.8

19.7

not important

2.8

14.2
definitely

2. On a typical day, how would you
14.7
26.7
describe the traffic you encounter on
too congested
your way from home to your workplace ?

5. Would you like to work independently
during more of your work time ?

16. l

not at all

8.5
very suitable

15.0

14.9

17.2

21.1
very suitable

16.5

8.3

2.8

0.9
definitely

21.1

18.2

6.1

not at all

3.0
definitely

several days per week ?
16. If you could work from home, do you
think you could get more work done ?

24.5

17. If you could work from home,
how do you think this would
affect your relationship with
other household members ?

adversely

18. If you could work from home,
what effect do you think this would
have on your chance for promotion ?

decrease

38 percent when working from home is limited to several days
per week. Interestingly, employees believe their assessment
of this matter is not likely to be shared by their supervisor:
only 4 percent of the respondents believe their supervisors
would approve of their working from home everyday. This
percentage increases to 9 percent when working from home
takes place only several days per week. Clearly, employees
overwhelmingly perceive their supervisors as not likely to
approve of their working from home. Furthermore, working
from home several days per week is more acceptable than
everyday.

15.1

26.0

15.5

not at all

5.9

39.4

18.9
definitely

9.0

42.l

18.8

24.2
beneficially

25.7

31.2

1.8

1.9
increase

For the effects of telecommuting on job performance, 34
percent of the respondents believe they could get more work
done if they work from home, whereas 40 percent believe
they could not (Question 16). The response to Question 18
indicates that 65 percent of the respondents believe working
from home will decrease their chances for promotion; only 4
percent believe it would increase their chances. This is an
important element that needs to be carefully addressed in
efforts and programs to encourage telecommuting. Not surprisingly, 47 percent of the respondents believe the flexibility
of one's work schedule is important for accomplishing house-

TABLE 5
variables

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Rotated Factor Pattern from Principal Components Analysis
factor 1 factor 2 factor 3 factor 4 factor 5 factor 6 factor 7
.79
.90
.86
-.12
-.10

.02

-.07

-.17

-.18

-.05

.02
.05
.08
-.29

-.03
.02
.02
-.09

-.03
-.07

-.02

.02
-.04

-.05
-.09

.85
.44

-.10
.37

.78
.55

.07

-.02

.06

.07

-.06

-.17

.02
-.10
-.08
-.16

.00
.14

.87
.03
-.08
.06

.80

.09
.04
.09
.76
.88

.08
-.10

.71
.80

-.04

10

-.13
.03
.03
.04
.04

11

-.03

.76
.78
.62
.29
-.01

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

-.06
-.08
-.06
-.04

-.39
-.31
-.06
-.03

-.13
-.11

-.16

.05

.10

9

TABLE 6
Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

communality

.04

-.19

.15
.06

.00
-.15
-.06
-.01

-.07
-.01
-.01
-.11
.00
-.02

.05
.06
.34

.06

.66
.67
.87
.87

.16
.15
.10
.12

.30
.01
.26

-.15
-.05
.03

.69
.82
.76

.62
.65
.45

.18
.20
-.02
-.06

.62

.27
.37
-.08
.07
.24

.25

.76
.77
.78
.64

.62
.79

.24
-.17

.30
-.24

.58
.79

.73

Estimated Factor Pattern from Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Factor 1 Factor 2
0.69(17.7)
0.87(23.1)
0.79(20.8)

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

Factor 7

0.34(7.1)
0.74(11.2)
0.29(6.0)
0.68(14.6)
0.59(12.8)
0.54(11.8)
1.00(8.7)
0.41 (6.8)
0.87(25.5)
0.89(26.5)
0.58(14.8)
0.63(16.4)
0.92(13.7)
0.53(9.7)
0.36(7.7)

* The t values are listed in the parentheses.

TABLE 7

Estimated Factor Correlations from Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Factor 1
Factor 1
Factor2

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor4

Factor 5

1.00
-0.22
-0.25

1.00
0.58

1.00

-0.21
-0.21

0.69
0.50

0.83
0.59

Factor 6

Factor?

1.00
0.90

1.00

1.00

Factor 3
Factor4
Factor 5

-0.15
-0.19

1.00
0.42
-0.51
-0.30

Factor 6
Factor?

-0.36
-0.25

-0.32
-0.42
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hold duties, although 28 percent believe it is unimportant
(Question 4). In response to Question 17, 43 percent of the
respondents believe working from home will benefit their
relationships with other household members, whereas 15 percent believe it will affect these relationships adversely.
With regard to the seventh attitude, preference toward
working independently, most of the respondents (70 percent)
like to work independently; only 8 percent dislike it (Question
5). The response to Question 6 also shows that most people
(87 percent) would like to learn how to use new office equipment for their jobs.

level of the respondent significantly influences the importance
attached to working at the office. A higher percentage of
respondents with only a high school education believe it is
important to have frequent input from the supervisor or coworkers and to have immediate access to information or references at work, whereas a higher percentage of respondents
with at least a bachelor's degree consider it important to attend short-notice meetings during work hours. Respondents
with at least a medium level of computer_ proficiency are more
inclined than others to work independently and believe their
jobs are suitable for working from home. As expected, the
number of children under 16 at home influences the respondent's expectation of the effect of telecommuting on his or
her family. About 65 percent of the respondents with more
than three children under age 16 at home believe that working
from home will have a positive effect on their relationship
with other household members; only 37 percent of the resp6ndents without children believe so.
Commuting trip attributes, particularly trip distance and
travel time, naturally influence the respondent's attitude toward transportation system performance and expectation of
the effect of telecommuting on job performance and family.
On the other hand, the number of stops for pickup or dropoff per week only significantly affects the latter.
An employee's experience with telecommuting affects his
or her assessment of his or her job's suitability for telecommuting and the expectation of the effect of telecommuting on
job performance. For instance, 75 percent of the current fulltime telecommuters and 55 percent of the part-time telecommuters still believe their jobs are suitable for working from
home several days per week, whereas only 35 percent of the
. respondents currently not telecommuting think so. Also, a
higher percentage of the telecommuters (63 percent for fulltime and 49 percent for part-time) believe that they can ac-

Cross-Tabulated Tests
To identify the factors influencing employee attitudes toward
telecommuting, the responses to each of the survey items in
the attitudinal section were cross-tabulated with the individual
and household characteristics, commuting trip attributes, and
job characteristics of the respondent. Based on chi-squared
tests of independence, summarized in Table 8, 14 of these
variables were found to exert significant effects on the responses to at least one of the attitudinal questions. In general,
most of the individual characteristics and commuting trip attributes, as well as some of the household characteristics, have
statistically significant effects.
Employee expectations of the effect of telecommuting on
family relations and job performance vary by gender. Fiftytwo percent of the female respondents believe working from
home will have a beneficial effect on their relationship with
other household members, although only 33 percent of male
respondents believe so. A larger percentage of the female (41
percent) versus the male (27 percent) respondents believe that
they could accomplish more work at home. The educational

TABLE 8 Results of Chi-Square Tests of Independence Among Responses to Attitudinal Questions and Characteristics
of Respondents
Attitudinal
Variables

4

gender

+

age

*

*

*

8

questions (See Table 4)
9

*

10

*

+

#of people with a driver's license

*
*

*

AM travel time
PM travel time

*
*
*

*
*

+

+
+

16

17

18

*
*

*

+

+
+

*

*
*
*

+

15

+

+

*
*
*

14

+

# of personal computers at home
trip distance

13

+

+

*
+

12

*
*

computer skill

11

+

*

education level
#of children under 16 at home

7

5

+

+

*

+

+

*

*

+

+

*
*

AM stops for pick up/drop off per week

*

PM stops for pick up/drop off per week
currently work from home

+

job category

+: significant at the 0.05 level, but not at the 0.01 level

* : significant at the 0.01 level

*

*

*

*

+

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
+

+
+

*
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complish more work by telecommuting, while only 32 percent
of nontelecommuters believe so. None of the full-time telecommuters think telecommuting will increase their chance for
promotion, although 17 percent of the part-time telecommuters and 4 percent of the nontelecommuters think so. Of
course, job category also affects the respondent's assessment
of his or her job's suitability for telecommuting. In general, a smaller percentage of respondents within Category 1
(president/vice president), Category 2 (manager/supervisor),
and Category 10 (receptionist/secretary) believe their jobs are
suitable for working from home. On the other hand, a higher
percentage of respondents within Category 3 (writer/editor),
Category 5 (agent), Category 6 (computer programmer), and
Category 7 (data processing) indicate that their jobs are suitable for telecommuting.

STATED PREFERENCES FOR TELECOMMUTING
ALTERNATIVES
This section discusses the responses to the questions regarding
the employees' willingness to participate in different types of
telecommuting options. After describing the various options
and the responses, an exploratory analysis of some of the
underlying factors influencing these responses is presented.

Discussion of Responses

Seven telecommuting program scenarios were defined in terms
of who assumes the costs incurred to work from home and
corresponding salary changes. Table 9 lists these alternative
scenarios and the corresponding responses. For each alternative scenario, the employee was asked to state a preference
in the form of one of the following responses: (a) working

from home everyday, (b) working from home several days
per week, (c) possibly working from home, and (d) not to
work from home. The response option to possibly work from
home was unavailable for Scenario 4.
Scenario 4 (salary increases, no cost to employee) was designed to dominate all others, as confirmed by the results,
with 86.1 percent of the respondents interested in telecommuting at least several days per week. Scenario 1 reflects the
status quo (same salary, no cost to employee). Under this
scenario, about 66 percent of the respondents will choose to
work from home at least several days per week, with 22 percent indicating they do not exclude the possibility. The desire
to telecommute is quickly dampened as employees are asked
to incur some of the additional costs that may be required.
The percentage of willing telecommuters drops to 38 percent
if the employee has to pay for an additional phone line (Scenario 2), and to 29 percent if a computer must be purchased
(Scenario 3). Apparently a 5 percent increase in salary may
not be sufficient to compensate for some of these costs (Scenario 5), as suggested by the 28 percent categorical refusal to
telecommute compared to about 12 percent under the status
quo (Scenario 1).
Salary decreases certainly do not encourage telecommuting
and appear to be even less tolerated than having to assume
some of the costs of telecommuting. Under Scenario 6 (5
percent salary decrease, no additional cost to employee), the
percentage of willing telecommuters decreases to 21 percent
and further drops to 10 percent if one has to give up 10 percent
of his or her salary (Scenario 7).
These results allow us to estimate the percentage of "hard
core" telecommuters at no more than 15 percent and those
that would not even think of telecommuting also at about 15
percent. This means that the participation of the majority of
employees in a telecommuting program will depend on the
specifics of the program, particularly its cost implications.

TABLE 9 Responses to Stated Preference for Telecommuting Program
Scenarios
Telecommuting and
Program Scenario

Responses (relative frequency, in percent)*
1
2
3
4

1. Salary stays the same;
employer pays all costs

21.6

44.5

22.0

11.8

11.9

25.8

33.4

28.9

9.2

16.0

31.8

43.0

34.0

52.1

**

13.8

16.2

28.2

27.8

27.8

7.9

12.8

21.2

58.1

5.2

5.0

12.4

77.4

2. Salary stays the same; employee
incurs cost of a new telephone number

3. Salary stays the same; employee
buys a personal computer

4. Salary increases 5%; employer
pays all costs

5. Salary increases 5%; employee
pays part of the costs

6. Salary decreases 5%; employer
pays all costs

7. Salary decreases 10%; employer
pays all costs

* 1: Would like to work from home everyday.
2: Would like to work from home several days per week.
3: Possibly would like to work from home.
4: Do not want to work from home.
** This scenario only allowed three responses in the questionnaire.
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Employees do not appear to value telecommuting sufficiently
to take a pay cut for the privilege. Some may be willing to
incur a small cost to acquire necessary equipment.
It can also be noted that under all program scenarios, more
employees would rather telecommute only a few days per
week instead of every day.

computers would prefer to work from home under the same
scenario.
Various household characteristics also affect the employee's
preference for telecommuting. Under Scenario 1, 90 percent
of the respondents with more than two children under 16 at
home would like to work from home, although 63 percent of
the respondents without children would like to do so also.
In general, commuting trip attributes do not affect the employee's assessment of his or her job's suitability for telecommuting. However, these attributes significantly affect the employee's stated preferences for the various telecommuting
scenarios. A higher percentage of respondents with longer
trip distances or travel time prefer to work from home than
others. For example, under Scenario 1, 70 percent of the
respondents with morning travel time greater than 19 min
(the sample mean plus half of the standard deviation) would
like to work from home, compared with 59 percent of the
respondents with morning travel less than 9 min (the sample
mean minus half of the standard deviation).
Also consistent with the attitudinal results, the employee's
prior experience with telecommuting and job category affect
his or her preference for telecommuting. A greater percentage
of current full-time or part-time telecommuters indicate a
preference for telecommuting than those without such experience. A smaller percentage of respondents within the
management group (Categories 1 and 2) would like to work
from home than those in other job categories. This result is
consistent with the attitudinal analysis that found that a smaller
fraction of these respondents believe their jobs are suitable
for telecommuting. On the other hand, although employees
in Categories 9 (field worker) and 10 (receptionist/secretary)
had indicated that these jobs are not readily telecommutable,
a large percentage of them still indicated that they would like
to work from home.

Cross-Tabulated Tests
The responses to the alternative telecommuting scenarios were
also cross-tabulated with the same variables considered in the
attitudinal analysis. The same 14 variables found to significantly influence employees' attitudes were also found to have
effects on their stated preferences toward the various telecommuting program scenarios. Table 10 summarizes these
results.
Consistent with the results of the attitudinal analysis, female
respondents express a stronger preference for working from
home than do male employees. For example, under the status
quo Scenario 1, 73 percent of the female respondents stated
that they would like to work from home at least several days
per week, but only 58 percent of the responding males expressed such a preference. Again, this reflects the previous
findings that more of the female respondents believe working
from home will have a beneficial effect on their relationship
with other household members and on their work productivity. Another result consistent with the attitudes uncovered
earlier is that a larger percentage of respondents with at least
medium proficiency in the use of computers would like to
work from home. Similarly, respondents who own at least
one personal computer at home express a stronger preference
for telecommuting. For example, 60 percent of respondents
with at least one computer would prefer to work from home
under Scenario 5; only 40 percent of those with no home

TABLE 10
Questions

Results of Chi-Square Tests of Responses to Stated Preference

Variables

1

Stated preference questions
4
2
5
6
3

gender

*

age

+

*

*

*

*
+

education level

*

computer skill .
# of children under 16 at home

+

#people with a driver's license

*

*
*

#of personal computers at home
trip distance

+

*

*
*
*
*

+

~>

·',

AM stops for pick up/drop off per week
PM stops for pick up/drop off per week
currently work from home

job category

·,·
r

•'

*
*

+

*

*
*

+

*

*

+

+

+

*

+

+

+

*

+

+

+:significant at the 0.05 level, but not at the 0.01 level

* : significant at the 0.01 level

*
+

*

*

+
+

+

*

AM travel time
PM travel time

+

+
+

+

7

*

+

+
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CONCLUSION
Although telecommuting has been advocated for more than
two decades, little information is available on the process by
which employees decide to participate in telecommuting programs. To address this issue, a survey of employee attitudes
toward telecommuting and stated preferences for alternative
telecommuting program scenarios was conducted. The logic
and structure of the attitudinal questions were intended to
identify seven key attitudes toward telecommuting. The logic
and structure of the questions were validated by PCA and
CFA.
Although clearly limited in scope and size, the survey nonetheless has yielded useful insights into factors likely to influence employee participation in telecommuting programs and
suggestions for the design of such programs. Such programs
are likely to require some job redesign, because a majority
of respondents consider it important to have frequent input
and ready access to information presently available at the
office. Telecommuting programs will also require some assurances to participants, and means of fair performance evaluation, to alleviate the belief expressed by 65 percent of the
respondents that working from home will decrease their chances
for promotion. Clearly, telecommuting will be more successful in most cases when working from home is limited to several
days per week. Furthermore, success will depend on the economic implications of the program for the telecommuter; the
majority of employees are not likely to be interested in trading
salary for the opportunity to work from home, and most would
expect the employer to pick up additional associated costs.
However, there exists a small core of workers who would be
willing to incur an economic cost to obtain the scheduling
benefits of working from home.
As stated earlier, the analysis presented in this paper is
exploratory in nature. Further analysis will establish formal
mathematical relations between the employees' personal,
household, and job ch~racteristics, and their likelihood of
participating in programs offering a particular set of attributes. In addition, it should be kept in mind that the broader
potential benefits of telecommuting also require the adoption
of such programs by employers. This aspect is also the subject
of ongoing investigation.
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Choice Model of Employee
Participation in Telecommuting Under a
Cost-Neutral Scenario
MARK

A.

SULLIVAN, HANI S. MAHMASSANI, AND JIN-Ru YEN

A multinomial logit model was constructed of employee participation in telecommuting using stated preference data extracted
from a survey of employees of information-oriented firms in Austin, Dallas, and Houston, Texas. Respondents were given work
site alternatives in a scenario in which all telecommuting costs
were incurred by the employer. Explanatory factors in the employee's decision are identified, including travel, work, and socioeconomic variables. Maximum likelihood estimation results
were calculated for a pooled model and for the individual cities.
Understanding the characteristics of willful telecommuters lends
insight into the likely makeup of the future telecommuting population and, subsequently, the impact on transportation systems.
Friction-reducing telecommunications technologies have given
rise in the last decade to a new work arrangement defined in
the transportation literature as telecommuting. In general,
telecommuting refers to the replacement or reduction of the
daily commute by working from home or from a regional work
center, usually aided by telecommunications or computing
~quipment. Of course, home work has existed throughout
history; its current significance to the transportation field lies
in its potential as a travel demand reduction strategy. Since
the early 1960s researchers have touted the potential benefits
of telecommuting associated with mitigated peak-hour
congestion, such as reductions in travel times, fuel consumption, air pollution, and public capital investment in transportation (1,2). These early papers focused on telecommunications as a potential substitute for travel. The instability of oil
prices in the early 1980s stimulated a body of theoretical research on the social, organizational, technical, and behavioral
aspects of telecommuting (3-6). This work broadened the
scope of telecommuting's impact to include substitutive, complementary, altering, and intensifying effects on travel.
In recent years, attempts have been made to underscore
potential benefits to individual telecommuters in terms of
lower commute costs, greater schedule flexibility, and a more
comfortable work environment (7). In addition, it has been
speculated that employers of telecommuters may acquire
competitive advantages in hiring, office overhead cost savings,
and productivity gains. At the same time, potential drawbacks
to both workers and managers have been identified. Some of
the more commonly discussed disadvantages to telecommuters include professional and social isolation, absence of support services, increased household costs, and the potential for

·Department of Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Tex. 78712.

management exploitation. Meanwhile, there is reason to believe that employers of telecommuters might incur relatively
high program startup costs, management reluctance with regard to remote supervision, and problems with data security.
Identifying significant barriers is crucial to understanding why
telecommuting has not become more widespread given the
extensive availability of the enabling telecommunications
technologies.
Telecommuting has entered public policy rhetoric in California, Washington, Florida, and Virginia as a means of
achieving trip reductions at the firm level (8). In addition to
pilot programs in these states, several examples exist of telecommuting programs organized and maintained in absence of
government intervention (9,10). Published performance reviews have been overwhelmingly positive. The actual amount
of telecommuting currently taking place has been difficult to
pinpoint due to uncertainties about definitions in reference
to available data (11,12).
Clearly the impact of telecommuting on transportation systems in the future hinges on the rate at which telecommuting
is adopted as a work arrangement. A disaggregate choice
model was constructed of the decision to participate in a hypothetical cost-neutral telecommuting program offered to employees of information-related firms in Austin, Dallas, and
Houston, Texas. Employees were surveyed in an attempt to
elicit information about their attitudes and stated preferences
toward working from home. Ultimately, this model of employee participation will be applied along with an analogous
model of employer provision to forecast the amount of telecommuting to expect in the next few decades, characteristics
of the telecommuting population, and the impact on transportation systems.
A conceptual framework demonstrating the problem methodology is presented, followed by a brief description of the
survey design and relevant respondent summary statistics, a
discussion of the model specification and estimation results,
and concluding remarks.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The theoretical background for this analysis can be summarized in Figures 1and2. On the macrolevel, Figure 1 presents
a framework for analyzing the impact of telecommuting on
transportation systems. Figure 2 outlines the individual decision processes of firms and employees that determine the
total amount of telecommuting that occurs.
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Long-term imuact
land use

beyond the work commute to affect shopping and recreational
travel.
This paper is concerned with identifying prevailing factors
in the employee decision whether to telecommute. This decision process is illustrated in Figure 2 along with the organization's decision whether to offer a telecommuting option.
In a given environment, characteristics of employee, management, the firm, and jobs within the firm determine the
attitudes and preferences concerning telecommuting. The employee is constrained by the firm's higher-order decision on
program availability. Collective individual decisions produce
the level of adoption represented by the central box in Figure
1 which generates the travel impacts.

Middle-term imuact
car ownership
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Telecommunications
technologies

Transportation systems
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'Policy
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~

t
Telecommuting
Adoption Process

+

Short-term imuacts
trip generation
time of departure
mode choice
route choice

FIGURE 1 Interactions of telecommuting adoption process
and the environment.

. Figure 1 indicates environmental factors that influence individual participation decisions, including transportation system performance, supply of telecommunications technologies, area land use patterns, labor market conditions, and
public policy with respect to telecommuting as a travel demand management strategy. The sum output of these individual decisions has short, medium, and long-term effects on
travel, as shown in the figure. Telecommuting has an immediate impact on trip-making in terms of frequency, mode
choice, and distribution over time and space. Eventually, telecommuting influences decisions on automobile ownership,
residential location, and firm location, creating feedback effects on the environment and travel behavior. In this respect,
telecommunications and transportation interactions extend

The employee survey has four parts. The first section contains
a set of questions concerning general job characteristics, commuting habits, and communication activities at work. The
second part is composed of inquiries into attitudes toward
commuting, work in general, and work at home. The next set
of questions asks the respondent to select a work arrangement
from a choice set consisting of various degrees of home telecommuting given a particular scenario of telecommuting cost
allocation and salary. The final group of questions extracts
socioeconomic information and computer skill levels. A detailed description of the survey and an exploratory analysis
of the responses are presented by Mahmassani et al. in another paper in this Record. Table 1 presents summary statistics on the characteristics of the survey respondents for the
relevant independent variables.
The scenarios extended four home telecommuting alternatives: (a) yes, work from home every day (full-time); (b)
yes, work from home several days per week (part-time); (c)
possibly; and (d) no. The choice model calibrated here is
derived from responses to an all-else-equal scenario, one in
which all costs of telecommuting are incurred by the firm.
The distribution of responses is shown in Table 2 for each
city, with corresponding percentages in parentheses.

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION
RESULTS
Organiz.ational
characteristics

Company's
preferences
~

Situatio_nal
constraints

Company's
choice
Employee's
choice

FIGURE 2 Telecommuting adoption process.

Model Form and Specification
The employee's decision to participate in a telecommuting
program with the characteristics described earlier is modeled
as a choice among four discrete alternatives, corresponding
to the four possible responses to the question. The intent is
to relate the employee's stated preferences toward telecommuting to the factors highlighted in Figure 2, namely the
employee's individual and household characteristics, work and
work-related attributes, as well as travel-related variables.
This is accomplished by formulating and calibrating a multinomial logit model that relates the discrete response variable
to a set of explanatory variables. To derive the specification
and interpret the model, the response can be viewed as resulting from the relative magnitudes of four continuous latent
variables (corresponding to each alternative, respectively) Uin,
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of Survey Respondents
Mean

Standard Deviation

0 if t.$.20, t if 20<t<80, 80 if t >80

48.27

25.73

commute stops per week

5.17

4.57

Work Variable

One

Zero

201

461

379

283

Travel Variable
round-trip commute time t;

length of time with firm s;
1 ifs >5 years, 0 otherwise
avg. time using computer per day c;
1 if c >4 hours, 0 otherwise
face-to-face communication f;
1 if response is several times per day with 566

96

any group, 0 otherwise
work end time e;

329

333

Socio-economic Variable

One

Zero

females w/ children; 1 if yes, 0 otherwise

116

546

1 if y<$25,000 annually, 0 otherwise

19

643

gender; 1 if female, 0 if male

366

296

age a; 1 if a >50 years old, 0 otherwise

46

616

marital status; 1 if married, 0 otherwise

390

272

1 if e > 5:30 P.M., 0 otherwise

males' household income y;

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, n = 1, ... N, reflecting employee n's preferences for a given option i. Each latent variable consists of
a systematic component and a random component. The former captures the systematic effects from the observable factors mentioned previously. The latter captures unobservables.
By assuming that the employee's response corresponds to the
latent variable with the maximum value in the choice set, and
that the random components are identically and independently Gumbel distributed across the observations, the probability that individual n chooses alternative i is given by

the usual multinomial logit model form:
e13Xin

p (i)= - = - -

2:

n

el3Xjn

jECn

where

. en
j3X;n

= choice set,
= systematic component of alternative i with j3 a vector of coefficients to be estimated, and

X;n

= vector of explanatory variables.

TABLE 2 Distribution of Responses: Cost-Neutral Scenario
Full-time

Citv

Part-time

Possibly

No

Austin

63 (18.2%)

160 (46.2%)

84 (24.3%)

39 (11.3%)

Dallas

43 (24.9%)

72 (41.6%)

35 (20.2%)

23 (13.3%)

Houston

36 (25.2%)

62 (43.4%)

30 (21.0%)

15 (10.5%)

142 (21.5%)

294 (44.4%)

149 (22.5%)

77 (11.6%)

Total
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Estimation Results
Table 3 presents the maximum-likelihood parameter estimates and corresponding t-statistics for the pooled (over the
three cities) employee choice model, calculated using SST software (13). The "no" response has been scaled to zero. As
noted earlier, the explanatory variables can be grouped into
three categories: travel related, job related, and socioeconomic.
The two travel-related variables included in the model are
(a) round-trip commute time and (b) average number of stops
per week linked to the commute. The model reveals an inclination toward full-time home telecommuting associated with
longer work commute times. The travel time variable (t) is
defined as zero up to a round-trip commute time of 20 min;
t equals actual travel time through 80 min, after which t equals
80. The empirically determined truncation is consistent with
earlier findings (14). This desirable result implies that reductions in vehicle-miles traveled, fuel consumed, and pollutants
emitted due to the absence of a telecommuter from an urban
network will be greater relative to the average commuter.
Also, the average number of stops per week along the work
commute is positively related to both full-time and part-time
alternatives. Presumably an individual reporting frequent stops

along the work commute is predisposed toward telecommuting so as to enjoy greater schedule flexibility.
Four job-related variables appear in the model. All take
the form of one-or-zero dummy variables. A length of service
variable (s) equals 1 if the commuter has been employed by
the same firm for 5 years or more. It is negatively related to
both the full-time and part-time alternatives. It could be that
employees who have maintained the same employer for 5
years or longer are relatively more comfortable with their
jobs and with their office worksite. These employees would
be less anxious to experiment with alternatives, particularly
if they are in management-track positions.
A computer use variable (c) equals 1 where the employee
spends at least 4 hr per day working at a computer. As expected, it is positively related both to the full-time and parttime alternatives. This variable is of particular interest to
forecasting. As more jobs become computer-task-oriented and
workers become more knowledgeable about and comfortable
with using computers, more workers are expected to become
interested irt home telecommuting, according to the model.
The communication variable (f) equals 1 if the respondent
experiences several instances per day of face-to-face communication with either supervisors, coworkers, subordinates,

TABLE 3 Parameter Estimation Results for Pooled Model
Independent Variable

Full-time

Part-time

Possibly

constant

-0.49 (-1.20)

0.18 (0.71)

0.46 (1.69)

round-trip commute time t;
0 if t~20, t if 20 <t<80, 80 if t ~80

0.013 (3.04)

commute stops per week

0.058 (2.66)

0.058 (2.66)

-0.58 (-3.08)

-0.58 (-3.08)

0.80 (4.58)

0.80 (4.58)

length of time with finn s;
1 if s ~5 years, 0 otherwise
avg. time using computer per day c;
1 if c >4 hours, 0 otherwise
face-to-face communication f;
1 if response is several times per day with -0.54 (-2.10)
any group, 0 otherwise
work end time e;
1 if e > 5:30 P.M., 0 otherwise

-0.76 (-3.70)

females w/ children; 1 if yes, 0 otherwise

0.86 (2.72)

0.86 (2.72)

males' household income y;
1 if y<$25,000 annually, 0 otherwise

1.08 (2.16)

gender; 1 if female, 0 if male

0.34 (1.79)

age a; 1 if a ~50 years old, 0 otherwise
marital status; 1 if married, 0 otherwise
Number of Observations

0.76 (3.00)

0.34 (1.79)
-0.59 (-1.86)

-0.59 (-1.86)

0.76 (3.00)

0.76 (3.00)

662

Log-likelihood at zero

-917.73

Log-likelihood at convergence

-782.91

p2=0.147
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that women are more inclined to choose telecommuting than
men.
The marital status variable is positive and significant with
respect to all three . nonnegative choices. There is also an
income variable for men only (i) where the respondent reported the household income less than $25,000. The coefficient of the income variable is positive and related to the'fulltime alternative only. Because the income variable represents
household income rather than individual income, this finding
probably reflects reports inthe literature that single men have
a higher probability of working from home than married men
(12). The age variable equals 1 when the respondent's age is
over 50. The coefficient of age is negative and pertinent only
to the part-time and "possibly" alternatives.
Variables that were examined in different forms, but omitted due to statistical insignificance, included commute mode,
education, computer ownership, and various computer skill
levels.
The model is calibrated with pooled data from the three
cities included in the study. The transferability of the parameters is supported by the results of a likelihood ratio test
comparing the log likelihood values of the pooled or fully
restricted model shown in Table 3 and an unrestricted model
in which each parameter is specific to each city (15). Tables

or customers. The coefficient is negative and significant with
respect to the full-time alternative only. It appears that although the existence of regular face-to-face communication
at work deters full-time home telecommuting, it does not
automatically preclude its possibility, at least not in the employee's opinion.
Finally, the variable representing work end time (e) equals
1 where the commuter's typical work end time is at or later
than 5:30 p.m. Again, the coefficient is negative and significant with respect to the full-time alternative only. Possibly
this variable represents another measure of the importance
of schedule flexibility, that is, someone must leave work before 5:30 p.m. to attend to personal matters. Therefore that
person would be more inclined to select full-time telecommuting than an individual who has no such constraints on
work end time.
There are five socioeconomic binary indicator variables in
the model: gender, children, marriage, income, and age. There
is also an interactive variable ("female with children") which
equals 1 if the respondent is female and has children, otherwise it equals 0. The coefficient is positive with respect to
both full-time and part-time telecommuting. In addition, gender variable, where the respondent is female, is also positive
and significant with regard to the same alternatives. It is clear

TABLE 4 Parameter Estimation Results for Austin
Indeoendent Variable

Full-time

Part-time

Possibly

constant

-0.49 (-0.83)

0.35 (0.91)

0.69 (2.50)

round~trip

commute time t;

0 if t~20, t if 20 <t<80, 80 if t ~80

0.012 (3.04)

commute stops per week

0.062 (2.66)

0.062 (2.66)

-0.67 (-2.55)

-0.67 (-2.55)

0.79 (3.24)

0.79 (3.24)

length of time with firm s;
1 if s ~5 years, 0 otherwise
avg. time using computer per day c;
1 if c >4 hours, 0 otherwise
face-to-face communication f;
1 if response is several times per day with -0.50 (-1.37)
any group, 0 otherwise
work end time e;
1 if e > 5:30 P.M., 0 otherwise

-0.61 (-2.01)

females w/ children; 1 if yes, 0 otherwise

0.64 (1.48)

0.64 (1.48)

males' household income y;
1 if y<$25,000 annually, 0 otherwise

1.59 (2.62)

gender; 1 if female, 0 if male

0.52 (2.01)

age a; 1 if a ~50 years old, 0 otherwise
marital status; 1 if married, 0 otherwise
Number of Observations

0.31 (0.87)

0.52 (2.01)
-1.21 (-2.30)

-1.21 (-2.30)

0.31 (0.87)

0.31 (0.87)
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Log-likelihood at zero

-479.66

Log-likelihood at convergence

-402.93

p2=0.160
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TABLE 5

Parameter Estimation Results for Dallas

Independent Variable

Full-time

Part-time

Possibly

constant

-0.99 (-1.07)

0.081 (0.18)

-0.40 (-1.16)

round-trip commute time t;
0 if t~20, t if 20 <t<80, 80 if t ~80

0.014 (1.46)

commute stops per week

0.032 (0.73)

0.032 (0.73)

-0.46 (-1.17)

-0.46 (-1.17)

0.76 (2.15)

0.76 (2.15)

length of time with firm s;
1 if s ~5 years, 0 otherwise
avg. time using computer per day c;
1 if c >4 hours, 0 otherwise
face-to-face communication f;
1 if response is several times per day with -0.27 (-0.51)
any group, 0 otherwise
work end time e;
1 if e > 5:30 P.M., 0 otherwise

-0.89 (-2.27)

females w/ children; 1 if yes, 0 otherwise

1.06 (1.78)

1.06 (1.78)

males' household income y;
1 if y<$25,000 annually, 0 otherwise

-0.39 (-0.33)

gender; ·1 if female, 0 if male

-0.25 (-0.64)

age a; 1 if a ~50 years old, 0 otherwise
marital status; 1 if married, 0 otherwise

1.72 (3.44)

Number of Observations

(J3) -

[LAustin

(J3) +

Log-likelihood at zero

-239.83

Log-likelihood at convergence

-207.30

LDallas

(J3) +

LHouston

-0.42 (-0.80)

-0.42 (-0.80)

1.72 (3.44)

1.72 (3.44)
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4, 5, and 6 display the model estimation results for the cities
separately. The test statistic for this likelihood ratio test is
given by
2{Lpooled

-0.25 (-0.64)

(J3)]}

This test statistic is x2 distributed with degrees of freedom
equal to the number ofrestrictions, that is, (KAustin + Koauas
+ KHouston) - Kpooled• where Kj represents the number of
coefficients on the corresponding model. Here the test statistic
equals 2[782.91 - (402.93 + 207.30 + 158.83)] = 27.7.
x2 28 ,. 05 = 41.3, so the hypothesis that the coefficients are
identical across cities cannot be rejected.

CONCLUSIONS
As Figure 1 implies, the decision-making process involved in
the telecommuting choice is rather complex. It is likely that
in most cases today the process never commences from lack
of awareness on the part of individuals involved: executives,
managers, and employees alike. In time, as the concept spreads
via various media, perhaps more workers will be able to choose
their workplace much as they would choose a commute mode.
The availability of the telecommuting option is the crucial

p2=0.136

constraint to the employee decision described in the left-hand
portion of Figure 2 and modeled in Table 3. Still, the results
of this exploratory analysis indicate that stated preference
information can be useful in modeling the employee telecommuting decision. The model is a step toward a profile of the
likely future telecommuter.
Throughout the literature that attempts to evaluate telecommuting's potential impact on society, the universal complaint is that no data exist to justify estimates of the information labor force. Who are they? How many are there?
Estimates vary widely. The most commonly referenced figure
is from Porat (1977), who estimated that about half the labor
force at that time was information workers (16). When the
supply of telecommutable jobs within the workforce is better
understood, the task of forecasting the amount of telecommuting and its impact on a region's transportation system as
a demand management strategy will be facilitated.
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TABLE 6 Parameter Estimation Results for Houston
Independent Variable

Full-time

Part-time

Possibly

constant

0.071 (0.08)

-0.24 (-0.42)

0.24 (0.58)

round-trip commute time t;
0 if t<20, t if 20 <t<80, 80 if t >80

0.0069 (0.81)

commute stoos oer week

0.11 (1.88)

0.11(1.88)

-0.67 (-1.62)

-0.67 (-1.62)

1.27 (3.03)

1.27 (3.03)

length of time with firm s;
1 if s ~5 years, 0 otherwise
avg. time using computer per day c;
1 if c >4 hours, 0 otherwise
face-to-face communication f;
1 if response is several times per day with -1.00(-1.82)
any group, 0 otherwise
work end time e;
1 if e > 5:30 P.M., 0 otherwise

-1.00 (-2.33)

females w/ children; 1 if yes, 0 otherwise

1.28 (1.54)

1.28 (1.54)

males' household income y;
1 if v<$25,000 annually, 0 otherwise

8.50 (0.16)

gender; 1 if female, 0 if male

0.60 (1.37)

age a; 1 if a ~50 years old, 0 otherwise
marital status; 1 if married, 0 otherwise

0.86 (1.48)

Number of Observations

-198.24

Log-likelihood at convergence

-158.83
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Modeling Rail Access Mode and
Station Choice
KAI-SHENG FAN, ERIC

J.

MILLER, AND DANIEL BADOE

Access mode and station choice by commuter rail and subway
users are modeled using morning peak-period work trip commuting in the greater Toronto, Ontario, area as a case study.
Based on observed station choice behavior, rules for determining
access station choice sets for both commuter rail and subway were
developed. For commuter rail, the two closest stations on the
two closest lines (relative to the worker's place of residence)
define the access station choice set. For.automobile access to the
subway, the five closest subway stations define the choice set. A
nested logit model of commuter rail access mode and station and
a multinomial logit model of subway automobile access station
choice were then developed. Consistent with the findings of other
researchers, credible models of access mode and station choice
were obtained. Directions identified for further work include testing alternative overall main mode plus access choice structures,
properly capturing parking supply and price effects with these
models, developing improved representations of the automobile
passenger mode, and development of improved network modeling software for dealing with "mixed" modes of travel.
As urban areas continue to suburbanize, transit work trips
increasingly become multimodal_ in nature. That is, a typical
trip may consist of driving to a commuter rail station, taking
the commuter train into a central station, and then taking the
subway to the final destination. The access mode for commuter rail and subway trips for suburban residents is an increasingly impfiltant component of the overall "choice bundle" facing these commuters. This importance is reflected in
the emphasis that many suburban transit properties place on
providing feeder services to rail systems. It is also reflected
in the emphasis that many jurisdictions place on the concept
of "gateways," that is, points at which automobile users can
be intercepted and encouraged to leave their cars and complete their journey by public transit. In addition, the provision
and pricing of parking at commuter rail and subway stations
are ongoing concerns to most rail operators.
Given the inevitable continuing suburbanization of North
American commuting patterns, the importance of rail services
can be expected to grow significantly over the forseeable future. Thus, credible forecasts of expected rail ridership attracted from these growing suburban areas are essential to
planning activities. Such forecasts are, however, difficult to
generate without a proper understanding of the access component of the trip. Unfortunately, the current modeling state
of practice does not adequately address the access mode question, either in terms of representing the access mode choices
being made by commuters or in terms of representing the
impact that changes in access mode characteristics will have
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada M5S 1A4.

on line-haul mode choices. The purpose of this paper is to
explore this problem in depth.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Few explicit models of rail access mode and station choice
are reported in the literature. Kumar and Gur (1) present a
sequence of logit models that predict choices among automobile and transit, rail, and express bus given the use of
transit and the choices among walk, bus, park-and-ride, and
kiss-and-ride access to the chosen line-haul mode. This model,
however, is not fully consistent with random utility choice
theory and does not deal explicitly with the question of access
station choice. Sargious and Janarthanan (2) report a simple
logit model developed for Calgary, Alberta, for the choice
among automobile, transit all-way, and park-and-ride for work
trips. Access stations are assumed to be chosen on a "least
cost" basis.
In the late 1970s, Talvitie (3) developed a model of the
joint choice of access mode (walk, bus, drive, kiss-and-ride)
and access station for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). Up
to three access stations were considered per origin zone, based
on stations observed to be chosen by workers living in a given
zone. Important conclusions from this paper include (a) the
kiss-and-ride mode proved very difficult to model adequately,
(b) the joint model did not demonstrate significant violations
of the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA property),
and (c) proper representation of the access network is critical
to access mode and station choice model development.
Mukundan et al. (4) present a nested logit model of Washington, D .C., Metro rail access mode and station choice. This
model assumes access mode (walk, bus, automobile drive,
automobile passenger) as the upper-level choice, with access
station as the lower-level choice, conditional on the access
mode choice. The two best access stations for the walk mode
and the six best stations for the other three modes were used
to define the access station choice set, where "best" is defined
in terms of predetermined modal "impedance" functions.
Similar to Talvitie's findings, the automobile passenger mode
proved difficult to model.
Miller and Cheah (5) present a multinomial logit model of
work trip mode choice for the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
The model includes six modes: (a) automobile (drive or passenger), (b) transit with walk access, (c) subway with automobile access, (d) commuter rail with transit or walk access,
(e) commuter rail with automobile access, and (f) walk allway. The commuter rail access station that provides the maximum utility for the trip is chosen for each commuter rail mode.
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The subway automobile access station is specified for a given
origin zone based on patterns of station use observed in ridership surveys. No test for IIA violations within this joint
access and line-haul mode choice model was performed.
At least three issues are raised by this brief review. First,
to date, little empirical investigation into access station choice
set definition appears to have been performed. Second, little
explicit investigation into access mode and station decision
structure has been undertaken. Talvitie's results support his
assumed joint decision structure. Mukundan et al. 's results,
on the other hand, support an assumed nested decision structure. Finally, practical issues associated with coding access
network components and incorporation of access mode and
station calculations within available modeling software, among
others, are critical to the development of access mode-station
models and to their practical application within operational
planning models.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The GT A, which is the study area for this paper, provides a
good opportunity to study rail access mode and station choice
issues because it contains both commuter rail and subway
systems, which both compete with and complement one another in providing essentially radial service into the Toronto
Central Area.
The commuter rail system for the GTA, GO-Rail, is a radial
system, focused on Union Station, located at the southern
end of Toronto's Central Area (see Figure 1). Union Station
is also a major station of Toronto's subway system, thereby
providing convenient transit connections between the commuter rail system and downtown Toronto. The GO-Rail system is primarily designed to carry commuters from residential
suburban areas lying outside metropolitan Toronto to employment locations within downtown Toronto. On-board surveys of GO-Rail riders are performed every 2 years. The
travel choice data used in this paper are obtained from the
1987 survey.
Subway access is treated differently from commuter rail
access in this paper in that only subway access station choice
is modeled, given that the automobile is used as the access
mode. This approach is based on the following assumptions:
• Surface transit access to subway is not a sufficiently distinct "choice bundle" relative to taking surface transit for the
entire trip that- it requires explicit representation· within the
set of modal alternatives,
• Subway access station choice for surface transit is adequately modeled within current transit assignment procedures, and
• The key distinction that needs to be made within the work
trip mode choice model is, therefore, between the "transit
all-way" mode and the "transit part-way, auto part-way" mode
(i.e., automobile access to the subway). Data from the 1986
Transportation Tomorrow Survey (TTS) were used in the
analysis of subway automobile access station choice behavior.
Figure 2 shows the location of the 12 park-and-ride stations
within the subway system. This study focusses on six of these
stations (Finch, Kipling, Islington, Kennedy, Wilson, and
Mccowan, in order of use), which are used by most automobileaccess subways users.
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All level of service data required for model development
were generated using computerized representations of the
GTA automobile and transit networks maintained within the
EMME/2 modeling system.

DETERMINING ACCESS STATION CHOICE SETS
Commuter Rail Access Station Choice Sets
Figure 3a presents approximate access "catchment areas" for
each GO-Rail station, as defined by the home ends of trips
using each station, given that the tripmaker used the automobile access mode (as either a driver or a passenger). These
catchment areas were constructed by first deleting the 5 percent longest trips in the sample (so as to eliminate unnecessary
clutter in the plot) and then identifying the trip origin furthest
from the given access station for each 30-degree arc segment.
These "furthest points" were connected to form the catchment area.
Significant overlap exists among these catchment areas, indicating that not all trip makers use their closest access station
and that trip makers traveling from approximately the same
home locations make different access station choices. These
results imply that more than one access station must, in general, be included in trip makers' choice sets and that selection
of an access station is likely to be best modeled probabilistically. Figure 3b presents similar information for rail commuters using transit access to the system. This plot is generally
far simpler than the one for automobile access users, indicating that a large number of transit access users travel to
their nearest station. Nevertheless, sufficient overlap among
catchment areas exists to indicate that transit users' access
station choice should also be modeled probabilistically.
Various cross-tabulations were performed in the search for
any systematic structure in the distribution of chosen access
stations. This analysis ultimately resulted in Table 1, which
tabulates the observed station choices with respect to the
closeness of the chosen line to the traveler's home. "Closeness" is simply defined on the basis of the straightline distance
between home and stations on the given line. Thus, the "closest" line is the one containing the absolute closest station.
From Table 1, 98.8 percent of the observed trip makers use
an access station on the rail line that is either closest or second
closest to their homes, while 94.5 percent use either the firstclosest or second-closest station on either the first- or secondclosest line. Table 1 presents this same information- broken
down by access mode, which indicates that these results hold
by access mode as well. These results suggest that a simple
rule for determining the access station choice set is to include
the two closest stations on the two closest lines, where distances are calculated on a straightline basis. This simple rule
accounts for virtually 95 percent of observed behavior on a
station basis, while it accounts for almost 99 percent of observed behavior on a line basis.

Subway Auto Access Station Choice Sets
Figure 4 plots the spatial distribution of subway park-andride station automobile access origin (home) locations for the

DURHAM

PEEL
METRO
TORONTO

FIGURE 1 GO-Rail network.
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1986 TIS sample. This plot indicates that, as expected, these
trips originate within the suburban fringe areas of Metro and
the areas outside the Metro boundary. The effect of regional
east-west highways in providing access to the subway system
can be seen in the way the catchment area is generally
"stretched" in the east-west direction.
Figure 5 similarly plots the spatial· distribution of destinations (workplaces) for these trips. With the exception of a
few outliers, these destinations clearly are clustered in the
Toronto Central Area. The majority of trip destinations are
within walking distance of egress subway stations, indicating
that is unlikely that many subway automobile access users
transfer to surface transit routes after exiting the subway.
Plots of origin and destination catchment areas for each of
the six main park-and-ride stations have also been prepared.
·Figure 6 shows one such plot for Finch Station. This plot is
typical of the general pattern in station-specific origin and
destination catchment areas. In particular, note that destination catchment areas tend to be relatively compact and
generally focus on the access station's subway line. Further,
origin catchment areas generally appear sensible with respect
to the access station's location within the region and the subway system, although clearly not all workers use the station
closest to their homes to access the system.
Figure 7 summarizes the extent to which the observed origin
catchment areas for the six stations overlap. Two types of
overlaps occur. One involves stations on competing lines, such

as Wilson and Finch Stations. The second involves competing
stations on the same line, such as Kipling and Islington Stations. Again, a probabilistic choice approach is required to
capture the complexity of the observed subway access station
choice.
Various tabulations were constructed to identify any systematic structure in subway access station choice that would
aid in specifying access station choice sets. In particular, the
GO-Rail choice definition (the two closest stations on the two
closest lines) was applied to the subway access case, using
both straightline distance and equilibrium automobile travel
time as the "distance" measure. In both cases, more than
one-third of the observed choices (34 and 40 percent, respectively) fell outside this choice set definition, indicating
that it is inadequate for the subway access station case.
Table 2 presents tabulations of unweighted observed station
choice rankings, where these rankings are based on various
combinations of trip automobile and transit travel times. For
example, 87 users of the automobile-drive access mode are
observed in the sample to choose their "first best" access
station if a combination of automobile travel time plus transit
in-vehicle travel time plus twice the transit out-of-vehicle travel
time is used to define the "goodness" of the station. It is clear
from this table that automobile access time alone (i.e., ignoring transit travel times entirely) is the best indicator of
access station choice in that 66, 94, and 98 percent of the
observed station choices fall into the first, top two, and top
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FIGURE 3 Observed GO-Rail catchment areas: top, automobile access mode; bottom,
transit access mode.

five rankings, respectively, when this measure is used to define
station rankings.
Thus, 98 percent of subway access station choices are accounted for by a choice set defined as the five stations closest
to the worker's home. In model estimation, both home-tostation automobile travel time and straightline distance were
used to define the five closest stations, and identical models
were estimated using both choice set definitions. While both
models yielded numerically similar results, the models based
on the straightline distance rule were consistently found to
perform better than their automobile time-based counterparts
(e.g., the model presented in the next section has an adjusted
p2 that is 8.2 percent higher than the identical model based
on the automobile time choice set definition).

ACCESS MODE AND STATION CHOICE MODELS
Commuter Rail Access Mode and Station Model
Two nested logit models were tested in this study. The first
assumed that access station choice is the upper-level decision
and access mode choice is the lower-level decision in the
access station-mode choice decision bundle. Although statistically significant and correctly signed parameter estimates
and good goodness-of-fit statistics were obtained for these
models, the inclusive value parameter estimate was found to
be 7.97, which considerably exceeds the maximum value of
1.0 permitted for a properly specified nested logit model.
Thus, this decision structure is strongly rejected for the To-

TABLE 1 Access Station Choice (Percent of Total Trips) by Line and Station
Auto and Transit Access Modes (Total Trips: 10875)
LINE1

STATION3
2nd Closest

Closest

Other

Total

Closest Line
2nd Closest Line
Other

73.51
6.45
0.00

13.40
1.16
0.00

3.90
0.34
1.25

90.80
7.94

Total

79.95

14.56

5.49

100.00%

1.25

Auto Access Mode
LINE

STATION
2nd Closest

Closest

Other

Total

Closest Line
2nd Closest Line
Other

67.31
8.15
0.00

15.90
1.57
0.00

4.93
0.45
1.69

88.14
10.17
1.69

Total

75.46

17.48

7.06

100.00%

Transit Access Mode
LINE
Closest

STATION
2nd Closest

Other

Total

Closest Line
2nd Closest Line
Other

81.55
3.83
0.00

11.70
0.27
0.00

2.43
0.05
0.16

95.69
4.15
0.16

Total

85.38

11.97

2.64

100.00%

Notes:
1.

Indicates the percentage of rail passengers who access the line closest to their home,
second closest, etc.; e.g., 90.8% of the observed passengers use the rail line that is
closest to their homes.

2.

Indicates the percentage of rail passengers who access the closest station to their
home, the second closest station, etc., given the chosen rail line. For example,
73.51 % of all rail passengers use the closest station on the closest line, while 13.4%
use the second closest station on their closest line (note that this station need not
be the second closest station_ overall, it is defined conditional on the chosen line).

FIGURE 4 Subway automobile access origin catchment area, six major
park-and-ride stations.

e

e e e

FIGURE 5 Subway automobile access destination catchment area, six major
park-and-ride stations.

ronto data base in favor of the second nested model considered, where access mode is the upper-level choice and access
station is the lower-level choice, conditional on access mode
choice. The following estimation results are based on this
latter decision structure.
Table 3 presents the variables included in the final specification of the lower-level access station model. This model
applies to the automobile and transit access modes (GO-Rail
stations are sufficiently far apart that at most one station will
be within feasible walking distance of a worker's home) andwas estimated as an ordinary multinomial logit model, conditional on access mode choice. This yields consistent but
somewhat inefficient parameter estimates. The combination
of access and line-haul in-vehicle travel time is used on the
basis of previous estimation results in which the access and
line-haul travel time parameters were generally found not to
have statistically different parameter estimates [this is also
consistent with the findings of Talvitie (3) and Miller and

Cheah (5)]. Statistically reliable, correctly signed parameter
estimates could not be obtained for transit out-of-vehicle access time, automobile access cost, and rail line-haul fares.
This was most likely due to insufficient variation in the variable values across stations.
A closest station dummy variable is included in the automobile mode station utilities because it yields a significantly
improved model, in terms of both goodness of fit and reasonableness of the other parameter estimates obtained. Models
that exclude a closest station dummy tend to predict that trip
makers will use access stations that are closer to their workplaces than is actually the case.
Table 4 presents the maximum likelihood estimation results
for this model. All variables are statistically significant and
correctly signed. The goodness-of-fit statistics are extremely
strong, reflecting the tendency of the closest station to dominate the process.

/

Finch &
Wilson

Wilson & I\
Islington \\

'(j

~

0
1!1111

FIGURE 6 Origin and
destination catchment areas,
Finch automobile access station.

Finch & Mccowan
Finch & Kennedy
Kennedy & Mc:cowon

FIGURE 7 Overlapping origin catchment areas, six major
park-and-ride stations.
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Rankings of Subway Automobile Access Station Choice Using Various Combinations of Automobile and Transit Travel Times

TABLE 2

·Rank

AUTO + IVTT + 2*0VTT
Drivers
Passengers
1.5AUTO + IVTT + 2*0VTT
Drivers
Passengers
AUTO + IVTT + lO*OVTT
Drivers
Passengers
2*AUTO + IVTT + 2*0VTT
Drivers
Passengers
AUTO + 2*IVTT + 3*0VTT
Drivers
Passengers
JUST AUTO
All

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sum

87
71

57
49

47
28

25
12

16
7

5
8

1
2

5
8

1
2

1
0

245
187

136
102

63
47

23
10

9
11

7
7

4
7

1
0

0
2

1
1

1
0

245
187

56
40

61
54

38
28

49
29

17
12

12
9

2
2

5
10

4
1

1
2

245
187

147
112

75
50

14
11

3
7

1
2

2
3

2
1

0
0

0
1

1
0

245
187

15
16

74
65

43
29

45
24

27
16

20
15

6
6

6
10

6
3

3
3

245
187

285

120

14

4

2

4

0

2

0

432

NOTE: a* AUTO + b*IVTT + c*OVTT indicates the weighted sum of auto in-vehicle, transit in-vehicle, and transit out-of-vehicle travel times, where
a, b, and c are the weights assumed, used to compute the rankings of observed access station choices (e.g., 87 auto drivers and 71 auto passengers in the
sample were observed to choose their "closest" access station when the weighted sum of AUTO + IVTT + 2*0VTT is used).

TABLE 3

Lower-Level Access Station Choice Model, Definition of Variables

NAME

DF.sCRIPTION
transit access plus rail line-haul in-vehicle travel ti.me (min.) for transit access mode;
= 0 otherwise
transit access fare'($) for transit access mode; = 0 otherwise
total number of a.m. peak-period trains stopping at the station for transit access
mode; = 0 otherwise
auto access plus rail line-haul in-vehicle travel ti.me (min.) for auto access mode; =
0 otherwise
total number of a.m. peak-period trains stopping at the station for auto access mode;
= 0 otherwise
natural logarithm of the number of parking spaces at the station for auto access
mode; = 0 otherwise
= 1 if station is closest of all stations to the home for auto access mode; = 0
otherwise

tgivtt
t-fare
t-gfrq
agiytt
a-gfrq
a-gpak
a-sdmy

TABLE 4 Lower-Level Access Station Choice
Model, Parameter Estimation Results
NUM."'NAME

1
2

3
4

5
6

7

tgivtt
t-fare
t-gfrq
agivtt
a-gfrq
a-gpak
a-sdmy

VALUE

T-sfAT

-0.34310E+OO
-0.80154E+ 00
0.13782E+Ol
-0.17339E+OO
0.42972E + 00
0.13948E+Ol
0.15579E + 02

-9.4692
-1.9303
6.6196
-8.2001
5.4076
4.9530
3.3599

No. of weighted observations= 1824
No. of cases=
5473
No. of parameters=
7
Degrees of freedom=
5466
Log likelihood at B = 0, =
-2529.3
Log likelihood at conv. =
-243.1
Log likelihood ratio=
4572.3
Adjusted RHO-square=
0.9037
Expected percent right=
92.3

Table 5 presents the variables included in the final specification of the upper-level access mode choice model. This
model was estimated as an ordinary multinomial logit model,
treating the inclusive value (logsum) term as an ordinary explanatory variable. Since this variable is, in fact, computed
using estimated parameter values from the lower-level access
station choice model (which include sampling error), the
asymptotic t-statistics computed by the estimation software
and reported in this table are biased upward (in practice this
bias is usually found to be relatively small). This does not
affect the conclusions drawn from the model estimation results, except perhaps for the AGE variable, whose parameter
estimate may or may not be statistically significant, depending
on the extent of the bias in the asymptotic t-statistic.
As in the lower-level model, transit access out-of-vehicle
time is omitted because of a lack of statistical significance.
This failure of transit out-of-vehicle time to enter either model
may reflect inadequacies in the current transit network representation for the suburban areas served by GO-Rail. Also
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TABLE 5 Upper-Level Access Station Choice Model, Definition of Variables

NAME
d-tran
d-walk
logsum
age
sex
fgi
walkd

DFSCRIPI10N

= 1 if transit access mode; = 0 otherwise
= 1 if walk access mode; = 0 otherwise
inclusive value term for auto and transit modes; = 0 for walk mode
= 1 if 31-50 years old for auto and transit modes; = 0 for walk mode
= 1 if female for auto mode; = 0 otherwise
otherwise
= 1 if annual income is ~ $50,000 (Can., 1987) for auto mode; = 0
= walk distance, home to station (km) for walk mode; = 0 otherwise

note that attempts to include rail line-haul variables into the
walk mode utility function failed to yield a priori reasonable
results.
Table 6 presents the estimation results for this model. All
parameter estimates are correctly signed and statistically significant, with the exception of the sex variable (and, as noted
in the table, possibly the age variable). The model's goodnessof-fit statistics are very strong. Further, the inclusive value
parameter estimate is 0.414 and is significantly different from
both 0 and 1 in value, indicating that the assumed nested
decision structure cannot be rejected for this dataset.
The estimation results obtained from the 1987 GO-Rail
survey data strongly reject a decision structure of "station
then mode" in favor of a decision structure of "mode then
station." This result is consistent with the Mukundan et al.
(4) results, in which a mode-then-station model was success-

TABLE 6 Upper-Level Access Station Choice Model,
Parameter Estimation Results

NUM. NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

d-tran
d-walk
logsum
age
sex
fgi
walkd

VALUE

T-s'TAT

0.62868E+Ol
0.50987E+Ol
0.41382E + 00
0.31815E+OO
0.16561E+OO
0.62312E + 00
-0.11873E+01

18.2922
12.7460
18.4039
1.8925
1.0186
3.5913
·8.7149

No. of weighted observations=
No. of cases=
No. of parameters=
Degrees of freedom=
Log likelihood at B = 0, =
Log likelihood at conv. =
Log likelihood ratio=
Adjusted RHO-square=
Expected percent right=

1900
3450
"7
3443
-1945.2
-667.1
2556.2
0.6564
78.6

fully developed. These results also reject the Talvitie hypothesis (3) of a joint access station and mode choice decision
process (which would have been implied if an inclusive value
scale parameter of value 1.0 had been estimated).
This result appears to be reasonable given the likely sources
of correlation among alternative access modes and stations.
In particular, it is quite reasonable to assume that a number
of "unobservables" enter into trip makers' choices of access
mode and hence that mode-station choice bundles involving
the same access mode may well be correlated. It is less clear
that trip makers' evaluations of access stations are likely to
be similarly subject to significant unobservable, idiosyncratic
factors. Hence it is not unreasonable to expect a relative lack
of cross-station correlation.
Subway Automobile Access Station Model
Table 7 presents the variables included in the final specification of the subway automobile access station choice model,
and Table 8 contains the estimation results for this model.
All parameter estimates are statistically significant and correctly signed, and the goodness-of-fit statistics are quite strong.
Points to note include the following:
• The utility weight attached to automobile in-vehicle access time differs depending on whether the tripmaker is an
automobile driver or a passenger. This difference is both statistically and numerically significant (i.e., automobile drivers
weight automobile access time over 64 percent more heavily
than automobile passengers). This probably reflects automobile passengers having less control over their choice of
access station than do automobile drivers.
•Transit out-of-vehicle travel time is weighted more than
an order of magnitude more heavily than transit in-vehicle
travel time (-0.72 versus -0.065). This can be contrasted
with results derived from main mode choice models that typ-

TABLE 7 Subway Automobile Access Station Choice Model, Definition of Variables

NAME
aivt-a
aivt-p
tivtt
tovtt
clsdmy

DFSCRIPI10N

auto in-vehicle travel time (min.), home to access station, if the trip-maker drives;
= 0 otherwise
auto in-vehicle travel time (min.), home to acess station, if the trip-maker is a
passenger; = 0 otherwise
transit in-vehicle travel time (min.), access station to destination
transit out-of-vehilce travel. time (min.)
= 1 if the station is the closest station to the worker's home; = 0 otherwise
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TABLE 8 Subway Automobile Access Station Choice
Model, Parameter Estimation Results
NUM.
1
2
3
4
5

NAME

VALUE

T-STAT

aivt'a
aivt-p
tivtt
tovtt
clsdmy

-0.16112E+OO
-0.97992E-01
-0.65272E-01
-0.72376E+ 00
0.10892E+02

-10.45
-7.01
-5.11
-9.63
3.17

No. of weighted observations=
No. of cases=
No. of parameters=
Degrees of freedom=
Log likelihood at B = 0, =
Log likelihood at conv. =
Log likelihood ratio=
Adjusted RHO-square=
Expected percent right=

1698
6792
5
6787
-2732.9
-1054.3
3357.3
0.6139
67:9

ically indicate a ratio in the range of 2 to 5. This result is
consistent, however, with analysis results, not shown in this
paper, that strongly indicate that minimization of subway-tosubway transfer times and egress walk times, or both, appear
to be significant in explaining access station (line) choice (6).
• Parking capacity was not found to be a useful explanatory
variable in this model.
• Transit fare is constant across all station alternatives and
therefore cannot enter the model. Similarly, subway line frequencies and parking charges do not vary sufficiently to warrant inclusion in the model.
In comparing the subway automobile access model defined
by Tables 7 and 8 with the GO-Rail access station model
presented in Tables 3 through 6, the following points should
be noted:
•A closest station dummy variable seems to be needed in
both models, indicating the strong "bias" effect exerted by
the closest station. The effect appears to be stronger in the
case of GO-Rail access (a parameter value of 15.6 versus 10.9
for subway access), although the two parameter estimates are
not statistically different.
•Automobile access time parameter estimates are quite
consistent between the two models (-0.173 versus -0.161)
and are not statistically different from one another.
• Transit line-haul in-vehicle time appears to be far more
significant in the choice of automobile access station for GORail users than for subway users (a utility weight of -0.173
versus -0.0653).

IMPLICATIONS FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
AND FUTURE WORK
The models presented here assumed a joint, main mode decision structure in which GO-Rail and subway with automobile access compete with other main modes, such as automobile all-way, transit all-way,.· and walk all-way. Other
decision structures, however, are conceivable and should be
statistically tested within the nested logit modeling structure.

Overall, the performance of parking supply and·price variables in these models was somewhat disappointing. There
are several reasons for this result. First, parking charges do
not vary significantly from one Toronto Transit Commission
lot to another. Thus, they can have little impact on the access·
station choice problem. Park-and-ride parking charges are
likely to play a more significant role in explaining the choice
of the subway with automobile access main mode in which
these costs can be compared with the price of parking at the
workplace for the drive-all-way mode [this is found to be the
case by Miller and Cheah (5)].
Second, the role that parking supply plays within the choice
process is likely to be rather complex. Parking supply probably
acts as a constraint on access station choice; that is, a traveler
cannot use a given station if he or she cannot find a parking
space there. Exactly which trip makers are so constrained,
however, is not easy to determine, either within a simple logit
choice model formulation or within the static modeling process used in all current modeling systems. That is, parking
lots fill up over the course of the morning. Early arrivers have
their pick of parking spaces and hence stations. Travelers who
arrive later face various constraints on their choices.
Such effects are likely to be more pronounced in the case
of subway than for commuter rail, given the closer station
spacing and higher service frequency of the former. This may
explain why a statistically significant effect for parking supply
was found for the GO-Rail case but not for the subway case.
In any event, further exploration of this issue is warranted,
given the importance typically placed on parking supply and
pricing issues.
This study combined automobile drivers and automobile
passengers into a combined automobile mode. It is unlikely
that this assumption has had a major impact on the results
obtained in this study. It is also clear from the subway access
station analysis presented, however, that differences do exist
between automobile driver and passenger access station choice
behavior. As indicated by the findings of both Talvitie (3)
and Mukundan et al. (4), however, extension of the model
to deal explicitly with automobile passengers is likely to be
difficult to accomplish.
Finally, it is important to note that conventional transportation network modeling software applications are typically
not designed to deal with explicit models of rail access mode
and station choice. Such packages are designed to assign vehicle origin-destination flows to a road network and transit
passenger flows to a transit network. The applications are not
typically suited to assigning mixed mode flows that have trip
components on both the road and transit networks. It can
also be argued that such packages may not always deal adequately with competition between commuter rail and subway
modes, where such competition exists.
Mukundan et al. use their model to "post-process" Washington, D.C., Metro users previously determined by a conventional main mode choice model. This approach, however,
can be criticized in that the main mode choice model may not
properly reflect access mode and station choice effects. Miller
and Cheah (5) discuss one approach to deal with this problem:
Fortran programs are used to supplement network package
calculation, with information flowing between the Fortran
programs and the network package, as required. The net
result is that main mode choices are determined simultane-
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ously and consistently with access mode and station choices.
Although this approach requires developing special-purpose
software, once developed, this system operates fairly efficiently and provides nearly unlimited user control over the
detail of the mode choice model calculations. Clearly, however, development of more flexible and powerful software in
this area would be desirable.

the descriptive analysis of subway auto access station choice
behavior. Access to TIS data, EMME/2 networks, and use
of computer systems was provided by the University of Toronto Joint Program in Transportation. Finally, this research
was also supported in part by an operating research grant
from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
(Canada).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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Central Area Mode Choice and
Parking Demand
ERIC

J.

MILLER

Two versions of a disaggregate model of central area work trip
mode choice that incorporates a detailed treatment of parking
supply and cost impacts are presented. One version was estimated
using 1980 travel survey data; the other version was based on
more recent 1986 data. The results obtained from the two models
are very consistent in terms of the aggregate elasticities displayed
with respect to walk time from parking, parking cost, and other
automobile and transit-related variables. The models indicate that
central area commuters are very sensitive to changes in parking
walk times and parking cost, somewhat less sensitive to automobile and transit in-vehicle travel times (in order of decreasing
sensitivity), and less sensitive again to changes in transit out-ofvehicle travel time and fare. Additional, more detailed survey
information concerning automobile driver attitudes, reasons for
automobile use, and other related information, however, would
be very useful in providing additional insight into the role of
parking in determining central area work trip mode choice.
Parking supply and pricing in urban central areas have long
been considered important mechanisms for controling automobile use by central area commuters because (a) commuters
are sensitive to parking cost and walk time from parking in
choosing their work trip travel mode and (b) parking supply
and price are at least partially controllable by means of public
policy levers, such as zoning, regulation, and taxation. The
result is a long tradition of empirical and methodological research into parking demand-supply relationships and the effectiveness of various parking policies (1-13). The study presented here is also an empirical investigation into the sensitivity
of central area commuters in Toronto, Ontario, to parking cost
and walk time, relative to other factors affecting work trip
mode choice (in-vehicle travel time, transit service levels, etc.).
A unique feature of the disaggregate nested logit model of
central area work trip travel mode and parking location choice
presented here is that it employs a relatively little used approximation for the nested model's inclusive value term (14)
that allows full estimation of the nested model parameters
using sample data that do not include observations of parking
location choices. This model is then used in a sample enumeration framework to assess aggregate central area commuter sensitivities to a range of generic changes in transportation service characteristics, including parking cost and walk
time.
Two versions of the model are presented. The first, based
on 1980 travel survey data, was developed as part of an earlier
study of Toronto Central Area parking supply and use (15).
The second is based on a much smaller, but more spatially
disaggregate, 1986 sample and was developed as an update
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada M5S 1A4.

of the first study (16). Both models were used in the policy
analysis section of this paper. It was found that both models
·
yield very similar results.
The following section, Modeling Method, presents the model
of work trip mode and parking location choice. Model Estimation Results presents the statistical estimation results for
both the 1980 and 1986 versions of the model. Sensitivity to
Level-of-Service Changes discusses the implications of the
models developed with respect to central area commuters'
sensitivities to transportation service characteristics of general
policy interest. Some methodological findings of interest are
then briefly discussed in the Methodological Issues.
MODELING METHOD
In general, selection of an automobile-related mode involves
a secondary choice of parking location. This choice process
can in principle be modeled by a nested logit model, which
can be expressed as (14):

P;,

~

Pklir

exp(V;,)

/;2;,,

(1)

exp(Vr,)

= exp(Vk j<I>)/
1

L

exp(Vk'li/<I>)

j

=a, p

(2)

k'EKt

j

=a, p

j :/:-a, p

where

= probability of individual t choosing mode

j, from
set of modes l,;
P klit = probability of individual t choosing parking location
k, from set of locations K" given choice of
automobile-related mode j;
vjt = systematic utility of mode j for individual t;
vklit = systematic utility of parking location k for individual
t, conditional on automobile-related mode j being
chosen;
Wi, = vector of explanatory variables, excluding parkingrelated variables;
Ii, = the inclusive value term, which equals the expected
maximum utility for individual t associated with lowerlevel choice of parking location, given choice of
Pi,

modej

= log {

2:

kEKt

exp(Vkli/<I>)};
·

(3)
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scale parameter for alternative j (0 :s: <f>j :s: 1 for a
properly specified model);
f3 = vector of parameters; and
a, p = subscripts, indicating automobile-drive and
automobile-passenger modes, respectively.
<f>j =

In practice, the choice of parking location given the use of
an automobile-related mode is not observed in conventional
travel surveys. Thus, the lower-level parking choice model
cannot be explicitly estimated, nor can the inclusive value
terms for each individual be calculated. To circumvent this
difficulty' let vkla,t be the utility of the kth parking location
for individual t, given that this individual uses the auto-drive
mode. If:
(4)

where Xk 1 is a vector of attributes for individual t's kth possible
parking location (cost, walk time to place of employment,
etc.) and 'Y is a vector of parameters, then McFadden (14)
shows that the inclusive value term for the automobile mode
for individual t, Iar asymptotically equals:
(5)

where
n 1 = number of parking location alternatives in choice set
K 1 for individual t;
M 1 = column vector of average parking-related variables
faced by individual tin choosing a parking location;
for example, if mj1 is the ith element of this vector
(e.g., average daily parking cost) and xkir is value of
ith variable for the kth lot in t's choice set, then

(6)

Z1

Note in Equation 8, the parameters of the parking variable
averages ('Y) interact with each other as well as with the scale
parameter (<Va) to determine the parameter values for the Z 1
terms. For example, if the first parking variable is daily parking cost, then the parameter for the parking cost variance
term would be -yi/(2<f>a), where 'Yi is the parking cost parameter. If one ignores these constraints on the variance-covariance
term parameters, then Equation 8 can be approximated by:
(9)

where D 1 is the column vector containing the unique variancecovariance elements of Z 1 to be included in the automobiledrive utility function and B is the vector of parameters.
The advantage of the approximate "unconstrained" utility
function (9) is that its parameters can be statistically estimated
using standard logit model estimation software. The theoretically correct "constrained" model represented by Equation
8, on the other hand, requires developing a specialized computer program for its estimation. This program uses NewtonRaphson root-finding to find maximum likelihood estimates
of the constrained model parameter values (i.e., the same
procedure used to estimate standard logit models, but with a
modified system of log-likelihood derivatives to solve, given
the more complex utility functions involved). Similar to more
general nested models, the log-likelihood function is not guaranteed to possess a single global maximum. Hence care must
be taken to ensure that convergence to the global maximum
is achieved. In this case, consistently best results were obtained if the parameter values obtained from estimation of
the unconstrained model were used to initialize the constrained model estimation. Thus, the parameter estimation
approach adopted in this study involves two steps: (a) the
"unconstrained" version of the model using Equation 9 is
estimated and (b) the unconstrained parameter estimates are
then used as the initial values for the constrained model estimation of Equation 8.

= variance-covariance matrix for joint distribution of
parking characteristics observed across set of feasible
parking locations; for example, if zijr is value in cell
ij of matrix (i.e., covariance between attribute i and
attribute j, for example, covariance between daily
parking cost and walk time to workplace), then

(7)

Thus the auto-drive systematic utility becomes:

and a similar equation can be derived for Vpn the automobilepassenger systematic utility.
An attractive feature of this model is that it can be estimated
without observing the actual parking locations chosen by the
workers in the sample. The parking-related M vector and Z
matrix, however, must be calculated for each observed worker,
based on the known distribution of parking locations (and
their known characteristics) and the known workplace for
each of these workers.

MODEL ESTIMATION RESULTS
Model 1: 1980 Metro Toronto Employment
Transportation Study Data Base

The original version of the model, the 1980 Metro Toronto
Employment Transportation Study (MTETS) Data Base, was
developed as part of an earlier study of Toronto Central Area
parking issues and policies (15). The best travel behavior data
base available at the time of the study was the 1980 MTETS,
which provided 3,010 usable observations of Toronto Central
Area morning peak-period work trip mode choices. The 1979
Toronto Area Regional Modelling System (TARMS) network
data provided zone centroid to zone centroid travel times and
costs for automobile, transit, and commuter rail modes. The
1980 parking inventory data, which are comparable to the
1986 data, were obtained from the City of Toronto Department of Public Works.
The following five modes were included in this model:
•Automobile-drive (the worker drives a car all the way to
work);
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•Automobile-passenger (the worker rides as a passenger
in a car all the way to work);
•Transit, all-way (the ·worker walks to a transit stop and
takes transit all the way to work, without using commuter rail
during any part of the trip);
•Transit, part-way (the worker drives or is driven to a
subway station and then takes the transit the rest of the way
to work); and
• Commuter rail (commuter rail is used for the "line-haul"
portion of the trip).
A detailed discussion of the data base, modeling assumptions, and estimation results in provided by Miller (17). Two
points should be noted concerning this model. First, geocoded
workplace and parking lot locations were unavailable within
the 1980 data set. Instead, both trip and parking supply data
were provided on a zonal basis only. Thus, the construction
of the means and variances of the parking cost and walk time
variables necessarily involved less precise calculations than
those applied to the geocoded 1986 data (discussed later).
Second, the constrained model estimation software was not
developed at the time of the original study. Thus, only the
unconstrained version of the model was estimated during the
original study.

Figure 1 defines the utility function variables that were
included in the final version of the 1980 model. Table 1 presents the estimated model parameters and associated goodnessof-fit statistics. Points to note from these tables include the
following:
•Overall, the model estimation results are very encouraging. An adjusted p2 value of 0.3676 is quite typical for
models of this type, and the coefficient values all have expected signs and generally are statistically significant.
• The magnitudes of the in-vehicle travel time (IVTT)
parameter and the parking cost (PCOST) and walk time
(PWALK) parameters are all quite credible, given other model
results from Metro and elsewhere. For example, the relative
values of the parking cost and walk time terms imply that
workers will pay 32 cents (in 1980 Canadian dollars) to walk
1 min less from their parking location-a tradeoff that appears to be consistent with the literature in this area.
•The transit out-of-vehicle time (OVTTT) and in-vehicle
travel cost (IVT~) parameters are less credible. The OVTTT
is less in magnitude than the IVTT term (generally it is expected to be larger in magnitude), and the IVT~ is not
statistically significant. These problems might well be attributed to the use of the T ARMS network data, which are not

DAD

1 for auto-drive mode; = 0 otherwise

D AP

1 for auto-passenger mode; = 0 otherwise

DT

1 for transit-allway mode; = 0 otherwise

DP&R

1 for transit-partway mode; = 0 otherwise

FEMALEAP= 1 if worker is female for the auto-passenger mode; = 0 otherwise
FEMALE 1 =

1 if worker is female & in occupation group 1 for transit-allway mode
worker is female for the transit-partway mode; = 0 otherwise

QI

if the

FEMALE78 = 1 if worker is female and in occupation group 7 or 8 for transit-allway mode; = 0
otherwise
NCAR 0 , 1 =

number of cars in the household if the worker is in occupation group 1 for the autodrive mode; = 0 otherwise

NCARp, 1 =

number of cars in the household if the worker is in occupation group 1 for the autopassenger mode; = 0 otherwise

NCAR78 =

number of cars in the household if the worker is in occupation group 7 or 8 for auto
modes; = 0 otherwise

NSHFW=

1 if the worker did not got straight home from work for auto-drive mode; = 0
otherwise

TAVAIL=

transit availability code (question 7 of the MTETS survey) for transit-allway mode;
= 0 otherwise

IVTT=

in-vehicle travel time (min.), all modes

OVTTT=

out-of-vehicle travel time (min.), transit modes; = 0 for auto modes

IVT~=

travel cost ($), transit modes; = 0 for auto modes

IVTCA=

"in-vehicle" travel cost ($), auto modes; = 0 otherwise
= full cost for auto-drive
= 1/2 cost for auto-passenger, if the worker pays; = 0 if worker does not pay

PCOST=

1/2 average daily parking cost ($),if the worker pays for auto modes; = 0 otherwise

PWALK=

average walk time from parking (min.) for auto modes; = 0 otherwise

COV(c-w)=

covariance between walk time from parking and 1/2 parking cost for auto modes if
the worker pays for parking; = 0 otherwise

FIGURE 1 Variable definitions, 1980 MTETS model.
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TABLE 1
Results

1980 MTETS Model Estimation

Variable

Parameter Value

T-Statistic

DAD

6.2489

8.38

DAP

4.2428

5.64

DT

1.7429

9.71

-0.66041

-3.82

Dp&R
, FEMALEAP

1.511

7.52

FEMALE 1

0.71469

5.73

FEMALE78

0.37055

2.33

NCAR 0 , 1

0.35609

4.36

NCARP,t

0.13227

1.27

NCAR 78

0.64719

8.02

NSHFW

0.98269

7.60

TAVAIL

-0.62205

-9.71

IVlT

-0.073697

-13.19

OVlTT

-0.045695

-4.66

IVT~

-0.0040419

-0.82

IVTCA

-0.41370

-6.81

PCOST

-1.6449

-19.90

PWALK

-0.52143

-6.48

COV(c-w)

0.57380

No. of observations
Log-likelihood ratio
Adjusted p2
Expected percent right

9.28
3010
2802.6
0.3676
58.2

very precise with respect to these variables and which also
generally do not vary much in value across trip-makers within
the sample.
• Because of a combination of collinearity and lack of variability problems, only one Z, matrix value-the parking cost
and walk time covariance-could be estimated, and the <f>log(n,)
term could not be included within the model. The parking
cost and walk time parameter [COV( c-w)], however, is strongly
significant with the expected sign. That is, because both the
PCOST and the PWALK parameters are negative, their product [and hence the COV(c-w) parameter] is positive.
• The definition of the automobile-passenger travel cost
terms (one-half the IVTC and the full parking cost) is based
on the empirical results in that alternative-specific parameter
estimates for these two terms indicated that the automobilepassenger values were 0.5 and 1.0 times the magnitudes of
the automobile-drive terms, respectively.
Model 2: 1986 TDS Data Base
The 1986 Travel Diary Survey (TDS) used to develop the
second version of the model is a 1-day diary survey of 0.4
percent of the households in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA),
which provides detailed trip and personal characteristics of
all household members in the sample. A particularly useful
feature of the data set is that all trip origins and destinations
are geocoded to the mid-blockface level, thereby permitting

detailed spatial analysis and network level-of-service calculations. Detailed information concerning every Central Area
off-street parking location was obtained from the City of Toron_to Department of Public Works and the Environment. On
the basis of the street addresses provided in this data set,
these parking locations were also geocoded. Combined with
the geocoded worker employment location data, this p~rmit
ted very detailed calculations of parking supply and cost mean
values and variance-covariance matrices faced by each worker
in the sample, on the basis of an assumed maximum walking
distance of 1.0 km. For further details concerning the TDS
and parking data sets, as well as the calculation of the parkingrelated variable means and variances-covariances, see Miller
(16). Automobile in-vehicle travel times were computed on
the basis of a user-equilibrium assignment of observed 1986
vehicle flows to the road network within the EMME/2 network modeling package, while transit in- and out-of-vehicle
travel times were generated using a "disaggregate" or1gin
point to destination point transit assignment procedure within
EMME/2 for each observed work trip.
Five modes are defined in this model:
1. Automobile-drive all-way,
2. Automobile-passenger all-way,
3. Transit all-way (automobile access to the transit system is
ignored to simplify the network level-of-service calculations),
4. Commuter rail (all commuter rail users are assumed to
use the automobile mode to access the system, again to simplify level-of-service calculations), and
5. Walk all-way.
Figure 2 defines the set of variables included in the final
version of the 1986 model. Table 2 presents both the unconstrained and constrained estimation results for tiµs final model.
Points to note from this table include the following:
• All coefficient estimates have the correct sign and plausible magnitudes.
• All coefficients are statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level or better, except for a few minor variables, such as LSDUM and JBS234. Note that !-statistics for
the constrained model were not generated by the estimation
program because of numerical matrix inversion problems associated with this particular model. Experience with other
model runs, however, indicates that the !-statistics will not be
significantly different from those for the unconstrained model.
• Both models exhibit very good goodness-of-fit statistics,
which compare favorably with the 1980 model fit statistics
reported in Table 1.
•With the exception of the alternative-specific constants,
the parameters of the "non-parking" variables tend to be quite
stable in value from one model version to another. This is an
encouraging result, in that it indicates a considerable degree
of independence between the two types of variables as well
as a desirable robustness in model specification.
• Moving from the unconstrained to the constrained version
of the model has the following impacts:
- The non-automobile alternative-specific constants typically become considerably more positive in value. This
reflects the positive shift in the average automobile utility
function introduced by the introduction of the parking cost
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d-ttc

1 if "local transit" mode; = 0 otherwise

d-go

1 if "commuter rail" mode; = 0 otherwise

d-pass

1 if "auto passenger" mode; = 0 otherwise

ivtt

in-vehicle travel time (min.), all modes

ovtt

out-of-vehicle travel time (min.), transit and rail modes; = 0 otherwise

ct/inc

travel cost ($) divided by personal income ( 103 $), transit and rail modes; = O
otherwise

mindst=

minimum walk distance (km.) from a subway station to the final destination
(Manhattan metric), transit and rail modes; = O otherwise

dsttrm =

minimum straightline distance to a subway station (km.) for residents in York and
Peel Regions, for transit mode; = 0 otherwise

male30=

1 if worker is male and over 30 years of age, for transit mode; = 0 otherwise

fem123=

1 if worker is female and in occupation group 1, 2 or 3, for transit mode;
otherwise

lsdum

1 if Lakeshore East or West lines used, rail mode; = 0 otherwise

union

1 if closest subway station to the worker's destination is Union, King or St. Andrew,
rail mode; = 0 otherwise

0

apt-wk =

1 if worker lives in an apartment (TDS code 4), walk mode; = 0 otherwise

pined

worker's personal income (10 3 $), auto-drive mode; = 0 otherwise

pincp

worker's personal income (10 3 $), auto-passenger mode; = 0 otherwise

jbs234

1 if worker's jobsite is category 2, 3, or 4 (factory /warehouse, construction site, or
no fixed place· of work), auto mode(s); = 0 otherwise

dlic

1 if the worker has a driver's licence, auto-passenger mode; = 0 otherwise

tavail

1 if the worker reports "always" having transit available for the work trip, autopassenger mode; = 0 otherwise

pcost

=

pwalkd=

1/2 average daily parking cost ($), auto or auto-drive mode, if the worker pays for
parking; = 0 otherwise
average walk time from parking (min.), auto-drive mode; = 0 otherwise

pwalkp=

average walk time from parking (min.), auto-passenger mode; = 0 otherwise

c(c-w)

covariance between 1/2 daily parking cost and walk time from parking, auto or autodrive mode, if the worker pays for parking; = 0 otherwise

l(lot)

natural logarithm of the number of parking lots within a 1.0 km. walk of the worker's
place of work, auto or auto-drive mode; = 0 otherwise

FIGURE 2 Variable definitions, 1986 TDS model.

and walk time variance terms into the constrained model.
As in the 1980 model, the variance terms could not be
included in the unconstrained model because of their covariance with the mean value terms. The composite coefficients on the parking cost and walk time variance terms
in the constrained model are, respectively, -y~/(2<!>) and -y~/
(2<!>), where 'Ye and 'Yr are the mean parking cost and mean
walk time parameters. These composite coefficients are both
positive in value, meaning that the constrained model's
automobile utilities will be more positive in value than the
corresponding unconstrained automobile utilities. All else
being equal, this must result in more positive non-automobile
alternative-specific constants for the model to explain the
observed modal choices.
- The parking cost parameter nearly doubles' in magnitude, although the walk time term remains nearly constant.
This implies that the trouble of estimating the constrained
model versions may be worthwhile in terms of obtaining
better estimates of the relative magnitudes of the parkingrelated variables.
• The scale parameter ( <!>) is the parameter associated with
the variable L(LOT) in Table 2. It must lie between 0 and 1
in value for a properly specified model. Although the esti-

mated value for this parameter is 1.14, it is quite unlikely that
this estimate is statistically different from 1.0 in value.

SENSITIVITY TO LEVEL-OF-SERVICE CHANGES
To explore the implications these modeling results have for
Toronto Central Area transportation policy, several simulations were conducted. In each simulation, the modal choices
of the observed trip makers were estimated using both models
under a hypothesized "across the board" change in a single
variable (such as average parking cost), while holding all other
variables constant at their observed values. Thus, for example, the impact of a 5 percent (10 percent, 20 percent, etc.)
change in average daily parking cost or transit in-vehicle travel
time was predicted. In all such cases, it is assumed that all
trip makers face exactly the same percentage change in the
given variable. In the case of the parking-related variables it
is also assumed that the change is in the mean value of the
variable only, with the associated variance-covariance structure of the parking variables remaining unchanged.
Figure 3 summarizes the results of this exercise for the case
of changes in average daily Toronto Central Area parking
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TABLE 2

1986 TDS Model Estimation Results

Variable
d-ttc
d-go
d-pass
ivtt
ovtt
ct/inc
mindst
dsttrm
male30
fem123
lsdum
union
apt-wk
pined
pincp
jbs234
dlic
tavail
pcost
pwalkd
pwalkp
c(c-w)
l(lot)

Unconstrained Model
Parameter Value
T-Statistic
1.7256
1.38
-0.86817
-0.59
__ 2

-0.054281
-0.089042
-8.6637
-0.85197
-0.052535
-0.61982
1.5729
0.46676
1.4319
2.2829
0.021553
0.045406
0.79884
-1.2809
1.0811
-0.68057
-0.35335
-0.353353
0.22866
0.90383

No. of weighted obs.
No. of cases
No. of parameters
Degrees of freedom
Log-likelihood @ zero
parameter values
Log-likelihood @ conv.
Likelihood ratio
Adjusted p 2
Expected percent right

-3.21
-2.58
-2.85
-1.64
-1.55
-1.57
3.42
0.75
2.38
1.87
1.70
2.54
1.51
-2.11
1.89
-4.22
-2.56
-2.56
1.17
5.01
337
632
21
611
-347.1
-184.1
326.0
0.4517
68.9%

Constrained Model
Parameter Value 1
2.8225
0.14610
3.0817
-0.054307
-0.092474
-8.3984
-0.92304
-0.054302
-0.69711
1.6061
0.45430
1.4428
3.3719
0.024237
0.043323
0.64856
-1.3770
1.0716
-1.1937
-0.36515
-0.56945
__ 4
1.1436
337
632
22
610
-347. l
-186.3
321.6
0.4443
69.4%

Notes:
1.
T-statistics not computed for the constrained model due to failure to invert the loglikelihood info~mati<;>n ~atrix. This problem appears to be related to the auto passenger
mo.de, whose mclus10n m the model tends to introduce some instability in parameter
estunates, etc. In other model runs in which the information matrix was inverted the tstatistics changed very little between the unconstrained and the constrained model~.
2.
Parameter not estimated for this model.
3.
Parameter constrained to equal the pwalkd parameter value.
4.
Paramet~rs for var~ance-covariance terms constrained to equal products of the parking cost
and parking walk time parameters.

costs. The horizontal axis in this graph indicates the hypothesized across-the-board increase in average daily parking cost.
The vertical axis indicates the corresponding predicted total
automobile use by Toronto Central Area morning peak-period
commuters given the hypothesized parking cost change. This
use is expressed as a fraction of the observed "base case"
(i.e., no change in variable) automobile use. The two curves
shown in Figure 3 correspond to the responses predicted by
the 1980 MTETS-based model and for the constrained version
of the 1986 model. The 1980 model curve is generated using
the 1980 data base and is expressed using the observed 1980
automobile use as its base reference level. Similarly, the 1986
curve uses the 1986 TDS data base and the observed 1986 automobile use as its base reference level.
It is seen in Figure 3 that, despite differences in the data
base and model specification details, the 1980 and 1986 results
are very comparable. The 1986 model is slightly less sensitive
to parking cost than the 1980 model, but it is unlikely that
this difference is statistically significant. In particular, both
models exhibit aggregate elasticities of automobile use with
respect to average daily parking cost, which are slightly greater
than 1.0 in magnitude over much of the range of parking

charges investigated. The dashed line in Figure 3 represents
unit elasticity, that is, the percentage change in automobile
use given the percentage change in parking cost if the automobile use (arc) elasticity equals -1.0. Any point falling
below and to the left of this line indicates an arc elasticity of
greater than 1.0 in magnitude (i.e., elastic demand). Any
point lying above and to the right indicates an arc elasticity
of magnitude less than 1.0 (i.e., inelastic demand). Figure 3
implies parking cost elasticities greater than or equal to 1.0
for up to a 30 percent increase in parking charges relative to
1986 values for model 1986 and up to a 40 percent increase
relative to 1980 values for the 1980 model.
Figure 4 similarly plots predicted 1986 automobile use as a
function in changes in average walk times from parking, changes
in automobile in-vehicle travel time (due, presumably, to increased road congestion effects), and changes in three transitrelated variables: transit fare, transit out-of-vehicle travel time
(walk plus wait time), and transit in-vehicle travel time. In
the case of each transit variable, the change indicated corresponds to an across-the-board percentage decrease in the
variable (i.e., an improvement in the transit service). Walk
time from parking appears to have by far the greatest impact
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FIGURE 3 Predicted changes in Toronto Central Area automobile use given changes in
average daily parking cost.
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FIGURE 4 Predicted Changes in Toronto Central Area automobile use given changes in selected automobile
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on automobile use, generating arc elasticities greater than 1.0
over the entire range of times examined. Parking cost and
automobile in-vehicle travel time are the next most important
determinants of automobile use (with automobile use being
slightly inelastic over the entire range of values examined).
Finally, Figure 4 illustrates that improvements in transit service levels are predicted to have less impact than corresponding
percentage reductions in auto service levels on Toronto Cen. tral Area automobile use. As in the parking cost case, the elasticities obtained from the 1980 model for each of these variables are very similar to the 1986 results shown in Figure 4.
Two other experiments were conducted using this model.
In the first, it is assumed that free parking is eliminated for
all Central Area commuters, thus requiring all commuters
who drive to pay full, unsubsidized parking prices. In the
second, it is assumed that a free transit pass is provided to
all commuters. Figure 5 indicates the predicted impacts of
each policy on automobile use, with and without associated
changes in average parking price, and compares these impacts
with the status quo case (i.e., no free pass, free parking for
some). Note that the vertical axis in this case is the actual
automobile-drive mode split.
As indicated by Figure 5, providing free transit passes to all
Central Area commuters is predicted to reduce automobiledrive use from the base case of 20 percent to 16.9 percent.
Elimination of free parking for commuters is predicted to yield
an even greater reduction in automobile drivers to 15.8 percent. These reductions are comparable in their impacts to
increase in average Central Area parking prices of 23.5 percent and 32.5 percent under status quo conditions. If increased

parking charges are implemented in combination with one of
these two policies, the net impact is, of course, greater.
The preceding policies are very abstract in nature (e.g.,
increase average daily parking cost by 25 percent). The model,
however, can be readily extended to more realistic policy
analyses as well as incorporated within a more generalized
modeling framework. Points to note in this regard include the
following:
• Because parking location utility function parameters (-y)
are estimated within the model, the lower-level parking location choice model (Equation 2) can be reconstructed from
the results presented here and used to predict explicitly parking location choices, given known employment distributions
and automobile use levels (as defined by Equation 1). This
model could be used to determine parking market potentials
at various points, compute spatially distributed parking price
elasticities, combine with a parking supply model to model
parking market interactions, and accomplish other objectives
as well.
• Without engaging in full supply-demand modeling of the
parking market, more realistic parking policies could be analyzed by changing the spatial price/supply distributions on a
scenario basis (e.g., eliminate all parking within x meters of
subway stations; increase parking prices only within the Central Business District).
•Walk times from parking locations to employment sites
were computed within this analysis on a simple rectilinear or
"Manhattan" basis (which, given the dense grid street layout
within the Central Area, undoubtedly represents a close ap-
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FIGURE 5 Predicted changes in Toronto Central Area automobile use given fundamental changes in
cost of parking and transit.
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proximation to actual shortest-path walk times). If more detailed treatment of walk paths is required, the geocoded nature of the data base readily permits its incorporation within
a geographic information system capable of performing such
detailed calculations.
• The overall mode choice model is readily incorporated
within a larger demand modeling system because it is simply
a multinomial logit model with an expanded set of parkingrelated variables in its automobile-mode utility functions.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
Although this paper primarily focuses on the empirical investigation of Central Area work mode choice sensitivity to
parking-policy-related variables, three points of somewhat more
general methodological interest emerge from this work that
should be briefly noted.
First, McFadden's (14) approximation for the inclusive value
term permits theoretically sound nested logit models to be
empirically estimated in the absence of explicit information
concerning lower-level choices (in this example, the choice of
parking location given use of the automobile for the work
trip). Specifically, in cases in which heterogeneity within and
covariance among the lower-level attributes exist (in this example, considerable variation exists in parking costs and walk
times associated with the set of parking locations in any worker's choice set). Typically the assumption is made that the
unobserved lower-level is homogeneous (e.g., a residential
location and type choice model may assume that all houses
of a given type within a given zone possess identical characteristics). Under this assumption, the variance-covariance terms
in the upper-level utility function equivalent to Equation 5 is
identically zero in value, thereby considerably simplifying the
analysis. The preceding, however, demonstrates that, in the
presence of significant lower-level heterogeneity, this assumption can bias model parameter estimations.
Second, the relative transferrability of the aggregate elasticities of the 1980 and 1986 models is noteworthy, especially
given that these models would undoubtedly fail most normal
transferrability tests (similarity in parameter values, etc.). This
result is reasonably similar to that recently found by Laferriere
in the case of disaggregate intercity mode choice models, in
which models from Canada, the United Kingdom, and the
United States are found to have fairly consistent aggregate
own and cross-price elasticities, despite great variations in
calibration study area and base year and despite little evidence
of parameter transferability (18).
Finally, problems in developing' a stable model that included
the automobile-passenger mode prompted some early model
estimations in which the automobile-drive and automobilepassenger modes were combined into a composite automobile
mode. In addition, runs were performed in which information
concerning whether or not the worker paid for parking was
ignored, so that the model assumed that all workers paid for
parking. In both cases, the overall utility function specification
remained the same (with the obvious exception that automobilepassenger-related variables disappear in the "composite"
models). Very little change occurred in parameter estimates
across the three models, except in the case of the parking cost
parameter, which changed from -0.220 ("composite" model,
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no allowance for free parking) to -0.706 ("composite" model,
free parking accounted for) to -1.194 (separate drive and
passenger modes plus free parking). Figure 6 summarizes the
impacts these assumptions have on model sensitivity to parking cost.
Figure 6 also illustrates the dramatic effect the improved
model specification has on model sensitivity to parking cost
(and, more generally, on eliminating parameter bias). The
composite-automobile, no-free-parking model appears to be
quite insensitive to parking cost changes. Introducing the free
parking effect significantly increases the model sensitivity.
Introduction of explicit representation of automobik passengers (who are likely to be less sensitive to parking costs than
automobile drivers) further improves the model sensitivity.
This result may seem trivially self-evident: obviously improving model specification will yield improved model results.
In the development of practical, operational planning models,
however, considerable pressure exists to simplify model specification so as to simplify the forecasting problem. The net
result, as indicated by Figure 6, is often a model that possesses
biased coefficients and hence is much less useful as a forecasting and policy analysis tool. Further, such biases are typically difficult if not impossible to identify within the model
development and application process. This is primarily because more general model specifications (which provide an
analytical and statistical framework for testing the simplifying
assumptions) are simply not considered.

SUMMARY
This paper has presented a disaggregate model of central area
work trip mode choice that incorporates a detailed treatment
of parking supply and cost impacts. Two versions of this model
are presented: one estimated using 1980 travel survey data
and one based on more recent 1986 data. The results obtained
from the two models are very consistent in terms of the aggregate elasticities displayed with respect to walk time from
parking, parking cost, and other automobile- and transit-related
variables. The models indicate that central area commuters
are very sensitive to changes in parking walk times and parking cost, somewhat less sensitive to automobile and transit
in-vehicle travel times (in order of decreasing sensitivity) and
less sensitive again to changes in transit out-of-vehicle travel
time and fare. Additional, more detailed survey information
concerning automobile-driver attitudes, reasons for automobile use, and other related information, however, would
be very useful in providing additional insight into the role of
parking in determining central area work trip mode choice.
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Integrating Feedback into Transportation
Planning Model: Structure and Application
DAVID LEVINSON AND AJAY KUMAR
A new structure for the transportation planning model that includes feedback among demand, assignment, and traffic control
is presented. New methods, combined with a renewed interest in
transportation planning models prompted by the Clean Air Act
of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
of 1991, warrant reconsideration of the traditional four-step transportation planning model. An algorithm for feedback that results
in consistent travel times as input to travel demand and output
from route assignment is presented. The model, including six
stages of Trip Generation, Destination Choice, Mode Choice,
Departure Time Choice, Route Assignment, and Intersection
Control, is briefly outlined. This is followed by an application
comparing a base year 1990 application with a forecast year of
2010. The 2010 forecast is solved both with and without feedback
for comparison purposes. Incorporation of feedback gives significantly different results than does the standard model.
Conventionally applied transportation planning models conforming to the Urban Transportation Modeling System (UTMS)
have four sequential steps of trip generation, trip distribution,.
mode choice, and route assignment (J). Available evidence
suggests that UTMS is not a behavioral representation of trip
making. Foremost, when the four-step model is strictly applied, there is no feedback between the travel time on the
network and the estimation of demand. It is widely understood that if congestion is significant, it will affect the individual's decision to make the trip, choice of destination, mode,
and departure time. Moreover, this model structure does not
account for the impact of signal control on route choice and
travel demand. For many trips, delay at intersections is as
significant as vehicle running time, and a prolonged delay
may motivate a change in route. Not incorporating elastic
demand or responsive intersection control in the theoretical
framework will cause an incorrect representation of network
flow (2).
Over the past 20 years, methods have been developed to
model the feedback among assignment, demand, and intersection control. Recently, some literature has proposed combining demand, assignment, and intersection control into a
sfogle modeling framework (2,3). This paper reviews the theory and develops a procedure with feedback among assignment, demand, and intersection control. The procedure is
applied to the Baltimore-Washington metropolitan region.
The results suggest that introducing feedback between congested travel times and demand and between link flows and
intersection control provides a more realistic representation
of travel patterns and traffic flows. The procedure is especially
relevant in the context of long-term forecasting where the
Montgomery County Planning Department, 8787 Georgia Avenue,
Silver Spring, Md. 20910.

possible interrelationship between travel demand and emerging metropolitan structure is less understood.
RESEARCH
It has long been recognized that travel demand is influenced

by network supply. The example of a new bridge opening
where none was before, inducing additional traffic, has been
noted for centuries. Much research has gone into developing
methods for allowing the forecasting system to directly account for this phenomenon. Evans published her doctoral
dissertation on a mathematically rigorous combination of the
gravity distribution model with the equilibrium assignment
model (4). The earliest citation of this integration is the work
of Irwin and Von Cube, as related by Florian et al., who
comment on the work of Evans:
The work of Evans resembles somewhat the algorithms developed by Irwin and Von Cube [Bulletin 347: Capacity Restraint
in Multi-Travel Mode Assignment Programs, HRB, 1962] for a
transportation study of Toronto, Canada. Their work allows for
feedback between congested assignment and trip distribution,
although they apply sequential procedures. Starting from an initial solution of the distribution problem, the interzonal trips are
assigned to the initial shortest routes. For successive iterations,
new shortest routes are computed, and their lengths are used as
access times for input the distribution model. The new interzonal
flows are then assigned in some proportion to the routes already
found. The procedure is stopped when the interzonal times for
successive iteration are quasi-equal. (5)
Florian et al. proposed a somewhat different method for solving the combined distribution assignment, applying the FrankWolfe algorithm directly. Boyce et al. provide an excellent
summary of the research to date on network equilibrium problems, including the assignment with elastic demand (6).
Signal-setting policies generally assume that route choices
are unaffected by the signal settings chosen (7). The reverse
is also held true, signal settings are unaffected by the routes
chosen. This presumption of independence results in a lag in
change to signal policies, which reaffirm themselves in more
static traffic patterns. The assumption of complete independence is not supported by available evidence. Common experience suggests that signal policies that provide faster travel
on arterials than side streets help to induce drivers to use the
favored roads. Moreover, considering the relationship will be
even more critical in projecting traffic trends. Over time,
signal policies do respond to changes in travel demand.
To overcome these problems, several attempts have been
made to combine an assignment algorithm with intersection
control. These have generally been developed to improve
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traffic operations, and the perspective is that of the engineer
rather than the planner. They offer one path that may be
taken for combining as assignment with intersection control.
The naive method for estimating such flows can be termed
an "iterative optimization assignment algorithm," as proposed
by Allsop. Such a method alternates between network optimization of signal settings using software such as TRANSIT
and a full equilibrium assignment. A recursive implementation of this model has been documented (8).
A more rigorous models has been developed by Tan et al.,
called the hybrid optimization model (9). This research has
noted theoretical problems with iterative optimization models,
including the non-necessity of convergence and the possible
convergence to nonoptimal signal settings. Alternative mathematical formulations, including treating green time as a flow
to be optimized, have been proposed by Smith (10-15), Smith
and Ghali (16), and Van Vuren et al. (17).
The application of this research to real-world problems has
been slow in coming due to lack of resources to gather data
or implement a system and lack of computing facilities. The
most likely reason, however, is either lack of knowledge of
the methods by practitioners or the lack of recognition of its
importance. This issue is important because of the added
significance given to transportation planning methods with
the 1990 Clean Air Act and the 1991 lntermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act.
This paper uses data from the Baltimore-Washington metropolitan region to evaluate the relative advantages of building feedback among assignment, travel demand, and intersection control. These advantages can be best understood by
answering such questions as:
• What is the likely future impact of changes in urban structure on travel demand?
• How will individuals alter travel behavior in response to
increased congestion?
• Given the ever-present economic, environment, and political constraints to providing additional network capacity,
what is the likely impact on travel behavior 20 years from
today?
In the Application of Model section, sensitivity tests are
performed comparing conditions in the base year (1990) with
forecast land use and anticipated networks 20 years hence
(2010).

MODEL REGION

The model, which is called TRAVEL/2, is applied to the
Baltimore-Washington metropolitan area, with a focus on
Montgomery County, Maryland. The full region, which is
home to more than 6 million people, two central cities, and
numerous suburban activity centers, is divided into 651 traffic
zones for analysis. Thirteen of the zones serve as external
stations to the region incorporating parts of four states, with
access to the region from southern Pennsylvania; eastern West
Virginia; central Virginia; and eastern, western, and southern
Maryland. Most of the traffic zones (292), however, are located in Montgomery County. The zone structure is derived
from zones defined by the Baltimore Regional Council of
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Governments, the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, and the Montgomery County Planning Department
(MCPD) for their transportation planning models.
In 1990, 750,000 persons were living in 280,000 households
and employed at more than 410,000 jobs in Montgomery
County, Maryland. Located to the northwest of Washington,
D.C., Montgomery County has grown from being a bedroom
suburb into a major employment center. Changing lifestyles
and commuting patterns, as well as job and population growth,
have had a great impact on the transportation system in Montgomery County (as elsewhere in the country), resulting in
increased congestion on the road network. These forces led
the county to adopt an Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance
in 1973. Determining the adequacy of public facilities, with
the consequence of permitting or postponing land development, is the prime reason for developing this transportation
planning model. Other uses, including project planning an~l
ysis, also involve application of the model (18).

DATA

The data used within the TRA VEL/2 model are determined
by what information is both available for the present and can
be forecasted. Some desirable data types, such as income, are
not being used because of difficulties in forecasting them and
availability issues.
The primary data set is land use accounted for as housing
units and employment by type. Housing units are classified
as single or multiple family, while employment is divided into
office, retail, industrial, or other. The land-use numbers that
are used in this analysis were developed from the ROUND
IV cooperative forecast of the Metropolitan Washington Council
of Governments and the ROUND III cooperative forecast of
the Baltimore Regional Council of Governments (19,20). Other
demographic data, such as the age structure of the population
and the household size distribution, were obtained from the
same sources.
Mode choice data elements, which were held constant
throughout this study, were developed by MCPD. These elements included transit fare matrices; parking costs; mode
availability variables, such as household automobile ownership and the percentage of houses and jobs within walking
distance of transit; and quality of access variables, including
the ratio of sidewalk to street miles and employment density.
MCPD developed automobile networks and definitions of
turning lanes for inside Montgomery County as well as transit
networks for the region. Automobile networks outside Montgomery County were developed by the appropriate Councils
of Government. The networks used in transportation analysis
in the region included 16,000 links and more than 5,000 nodes.
Network detail is approximately uniform throughout the region. Intersection analysis is conducted only for intersections
with signals within Montgomery County. Some 380 signalized
intersections are coded and optimized in the implementation
of the TRAVEL/2 model, a discussion of which follows. Nonsignalized intersections are treated conventionally in the model.
Because intersection analysis is performed only within Montgomery County, a separate set of volume delay functions are
used inside and outside the county. These model rates and
their development are fully discussed in The TRA VEL/2 Model:
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Technical Documentation (21). The data sources are discussed
in The TRAVEL/2 Model & Transportation Information System User's Guide (22).

MODEL STRUCTURE

The TRA VEL/2 model structure differs from the conventional model in several ways. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of
this model structure, which can be compared with the conventional transportation planning model shown in Figure 2.
The algorithm to execute assignment with intersection control
and elastic demand is shown in Figure 3. The TRA VEL/2
model is set up for internal feedback so that when an elasticdemand assignment is performed, the travel times input to
the demand become identical to those output from the assignment when the model converges to a solution. This model
also contains responsive intersection control, which in the
conventional model is implicitly static and nonresponsive.
Further, the model explicitly contains a stage where departure
time choice is considered as a function of congestion variables.

where the rate applied is a function of dwelling type, household size, and age of the trip maker. There are two dwelling
types: single and multiple family. There are five household
sizes, ranging from 1 to 5 or more persons (5 categories). The
age of the trip maker is the percentage of persons in each 5year age cohort from 0 to 85 + (18 categories). At the work
end, trip rates are a function of employment by type, namely
office, retail, and other employees. At the nonhome, nonwork
end, trips are a function of retail employment and population.
Trip rates have been .estimated for seven purposes, including
specific chained work to home trips.
Trip Distribution

Trip distribution as applied uses the doubly constrained gravity model structure. Impedance functions have been estimated
for each trip purpose. Impedance is defined as a function of
congested automobile travel time. The authors worked.separately to improve this model to use a composite multimodal
impedance function. The following equation is used:

MODEL COMPONENTS

Numerous equations, functions, and mathematical relationships comprise the TRAVEL/2 model. Specifying them all is
beyond the scope of this section, as noted before. They are
provided in the Round IV Cooperative Forecast for the Baltimore area (21). However, the basic variables and structures
are discussed below.

where
t;j

p;
qj
k;j

= number of trips from origin i to destination j,
= number of trips produced at origin i,
= number of trips attracted to destination j (total trip
origins = total trip destinations), and
= socioeconomic adjustment factor for zone interchange
i to j = 1.

Trip Generation

The friction factor is as follows:
Trip generation has several components. Trip rates at the
home end are estimated from a cross-classification model,
where b is deterrence coefficient and cij is peak-hour travel
time between origin i and destination j.

Trip Generation

Mode Choice
Trip Distribution

I Route

Assignment

I

IJ•••I

Mode choice is estimated as a multinomial logit model for
seven modes and two primary purposes (work and nonwork).
The factors determining the utilities of mode choice are travel
time, mode availability, the quality of the access trip, and
cost. The actual relationships in the model use the variables
relative time and relative cost, which are the ratio of the time,
or cost, of a mode divided by the time, or cost, of making
the same trip by driving alone in the base year 1989. The 1989
automobile time and automobile cost serve as a constant base
on which to normalize the model relationships. The higher
the "relative time," the less attractive the mode, which is true
for both automobile and nonautomobile modes. For the base
year, the automobile relative time and relative cost equal 1:
exp( Um)
M

FIGURE 1 Conventional
transportation planning model.

·L
m=l

exp(Um)
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FIGURE 2 Transportation planning model with feedback.
1

where

um = utility function for choice m,
m = the (mode) choice under question, and
M = the set of (mode) choices possible.

hours of the peak period. The peak period is defined as 3:30
to 6:30 p.m., the peak hour is from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. Parameters were estimated for work and nonwork purposes. The
primary components of the utilities are the network variables
of congested and freeflow travel times and distance.

Departure Time Choice
Departure time choice is specified by a binomial lo git model,
with the choice being travel in the peak hour or in the shoulder
Step 0: Initialization
- Set intersection delay= 0, link travel time= freeflow, demand=O
Step 1: F.quilibrium Assignment Program
- Perform one iteration of the assignment problem with
intersection delay , link travel time , 0-D demand as specified
- Let the solution of the assignment optimization problem be
link flows, link travel time, intersection flows, 0-D impedance
Step 2: Stopping Criterion
- If closing criteria are greater than the prespecified amount

Route Choice
The automobile assignment is solved by the static user equilibrium method. The variables are freeflow travel time, volume, and capacity, which are used to estimate congested travel
time. The general form of the equation was developed by
Levinson (23) and is a modified form of the standard Bureau
of Public Roads form, with an additional term to represent
delay at volumes less than capacity. Link functions have to
be developed considering intersection control. Although the
conventional model implicitly incorporates delay from intersection in link freeflow speeds and capacity, this model raises
link capacity and freeflow speed on arterials from what would
otherwise be expected to avoid double counting the additional
time penalty at intersections.
The equation for link travel times is as follows:

and the number of iterations is less than the maximum
prespecified number Then go to Step 3, Else stop
Step 3: Control Optimization Problem
- Perform the signal optimization problem utilizing intersection flows
- Compute intersection delay from signal timings and tum flows
Step 4: Demand Reestimation
- Recompute 0-D demand from 0-D impedance; GOTO Step 1.

FIGURE 3 Algorithm for assignment with intersection
control and elastic demand.

where

Tc
Tf
Q
CAP

A,B,c

=

congested travel time,
freeflow travel time,
flow (veh/hr),
capacity (veh/hr), and
calibration parameters.
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Intersection Control
The output of the intersection control model is the average
delay for a turning movement. The delay model is the Hurdle
model (24), and cycle time and green time is estimated using
methodologies suggested by Webster (25). Lane adjustment
factors and lane utilization factors are adopted from Chapter
9 of the Highway Capacity Manual (26). The green time is
assigned to equalize the volume/saturation flow on the critical
approaches.
The equations for congested travel times at intersections
are as follows:

d

= CYC
=

CYC

(i - c~c) +

T

2

(c~P - 1)
2

(1.5L + 5)

( l.O -

pt, S~T)

where
d
CYC
T
g
L
Q
CAP
SAT

p

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

average delay,
cycle length,
length of congested time period,
green phase length,
lost time per cycle,
volume (flow) on movement in vehicles per T,
capacity on movement [(g/CYC) * SAT],
saturation flow rate (1,800 veh/hr of green), and
phase.

APPLICATION OF MODEL
This section discusses several sensitivity tests that were performed using the TRA VEL/2 model. The model is tested by
running the model for two different time periods: a 1990 base
year and a 2010 forecast year. Various results are compared
for the two time frames to demonstrate how feedback affects
results for a typical application.
The data sensitivity tests here compare 1990 and 2010 land
use and demographics on 1990 and 2010 automobile and transit
networks. Summaries of some key data (for Montgomery
County) are presented in the following table:
Data Input

1990
(thousands)

2010
(thousands)

Housing units
Jobs
Road capacity

280
415
3,210

340
650
4,190

Mode choice was not iterated within the feedback process and
therefore is not discussed. The mode choice in these runs was
solved previously using congested times for both the base 1~9.0
and future 2010 scenarios. The formulation of the mode choice
model, including non-automobile times, costs, and trip quality
variables, makes it both relatively insensitive to changes in
travel times and computationally intensive.

Montgomery County, for the base year 1990, Figure 4 suggests
that 27 percent of all afternoon work-to-home trips originating
in Montgomery County have stops, and 29 percent of those
trips destined for the county are linked. Estimates of the
forecast year 2010 are similar, with 28 percent of those trips
being linked.
The normalization procedure results in the total number of
work to other (linked) destinations, which is equal to the
number of other-to-home (linked) origins at the traffic zone
level. Regionally, the number of trip origins equals the number of trip destinations for each purpose.
Given that these trips are significant in trip generation, they
can be expected to affect distribution. Chained trips are distributed as if they are two trips: work-to-other (linked) trip
and other-to-home (linked) trip. Both of these trip purposes
have different, and shorter, trip length distributions than workto-home trips.
Trip generation for nonwork trips is also important. These
trips grow significantly over the period with changing land
use and demographics. A 21 percent increase is found in
nonwork trips, which compares with a similar 18 percent increase in households.
Departure Time Choice
The TRA VEL/2 model includes an explicit model of departure time choice as a function of congestion. Given a 3-hr
peak period with a fixed number of trips, the peak hour would
have no less than 33 percent of all peak period travel. Work
trips, however, exceed that fraction as they are less elastic in
departure time choice than nonwork trips. Nonwork trips also
tend to peak in the third hour of the afternoon peak period,
and work trips (and traffic overall) peak in the second hour.
However, because of the greater length of work trips, more
than one-third of all peak period travel occurs in the peak
travel hour.
By assuming contant factors over time instead of incorporating a congestion-based departure time choice model, the
result would be 6 percent more work and 10 percent more
nonwork trips on the road network in the forecast year. This
quantity of trips is certainly significant, particularly considering the desire to use the model in a relativistic fashion,
comparing a future forecast with a base year estimate.
Destination Choice
Application of the model suggests that congestion in 2010 will
be worse than the base year. Without feedback, 2010 would
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Trip Generation
As noted e_arlier, for the home end of trips, generation is
determined with a cross-classification model, while a regression model is used for the nonhome end of trips (21). In
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appear to be an unmitigated disaster, with feedback, 2010 is
worse than the present, but likely not intolerable. Although
trip length declines in response to both land use changes and
traffic congestion, trip time increases, and thus the amount
of delay as perceived by the traveler increases. The forecast
showed a larger increase in jobs than housing, so the county
would have to import rriore workers in the morning from
outside and send more home in the afternoon, hence the
increased travel time for trips originating in the county (generally work trips end in the afternoon peak). All of this assumes no major change in travel behavior. This is shown in
Table 1.
Table 2 gives a summarized trip table of trips to and from
Montgomery County, Maryland, from adjoining jurisdictions.
The number of trips grows on every trip interchange with
Montgomery County as an origin, except for the Montgomery
County to Fairfax County, Virginia, pair. The number of trips
destined for Montgomery County increases overall, but declines from Fairfax, Howard, and Frederick counties as Montgomery County jobs capture resident workers and export fewer
to other counties. Montgomery County and Fairfax County
jurisdictions are joined by a single facility, the American Legion Bridge, for which no capacity increase was tested between the base and forecast year. With the addition of jobs
in both counties relative to others, both jurisdictions serve as
magnets but do not send as many workers to the other.
The "no feedback" example uses input 1990 peak-hour
travel times and 2010 land-use patterns to estimate trip distribution. This is computationally equivalent to assuming that
trip distribution is a function of trip length or of base year
congested travel time in that the additional congestion between the forecast year (2010) and the base year (1990) does
not affect travel times. The largest difference between the
"feedback" and "no feedback" examples is in the change in
the number of trips between Montgomery County and Fairfax
County, which is nearly double.

TABLE 1 Transportation System Attributes

1990

2010

2010

Feedback

Feedback

No Feedback

Average Tri12 Time (minutes}
Origins

16.8

20.1

31.3

Destinations

16.7

16.8

22.2

Average Tri12 Length (miles}
Origins

9.4

8.7

9.5

Destinations

8.9

7.4

7.6

Average Tri12 S~ed (MPI::D
Origins

33

26

18

Destinations

32

26

20

Ratio of ~ongested to Freeflow Time
Origins

1.3

1.6

2.4

Destinations

1.3

1.5

2.0

note: all trip purposes, peak hour trips, Montgomery County trip ends

TABLE 2 Comparison of Jurisdictional Flows

1990

2010

2010

Feedback

Feedback

No

~eedback

Work Trips Originating in Montgomery County
Destination

25941

28827

28413

159109

243075

230086

Prince George's Co. MD

25980

37137

37058

Fairfax Co. VA

18976

15362

28620

Frederick Co. MD

12593

33635

36320

Howard Co. MD

6153

15134

16781

Washington D.C.
Montgomery Co. MD

Work Trips Destined For Montgomery County
Origin

34783

37588

41806

159109

243075

230086

Prince George's Co. MD

19924

25208

24093

Fairfax Co. VA

13622

12501

12456

Frederick Co. MD

1495

690

2238

Howard Co. MD

6519

4866

5127

Washington D.C.
Montgomery Co. MD

note: peak period trips, Montgomery County trip ends

Route Assignment and Intersection Control
As might be expected with increased delay on trips, links also
have worse levels of service. While, as expected, supersaturated conditions were not found with feedback, without feedback, conditions became very congested. Figure 5 shows the
percentage of links at each of the six level-of-service (LOS)
classifications for arterials and Figure 6 for freeways. The
midpoint of LOS E is defined as a volume-to-capacity ratio
of 1, and the other LOS categories were derived from that
definition. Link traffic stream capacities were used. Freeways
were distinguished from arterials because of dissimilar performance characteristics.
Intersection critical lane volume (CLV) is another performance measure that sheds light on system performance. When
there is no capacity placed on intersection, a common practice
in transportation models, unreasonable intersection CLVs,
can result. In the TRAVEL/2 model, the inflection point of
the intersection delay curve is set at 1,800 vehicles per hour
of green per lane, and thus simulation of a CLV above this
level is less likely. The midpoint of LOS E is set at 1,600
CLVs, and, as with links, the other LOS categories were
derived from this. Figure 7 shows CLVs for two points in
tifiie, with and without feedback, for 2010. Clearly, when 1990
intersection delays are kept fixed for 2010, the equivalent of
assuming no change in intersection delay and assuming that
delay as implicit in the link delay, a large number of additional
intersections fail as compared with a more reasonable assumption of feedback.
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FIGURE 5 Freeway LOS.
to 10 times as long to run to a similar level of convergence
as a conventional transportation planning model.
COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
This section reviews the computational efficiency of the system under analysis. The conventional model has four steps
that are executed sequentially. Within the distribution computation there is a "balancing" procedure, which guarantees
that total origins equal total destinations and minimizes the
variance from the gravity matrix representing the observed
trip distribution patterns. Within the assignment stage, a number of iterations may be performed to seek convergence of
the system subject to user equilibrium.
The TRAVEL/2 model recomputes demand n times, until
the input travel times used in the demand components are
within the accepted convergence criteria of the output travel
times of the assignment. The total number of iterations in the
assignment may need to be higher to achieve the same level
of convergence than in a conventional model. Intelligent use
of previous balancing coefficients in subsequent iterations of
the TRAVEL/2 model could reduce distribution computation
time, but this has not yet been done by the authors. Similarly,
it is important to minimize the number of computations within
the iterations to minimize total run time. Socioeconomic computations necessary for destination, mode, or departure time
choice have thus been performed before beginning the iterative process.
The total computation time varies depending on initial starting conditions. More congested networks take considerably
longer to converge than less congested networks. Because the
application has been executed on a multiuser UNIX operating
system, efficient CPU utilization depends on other user loads
on the system. On the whole, the TRAVEL/2 model takes 5
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CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of route assignment with elastic demand
and responsive intersection control was heuristic and is suitable for practical application on a realistic, large-scale network. Several attributes of the model were investigated, including model convergence and sensitivity to data. A
comparison of the model with and without feedback was also
presented.
While it was not possible to discuss all aspects of the model
in this paper, several key findings are worth noting. It is very
important that zone systems be as disaggregate as the network
description. Highly aggregate zones loading to a single point
will oversaturate the network at that point and seriously disrupt signal timings. The authors suggest one zone per link
with signal control at its head, or j node, is necessary to
accurately model intersections in a signal network.
Another factor to note on intersection control concerns
optimization methods. In this application, intersection signals
were optimized in isolation. A more rigorous approach would
optimize signals on a systemwide basis as with TRANSYT,
or on an arterial basis such as MAXBAND. These would
certainly produce different results. Another factor to consider
is including nonsignal traffic control devices in the model.
However, it is expected that little delay comes from these
devices, and a highly microscale network would be needed
for a reasonable application.
This application shows the sensitivity of transportation demand and traffic patterns to intersection control. Also worth
noting are the air quality impacts of stopped delay and running
speed. Given current fuel choices by the vehicle fleet and
present technologies, valid estimates of air pollution need to
be able to determine stopped delay, running speed, and total
traffic demand. Incorporating the intersection in the planning
model is necessary to properly implement Clean Air Act
requirements.
The system is computationally intensive, so shortcuts might
be desired. The authors have experimented with the use of
heuristic averaging or equilibration procedures, but these
processes are still under investigation. These methods could
help the system close more rapidly. In addition, tests that
perform multiple iterations of the assignment before reestimating demand or recomputing intersection control might
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converge the system more quickly with little degradation of
results, but this awaits further research.
Application of this model produces forecasts that the model
developers consider more reasonable than using a simplistic
four-step approach. The authors are aware that technological
or behavioral change makes all long-term forecasting suspect;
however, even for short-term planning, it is necessary to have
an idea of what the "best guess" future might be. With feedback, congestion increases with faster growth in land use than
network. In the application presented here, travel times increase, primarily in response to an increased job/housing ratio
moving the system from a balance where the number of jobs
and resident workers in Montgomery County is about equal
to a skew toward jobs. Considering the historical stability of
travel times for work trips, this may suggest that land-use
forecasts are predicting more jobs than transportation accessibility would provide. Incorporation of a land-use allocation
model may alleviate this discrepancy. Clearly location choice
is in part a function of transportation accessibility. When landuse forecasts are performed independently of transportation
analysis, a "no feedback" situation exists, which may overrepresent one element of the system at the expense of others.
A second obvious extension of this model is to the network
design problem (NDP). The NDP attempts to determine the
optimal sequence of increasing transportation supply by comparing different alternatives on a common basis, such as total
travel time in the system. The NDP has traditionally assumed
static demand. However, with the ability to reasonably forecast changes in demand with respect to congestion, developing
rankings of benefits in reduced system travel time given by
additional facilities is a promising area of research.
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Super-Regional, Very Long Range
Transportation Modeling with a
Geographic Information System
DAVID

T.

HARTGEN, YuANJUN LI, AND GEORGE ALEXIOU

An application is presented of a geographic-information-system
(GIS)-based modeling system to a regional transportation problem in the greater Charlotte, North Carolina, area, specifically
an evaluation of a proposed super ring road around the region
called the "Carolinas Parkway." The use of a GIS, in conjunction
with the transportation modeling system, allowed for a fairly
complete analysis of a very long range transportation proposal to
be evaluated at the super-regional scale. Basically, the GIS system
allowed the analysis to be completed in a short period of time
with a minimum of complexity. However, software limitations
and compatibility issues reduced the overall effectiveness of the
effort. In summary, transportation planners and analysts in superregional environments are encouraged to look carefully at geographic information systems, particularly those blended with
transportation models, as a means to facilitate and encourage
coordination and cooperation. In the future, more sophisticated
models will be required if GIS-Ts are to be fully usable.
So called "super-regions" are large metropolitan areas con- ·
sisting of one or more substantial urbanized areas surrounded
by smaller cities and communities. These areas typically are
between 80 and 160 km (50 and 100 mi) across and are extensively connected by Interstate and other high-speed road
systems. Their primary spatial feature is that they operate
economically as a single unit. Within super-regions, complex
travel patterns between and around the individual metropolitan core areas are involved.
The concept of super-regions in the United States is not
new. As early as the 1960s, Jean Guttman identified "megalopolis" structures in the northeast corridor of the country.
Since that time, numerous super-regions have emerged, largely
through the interconnection of several metropolitan areas and
their surrounding smaller cities. In the Carolinas, a number
of super-regions have emerged in the last two decades. Primary among these are the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill research triangle area, the Greensboro-Winston Salem-High
Point "triad" area, and the greater Charlotte metropolitan
area. Each of these regions contains one or more major cities
and other cities that were historically isolated economic communities, but have now grown together and become integrated economically.

D. !· H_artgen, Transportation Studies, CARC Building, Room 276,
Umvers1ty of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, N.C. 28223.
Y. Li, Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, N.C. 28223. G. Alexiou,
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., 4000 West Chase
Boulevard, Suite 250, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.

In super-regions, services like transportation are extremely
complex and difficult to provide. In the greater Charlotte
metropolitan region, for instance, the surrounding 13-county
metropolitan area has five metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), more than 40 towns and country government
organizations, and two state highway departments, all of which
are responsible for various aspects of transportation planning
and investment (Figure 1). These organizations are not generally contiguous, and consolidation or cooperation is not
legally required. Each agency had its own procedures and
methods for undertaking transportation planning and, until
recently, treated the other cities and communities of the region as "external," both politically and technically. Not surprisingly, the result was fragmented planning with largely
incompatible analytical methods, survey procedures, and, occasionally, philosophies. Separate transportation plans for many
areas were developed somewhat independently. The result
has been that coordination and cooperative planning for transportation, which is so essential for making progress an intraregional travel, is very difficult.
Three important recent developments have helped to remove these impediments. First, in many areas, including
Charlotte, regional organizations such as the Carolinas Transportation Compact (CTC) and COGs have opened channels
for communication (1). Second, rapid diffusion of microcomputer transportation planning software has allowed many small
areas within regions to model and analyze traffic. The resulting diffusion of information is not nearly as important as
the diffusion of power that this new technology provides (2).
Recent Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act legislation and Clean Act Amendments encourage or require
adjacent areas to coordinate regional transportation matters.
Third, geographic information systems (GISs), which automated procedures that store, collect, analyze, and interpret
the geography of regions on a large scale, have been developed. GISs evolved from land-use planning systems in the
1970s, but they now contain many analytical and modeling
procedures that permit problems such as transportation to be
studied. GIS technology has recently been merged with microcomputer transportation software technology (GIS-T). One
commonly used package, TransCAD, is a combination of GIS
and transportation models that allows transportation planners
to easily analyze integrated regional transportation systems.
The number of applications of GIS-T procedures has increased rapidly in the past 5 years. Initially, GIS was used
primarily to analyze site and corridor transportation alternatives, that is, storing, gathering, and displaying informa-
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FIGURE 1 Charlotte metro region.

tion. Data related to modeling was "transported" from other
systems into the GIS for display purposes (3). Examples of
these applications include studies in Dallas and northern Virginia (4). A recent application at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC) involved developing noise contours along roads to isolated parcels that may be suitable for
industrial development as opposed to residential development
(5). More recently, virtual reality applications of GIS have
been applied in transportation, particularly for simulating
driving along planned roads. Parsons Brinckerhoff, for instance, used this methodology to develop a view of how a
new road proposal in Tennessee would fit within the landscape

(6). The number of modeling applications in which transportation forecasting models have been embedded within GISs
is also increasing. Most of these applications use either a GIS
tied to microcomputer model (7,8) or a specialized GIS software package, such as TransCAD, because commonly available GISs, such as ARC/INFO, do not have extensive transportation modeling capability. Applicatipns of traditional urban
transportation planning system (UTPS) type models using
GIS are reported for the Charlotte area (2), outlying communities of Philadelphia, and a number of other cities (9). In
addition, GIS applications to larger-scale problems, such as
states and the United States as a whole, have also begun.
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This paper describes a process by which GIS-T procedures
were applied to a very long range regional transportation
proposal in the greater Charlotte, North Carolina, area, specifically an evaluation of the proposed super ring road around
the region called the Carolinas Parkway. The basic theme of
the paper is that the use of a GIS, in conjunction with the
transportation modeling system, permitted a preliminary
analysis of the transportation proposal in a short period of
time with minimal complexity. This paper will focus on the
use of this GIS-T and its limitations, not the evaluation of
alternatives. The reader is referred to technical reports of the
study (10-12) for this information.

GIS MODELING APPLICATION: CAROLINAS
PARKWAY
Carolinas Parkway and Charlotte Region
The Carolinas Parkway, a proposed outer ring road for the
Charlotte region, is envisioned as a limited access road at a
distance of about 32-65 km (20-40 mi) from Charlotte. The
ring road is designed to link I-77, I-85, and other radial
highways (Figures 1 and 2). The Carolinas Parkway concept
was developed by the Carolinas Transportation Compact (13)
as part of a 50-year long-range transportation "vision" effort.

Its function would be to coordinate land use and transportation planning, which is viewed as necessary to create an
attractive, efficient regional transportation system that will
also support economic development objectives.
As a result of dialog between state and county agencies and
the CTC, it was agreed that the Carolinas Parkway concept
should be tested to determine the travel efficiency and benefit
it might contribute to the region's transportation system. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., supported by
UNCC's Center for Interdisciplinary Transportation Studies,
conducted the traffic forecasting using a GIS-based travel
forecasting package, TransCAD. Phase 1 was designed to
focus on assessing the feasibility of the parkway by determining its potential for generating regional travel benefits
over a 20-year period (2010 to 2030). It included the generation of socioeconomic forecasts, estimates of future travel
characteristics, and a feasibility assessment that focused on
environmental impact issues and parkway cost. Phase 2 was
designed to focus on optimizing the parkway location, examining partial ring road concepts, and identifying other needed
highway improvements.

Model Overview
The TransCAD modeling system consists of a personalcomputer-based GIS augmented with numerous procedures

FIGURE 2 Regional network and Carolinas Parkway alternatives.
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for transportation modeling. The GIS portion contains the
usual features and capabilities:
•Layers
-Points (cities, nodes),
-Areas (zones, tracts, counties), and
- Lines (street links);
• GIS Capabilities
-Data capture, such as digitizing (digitizer or mouse) or
worksheet data,
- Data storage and retrieval (data editor to store display
and update attribute data),
- Information query (query on certain features on screen
or by conditions),
- Display of selected features and layers, such as band
width, color, labels, and theme map,
-Spatial analysis (overlay polygons, generate buffer zones,
statistics), and
-Cartographic products, such as thematic maps.
The regional transportation forecasting model used in this
study may be thought of as a simplified traditional UTPS
m?del. It consists of a simplified gravity modeiing procedure
usmg only one trip purpose, supported by a number of assignment capabilities. Trip ends to drive the model were developed from population and employment statistics in a
spreadsheet application, Microsoft Excel. The trips were then
loaded into TransCAD, directly to the loading nodes, which
in this case are intersections on a sketch regional network
about 160 km (100 mi) across. There is no zone structure
required, as is common for other packages. The network also
co~tai~ed future road proposals, both those on the transportation improvement plan (TIP) and those in the various longrange plans of the counties and cities in the region. In this
case, travel was assigned to the network using an all-ornothing methodology, without capacity restraint. This is necessary because the regional network is a sketch network that
does not contain all roads.
The model is calibrated by comparing estimated daily traffic
and observed data on the sketch network street system and
then adjusting the beta value-the empirical parameter for
the friction factor in the trip distribution model. After overall
network performance is achieved, remaining differences between estimated and actual traffic are "pivot points" into the
future and applied to future projections.
~en using a GIS to conduct transportation modeling, early
declSlon~ on totals and details are critical. Essentially, the
analyst is balancing complexity and detail with the needed
output accuracy. More accuracy takes more time to calibrate
and forecast, but it is not needed if the study horizon is very
long rarrge (30-plus years) or if the geography is to be highly
aggregated. The authors' application of the GIS is for a sketch
model, highly idealized and very long range, so many details
that wou~d be needed in other models (i.e., multiple-trip purposes, tnp length distribution checking, link-level calibration
accuracy) are unnecessary.
Base Network

The GIS features ofTransCAD, particularly the link and node
layers, facilitate sketch-level network preparation. To begin

this study, a national network of major Interstate and primary
routes was obtained from the vendor. This network showed
major intersections, but not enough of the road system, not
even for sketch modeling. To augment this network additional routes were coded to represent major streets and ~ounty
roads, but not all collector streets or parcel-access roads.
The base network link information includes length, speed,
number of lanes, capacity, and base year (1989) traffic counts.
The travel time was calculated using a delay penalty developed
and tested by UNCC's earlier study (2). This penalty, a function of link length and road type, slows down the network to
acco~nt for missing nodes and congestion. It, therefore, approximates more complex features such as capacity-restrained
assignments.
Base-year trip ends were generated based on the socioeconomic data in the region. The 1988-1989 population estimates
from U.S. Census data and the 1989 retail and nonretail empl.oyment d~ta at ZIP-code zone level were used to generate
tnp productions and attractions. Rather than use the "traffic
analysis zone" method to locate the population and employment data, the data were directly tied to selected loading
nodes on the network (2). Vehicle trip ends were derived
from dwelling units, retain employment, and nonretail employment according to the procedures in Table 3 of NCHRP
Report 187 (14). It should be noted that a deduction factor
of 0. 721 was applied to the trip ends, because about 28 percent of the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the region is on
the loca! network, whic~ was not coded in the network (15).
Productions and attractions on external stations were set to
half of the annual average daily traffic (AADT) volume on
eac~ external link~ assuming that all nodes on the edge of the
region were loadmg nodes that had both productions and
attractions. This ensures the balance for external nodes.
This approach is highly simplified compared with typical
UTPS modeling but takes advantage of GIS' integration features. By using NCHRP Report 187 and its rates, the authors
assumed constant trips per household or worker. If the rates
per household increased (and these rates generally did not,
rates per person did), then the method would underestimate
future traffic. By using a reduction factor, the authors assumed a constant ratio of travel on high and low facilities.
While these ratios may be different in the future, the authors
had no basis for changing them. A better procedure the
authors believe, would be to use this GIS-T to test ~any
futures instead of trying to detail a few. This is the essence
of sketch playing with a GIS-T: use speed and flexibility to
understand broad implications quickly instead of using computer power and detail to "over-describe" hypotheses.

Calibration

The regional model was calibrated by comparing the traffic
generated by the model with real observed AADT on the
same base network. Because of the large scale of the regional
model, traffic counts were used instead of a trip length distributi?n. This method is typically necessary in super-regional
modelmg because the super-region does not have an integrated travel survey. Also, TransCAD does not have a trip
length distribution or friction-factor calibration procedure.
The deviations of AADT, vehicle hours traveled (VHT), and
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VMT from the actual data were summarized by link type,
county, region, and screenlines; this assisted the evaluation
of model simulation accuracy. The model was gradually improved by adjusting the beta value for the friction factor in
the gravity model, travel time penalties by link type, and
travel time impedance values for a few individual links. Overall regional average trip length and county-to-county flow
patterns were also carefully checked. Screenline changes
throughout the area were also used for accuracy checks.
There are four basic methods of assignment in general use:
minimum path, capacity restraint, equilibrium assignment,
and stochastic assignment. In the minimum path (all-or-nothing)
method, the traffic flows for each origin-destination (0-D)
pair is assigned the single minimum cost path, without taking
into account congestion conditions. The capacity restraint
method, on the other hand, considers capacity by recalculating the link costs at each iteration of all-or-nothing assignments. This procedure allows the traffic to spread out incrementally to other street routes. The third method, user
equilibrium assignment, produces an exact solution that has
the property that no travel can change routes without increasing the travel time (i.e., the traveler's presence slows all traffic).
This method not only spreads out the traffic, but also typically
results in higher VHT and VMT for a given network and
0-D pattern. The fourth method, stochastic assignment, assigns trips to paths randomly, thereby more closely approximately user uncertainty.
In the TransCAD system, several assignment procedures
are available. The choice, however, is not trivial because the
accuracy of the forecast depends on network diversity. The
more sophisticated procedures are commonly used when (a)
full set of trip purpose data is available and (b) network detail
permits alternate paths to be chosen. In this study, a sketch
network for long-range planning is used, and overall effects
rather than minor ones are considered. Therefore, the all-ornothing traffic assignment method was adopted for traffic
calibration and forecasting. This procedure will have the effect
of making the parkway forecasts somewhat higher than that
with a capacity-restrained forecast.
However, the base-year accuracy of the calibrated model
was checked by calculating the percentage of deviation of the
average daily traffic (ADT) estimated by the model against
the actual 1989 ADT counts (2). The acceptable deviation
ranges for different ADT volume ranges were defined according to NCHRP Report 255 (16). Over a series of about
25 trials, it was possible to bring the overall estimated regional
VMT to ± 1 percent of actual VMT. The final model passed
calibration tests recommended by FHWA (17).
The best calibration will not produce perfect agreement
between estimated and actual traffic. Because there are deviations between the actual counts and the volumes estimated
by the calibrated model, some adjustment will always need
to be made to the forecasts. Pivot-point methods were calculated for each link, as follows:
Pivot point

=

ADT/EADT

(1)

where ADT is the actual ADT in base year and EADT is the
estimated ADT in base year, by using the traffic simulation
model.

Then in forecasting, it is assumed that
ADT1

=

EADT1 * (ADT/EADT)

(2)

where ADT1 is the future actual ADT and EADT1 is the
future EADT.
The pivot-point values are used as an adjusting factor for
the future traffic forecasts; they are not used in calibration.
The forecast ADT of a link can then be obtained by multiplying the estimated future ADT by the pivot point for that
link. This procedure accounts for the difference in base assignments and base ADT for future forecasts, thereby producing a better future estimate. The method is fully described
by Pederson and Samdahl (16). While it may appear to be a
"hard-wire" adjustment, note that these adjustments are applied only after the overall model is accurately calculated and
that the method uses additional data (base-year ADT counts)
that otherwise would be discarded.
Use of the GIS greatly facilitates calibration. The ability to
display data on individual links (especially, estimated versus
actual ADT, on volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios) along with
zonal and loading node information, permits rapid detection
of errors and a clear, broad view of the entire system's performance by area or facility type.

Forecasts

For traffic forecasts, the road network was expanded by the
addition of planned roads in the formalized TIP and longrange thoroughfare plans. Two future Carolinas Parkway networks-2010 and 2030-were analyzed.
Regional socioeconomic forecasts were prepared using the
unit of U.S. Census tracts to forecast households and retail
and nonretail employment for the Charlotte super-region.
These tract forecasts were then "attached" to existing network
loading nodes, by identifying one or more nodes in each tract
(Figure 3 shows the census tracts and the loading nodes in
the region). Socioeconomic forecasts were prepared for two
scenarios: a "low" parkway influence and a "high" parkway
influence. These two scenarios were evaluated to determine
the sensitivity of the potential parkway travel benefits to different development patterns. Data for the two scenarios were
converted to trip productions and attractions in terms of the
same methods used in the calibrated model. Also, the same
deduction factor of 0. 721 was applied to the future trip ends
for the sketch network effects. Forecasts were prepared for
years 2010 (the assumed year that the parkway opens) and
2030 (20 years after the parkway opens). The GIS structure
for counties and census tracts was used to display forecasts.
The technical report (12) details the results.
Future external productions and attractions were factored
by the growth rates. The growth rates used are as follows:
Interstates
Other roads

1989-2010 (%)

1989-2030 (%)

31.5
25.2

61.5
49.2

These factors were applied on base-year productions and
attractions ,at the external stations to generate 2010 and 2030
Ps and As. The GIS was used to store and manipulate the
production and attractions and to ensure the overall regional
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FIGURE 3 Census tracts and loading nodes in region.

balance. Figure 4 is an example of trip ends loaded into the
modeling system.
To test the impacts of the parkway, seven all-or-nothing
assignments were prepared:
1. 2010 low influence, no parkway build scenario,
2. 2010 low influence scenario (build),
3. 2010 high influence scenario (build),
4. 2030 low influence, no parkway build scenario,
5. 2030 low influence scenario (build),
6. 2030 high influence scenario (build), and
7. 2030 high influence (build), with parkway eastern
alternative.

The raw results of each assignment were adjusted by multiplying forecast volumes by pivot points gained from model
calibration. A few pivot points were manually adjusted after
analyzing the results to ensure a smooth traffic pattern. Figure
5 shows the traffic volumes on the parkway for 2030 high
influence scenarios by bandwidth. Traffic forecasts for the
parkway alternatives would seem to be clearly into the fourlane range for both the time frames. Overall traffic volumes
on the Carolinas Parkway are substantial.
The analyses and displays of assignment results relied largely
on the GIS. Forecasts for each assignment were stored automatically in the GIS by the link, where it is a simple matter

to show the percentage of change or ratios to the base-year
traffic. Several comparative analyses were made showing traffic
on key road segments in the region. The general comparative
tables for the regional VMT, speed, VHT, and emissions were
also developed. The GIS was found to be particularly useful
in showing changes in volumes on local roads with or without
the parkway in rapid fashion. Thus, a visual perception for
the parkway's impacts was quickly developed.

Feasibility Analysis
The feasibility of the parkway was determined by comparing
the estimated user benefits of the project with the estimated
construction costs. A procedure and corresponding computer
models developed by the North Carolina Department of
Transportation (NCDOT) were used for the calculations. User
benefits is one component of the benefits matrix model, which
also includes project costs, economic development potential,
environmental impacts, and the relationship of the project to
the state arterial system. The model is used to set priorities
for urban highway improvement projects for funding. User
benefits were calculated as the difference in regional highway
user costs between the no-build scenario and the parkway
scenarios. The user costs calculated were vehicle operating
costs, travel time costs, and accident costs. These findings are
reported in the technical studies (12).
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FIGURE 4 Productions and attractions for 2030 high parkway influence scenario.

BENEFITS OF GIS-T APPLICATIONS

On the positive side, GIS-Ts with transportation models provide a number of useful analysis features. Among these are
visual power, multiple evaluations, coordinated regional view,
speed, power of diffused technology, and efficient data storage.

Visual Power

The ability of GIS to display results as a "picture" is extremely
useful. Planners and analysts can quickly review the findings
of a particular proposal and understand their implications,
not only on traffic but on background demographics and landuse parameters. Basically, whatever layers are in the GIS can
be used as displays, both visual analytical, and summarized
against the traffic findings. For instance, it would be straightforward to "buffer" various roads to determine land uses
likely affected by a proposal. Regional energy and air pollution models could also be attached to the GIS, which would
"take down" the traffic forecasts and convert them into energy
and air pollution constraints. All of these analytical capabilities are more easily achieved with a joint GIS transportation

package than with either GIS or transportation packages
separately.

Multiple Evaluations

Once a network is coded and the system is operational, a wide
variety of alternative evaluations can be studied in great detail. The capability to undertake this effort is important for
refining the initial efforts made in the study. Basically, these
features increase the ability of the agency to respond to the
needs of its clients. Joint display of findings from several
evaluation tests is a useful feature in identifying how alternatives affect the region.

Coordinated Regional View

It is clear that without the use of a regional model, policy
proposals such as the Carolina's Parkway could not easily be
studied. Regional models require coordination and cooperation to build. This model was not developed by any one of
the MPOs in the regions or either of the two state highway
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FIGURE 5 Traffic forecast for 2030 high parkway influence scenario.

departments. Instead, an independent organization working
with UNCC, which had no responsibility for transportation
planning or investment, developed the model. Of course, regional models can be built in non-GIS-T environments and
similar problems will be encountered. The GIS-T application,
however, can be less threatening because it does not use any
agency's preferred tool.

Speed
The GIS-T procedure was able to evaluate alternatives very
rapidly: within a day or two, new alternatives could be developed and analyzed against the existing system. The ability
to generate alternatives rapidly and to evaluate them quickly
requires trade-offs with scale and context. In this case, the
very long-range nature of the modeling, in conjunction with
a high-level sketch planning scale, makes the GIS-T procedure
appropriate for "first cut" analysis of these proposals.

these two powerful features should produce an even more
relevant tool.
Efficient Data Storage
Although many transportation models can and do store extensive data, GIS-T systems are particularly adept at this capability. GISs are designed to integrate data functions together, particularly data capture, storage, and display. They
can also directly link these features to other more complex
functions, including spatial queries, modeling, extraction, and
expert systems. Direct updating from screens is also possible.
Data additions or parallel comparisons are also a useful
feature. Often a project's data system will require that more
data be added than originally planned for. Inclusion of new
data items in traditional UTPS models is quite difficult because they typically require "this and only this" formats or
fields to operate. If, for instance, data records on a new item
such as a business opinion survey are to be displayed, most
traditional UTPS packages would disallow that.

Power of Diffused Technology
If the diffusion of microcomputer transportation planning
packages has increased the power of regional planning agencies and the diffusion of GIS capability has increased the
power of organizational data bases then clearly the union of

LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS OF GIS-T
APPLICATIONS
On the other hand, this exercise found that a GIS structure
can impose significant limitations and constraints on the mod-
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eling process. Among these are mismatches between GIS and
transportation models, overly simple model extensions, lack
of accuracy, and incompatability of results.

Mismatches Between GIS and Transportation Models
Blends of models sometimes produce a "camel," which is less
functional than either of the original models. In some ways
this is the case for GIS-T. Present GIS-Ts are not urban
transportation planning models and do not have all the features that transportation planners expect. In particular, they
are missing the following common features:
• Friction factors,
• Multiple trip purposes,
•Trip frequency distribution calibration,
• Multipurpose gravity model,
• Mode choice functions,
•Trip generation function,
•Automobile ownership forecasting, and
•Speed feedbacks.
On the other hand, UTPS models typically do not have all
the features of GISs. TransCAD, perhaps the most sophisticated GIS-T, lacks some of the geographical display and
visual power of, say, ARC/INFO.

Overly Simple
Present GIS-Ts have essentially simple UTPS model extensions, which are generally too weak for many common modeling problems. For instance, TransCAD's trip-purpose limitations (one purpose only) effectively limits it to specialized,
sketch-planning or one-purpose problems.

Lack of Accuracy
It proved difficult, even with extensive screenline and travel

penalty adjustment, to calibrate the base model on a corridor
or link-type basis. This is because, the authors suspect, that
the one-trip-purpose requirement produces an average trip
distribution that does not well replicate the multiple circumstances of large complex regions. For sketch planning purposes, the calibration was sufficient, but it would be insufficient for more sophisticated urban modeling. In forecasting,
residual errors that would not be resolved in calibration were
adjusted for through the pivot point procedure. This method,
although acceptable also for sketch planning, is clearly less
than ideal.
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Package

TRANPLAN
MINUTP
QRS, I and II
TMODEL, I and II
MICROTRIPS
FSUMTS (Fla)
Trans CAD
EMME II
Others

Percentage of
Market

30
25
19
8
5
5
1
1
6

Of these, only TransCAD is generally recognized as a
GIS-T, although other systems have some GIS-like fea,ures,
particularly data display. It would therefore be understandable that an agency familiar with the UTPS package would
be reluctant to switch to a GIS-T or accept GIS-T results.
In this study, the final report (12) calls for remodeling the
parkway sections in Phase 2 using a more traditional UTPS
microcomputer model package. Given the model limitations,
this is understandable. For closer-in analysis (fewer than 20
years) more confidence in the model and its forecasts is needed.
RECOMMEND ATIO NS
What should be done to facilitate GIS-T use and bring models
together? The authors suggest the following:
•Vendors can develop smooth interfaces between GIS and
transportation model packages. It should not be necessary to
manually manipulate or repackage data to "see" results. A
recent survey of systems (19) showed that of ten systems, four
had GIS interfaces and three had GIS interfaces under
development.
• More sophisticated GIS-T can be developed containing
full-function UTPS models and GIS features together.
• Federal agencies and trade organizations can set standards and guidelines for model use and operations, thereby
encouraging the development of integrated tools.
• Applications developers can focus on targeted applications that provide opportunities for blended methods. Several
examples that could be explored are combination GIS-AirQuality-UTPS models, models of intermodal transfer and
operations, hazardous waste routing, route-corridor impact
locations models, site-level impact models, and interstateintercity model planning.
In summary, the opportunities for GIS-T packages in superregion contexts are extensive and essentially unexplored.
Transportation planners and analysts in super-regional environments are encouraged to look carefully at geographical
information systems, particularly those blended with transportation models, as a means to facilitate and encourage the
coordination and cooperation that they have for so long
asserted.

Incompatibility of Results
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Estimation of Travel Choice Models with
Randomly Distributed Values of Time
MOSHE BEN-AKIVA, DENIS BOLDUC, AND MARK BRADLEY
The value of time is a key concept in transport planning in terms
of the economic valuation of travel time savings and the relative
importance of time versus cost in travel forecasting models. A
standard method for deriving values of time is to use the tradeoff ratio implied by the time and cost coefficients estimated in
travel choice models. In actual choice situations, it is impossible
to observe all the factors that affect the relative importance of
time and cost. Thus, a method for estimating discrete travel choice
models was derived and demonstrated with a randomly distributed value of time. In the case studies considered, significant
improvements in model fit were obtained when distributed values
of time were allowed. In prediction, more realistic responses were
found by using the distributed value of time model than by using
models with a fixed value of time.

MODEL
Typical disaggregate methods for estimating travel choice
models described by Ben-Akiva and Lerman (3) assume that,
for a given individual, each choice alternative i has a utility,
which can be expressed in the following linear form:
(1)
where
c;
t;

X;
The value of time (VOT) is a key concept in transport planning in terms of the economic valuation of travel time savings
and the relative importance of time versus cost in travel forecasting models. A standard method for deriving values of time
is to use the trade-off ratio implied by the time and cost
coefficients estimated in travel choice models. Such models
generally assume that this trade-off ratio is the same for all
members or specified groups of the population. That assumption can be relaxed somewhat by allowing the VOT to
vary along observed dimensions, such as income, trip purpose,
mode of travel, and so forth. Such an approach has been used
extensively in major national VOT studies in the United Kingdom (J) and the Netherlands (2).
In actual choice situations, however, the relative importance
of time and cost changes may be influenced by individualspecific tastes and circumstances that cannot be observed. If
one cannot model such factors explicitly, it may still be beneficial to try to identify the distribution of their influence across
the population. The fraction of the population willing to pay
a given amount for a given time savings may be sensitive to
the shape and spread of the VOT distribution.
A method for estimating discrete travel choice models with
a randomly distributed value of time is derived and demonstrated in this paper. Although the approach can be applied
more generally to other distributions, this method assumes a
lognormal distribution. The statistiCal assumptions and implementations of the estimation method are described, and
the results of case studies applying the method to three different data sets are presented. The implications of the results,
as well as possible extensions and generalizations of the method,
are then discussed.
M. Ben-Akiva, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139. D.
Bolduc, Departement d'Economique, Universite Laval, Quebec,
Canada GlK 7P4. M. Bradley, Hague Consulting Group, Surinamestraat 4, 2585 GJ Den Haag, The Netherlands.

= travel cost of alternative

i,

travel time of alternative i,
vector of additional observed attributes of individual and of alternative i,
influence of unobserved factors affecting utility
of alternative i, and
set of coefficients to be estimated.

In this notation, the implicit value of time is the ratio of
the time and cost coefficients, 11/µ. If all parameters are normalized by the cost coefficient µ, the form changes to
U;

= µ(c; +

vt;

+

a*'X;)

+

(2)

E;

where v is the value of time in cost units and a* is the vector
a normalized in cost units.
Written ·this way, the component between parentheses can
essentially be viewed as a generalized cost variable. With the
error term going to zero or µto - oo, this model collapses to
a deterministic model where the objective is to minimize a
generalized cost of traveling. Further suppose that a subset
Z; of variables contained in vector X; incorporates attributes
assumed to have coefficients that vary proportionally to the
time coefficient; that is, they are assumed to follow the same
distribution as the value of time. Then the formulation changes
to:

U; = µ[c; + 13'Y; + v(t; + -y' Z;)] +

E;

(3)

where Y;, Z; is mutually exclusive subsets of the vector X; and
(3, -y is the corresponding subsets of vector a* (-y is now normalized in time units).
In this last formation, c; + 13'Y; plays the role of a cost
composite, and t; + -y' Z; plays the role of a time composite.
It is assumed that the value of time coefficient v takes a fixed
value (the term "fixed" in this paper refers to a single value
across the population). A logit choice model among J alternatives then has the following choice probability function for
alternative i:
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P(ijv)

= Jexp{µ[c; + WY; + v(t; + 'Y'Z;!]}
~j=t exp{µ[cj

~

+

(4)

Yj + v(tj + 'Y Z)]}

1

where exp{x} = ex.
This equation contains a linear transformation of the systematic utility function of a standard logit model, which can
be arrived at by estimating the parameters in the utility function (1) and calculating the normalized parameters in Equations 2 and 3 afterward.
Now, relax the previous assumption, and suppose that the
value of time takes a random value. The authors postulate
that the value is lognormally distributed (i.e., its natural logarithm is normally distributed) across the population, that is:
(5)

ln v - N(w, cr 2 )

where w is E(ln v)
the expected value of the log of the
value of time and cr 2 is the variance of the log of the value of
time.
The probability density function of v is then:
f(v)

1

= --

crvv'27T

·exp

1 Inv - w

[--2 (

er

)2]

v>O

(6)

This distribution implies the following properties for the value
of time v:
•Median = exp (w),
•Mode = exp (w - cr 2 ),
•Mean = exp (w + cr2/2), and
• Variance = exp (2w + cr2 ) [exp (cr2 )

of time will do so as well. In France, for example, lognormal
value of time distributions are sometimes used in a binary,
deterministic model (J = 2 and E; = 0 in the notation used
above). This model is a special case of the more general model
formulation proposed in this paper.
Logit models with random coefficients have been used before (4). Our model uses a random trade-off. This is not to
be confused with random coefficients. The distribution of a
VOT trade-off in a i;:andom coefficient logit model would
involve a distribution of the ratio of two random coefficients.
By using the normalization in Equation 3, the authors addressed this problem in a direct way.
The authors' method is unique in that it assumes a lognormal distribution for a trade-off rather than a coefficient. As
far as the authors are aware, the assumption of a.lognormal
value of time distribution has never been tested empirically.
To do so, the authors developed an estimation method that
provided estimates of both distribution parameters (wand er)
and compared the estimation results to those assuming a fixed
value of time (standard logit). To calculate logit choice probabilities with a distributed value of time, the authors integrated over the assumed form of the distribution. Combining
Equations 4 and 6 and integrating over v produces:
1

P(i)

x
-

1].

exp{µ[c; + WY; + v(t; + )' Z;)]}
o If=i exp{µ[cj + WYj + v(tj + )' Zj)]}

l

1

oo

x ;1 exp [

This is an asymmetric distribution skewed to the left of the
mean, with a minimum value of 0 and a tail to the right (Figure
1). Because inc6me levels across the population tend to follow
such a distribution, it has sometimes been asserted that values

1

-21(ln v er-

w)

2
]

dv

where µ, w, er, ~. and 'Y are the parameters to be estimated.
The parameters can be estimated using a maximum likelihood approach, applying Equation 7 to the observed choice
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FIGURE 1 Rail SP data-estimated lognormal VOT distribution.
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the problem as

of each individual and maximizing the sum of the logged
probabilities across the sample. The log-likelihood function
was programmed using the Gauss statistical programming environment. To reduce the computation time required, three
extra steps were carried out:

P(ilv)

1. A standard logit estimation procedure was first used to '
provide efficient starting values for the parameters.
2. The analytic first derivatives of the likelihood function
were obtained and incorporated into the program.
3. A simple change of variable from (ln - w )/( cr\/2) to y
was performed so that a Gauss-Hermite quadrature could be
used to compute the integral very efficiently.

where l(a) is an indicator function equal to 1 if a is true and
0 otherwise. Because Alternative 1 is the only alternative
involving a monetary cost and all other alternatives are free,
the authors assume that Yj = 0 and cj = 0 for all i -::/= l. This
sets the cost composite of all free roads to zero. Let j denote
the best free alternative:

=

l{i

= argmin[cj +

Only a few quadrature points are required for high precision).
After this latter transformation, Equation 7 can be rewritten
as:
P(i)

=

+ -y' Z)

P(l)

=

1

2

+ -y' az)

C1

v;;::::

!lt

~

:5

v(t;

+ -y' Z;)]

c 1 + 13'Yi)

(11)

+ J3'Y1)
+ -y' !lZ

( C1+ f3'Y1)]

[

= prob Inv ;;:::: In !lt + -y' !lZ

Inv - w 1 [ In ( c 1 + 13'Y1 ) - w ]
=prob { ---;;::::cr
cr
!lt + -y' az

(8)

Computation over 8 to 12 quadrature points generally produces accurate results. The Gauss estimation routine was first
tested on simulated data generated from a model specification
based on a lognormally distributed value of time coefficient.
The results were very satisfactory for both binary and polytomous choice settings. By generating very large samples, the
authors could verify that the true value of each coefficient
was retrieved. This ensures that the maximum likelihood procedure produces consistent estimators. The type of results
obtained using data from actual choices is discussed in Case
Study Results. To allow a lognormally distributed value of
time, a special submode! that coincides with the deterministic
binary choice model needs to be introduced.

(9)

(10)

prob[c 1 + ~'Y1 + v(t1 + -y' Z 1)

= prob[v(at

exp{µ[cj + j3'Y; + exp(y\/2cr + w)(ti + -y'ZJ]}
If=t exp{µ[cj + j3'Yj + exp(yv'2cr + w)(tj + -y'Zi)]}

v:rr exp( - y )dy

'J

The random VOT framework can be used to model the choice
between the toll road and the best free alternative. The choice
probability of the costly alternative can be expressed as

roo

x -

= 1, ...

j4' 1

P(l) = prob (

x

+ v(tj + -y' Z)]}
i

j = argmin(ti

(The Gauss-Hermite quadrature is especially designed to evaluate an unbounded integral of the form

j3'Yj

j

}

(12)

Because it is assumed that ln v is normally distributed, the
following equation can finally be written:

P(l)

= <I>{ ~1 [ w

-

C1 13'Y1)]}

+ "Y, !!:,.Z
ln ( !!:,.t +

(13)

where <I> denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution
function. This model formulation corresponds to a binary
nonlinear probit model of the choice between the best free
alternative and the nonfree alternative.

CASE STUDY RESULTS

Intercity Rail SP Data
SUBMODEL

Suppose that µ ~ - oo. This corresponds to a deterministic
choice framework, which is often used to model route choices
or to develop traffic assignment procedures, and coincides
with a framework that minimizes the generalized cost of traveling. This is an interesting special case that applies to any
choice model that may be particularly useful for evaluating
the share and the revenue from a toll road. Let us say that
only Alternative 1 involves a toll and that the other alternatives are free. In the authors' notation, one can formalize

In 1987, the Hague Consulting Group conducted a study for
the Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) on the potential for substitution between car and rajl for intercity travel as a function
of rail service levels and fares (5). The sample was composed
of 235 individuals who had recently traveled by car or rail
from the Dutch city of Nijmegen, which is near the German
border, to Amsterdam, Rotterdam, or Den Haag, all of which
are located about 125 km west. A computer-based home interview was used. Each respondent gave a detailed account
of his or her actual journey, including all travel costs, times,
and interchanges. The respondent was then asked for his or
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is somewhat higher than for the fixed VOT model (15.5 versus
11.6 fl/hr). The mode and median are much lower than 11.6;
however, and the standard deviation is more than twice the
mean. The results thus indicate a large "tail" of respondents
with high values of time savings. One possible reason for this
is that the sample includes both business and leisure travelers,
segments that may have quite different values of time. The
relative effects of transfers and comfort remain about the same
as in the fixed VOT model.
In the Lognormal 2 model, the log-likelihood increases by
a further three units, indicating that the effects of comfort
and transfers are related to the effect of travel time and should
be modeled as following the same distribution as the value of
time. The predicted mean and variance of the lognormal distribution are increased somewhat with respect to the Lognormal 1 model. The effects of transfers and the comfort level
relative to travel time once again remain close to those of the
fixed VOT model. Note that the t-ratio for the mean VOT
in the lognormal models is lower than that for the fixed VOT
model.
To provide a clearer picture of the results obtained, the
estimated VOT distribution from the Lognormal 2 model is
plotted in Figure 1. The mode, which is the peak of the density
function, occurs between 1 and 2 fl/hr. (The scale of the
density function is not shown in the figure). The median, the
point where the cumulative distribution reaches 0.50, is about
7 fl/hr. According to this distribution, about 70 percent of the
sample has a value· of time lower than the mean value estimated from the fixed VOT model (11.6 fl/hr), and about 75
percent have a value lower than the mean VOT from the
Lognormal 2 model (17.6 fl/hr). These mean values are thus
greatly influenced by the 10 percent or so of the population

her perception of making the same journey by the alternative
mode. These questions were followed by two stated preference (SP) experiments.
The first SP experiment was designed to measure the relative importance of four rail service attributes: fare, journey
time, number of rail-to-rail transfers, and comfort level. The
experiment was thus "within-mode,'' with respondents comparing different rail options. The data from this within-mode
experiment were used to test the lognormal value of time
estimation procedure. The data had previously been used in
tests of joint SP-RP estimation methods (6,7), and the authors
were confident that it would give reliable results. In addition,
standard logit estimation had produced very accurate estimates of the travel time and cost coefficients, and the ratio
of the two gave an implicit value of time within a commonly
accepted range.
Table 1 compares the standard fixed VOT logit results (est~mated using the ALOGIT program) with the results from
the Gauss routine assuming a lognormally distributed value
of time. In the Lognormal 1 model, the effects of the number
of transfers and comfort level are estimated in vector J3. In
the Lognormal 2 model, these two variables were assumed to
have effects proportional to the time coefficient and are thus
associated with vector 'Y· For the fixed VOT results, these
coefficients are also shown normalized with respect to the cost
and time coefficients for purposes of comparison. (Corresponding t-statistics are thus for the ratio of the relevant
coefficients).
In the Lognormal 1 model, the log-likelihood has increased
by three units with the addition of one parameter. This is a
significant increase according to a likelihood ratio test. When
the moments of the distribution are calculated, the mean VOT

TABLE 1 Estimation Results for Rail SP Data
Fixed VOT

Lognormal I

Variable:

Coef.

(T.St.)

Coef.

Travel cost (/fl)

µ=-0.149

(19.9)

Travel time (/hr) Tl =-1.722

(10.7)

Transfers (/#)

2.197

( 5.7)

(hr/#)

0.190

( 5.4)

CX2=-0.946

(fl/level)

6.369

(15.9)

0.549

(11.0)

-1724.l

VOT distributions:
Mean (fl/hr)
11.6
Median (fl/hr)
11.6
Mode (fl/hr)
11.6
St.Dev. (fl/hr)
N.A.
Iterations
Run time
(min: sec)

(T.St.)

µ=-0.167 (15.7)

µ=-0.180

(16.6)

CO= 1.840 ( 6.3)
O'= 1.343 ( 3.5)

CO= 1.929
O'= 1.369

(11.5)
( 5.4)

5
0:19

~,=

2.278 ( 6.2)
Y1 = 0.183 ( 5.8)

(14.6)

(hr/level)
Log-likelihood

Coef.

ex, =-0.326 ( 5.5)

(fl/#)
Comfort (nevel)

(T.St.)

Lognormal 2

~2= 6.379 (17.4)

Y2= 0.599 (12.5)
-1721.1

(12.3)

15.5
6.3
1.1
34.9
7
9:50

Sample size: 235 respondents, 2929 observations

-1718.4

( 3.9)

17.6
6.9
1.1
41.3
14
25:48

( 4.3)
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that is estimated to have very high VOT values in the righthand tail.
Although Figure 1 gives an idea of how the lognormal distribution differs from the fixed VOT case, it is not immediately evident what the influence will be on predicted choices.
An individual with an extremely high value of time still makes
only a single choice, even though he or she may have a large
influence on the estimate of the mean VOT. Figure 2 shows
the results of applying the fixed VOT and the Lognormal 2
models to a binary choice situation where two rail routes have
the same number of transfers and comfort level, but where
one provides a 30-min time savings relative to the other. Figure 2 shows the change in the predicted fraction choosing the
faster alternative as the price difference increases from 0 to
25 guilders, corresponding to an "indifference" VOT of 0 to
50 fl/hr. These time and cost differences are typical of those
in the SP data. The lognormal model was applied in each case
by numerically integrating the probabilities across the estimated VOT distribution.
Figure 2 shows that the response from the lognormal model
is slightly flatter than that of the fixed VOT model. The difference is greatest at the high price end, where the lognormal
model predicts that a fraction of the population with high
VOTs will still pay for the time savings. Both models have a
flat response curve, however, indicating that there is still a
good deal of random variation in the choices that is not explained by the VOT distribution. This point is further discussed in the conclusion.
Table 1 also provides an indication of the computer time
necessary to estimate the lognormal models with Gauss. Although not nearly as fast as the special-purpose ALOGIT
software used to estimate the fixed VOT model, the Gauss
lognormal estimation required less than 2 min per iteration
on a 33 MHz 80486 microcomputer. Using less precision (fewer

points) to evaluate the integrals would result in even faster
run times.

Motorway Driver Value of Time SP Data
The second case study uses data collected in 1988 during the
Netherlands Value of Time study (2). Travelers were intercepted at motorway petrol stations, urban parking areas, train
stations, and bus and tram stops at many locations throughout
the country. After being asked a number of screening questions, they were sent a self-completion questionnaire that included a number of SP binary choice questions customized to
their actual journey. Because the purpose of the study was
to estimate accurate, context-specific values of time for evaluation purposes, the SP questions were confined to be "within
mode" for their actual mode, and only travel time and travel
cost were varied.
The models estimated during the original study contained
a number of time-related variables that were assumed to simultaneously influence the value of time. The main effects
were related to income, free time available, mode of travel,
and the level of congestion for motorway travelers. Travel
purpose was used as a segmentation variable, with separate
models estimated for "business," "commuting," and "other"
purposes. (Note that the SP experiment was conducted so
that business VOT would include only the employee's value
and not the employer's).
Because the authors were concerned that the large spread
in VOT distribution in the Rail SP case study may have been
due to the heterogeneity of the sample, the authors decided
in this case to focus only on motorway drivers and use the
main segmentation and time-related variables to explicitly
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FIGURE 2 Rail SP data-predictions from fixed VOT and lognormal VOT models.
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account for many of the person and trip characteristics expected to influence the value of time savings.
Table 2 contains results for fixed VOT and lognormal VOT
models for all three segments, using extra travel time variables
as functions of income level, number of car passengers, amount
of free time available (discretionary time as deduced from
self-reported time budgets), and congestion level. The congestion level is the percentage at which the observed traffic speed
at the time of intercept was below 120 km/hr. Continuous
traffic speed and flow monitors were located near the intercept
sites. The extra travel time variables are interaction terms
with the base travel time variable and thus by definition are
proportionally related to the value of time. They were thus
associated with the 'Y parameters.
For both the fixed VOT and the lognormal VOT models
in Table 2, the overall results agree with those of the original
study: business and commuting values are higher than those
for other purposes, and values markedly increase with income
level and decrease with available free time. The effects of
congestion and car occupancy are less significant, with the
signs varying across the segments.
The most striking results in Table 2 are the huge improvements in the lognormal models relative to the fixed VOT
models-70 likelihood units or more with the addition of one
parameter for all three segments. This improvement is much
greater than in the first case study, suggesting that the log-

normal distribution is also appropriate after one has already
accounted for as many important observable factors influencing VOT as possible. In contrast to the first case study,
the mean VOTs for the lognormal models have t-ratios just
as high as for the fixed VOT estimates.
For business and commuting, the mean VOT increases by
a factor of more than two in the lognormal models relative
to the fixed VOT models. The median VOT is also greater
than the estimate from the fixed VOT model. For other purposes, the increase is somewhat less. The lognormal standard
deviation is about 1.5 times the mean for all three segments.
Note that the proportional effect of income is about one-third
less in the lognormal VOT models than for the fixed VOT
models for business and commuting. This result suggests that
what had been identified as an income effect in the simpler
models may be partially due to the correlation of income to
other unobserved influences on VOT. The congestion effects
also tend to become smaller in the lognormal models.
The lognormal density and cumulative functions for the
three segments are shown in Figure 3. The large tails in the
distribution for business and commuting at the high-VOT end
are evident. Note that the distributions in Figure 3 (and at
the bottom of Table 2) are for the "base" VOT only and do
not yet include the extra effects of income. When those effects
are added, the differences among the segments become more
pronounced, as is shown in Figure 4.

TABLE 2 Estimation Results for Motorway VOT SP Data
Segment:
Respondents:
Observations:

Business
332
3984

Fixed VOT
Travel cost (/fl) µ =

(T.St.)

Coef.

(T.St.)

Coef.

(T.St.)

-0.319

(17.5)

-0.496

(15.9)

-0.520

(22.2)

( 6.9)

-8.009

( 6.7)

-5.802

( 9.0)

(
(
(
(

+I.5%
+4.1%
- 6.0%
+J.1%

(
(
(
(

-5.7%
+6.9%
-2.8%
-1.7%

(
(
(
(

1.9)
4.2)
9.7)
2.3)

-1992.l

Lognormal VOT

Others
287
3444

Coef.

Travel time (/hr)11 =
-5.026
Time-related effects: cx/11 =
Passengers (/#)
+ 9.8%
Income (/Kfl/mth)
+10.2%
Free Time (/hr/day)
- 8.2%
Congestion (/% delay) + 1.3%
Log-likelihood

Commuting
218
2616

0.3)
2.6)
7.0)
2.2)

-1359.2

3.7)
4.9)
5.0)
3.0)

-1855.0

Coef.

(T.St.)

Coef.

(T.St.)

Coef.

(T.St.)

Travel cost (/fl)µ=

-0.351

( 3.0)

-0.532

( 2.5)

-0.483

( 3.2)

Travel time (/hr) ro=

3.146
1.110

(32.6)
(25.2)

2.995
1.080

(27.4)
(24.0)

2.184
1.055

(20.3)
(27.1)

( 2.4)
( 4.8)
(18.2)
( 0.2)

-0.2%
+2.7%
- 6.4%
+0.7%

( 0.5)
( 2.5)
(13.5)
( 2.0)

-4.2%
+8.7%
-2.2%
-1.3%

(
(
(
(

CJ=

Time-related effects: y =
Passengers (/#)
+ 9.1%
Income (/Kfl/mth)
+ 6.2%
Free Time (/hr/day)
- 8.0%
Congestion (/% delay) + 0.0%

2.6)
5.1)
3.5)
3.5)

Log-likelihood

-1846.5

Fixed VOT (fl/hr)
Lognormal VOT:
Mean (fl/hr)
Median (fl/hr)
Mode (fl/hr)
St.Dev. (fl/hr)

15.8

( 7.0)

16.1

( 6.9)

11.2

( 9.5)

42.8
23.2
6.8
66.0

( 8.3)

35.8
20.0
6.2
53.2

( 8.3)

15.5
8.9
2.9
22.2

( 8.8)

-1286.8

-1740.2
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FIGURE 3 Road SP data-estimated lognormal VOT distribution.

Figure 4 was created in the same way as Figure 2, applying
both the fixed VOT and the lognormal VOT models to binary
choice situations with a 30 min time savings at various price
levels. For income, free time, car occupancy, and congestion,
the average values found in the SP estimation data for each
segment were used. Here, the differences in predictions be-

tween the fixed and lognormal models are more pronounced
than for the first case study. The reasons for this result are
(a) that these models have a better fit (higher scale) and thus
the logit prediction curves are steeper and (b) that the spread
in the lognormal distribution is greater and thus the lognormal
predictions curves are flatter. The fixed and lognormal pre-
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lative density functions for this example are plotted in Figure
5. Again, when the models were applied in prediction in a
manner similar to the previous two examples, the result is
that the lognormal models have a flatter response (i.e., lower
price elasticity) than the models assuming a single fixed VOT.
Figure 6 clearly shows that in the lognormal case, a large
proportion of individuals are willing to pay a high price to
save 5 hr in travel time.

diction curves cross each other at price levels of about 18 fl/
hr for business, 15 fl/hr for commuting, and 8 fl/hr for other
purposes.

Very Fast Train Binary RP Models
The data in this last case study were collected using air, road,
bus, and rail intercept surveys in the corridor for the proposed
very fast train (VFT) high-speed rail line from Sydney to
Melbourne, Australia, in 1988. All time and cost data were
network based. For the purpose of homogeneity and for reasons similar to the second experiment, the analysis presented
here used only business trips. There are 12,586 such trips, 95
percent of which were by either air or car. The models estimated focus on the binary choice between air and car. There
are 10,542 observations with both modes available, 87 per
cent of which chose air. The total travel cost averaged over
mode users is 110.5 for car and 271.3 for air. The average
main mode time expressed in minutes is 698.9 for car and
88.4 for air. Average access and egress time is zero for car
users and 152.2 min for air users.
In the lognormal model estimated, access and egress time
and total time multiplied by income are specified as ·time
related, and the air constant is specified as cost related. The
equivalent ratios are calculated for the multinomial logit (MNL)
coefficients. Estimation results are reported in Table 3. Two
very interesting points to note regarding these estimates are
(a) the log-likelihood increased by 250 units, which represents
a huge improvement in the quality of the fit, and (b) the
access and egress time coefficient switches to the right sign
and becomes significant. The estimated density and cumu-

CONCLUSION
A method for estimating travel choice models that allows a
lognormal distribution for the ratio of time and cost effects,
instead of assuming a single fixed value across the population,
and the testing of the method have been described. A maximum likelihood estimation procedure has been programmed
and tested using two different SP data sets and one RP data
set.
All case studies showed a significant improvement in model
fit when the distribution parameter was added. The spread
in the estimated lognormal distributions was found to be large
in all cases, with standard deviations exceeding the mean VOT
in the SP experiments and large "tails" of the population
estimated to have very high VOTs. When the models are
applied in prediction, the result is that the lognormal models
have a flatter response (that is, lower price elasticity) than
the models assuming a single fixed VOT.
Between the two SP studies, the lognormal distribution
gave the most substantial improvement in the second one,
where a number of observed segmentation variables and VOT
effects had already been accounted for in the model specifi-

TABLE 3 Estimation on Results for Car/Air Binary RP Data
Log normal

Fixed VOT
Variable

Coef.

(T.St.)

Coef.

(T.St.)

Total cost

µ=-.0286

(22.3)

µ= -.0796

( 7.6)

Air constant
Air constant/cost

2.118
-74.06

(12.9)
-49.1

(14.1)

Main mode time

Tl =-.0054

(17.2)

c.o= -1.282
CJ= .5258

(24.4)
(30.2)

Access+egress time
acc+egr time/time

.0010
-.1855

( 1.5)
.2693

( 3.2)

Total time*income
Time*income/time

-.0146
2.701

(17.2)
3.108

( 9.7)

Log-likelihood
VOT distributions:
Mean VOT
Median VOT
Mode VOT
St.Dev. VOT
Iterations
Run time (min:sec)

-2396.l

-2148.3

0.189

0.319
0.277
0.210
0.180

8
1:51

19
75:16

Sample size: 10542 observations

( 18.1)
(87% of mean)
(66% of mean)
(56% of mean)
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FIGURE 5 Car/air RP data-estimated lognormal VOT distribution.

cation. This result indicated that the distributed VOT estimation should not be used as a substitute for explaining as
much variation in the data as possible, but rather as an extra
tool for capturing variation that cannot be explained by other
means. The goodness of fit in the RP estimation clearly showed
the best improvement.
More experience with this approach is necessary before
general conclusions can be made. In addition to the case
studies reported here, the authors have applied the approach

to an urban tolled road versus nontolled road SP experiment
(the project for which the approach was actually created),
and the results showed a very similar pattern to those of the
second case study reported here.
Tests using simulated data may also be useful. The approach
described above can measure one specific form of "taste variation" on the time-related parameters. Because estimation
techniques have not been available, very little is currently
known about the sources of such variation in empirical data.
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If, for instance, measurement or perception error in the data
is somehow related to travel times, it is unclear to what extent
this will affect the value of time distribution parameters as
opposed to the general random error term. Testing the approach using choice data that are created using various types
and amounts of simulated error will be an efficient way of
determining its properties.
There are a number of ways in which this approach could
be varied or extended. An obvious variation is to assume a
VOT distribution other than the lognormal. The authors have
adapted the Gauss routine to estimate a normal distribution
rather than a lognormal distribution. The routine was then
applied to the data used in the case studies here, but the
model fit was found to be inferior to that of the lognormal
models. The method could also be adapted for other shapes,
such as the Gamma or Erlang distributions, or for a semiparametric discrete "mass points" distribution.
A second variation is to apply the method to variables other
than the value of time. This can be done easily because the
choice of a coefficient as the parameter can be applied to
other variables, not just time. If one was to substitute, for
example, the coefficient for vehicle emissions level relative
to fuel price, then one could estimate a model with a distributed willingness to pay for pollution reduction.
Further extensions would be to include separate distributions on different variables in a single model and to be able
to specify the distribution parameters as a function of observable attributes. These additions can be accommodated
only in a probit or logit estimation procedure with a very
general form. Because the required multidimensional integration is not computationally feasible, an efficient approximation, such as simulated maximum likelihood, is required.
Such an approach is currently being developed and tested
using a variation on the multinomial probit model (8,9).
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Application and Interpretation of Nested
Logit Models of Intercity Mode Choice
CHRISTOPHER

v.

FORINASH AND FRANKS. KOPPELMAN

A clear un.derstanding of the sources and amount of ridership on
a ne~ or improved travel mode is critical to evaluating the financial, travel flow, and external impacts of proposed improvements. The multinomial logit model traditionally used to model
intercity mode choice may not adequately reflect traveler behavior because it restricts the relative probability of choosing between
any pair of existing modes to be unchanged when other modes
are introduced or changed. The nested logit model provides a
computati~nally feasible generalization to the multinomial logit
model, which allows for specified mode pairs to exhibit increased
sensitivity to changes in service. Full information estimation of
nested l~git models allows efficient use of information and yields
results duectly comparable to multinomial logit models. Business
travel in the Ontario-Quebec corridor of Canada is examined. A
set of nested logit structures that allow for various combinations
of ~ifferential sensitivity to changes in service quality of rail is
estimated. Nested logit structures with bus-train or car-train nests
prove superior to the multinomial logit model. Both of the nested
logit models predict larger increases in rail shares than the multinomial logit model in response to rail service improvements,
but the source of that increased ridership differs between the
nested logit structures. This points to the need for models of
individual choice that retain the advantages of nested logit while
allowing pairwise similarity between alternatives.
Congestion in intercity travel increases the cost of travel directly through the loss of traveler time and indirectly through
increased costs in system operation. These costs are transferred to travelers and others by common carriers through
fares and by governments through taxes or debt. Considerable
attention has been directed toward rapidly increasing congestion during the last decade and projections of substantial additional increases through the next two decades (1,2). Proposals to alleviate existing and projected congestion include
construction of new airports (3-5); construction or widening
of express highways, some with toll charges (6-8); upgrading
of conventional rail services (9 ,10) and construction of new
high-speed ground transportation based on rail or magnetic
levitation technology (11). It has been difficult to implement
many of these proposals because of concerns about financing
and environmental impacts and differences among governmental and private institutions. The difficulty reaching positive implementation decisions for both new airport and highspeed ground transportation alternatives may, in part, be
due to concerns about the quality of ridership and revenue
forecasts.
A fundamental issue in the prediction of ridership is the
ability to model and explain the likely projected changes in
ridership and the sources of projected ridership. A clear repThe Transportation Center, 1936 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Ill. 60208.

resentation of the sources of new ridership on new or improved alternatives can increase the confidence of both public
and private investors in the likelihood of recovering their
investment. It can also be used to scale the beneficial effect
of the investment on congestion and external impacts. This
paper tests the application of the nested logit model to estimate ridership on intercity travel modes and compares the
results of the nested logit model to the more commonly used
multinomial logit model. The issue of predicting changes in
total ridership in response to improvements in modal service is not addressed in this paper but has been addressed by
others (12 ,13).
The multinomial logit model has been used almost exclusively to model both urban and intercity mode choice until
recently (14,15). The multinomial logit model is widely used
because its mathematical form is simpler than that of alternative models, making it easier to estimate and interpret.
However, the important disadvantage of the multinomial logit
model is that it restricts the relative probability of choosing
between any pair of unchanged modes to be unchanged due
to changes in other modes of travel. This restriction implies
that the introduction of any new mode or the improvement
of any existing mode will affect all other modes proportionally. This property of equal proportional change or equal
cross-elasticity of unchanged modes is unlikely to represent
actual choice behavior in a variety of situations. Such misrepresentation of choice behavior can result in incorrect estimated models and incorrect predictions of mode share and
diversion from existing modes. Differences in the impact of
the introduction of new services on existing modes can be
addressed by adoption of the multinomial probit model, which
is rarely used in application due to problems of complexity,
estimation, and interpretation, or the nested logit model.
Studies of intercity mode choice that have used the multinomial logit model include the Ontario-Quebec corridor in
Canada (12), Twin Cities-Duluth in Minnesota (16), and the
United States as a whole (17-19). Although the nested logit
model was recommended for "immediate implementation"
at the 3rd International Conference on Behavioural Travel
Modeling in 1977 (14), it use has been limited due, in part,
to the limited availability of the more flexible software needed
to estimate the nested logit model relative to the availability
of a variety of software to estimate the multinomial logit
model. The nested logit model has been used to estimate
mode choice models for urban mode-choice and for multimodal and multidimensional choices (20-23), although the
older efforts were accomplished using inefficient two-stage
limited-information maximum likelihood estimation. Hensher
(15) recommended adoption of the nested logit model for inter-
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city mode choice estimation. However, there have been few
applications of the nested logit model in the intercity mode
choice context. These include the estimation of a multidimensional mode, destination, and rental-car choice model
(24) and a nested mode and air-fare-class choice model (Koppelman, unpublished data), both using limited-information
estimation.

NESTED LOGIT MODEL DESCRIPTION AND
PROPERTIES

The nested logit and multinomial logit models can each be
depicted by a tree structure that represents all the alternatives.
The multinomial logit model treats all alternatives equally,
whereas the nested logit model includes intermediate branches
that group alternatives (Figure 1). The grouping of alternatives indicates the degree of sensitivity (cross-elasticity) among
alternatives. Alternatives in a common nest show the same
degree of increased sensitivity compared to alternatives not
in the nest. Thus, although the nested logit model is not
completely flexible in the sense that distinct pairwise sensitivities cannot be estimated, it provides a more general structure than the multinomial logit model. The differences in
structure can result in dramatically different mode ridership
projections and diversions than those obtained by the multinomial logit model in cases where the nested logit model is
significantly different from the multinomial logit model.
The widely adopted paradigm of utility maximization provides a link by which choice probabilities can be estimated
given characteristics of the modes and the decision maker.
This paradigm holds that an individual acts to maximize his
or her utility by choosing among the available alternatives.
Utility can then be estimated as a function of the traveler and
mode characteristics. The choice probabilities can be computed as functions of the relative utilities among alternatives.
Conventionally, the utility of an alternative, Uij• is assumed
to be the sum of a deterministic component, V;j, which describes the characteristics of individual i and the attributes of
alternative j, and a random term, E;j, which represents elements not measured or included in the model:
(1)

Further, the measured and included component of the model
is represented by a linear additive function that includes parameters, J3, and variables, X;j, which are predetermined func-

a.

b

c

FIGURE 1 Example four-mode nested choice
structure: modes a, b, c, and d.

tions of the characteristics of individual i and the attributes
. of alternative j:
(2)

Assumptions about the distribution of the error terms E;j lead
to different model structures.
The assumption that the error terms are distributed independently and identically over individuals and alternatives,
with a Gumbel (0,1) distribution, yields the multinomial logit
model (25 ,26):
esp(V;)

L

exp(V;)

(3)

j'<d

where J is the set of available alternatives.
The nested logit model is derived from an assumption tl!at
some of the alternatives share common components in the
random term. That is, the random term, ej, ignoring the individual subscript for simplicity of notation, can be decomposed into a portion associated with each alternative and a
portion associated with groups of alternatives. For example,
consider the nested model in Figure 1, where alternatives b,
c, and dare included in the nest, which is labeled e. The total
errors for alternatives b, c, and dare defined as eb + ee, ee +
ee and ed + Ee. The total error for alternative a not in the
nest is ea. The included and measured portion of utility may
·also be decomposed into two parts representing specific characteristics of the alternative, Vb, Ve, and Vd, and common
characteristics of the nested alternatives, Ve. That is:

(4)
The nested logit model is obtained by assuming further that
the error terms for each alternative-ea, eb + ee, Ee + Ee and
ed + ee-are distributed Gumbel (0,1) and that the independent portion of the error terms for the nested alternatives-eb, ee anded-are distributed independent Gumbel (0,0 1)
(25). The common error component, ee, for the nested alternatives represents a covariance relationship that describes an
increased similarity between pairs of nested alternatives and
leads to a higher sensitivity (cross-elasticity) between alternatives. If this common component, ee, is reduced to zero,
the model reduces to the multinomial logit model with no
covariance of error terms among the alternatives.
These assumptions yield the following conditional choice
probability for each nested alternative n among the nested
alternatives (conditional on choice of the nest at the higher
level):
(5.1)
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The marginal choice probabilities for alternative a and for the
nest are:
(5.2)

p =
exp( Ve + ere)
e exp(Va) + exp(Ve +

(5.3)

ere)

where re measures the expected maximum utility among the
nested alternatives and is given by the log sum of the exponents of the nested utilities:

The parameter of the log sum variable, e, is the estimator of
the scale parameter of the Gumbel distribution for the nested
alternatives. The probability of choosing any lower-nest alternative n is the product of the probability of the nest being
chosen and the conditional probability of that alternative,
Pe X pn/e•
The sensitivity of each alternative to changes in other alternatives can be represented by the cross-elasticity, the proportional effect on the probability of choosing alternative j'
of a change of an attribute of alternative j. For the multinomial
logit model, the cross-elasticities for all pairs of alternatives
j and j' are given in Table 1. The equal proportional effect
of the introduction of a new alternative or a change in an
existing alternative j on all other alternatives is indicated by
the lack of dependence of the elasticity on the affected alternative, j'. The self-elasticity for any alternative j is also
given in Table 1.
The corresponding elasticities for the nested logit model
are differentiated between alternatives that are or are not in
the same nest. Using the example of Figure 1 and Equation
5, the effect of a change in one of the nested alternatives, for
example, b, on the nonnested alternative a, given in the first
line of Section [iii] in Table 1, is identical to that for the
multinomial logit case. An identical relationship holds for
changes in nonnested alternatives, as shown in Section [ii] in
Table 1. However, the corresponding equation for another

nested alternative, for example, c, is quite different, as shown
in the last line of Section [iii] in Table 1. If e equals one, its
maximum value, the cross-elasticity collapses to the corresponding equation for the multinomial logit model and for
the alternatives not in the nest. If e is between zero and one,
as expected, the magnitude of the cross-elasticity for the nested
alternatives will be greater than that for the alternatives not
in the nest, and greater than that which would be obtaine_d
for the multinomial logit model, if the level-of-service parameters do not change. The estimation results in this study produced only small changes in the level-of-service parameters.
The direct-elasticity for any nonnested alternative is identical to that for the multinomial logit model. However, for
nested alternatives, the direct-elasticity is as shown in the
middle line of Section [iii] in Table 1. Thus, if e equals one,
this equation reduces to that for the multinomial logit model
and is the same as for nonnested alternatives. However, for
e less than one, the direct-elasticity is greater than that for
the nonnested alternatives (and for the multinomial logit model
if the level-of-service parameters are unchanged).

ESTIMATION OF THE NESTED LOGIT MODEL
Estimation of the nested logit model has been most generally
undertaken by limited information, maximum likelihood techniques (21,27). This method first estimates parameters for the
lowest nest(s) and then estimates parameters for successively
higher nests based on the computation of the log sum values,
which are obtained from the lower nest estimation results (25).
This sequential estimation leads to a suboptimal log-likelihood
at convergence and can yield a lower log-likelihood than the
multinomial logit model (27-29). Although the parameter
estimates are consistent, they are not efficient and have been
found to be quite far from full-information estimates in practice (15,27,29).
Estimation of nested logit structures by full-information,
maximum likelihood allows the most efficient use of available
information. Full-information, maximum likelihood will indicate clearly whether the multinomial logit model can be
rejected by the data. Further, constraints can be imposed

TABLE 1 Analytic Elasticities from Multinomial Logit and Nested Logit Models
Mode for Which Level-of-Service Changes
Elasticity of
Probability of
Choosing Mode
Multinomial
Logit Model:
Modej
Modej'
Nested Logit Model:
Mode a not in Nest e
Mode b in Nest e
Mode c in Nest e

Nested Logit Model
Multinomial Logit Model
Modej

Mode a not in nest e

Mode b in nest e

[ii]

[iii]

[i]
[1-PJ]

pwsLOSJ

-pJp wsLOSJ

(1-Pa]

pwsLOSa

-PbPr.osLOSb
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across nests, unlike in limited-information, maximum likelihood estimation. Parameters and standard errors obtained by
full-information, maximum likelihood estimation are also directly comparable to multinomial logit results, unlike those
produced by limited-information, maximum likelihood. As
computing speed and software have advanced, full-information,
maximum likelihood has become feasible and should repface
limited-information, maximum likelihood in practice.
Maximum likelihood techniques estimate parameter values
by maximizing the likelihood function of a sample. The log
of this likelihood function is of the form

:£ =

2:

wt;

2: B)nP;j

(6)

J

where S;j equals one if individual i chooses alternative j and
zero otherwise, and P;j is the model-based probability that
individual i chooses alternative j. Wt; represents the sample
weight on each observation; the sample weights are normalized to sum to the sample size.
The likelihood function for the example nested logit model
of Figure 1 and Equation 5 is:

:£ =

level-of-service parameters among nests, but this yields results
not directly comparable to multinomial logit with generic
parameters.
For upper-nest estimation, f is computed on the basis of
the parameters estimated in the first step, but the inclusive
value f is an estimate that includes measurement error. This
measurement error is ignored in the higher nest estimation,
leading to underestimated uppernest standard errors. This
may result in retaining parameters in the model that do not
warrant inclusion on statistical grounds. Correction techniques, though included in some new statistical packages, are
laborious (23).
All results in this paper were obtained with full-information,
maximum likelihood estimation, performed by software written by the authors and Dr. Chandra Bhat for this purpose.
Because the nested logit likelihood function is not necessarily
globally concave, unlike the multinomial lo git likelihood function, convergence to a global optima from any starting point
is not guaranteed. Estimation starting from the multinomial
logit parameter values was found to offer the best chance of
convergence to an acceptable value of log likelihood.

2: wt; 2: B;jlnP;j
i

j

ESTIMATION OF MULTINOMIAL AND NESTED
LOGIT INTERCITY MODE CHOICE MODEL

:£ =

2: Wt; ( .~
1

1-a,e

B)nPj +

_2:

k-b,c,d

gdklnPkte)

(7)

where Bj equals one for mode a, if chosen, or Bj equals one
for composite alternative e if any of the modes b, c, or dare
chosen; Bk equals one for the nested alternative, if any, which
is chosen. Generally, the likelihood function is the sum of the
likelihoods, jointly estimated, for all of the nests in the model.
In full-information estimation, all data are used to estimate
all parameters jointly in a single maximum-likelihood procedure. The hessian of the log likelihood function for a nested
logit model is not globally concave, unlike that for multinomial logit, and thus convergence to a global maximum is not
guaranteed. Thus, optimization of the nested-logit loglikelihood function may need to be performed several times
with distinct starting values to increase the chance of locating
a global optimum.
Several drawbacks of limited-information, maximum likelihood estimation of nested logit structures demonstrate the
preferability of full-information techniques. Because only observations choosing one of the lower-level alternatives can be
used in lower-nest estimation in limited-information estimation, the procedure makes inefficient use of the data. In addition, individuals having only one of the lower-nest alternatives available are not used in the first step of estimation,
as they do not face a choice at this level.
Another weakness of this procedure is that generic parameters applicable to variables in lower and upper nests must
be constrained in the upper nests to the values found in the
lower nest, adjusted by the inclusive-value parameter 0. Because the lower nest is estimated with only a subset of the
data, this can propagate seriously inefficient estimates through
the model structure. Alternative- or nest-specific parameters
can be estimated in lieu of imposing equality constraints for

The authors applied the nested logit model to the estimation
of intercity mode choice for travel in the Ontario-Quebec
corridor from Windsor in the west to Quebec City in the east.
The data used in this study were assembled by VIA Rail (the
Canadian national rail carrier) in 1989 to estimate the demand
for high-speed rail in the Toronto-Montreal corridor and support future decisions on rail service improvements in the corridor (12). This corridor encompasses several thousand square
kilometers of two provinces containing the highest population
densities in Canada. The main source of data for the four
intercity travel modes of interest (train, air, bus, and car) was
a 1989 Rail Passenger Review conducted by VIA Rail. These
data include travel volumes and impedance data by mode and
travel surveys collected on all four modes in 1988 for travel
beginning and ending in 136 districts in the region. For this
study, only paid business travel is considered. The 4,324 individual trips in this data set have been weighted by demographic and travel characteristics to reflect more than 20 million annual business trips in the corridor (12; Forinash,
unpublished data).
The final utility function specification employed in the
Ontario-Quebec study is adopted as the base model specification, and improvements to it are considered. The OntarioQuebec specification includes mode-specific constants and large
city variables, and generic frequency, travel cost, and in-vehicle
and out-of-vehicle travel times (Model 1 in Table 2) (12).
Both the in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle travel time components
are segmented by annual household income, with the break
point at C$30,000 to reflect differences in value-of-time between low- and high-income travelers. This specification obtained significant estimates of all parameters, except the busspecific large city indicator, and a likelihood ratio of 0.80.
The implied values of in-vehicle time are C$25 for high-income
travelers and C$7 for low-income travelers; the values of out-
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TABLE 2

Utility Function Specification Improvements

Variable_ Description
Mode Constants
AIR
BUS
CAR
TRAIN (Base)
Larfie City Indicator
AR
BUS
CAR
Household Income
AIR
BUS
CAR
Frequency
Travel Cost
Travel Time
In-Vehicle
High Income
Low Income
Out-of-Vehicle
High Income
Low Income
OVT/lo~D)

High come
Low Income
Total
High Income
Low Income
Log Likelihood
At Convergence
At Market Shares
At Zero
L'hood Ratio Index
vs. Market Shares
vs. Zero

Estimated Parameter, T-statistic vs. Zero
2. With Alternative Income
1. Base Specification
Variables

3. With Modified Time
Variables

4. With Income and
Modified Time Variables

1.888
-2.756
2.203
0

2.8
-5.7
5.8

0.07286
-1.181
1.621
0

0.1
-1.9
3.2

1.308
-2.705
1.312
0

1.9
-5.6
3.2

-0.5652
-1.135
0.6588
0

-0.7
-1.8
1.2

-0.7460
-0.1224
-1.306

-3.6
-0.4
-7.4

-0.7843
0.07158
-1.309

-3.8
0.2
-7.5

-0.7244
-0.06979
-1.213

-3.5
-0.2
-6.8

-0.7611
0.1214
-1.214

-3.6
0.4
-6.8

0.1022
-0.03265

13.5
-5.2

O.o3157
-0.04308
0.01007
0.1007
-0.03128

3.7
-3.8
1.4
13.3
-4.9

0.1018
-0.02514

13.8
-4.1

0.03290
-0.04304
0.01093
0.1005
-0.02391

3.9
-3.8
1.5
13.7
-3.8

-0.01382
-0.003797

-10.3
-2.1

-0.01315
-0.00952

-9.7
-4.4

-0.04053
-0.02636

-9.9
-6.0

-0.03971
-0.03399

-9.6
-6.6
-0.2011
-0.1760

-8.3
-7.0

-0.2020
-0.1889

-8.2
-6.8

-0.01283
-0.00307

-9.5
-1.7

-0.01214
-0.00888

-8.9
-4.2

-1072.1
-1951.1
-5334.2

-1051.9
-1951.1
-5334.2

-1058.4
-1951.1
-5334.2

-1037.7
-1951.1
-5334.2

0.448
0.799

0.461
0.803

0.458
0.802

0.468
0.805

Note: OVT/log(D) = out-of-vehicle travel time over log of the distance in kilometers.

of-vehicle time are C$74 and C$48, for high- and low-income
travelers, respectively.
The authors have considered two specification improvements to the Ontario-Quebec model. First, the model could
include alternative-specific income variables to reflect the
change in average biases for or against each mode due to
changes in income. The addition of these variables (Model 2)
is highly significant. The travel time variables could also be
reformulated to total travel time and out-of-vehicle travel time
divided by the log of distance traveled, still segmented by
income (Model 3). This modification is also highly significant.
Finally, the authors have considered both changes in specification (Model 4) which were adopted as the preferred multinomial logit model.
The preferred model (Model 4) provides a significant improvement in fit relative to each of the other models. Also,
each service parameter is significant at the 1 percent level.
Of the mode-specific parameters, only the income parameter
for car, the large city indicator for bus, and the constants are
insignificant at the 1 percent level. These merely indicate,
respectively, that the effect on car utility of income is approximately the same as income's effect on train utility, that
the utilities of bus and rail increase equally if traveling to or
from a large city, and that all modes have approximately equal
utility, ceteris paribus.
The large-city parameters indicate that each of the common-carrier modes (train, air, and bus) benefit relative to the
automobile from having either or both ends of a trip in a
population center, with train and ,bus benefiting more. The
income parameters show that higher income favors air travel
relative to other modes, and low income favors bus travel.

All level-of-service measures available in the data are included
and yield reasonable parameters.
The transformation of travel time in the preferred specification constrains the monetary value of out-of-vehicle travel
time to equal or exceed that of in-vehicle travel time, with
the difference diminishing with increasing trip distance. For
shorter trips, travelers are likely to be much more sensitive
to differences in access time than run time, but this difference
is likely to decrease with trip distance. Similar transformations, based on distance instead of log of distance, have been
used in urban mode choice (25,30,31). The values of out-ofvehicle and in-vehicle travel time can be derived as

'3ovTllog(D)
VOTovT

VOTwT

=

13rr + log(D)

-----=-''---'--

13Tc

= ~TT

(8)

1-'TC

where 13rr is the parameter for total travel time, 13ovTttogD is
the parameter for out-of-vehicle time divided by the log of
the travel distance, and 13Tc is the parameter for travel cost.
The specification yields similar values of in-vehicle travel time
to the Ontario-Quebec specification: C$22 for high-income
travelers and C$16 for low-income travelers. Higher values
of out-of-vehicle travel time are implied by this model, C$92
and C$83 for high- and low-income travelers, respectively,
evaluated at 231 km, the average distance traveled.
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choice structures with train nested: modes train, air, bus, and car.

The authors used this specification to estimate alternative
nested logit structures. There are 16 two-level and 12 threelevel nested logit structures among the four available alternatives. Daly (21) found that initial screening on the basis of
intuition may eliminate structures that turn out to be statistically superior. This paper considers the six two-level structures that include the rail alternative in the lower nest (Figure
2). These six structures represent various combinations of
differential sensitivity to changes in service quality of rail, the
mode being considered for service improvement.

Three of these six structures obtained estimates of the log
sum parameter that were in the acceptable range and significantly different from one, thus rejecting the multinomial logit
model (Table 3). The train-bus nested structure implies higher
sensitivity between train and bus than other mode pairs, whereas
the train-car nested structure implies higher sensitivity between train and car than other mode pairs. The train-bus-car
nested structure includes increased sensitivity between both
train and bus and train and car, but also implies increased
sensitivity between bus and car, which is not supported by

TABLE 3 Plausible Nesting Structures Revealed by the Data

Variable Description
Mode Constants
AIR
BUS
CAR
TRAIN (Base)
Larfie City Indicator
AR
BUS
CAR
Household Income
AIR
BUS
CAR
Frequency
Travel Cost
Travel Time
OVT/log(D)
High Income
Low Income
Total
High Income
Low Income
Inclusive Value
Log Likelihood
At Convergence
At Market Shares
At Zero
L'hood Ratio Index
vs. Market Shares
vs. Zero
Notes:

Estimated Parameter, T-statistic vs. Zero (vs. Unity for Inclusive Value Parameter)
Multinomial Logit
a. Train, Bus, Car Nested
b. Train, Bus Nested

c. T

-0.5652
-1.135
0.6588
0

-0.7
-1.8
1.2

-1.532
-1.344
-0.06759
0

-1.8
-2.6
-0.1

-0.7359
-1.3140
0.5756
0

-0.9
-2.6
1.1

-1.916
-2.278
-0.3197
0

-2.5
-3.7
-0.7

-0.7611
0.1214
-1.214

-3.6
0.4
-6.8

-0.4960
0.1561
-0.9190

-2.3
0.6
-4.9

-0.7697
0.1339
-1.242

-3.8
0.5
-7.3

-0.3447
0.5476
-0.7626

-1. 7
1.6
-4.7

0.03290
-0.04304
0.01093
0.1005
-0.02391

3.9
-3.8
1.5
13.7
-3.8

0.03022
-003323
0.00896
0.1002
-0.02079

3.9
-3.3
15
14.2
-3.7

0.03507
-0.03009
0.01303
0.09843
-0.02339

4.2
-3.2
1.9
13.4
-3.8

0.02899
-0.04750
0.00749
0.1017
-0.02113

4.0
-4.4
1.4
14.6
-4.1

-0.2020
-0.1889

-8.2
-6.8

-0.1958
-0.1872

-8.8
-7.7

-0.1977
-0.1830

-8.1
-6.6

-0.1866
-0.1775

-8.7
-7.6

-0.01214
-0.00888
1.0

-8.9
-4.2

-0.01174
-0.0829
0.788

-9.1
-4.2
2.3*

-0.01217
-0.00883
0.6488

-9.0
-4.2

-0.01134
-0.00815
0.6714

-9.0
-4.2
4.o·

2.i

-1037.7
-1951.l
-5334.2

-1035.8
-1951.1
-5334.2

-1035.8
-1951.1
-5334.2

-1033.4
-1951.1
-5334.2

0.468
0.805

0.469
0.806

0.469
0.806

0.470
0.806

OVT/log(D) is out-of-vehicle travel time deflated by the common log of the distance in kilometers.

-
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estimation of a model with bus and car only in the lower nest.
Thus, the authors prefer the train-bus and train-car nested
structures to the train-bus-car nested structure. The train-car
nested structure provides the best fit to the data.
The estimates for the level-of-service parameter estimates
for all three structures have the correct sign and are highly
significant. Further, these estimates are close to those obtained for the multinomial logit model. Thus, the values of
time implied by these models are similar to those reported
for the multinomial logit model. The parameter estimates for
alternative-specific income variables differ somewhat more
but are within one standard error in most cases. The parameter estimates for the alternative-specific constants and large
city variables differ considerably among models reflecting the
need to adjust these variables to compensate for the changes
in model structure.

specific city pairs. The ridership predictions were prepared
using the incremental logit formulations (32) of the multinomial logit model, and the nested logit models with train
and bus nested and with train and car nested.
Table 4 presents the market size and current (1987) mode
shares for three example markets: Ottawa-Toronto, TorontoMontreal, and Ottawa-Montreal. Adopting the market shares
as representative mode choice probabilities and using average
values of all variables, the projected mode probabilities for
each city pairs based on the multinomial logit model and the
two nested lo git models are reported in Table 5, for a 40
percent reduction in train in-vehicle travel time. This approximates the improvement high-speed rail offers, boosting
the line-haul average speed from around 100 km/hr (62 mph)
to about 160 km/hr (100 mph). All three models predict a
substantial increase in train probability; however, the increases for the two nested logit models are substantially higher
than for the multinomial logit model (except for the TorontoMontreal pair for the train-bus nest due to the initial zero
mode probability for the bus alternative). The increased rail
share results from increased shifting from the other nested
alternative, bus or car, to the rail alternative. There is little
difference in air shares among the models.

IMPLICATIONS OF NESTED LOGIT
. ESTIMATION FOR PREDICTION OF
RAIL SHARES
The demonstration that the nested logit model statistically
rejects the multinomial logit model provides important and
useful insight into the likely behavioral response of travelers
to changes in rail travel service. The authors are also interested in the impact of these changes in model structure on
the changes in predicted ridership if specific changes in rail
service are undertaken in the future. The authors explored
this by estimating the differences in mode choice probabilities
predicted for representative individuals traveling between

TABLE 4

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
IMPLICATIONS
This paper demonstrated a statistically significant rejection of
the multinomial logit model in favor of three alternative nested

Description of Overall and Sample Markets

Travel
Market

Distance ;)
(kilometers

OttawaToronto

1987 Train Travel Time
(minutes)

1987 Market Size
(annual business travelers)

420

263

TorontoMontreal

540

OttawaMontreal

206

TABLE

?

t

1987 Market Shares(%)
Train

Air

Bus

Car

459,000

4.87

72.62

1.95

20.56

295

531,000

8.74

81.00

0.00

10.27

121

601,000

9.09

9.27

4.83

76.81

Projected Market Shares

Future Market Shares(%) Predicted with 40% Improvement in Train In-Vehicle Travel Time
Train
Travel
Market

..

Bus

Car
TIB
NL

TIC
NL

Air
TIC
NL

TIC NL

Multinomial :frain/Bus
Logit
Nested
(MNL)
Logit
(TIB NL)

Train/Car
Nested
Logit
(TIC NL)

MNL

14.89
( +206%)

16.32
( +235%)

19.32
( +297%)

1.74
0.98
1.72
18.39
(-11 %) (-50%) (-12%) (-11%)

18.25 14.80 64.97 64.45 64.16
(-11 %) (-28%) (-11 %) (-11%) (-12%)

Toronto- 27.54
Montreal (+2i5%)

27.58
(+216%)

30.61
( +250%)

NR

NR

8.15
(-21 %)

8.15
5.31
64.32 64.27 64.08
(-21 %) (-48%) (-21 %) (-21%) (-21 %)

Ottawa- 14.96
Montreal (+65%)

16.16
(+78%)

17.89
(+97%)

4.52
(-6%)

3.59
4.51
(-26%) (-7%)

71.85
(-6%)

71.61
(-7%)

OttawaToronto

Note:

NR

NR indicates not relevant, due to zero bus share in base case.

MNL

T/B
NL

MNL

68.95
8.67
(-10%) (-6%)

T/B
NL

8.64
(-7%)

8.65
(-7%)
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logit models. The differences imply substantially greater sensitivity of either or both of the car and bus modes to improvements in rail service. Example predictions of changes
in mode probabilities for representative travelers indicate that
the adoption of either of the nested logit models would result
in substantially higher rail probabilities at the individual level
and rail shares at the aggregate level. This result demonstrates
the importance of considering alternatives to the multinomial
logit structure in intercity mode choice modeling.
Differences between the nested logit models in their behavior implications and predictions raise serious questions
about which of the models to adopt. Different choices result
in different rail ridership estimates and different estimates of
the mode source of the increased ridership. Despite the statistical rejection of the multinomial logit model and the improvement in goodness of fit, these results do not provide a
satisfactory conclusion to the search for improved specification of intercity mode choice models. The apparent higher
degree of sensitivity both between rail and bus and between
rail and car cannot be accommodated in the nested logit structure except by including car and bus in the same nest, a choice
that is inconsistent with the empirical analysis. There appears
to be a need to consider more sophisticated model structures
to adequately represent the subs!itution characteristics among
these alternatives.
It is interesting to observe that these estimation results do
not support the notion that improved rail service will attract
a larger share of travelers from air than from other modes.
However, this result is likely to represent only incremental
changes in rail service. It seems reasonable to speculate that
large improvements in rail service (implementation of highspeed rail or magnetic levitation) may change the competitive
structure among intercity travel modes. In this case, the structure of the model may require adjustment to account for the
differences in intermodal sensitivity. These results demonstrate a continuing need to develop improved intercity travel
demand models.
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Specifying, Estimating, and Validating a
New Trip Generation Model: Case Study in
Montgomery County, Maryland
AJAY KUMAR AND DAVID LEVINSON
The development of an afternoon peak-period trip-generation
model for both work and nonwork trips is discussed. Three data
sources are used in model development: a household travel survey, a census update survey, and a trip generation study. Seven
one-direction trip purposes are defined, specifically accounting
for stops made on the return trip from work to home. Trips are
classified by origin and destination activities rather than by production and attraction, reframing the conventional schema of
home-based and non-home-based trips. Before the model was
estimated the household travel survey was demographically calibrated against the census update to minimize demographic bias.
A model of home-end trip generation is estimated using the
household travel survey as a cross-classification of the demographic factors of age and household size in addition to dwelling
type. Non-home-end generation uses employment by type and
population. The model was validated by comparison with a sitebased trip generation study, which revealed an underreporting of
the relatively short and less regular shopping trips. Normalization
procedures were developed to ensure that all ends of a chained
trip were properly accounted for.
This paper discusses the procedures used to specify, estimate,
and validate a trip-generation model for both work and nonwork trips. The model's temporal focus is on the afternoon
peak period (3:30 to 6:30 p.m.) because it is used, among
other applications, for. staging development to ensure adequate transportation facilities. Studies in Montgomery County,
Maryland, have demonstrated that transportation capacity is
more of a constraint during the afternoon peak period due to
increased non-work travel (1). This paper attempts to comprehensively account for travel by defining trip sequencing
patterns. Modeling chained trips also requires some redefinition of conventional normalization procedures, which are
described later. By accounting for all modes in trip generation
(driver, passenger, transit, walk, and bicycle), it is possible
to apply a comprehensive mode choice model that captures
the dynamics of changing travel behavior.
The development of an afternoon peak-period travel model
has received scant attention in the transportation literature
even though temporal clustering of daily trips is a well understood phenomenon. In addition, the models constructed by
transportation analysts in most metropolitan planning organizations primarily emphasize the journey to work. The rationale for the attention given to the work trip is easy to
understand. Although work trips account for only about onequarter of total household trips, their priority rests on their
Montgomery County Planning Department, 8787 Georgia Avenue,
Silver Spring, Md. 20910.

fixed route, their regularity, and their length (work trip distances are longer on average than the distances of nonwork
trips). Moreover, the decennial census reports transportation
data only on commuter characteristics. However, recent literature brings out the growing importance of nonwork trips
and the need to correctly specify nonwork purposes (2).
Ongoing efforts have been made by the Montgomery County
Planning Department (MCPD) of the Maryland-National
Capital Park and Planning Commission (MNCPPC) to develop a transportation planning model, covering metropolitan
Washington and Baltimore, that is sensitive to some of the
concerns raised against the conventional model applications
(3). The most recent version of the MCPD transportation
planning model, TRAVEL/2, attempts to account for interdependence among trips by looking at specific activities pursued at each trip end; this is discussed by Levinson and Kumar
in another paper in this Record. The model framework is
sensitive to changes in demographic structure and spatial organization. Peak-period trip distribution models are developed consistent with the trip purposes defined in trip generation. A multimodal gravity model formulation is used in
trip distribution (4). The model adjusts trave.l demand in response to changes in transportation network supply and estimates traffic conditions prevailing during the afternoon peak
hour. This paper examines how the trip generation component
of the transportation planning model can better include changes
in demographics and behavior to improve travel demand
estimation.
As the subsequent steps in modeling travel demand are
based on estimates derived from the trip-generation stage,
the validity of the assumptions in the trip-generation analysis
are crucial to the overall quality of the forecasts. After discussing the data used for model estimation, the specific trip
purposes used in the study are defined by origin and destination activity. An attempt is made to explicitly account for
stops inade on the return trip from work, including a discussion of model normalization procedures. Trip-generation factors are estimated for each trip purpose. The model is validated against the site-based person Trip Generation Study.

DATA

Three primary data sources were used in this research. The
1987-1988 Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) Household Travel Survey was used for model
estimation (5). The Montgomery County Planning Depart-
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ment's 1987 Census-Update Survey allowed the correction for
sampling bias in the survey (6). The Montgomery County Trip
Generation Study conducted from 1986 to 1988 provided a
means to validate the model against site-based trip generation
rates (7).

MWCOG Household Travel Survey
The data on demographics and travel behavior were obtained
from the 1987-88 Household Travel Survey. This was the first
major regional travel survey conducted in the Washington
area since 1968. More than 20,000 randomly selected households in the regions were contacted by telephone and asked
to record all trips made by members of their household for a
preselected weekday. Approximately 8,000 of these households, making 55,000 trips, completed and returned by mail
the travel diaries sent to them. Up to three follow-up calls were
made to each household to obtain completed travel diaries.
The data collection for this survey was conducted in two
segments. The first segment was conducted from March to
July 1987, and the second segment was conducted from March
to July 1988. The initial survey design was to collect 2,000
samples each for the District of Columbia, Maryland, and
Virginia. Montgomery County and the city of Alexandria contracted with MWCOG to collect additional samples in their
jurisdictions, resulting in just under 1 percent of Montgomery
County residents being sampled. In 1988, the Maryland counties of Charles and Frederick were added to the survey and
an additional 500 samples were collected for each of these
jurisdictions. The number of completed samples from each
of the jurisdictions is given in Table 1.
Household data from the MWCOG Round IV Cooperative
Forecasts were used to expand the survey results to regional
control totals. The survey data were adjusted to match regional household size and vehicle ownership characteristics
using marginal weighting techniques. Because these survey
data were a nonrepresentative sample, they were corrected
for sampling bias.

Montgomery County Census-Update Survey
The Montgomery County Planning Department collects demographic and some basic travel data for Montgomery County

TABLE 1 Sample Size by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction

No. of Completed
Samples

Washington. OC
Montgomery County. MD
Prince George's County, MD
Arlington COl.Ulty, VA
Alexandria Gty, VA
Fairfax County, VA
Loudoun County, VA
Prince William County, VA
Frederick County, MD

1,059
258
288
481

Tola!

7,501

Household
Size
(in '000)

Sample
Size
(%)

1,952
1,827
992

250
263

0.78
0.65
0.38

2UJ
378

48
79
328
31
89

0.48
0.32
0.83
0.32

1,368

0.55

28)

0.55

every 4 years to supplement the decennial census data. The
1987 census update is based on a 5 percent sample and was
conducted during April 1987. This survey updated information previously reported in the 1980 U.S. Census, providing
information more specific to current planning issues in Montgomery County. About 22,000 survey forms were mailed to
a carefully designed random sample of county households,
and nearly 63 percent of the 13,900 recipients voluntarily sent
back valid responses. Collected data were adjusted on the
basis of known household and school enrollment distributions
to provide reliable county information.
Montgomery County Trip Generation Study
Douglas & Douglas, Inc., assisted by Gorove/Slade Associates, Inc., and Dynamic Concepts for data collection, performed a comprehensive study of person and vehicle trip generation for several important land-use types for sites in
Montgomery County, Maryland. The number of trips made
to and from a total of 162 sites were surveyed, including 79
commercial office buildings, 59 residential sites, 15 shopping
centers, and 9 fast food restaurants. Vehicle occupancy and
walk in and out were separately observed from vehicle trips
to obtain person trip rates. The study has produced a tripgeneration data set based on a statistically reliable and randomly selected collection of development sites.
CORRECTING FOR BIAS IN HOUSEHOLD
TRAVEL SURVEY
The key data base used to estimate trip-generation coefficients
and rates was the 1987-88 Household Travel Survey. However, as observed earlier, this survey, although rich in describing travel behavior, was based on a less than 1 percent
sample in Montgomery County. Because the county also conducts a survey to update the census that is based on a 5 percent
sample, it was possible to calibrate the household travel survey
to the larger sample. The hypothesis of this exercise is that
the household travel survey does not truly represent all segments of the population. Thus, there is a need to compensate
for the underrepresentation of particular groups to properly
replicate the observed population distribution as a prerequisite to estimating true travel behavior from the survey. This
section focuses on the differences among some of the demographic variables between the two surveys and the rationale
for calibrating the household travel survey. A detailed methodology on calibrating the two sets is provided by Kumar (8).
To examine the differences between the two sets, a crosstabulation (Table 2) was prepared displaying the number of
dwelling types (single family, townhouses, apartments), by
the number of persons in the households (1, 2, 3, and 4 plus),
by the gender of the household head, for both the MWCOG
household travel survey and the MCPD census update samples. Though the definition of household head can never be
specific, it is important to identify single-parent females who
are heads of households, because they represent a growing
proportion of the population and often occupy lower ranks
in the household income distribution. Underrepresentation
of households with a female head carries the implication of
underrepresenting low-income households.
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TABLE 2 Number of Households by Gender of
Household Head, Size, and Dwelling Type
Sln2le
Family

Household Size

Dwelling Tl'.Ee
MultiTownFamily
House

Male household head
C-U
ax;
%Diff.

2

C-U
ax;
%Diff.

3

C-l.i

ax;
%DilT.

4t

C-U
ax;
%Diff.

Female Household head
C-U
1
ax;
%DilT.

2

C-U
ax;
%Diff.

3

C-U
ax;
%Diff.

C-U
ax;
%DilT.

4512
6386
41.5%

2$7
4250
643%

lCBOO
10756
4.4%

15381
1151
-92.5%

3~

8818

47744
25.4%

133~

51.8%

24684
34296
38.9%

8282
31.3%

63(1)

5522
4017
-27.3%

4(i(XJ)

7Wi!,

7(1).38
54.2%

1ocm
32.6%

4882
2473
-49.3%

'8£37

37CX>

~

~

~

5.2%

36.7%

19512
-15.3%

9.:n:i
10748
13.1%

4622
-40.2%

lffi15
4814
-53.3%

5415
318.5
-41.2%

1672
1396
-16.5%

3747
1749
-53.3%

4m
3875
-18.9%

1429
746
-47.8%

1078
351
-67.4%

27@

Note: C-U: MCPD Census Update Smvey, 1987
COO: 1~/88 MWCOO Ho!!§eho!d T@Y_~_Survey

The percentage difference between the household travel
survey and the census update is displayed in the third row of
each classification type in Table 2. Three observations can be
made from this table:
• Persons living in apartments are underrepresented in the
household travel survey sample;
•Persons living in single-family detached and single-family
attached (townhouse) housing units, especially male-headed
households, are overrepresented in the household travel survey; and
•Female-headed households with two or more persons in
townhouses and three or more persons in single-family detached homes are also underrepresented in the household
travel survey.
A relatively simple procedure was developed to normalize
some key variables (gender, household size, and dwelling

type) in the household travel survey with the census update.
The expectation is that using a richer data base as a benchmark
to calibrate a household travel survey will better represent
travel behavior of underrepresented population segments. In
the absence of better information on travel behavior, it is
difficult to calculate confidence limits of the calibrated data
sets. It is hoped that with the availability of a detailed longitudinal travel panel survey currently being undertaken by
the Montgomery County Planning Department,· some of the
data problems can be resolved (9).

DEFINITIONS OF TRIP PURPOSE
Conventional Definition of Trip Purpose
As a matter of convention, two categories of trip purpose are
defined: home-based and non-home-based (NHB) trips. A
home-based trip is any trip in which one end of the trip is at
home-that is, it may have either started or ended at home.
The home-based trips are typically further classified into homebased work (HBW), home-based shop (HBS), and homebased other (HBO) trips. For the HBW trip, the zone of
production is the home end of the trip, whereas the zone of
attraction is the work end of the trip. Thus, a trip from home
to work in the morning and a return trip from work to home
in the afternoon will be characterized by two productions from
home and two attractions to work. The origin and destination
are not considered synonymous with production and attraction. This scheme of trip accounting may work consistently if
the model is used to calibrate daily travel demand, because
over the 24-hr period, almost every trip originating from home
returns to home later in the day.

Revised Definition of Trip Purpose
For developing a model to estimate travel during a part of
the day, however, each trip end has to be explicitly accounted
for because the trips may not be balanced within the selected
period. A trip here is defined as a one-way movement. Thus,
the HBW trip in the morning is almost always a home-towork trip, with home as the origin and the workplace as the
destination. In the afternoon, it is usually a work-to-home
trip, with workplace as the origin and home as the destination.
Similarly, the HBO trip may involve going shopping and returning home.
There are two primary reasons to classify trip only by oneway movements: (a) if the concern is with travel during a
specific time period, it is important to classify trips by origin
and destination (rather than as productions and attractions),
because the return trip may not be performed within the same
time period; and (b) trip-length distributions for the two legs
of a chained trip are different from both the traditional HBO
and from the NHB categories.
For example, going from one shopping center to another
will have an average shorter trip length than going from work
to pick up groceries on the way home. Both could be considered NHB in the conventional definitions. An analysis of triplength distributions for metropolitan Washington demonstrates this (JO).
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For these reasons, following the procedure for chained trips
discussed later, the trip purposes shown in Table 3 were identified. Table 3 also presents person trip volumes for each trip
purpose during the afternoon peak period. Only about 29
percent of the trips are direct work to home. It is interesting
to observe that almost 12 percent of the trips involve stopping
on the way, which conventionally would be considered NHB.

Accounting for Chained Trips
A major problem in developing an afternoon trip-generation
model is accounting for chained trips, where a stop for a
nonwork activity is introduced on the journey from work to
home to satisfy daily needs. Travelers more frequently stop
to shop, eat, or visit friends on their way home from work
than on their way to work. An analysis of the MWCOG
household travel survey indicates that during 1988 almost 30
percent of commuting trips during the afternoon peak period
involved a stop for nonwork activities (11). Though the intermediary stop is likely to be a pass-by trip on the way home,
the possibility of a longer detour cannot be overlooked. Among
other things, such trip "linkages" are a function of life-cycle
stage (for example, households with children are more likely
to make pick-up and drop-off stops). This makes it useful to
consider household trip generation as a function of age of the
trip maker.
To properly analyze afternoon travel behavior, it was necessary to distinguish complex chained trips from the simpler
single-purpose trips. The trip records in the household travel
survey identify trip purpose at both origin and destination
ends. For example, a trip from home to work is identified
with home as the origin purpose and work as the destination
purpose. This information was used to link commuting trips
with intermediary stops for nonwork purposes
In the afternoon, the most significant chained trip is on the
journey from work to home. For trips with work as the origin

TABLE 3 Afternoon Peak-Period Person Trips by
Purpose (5)
Trip Purpose
Unchained Work Tri~
1. Work-to-Home
Olained Work Tri~
2 Work-to-Other
3. Other-to-Home

Trip Volumes

Sub-Total
Afternoon Home to Work Tri~
4. Home-to-Work

Nonwork Trios
5. Home-to-Other
6. Other-to-Home
7. Other-to-Other
Sub-Total
TOfALPERSON1RIPS
Source:

%

768,246

28.9

329,4()1)
307,384
6.36,793

12.4
11.6
23.9

50,668

1.9

400,742
535,648
258,120
1,203,510

9.7
45.3

2,659,217

100.0

l~/88 Metropolitian Washington Council
of Governments Household Travel Survey

15.4
20.l

purpose and destination purpose other than home, the destination purpose was matched with the origin purpose of the
subsequent trip. This procedure was repeated until home was
reached as a destination. All intermediary trips were considered to be linked trips on the return journey from work.
For simplicity, the model was estimated assuming only one
stop. Multiple intermediary stops were combined with the
other-to-other category for trip generation and distribution.
Thus a commuting trip during the afternoon period can be
identified as either work-to-home or work-to-other-to-home.

Afternoon Home-to-Work Trips
The home-to-work trips identified in this classification deserve
special mention. The nature of these work trips during the
afternoon with home as the origin is very different from commuting trips as commonly understood, warranting their separate classification. The home-to-work trips during the afternoon peak period are more likely to be associated with parttime and service workers with a very different trip distribution
and mode choice as compared to the regular morning commuters. This particular trip purpose is expected to become
more important in future years, particularly with changing life
styles and demographics.

NORMALIZATION PROCEDURES
For work trips, the rates developed for the home end are
assumed to be the most accurate, and for nonwork trips the
rates developed for the non-home end (primarily retail) are
assumed to be the most accurate. After the number of trips
originating in or destined for a given traffic zone is computed,
it is necessary to assure that the total number of trip origins
equals the total number of trip destinations, because each trip
interchange by definition must have two trip ends. There are
several techniques for doing this, and depending on which
data are considered more accurate, different results might be
obtained. For the trip purposes, one trip end is fixed, and the
second trip end is adjusted. Or in the case of chained trips,
one of the three trip ends may be fixed, and the other two
adjusted. Table 4 highlights the normalization assumptions
used in model application.

TABLE 4 Normalization Assumptions
Origin

Destination

Adjusted

Fixed

Adjusted
Adjusted

Adjusted
Fixed

Afternoon Home to Work Tri~
Home-to-Work

Fixed

Adjusted

NonworkTrios
Home-to-Other
Other-to-Home
Other-to-Other

Adjusted
FIX.ed
FIX.ed

FIX.ed
Adjusted
Adjusted

Trip Purpose
Unchained Work Tri~
Work-to-Home
Olained Work Tri~
Work-to-Other
Other-to-Home
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The basic equation for normalization is as follows:
J

2:%

and "work" are conventionally defined, "other" includes all
trip ends other than home or work (e.g., retail, visit friends,
recreation).

j=l

Pi= Pi_1__

Home-End Trip Generation

LPi

i=l

For chained trip purposes, normalization requires two equations:

where
i, j, k

pi, qj,
pi,

= ongm, destination, and intermediate zones,

rk =
rk

=

respectively;
trips generated in origin, destination, and intermediate zones, respectively; and
adjusted trips generated in origin and intermediate zones, respectively.

Obviously, with this formulation, there is no guarantee of
directionality for chained trips. Treating the different legs of
the trips by using separate trip matrices prevents explicit tracking
of specific trips. Thus, in a gravity-type distribution model
using standard matrix balancing procedures, the work-to-other
leg may go in one direction, and the other-to-home leg may
go in any direction to which destinations are attracted. However, data from MW COG suggest that almost 75 percent of
these stops are closer to home than to work (11). Therefore,
even if the direction is different, the other-to-home trip is
shorter than the work-to-other.
MODEL ESTIMATION

For the estimation of trip-generation factors, three primary
trip ends are defined: work, home, and other. Although "home"

0-4

For the home trip end, a separate person-based trip production estimating procedure is used for each trip purpose. The
dependent variable is trips per person. The independent variables are dwelling type (single or multiple family), household
size (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 plus persons per household), and person
age. The single-family household type includes both detached
(house) and attached (townhouse) structures. A crossclassification scheme based on household size, dwelling type,
and age is developed to determine trips per person by purpose. Figure 1 shows a typical example of how trips vary by
age, in this case for work to home trips, for three-person
households in both single-family and multiple-family residence types.
The use of age as a variable was decided on to avoid areaspecific trip-generation factors. One of the key reasons for
different trip-generation rates in different areas is the age of
the population. Older neighborhoods, before gentrification,
often have older populations. Although the demographic model
used as input to this trip generation model is exogenous to
transportation variables, it does reflect changing age structure
resulting from varying births, deaths, and working age population. The demographic model outputs are in 5-year age
cohorts for over 20 subareas within Montgomery County. The
more elderly population in the more urban areas of the county
results in different trip generation than do young families
starting out in the newer suburbs. As areas age, their tripmaking characteristics can be expected to change. The age
variable can capture this change.
Non-Home-End Trip Generation

The trip-generation rates for both work and "other" trip ends
were developed using ordinary least squares (OLS), relating
trips to employment by type and population characteristics.
The variables used to estimate trip rates for the work-end are
employment in offices (OFFEMP), retail (RETEMP), and
other ( OTHEMP).

10-14 20-24 30-34 40-44 50-54 60-64 70-74 80-84
5-9 15-19 25-29 35-39 45-49 55-59 65-69 75-79 85+
A<JS Cohort

FIGURE 1 Life cycle trip generation-work to home trips, one-person
household size.
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A standard form of the equation can be expressed as:

T;

= B 1 x OFFEMP; + B 2 x RETEMP; + B 3 x OTHEMP;

where

T; = person trips attracted per worker in ith zone,
OFFEMP;
office employment in ith zone,
RETEMP; = retail employment in ith zone,
OTHEMP; = other employment in ith zone, and
B1 ,B2 ,B3 = model coefficients.
A regression analysis was conducted for each trip purpose.
Montgomery County was divided into 22 areas for this analysis. Base land-use activity numbers for each policy area were
obtained from the county's tax assessors file by the MCPD.
The results are displayed in Table 5; the significance of each
variable is reported in the t-statistic. It may be noted that the
intercept term of the regression equations was forced to pass
through origin so that the coefficient would represent the
number of trips per person. For other trip ends, both retail
employment and demographic factors are used. As with the
work end, regression analysis was conducted for each trip
purpose.

MODEL VALIDATION
As noted above, the trip-generation coefficients at the nonhome end were initially estimated using the 1987-88 HouseTABLE 5

hold Travel Survey. These results were compared with those
obtained from the Montgomery County Trip Generation Study
performed from 1986 to 1988 by Douglas & Douglas, Inc.,
for both office and retail trips. The work trips per office
employee were almost identical between the two sources,
whereas the retail rates were significantly higher in the trip
generation study.
A comparison with the trip generation study revealed underreporting of trips at the "other" end. The household travel
survey estimated about one "other" trip per retail employee.
The trip generation study, which contained the square footage
by site for retail centers (which was multiplied by estimates
of employees per square foot), gave estimates of five "other"
trips per retail employee. Underreporting of retail trips in a
cross-sectional survey is not unusual. People are more likely
to accurately report work trips because of their regularity.
Retail trips, on the other hand, may involve short trips or
trips from one retail center to another and are therefore more
likely to be missed. A preliminary analysis of the Montgomery
County longitudinal travel panel survey, which asked respondents for detailed travel information, also brought out
the nature of the underreporting in the general-purpose crosssectional survey (8).
Person trip generation rates for the nonhome end of nonwork trips were used from the trip generation study to correct
the model. However it is not possible to obtain trip-purpose
by trip-ends from this study because it is site based. For instance, a trip leaving a retail site may be going home (other
to home) or to another retail center (other to other). The

Trip Coefficients by Purpose (Afternoon Peak Period)

Trip Purpose

Vari~e

Trip
Coeff.

T-Stat

Adj.
Coeff.

Unchained Work Tri~
Work-to-Home (Origin end)

OFFFMP
011-IHv1P

REIBv1P

0.50
0.36
0.()C)

22.42
3.95
0.47

0.50
0.35
0.10

0.19
0.16
0.01

20.08
4.02
0.14

0.19
0.16
0.01

0.03
0.56

3.20
6.04

0.03
0.56

0.00
0.01
0.14

0.80

0.00
0.01
0.14

Oiained Work Tri~
Work-to-Other (Origin end)

OFFFMP
011-IHv1P

REIBv1P
Worlc-to-Other (Destination end)

& Other-to-Home (Origin end)

K>P
REIBv1P

Afternoon Home to Work Tri~

Home-to-Work(IX:stination end)

OFFFMP
011-IHv1P

REIBv1P
Nonwork Trips
Home-to-Other (IX:stination end)

REIBv1P

K>P
Other-to-Home (Origin end)

REIBv1P

K>P
Other-to-Other (Both ends)

REIBv1P

FOP
Note: Trip coefficients at the home end are calculated by a crossclassification scheme based on household size, dwelling type,
and age Detailed tables can be obtained from the authors on request

1.99

1.83

1.10
0.10

0.22
0.10

7.49

0.22
0.14

10.52

1.10
0.14

0.20
0.05

4.41
10.75

3.20
0.05

1.93
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distribution among different trip purposes was assumed similar to that obtained from the household travel survey. Table
5 shows the RETEMP coefficients from the household travel
survey before and after adjustment using the trip generation
study.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper covers two important applications: (a) integrating
several survey data sets and using a benchmark data set to
validate model results and (b) specifying an afternoon peakperiod trip-end trip-generation model in an attempt to better
replicate travel demand and capture the intermediate stops
that characterize many of the trips from work to home. Related research indicates that chained work trips are a significant component of afternoon travel. Simplifying these trips,
or misclassifying them, would clearly lead to an misreporting
of total travel. Classification of chained work trips, such as
work-to-shop-to-home as nonwork trips or non-home-based
trips will result in a misspecification of the model.
The person-based afternoon peak-period trip-generation
model estimated uses three factors-age, household size, and
dwelling type-to determine trip generation. Other factors
affecting trip-making behavior for both work and nonwork
trips, such as income and accessibility, will be used in further
refinements of the model as better data become available.
Efforts are under way in Montgomery County to collect these
data as part of the ongoing longitudinal travel panel survey.
Changing behavior over time, such as the increase in female
labor force participation, has also altered trip generation. Any
future attempt to validate this model's output against historical data needs to account for this changing behavior.
Transportation planning models are becoming increasingly
important because of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991. Major decisions are being affected by the outputs of
transportation planning models. Trip generation, as the first
stage in travel demand estimation, is extremely important in
the final outcome of model results.

portation Modeling Technical Advisory Committee, and the
MWCOG/Transportation Planning Board Travel Forecasting
Subcommittee provided useful comments. The advice and recommendations of Gang Len Chang, Everett Carter, and
Paul Schonfeld of the University of Maryland on part of this
work should also be noted. The helpful comments of three
anonymous referees are appreciated.
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Equilibrium Assignment Method for
Pointwise Flow-Delay Relationships
A.

REGUEROS,

J.

PRASHKER, AND

D.

MAHALEL

Most _equilibrium traffic assignment models are based on aggregate lmk performance functions. These flow-delay functions represent a crude abstraction of real dependence of travel time on
a_ctual traffic volumes and physical conditions of the transportation network elements. To achieve more realistic assignment results for planning purposes and in the field of intelligent vehiclehighway systems research, several recent works attempt to combin_e assignment with network simulation. A new equilibrium
ass_ignn:ient model that can obtain travel time values from any
pomtw1se volume-delay function is presented. The proposed solution procedure is based on the convex combination method.
The proposed assignment procedure is compared with the classic
Lebl~nc's assign~ent algorithm with fully specified volume-delay
functions and with the method of successive averages used in
stochastic assignment problems. The proposed method was found
to be superior to the MSA procedure due to its faster and more
accurate convergence characteristics.
Many transportation planners and researchers have recently
faced the need to solve user equilibrium or system optimum
network assignment problems without the use of explicitly
defined flow-delay functions. Efficient solution methods that
exist to handle these assignment problems cannot be used
when the flow-delay functions are not explicitly specified as
continuous mathematical functions. Typically flow-delay
functions such as that developed by the Bureau of Public
Roads (BPR) (J) and other more sophisticated functions represent crude abstraction of links, intersections, and other network element characteristics. These performance functions
reflect the travel impedance associated with the various network elements. The use of these crude aggregate flow-delay
functions can easily be justified in long- and medium-range
transportation studies where the details of the network's elements cannot be expressed with great accuracy. However, in
many recent applications, these aggregate flow-delay functions cannot be used.
When traffic assignment is applied to short-range detailed
network planning or as a decision support tool for traffic
control strategies, the characteristics of the network elements
must be presented with great accuracy. Often simulation models
are used to achieve the desired degree of realistic representation of the network element characteristics. The output of
the simulation models must be incorporated into an efficient
traffic assignment procedure to produce traditional traffic assignment results.
In the field of intelligent vehicle-highway systems (IVHS)
research, several recent investigations have identified the imDepartment of Civil Engineering and Transportation Research Institute TECHNION, Israel.
.

pact of various real-time navigation and control strategies on
driver behavior and network congestion. Driver behavior in
the controlled network environment is usually represented by
elaborate simulation models. Based on behavioral assumptions, these models predict how a single driver or a small
group of drivers will react to traffic conditions and available
route guidance information. The movement of each individual
driver is governed by a behavioral simulation model. However, to predict the impact of the proposed control strategies
on network flows, the results of the simulation stage must be
combined by a mathematical process to achieve internally
consistent traffic assignment results. Consistent results, in this
context, mean that a priori assumptions of the simulation
model, for example, regarding travel time considerations, are
not violated due to congestion effects.
At present the simulation results are incorporated into user
equilibrium or system optimum assignment procedures in one
of two methods. In transportation planning applications, a
heuristic method of successive iterations that alternates between a flow-delay curve fitting step and a traditional assignment step is usually performed. A typical example of this
approach is used by the Simulation and Assignment of Traffic
to Urban Road Networks software package (SATURN) (2).
This software will be discussed further later. In other applications, especially in IVHS research, a method of successive
averages (MSA) first suggested by Sheffi (3) is frequently
used. The two solution methods mentioned above are not
completely satisfactory. A more efficient assignment method
that can incorporate simulation results into an assignment
procedure is still needed.
In the framework of this work, a traffic assignment model
is developed that can use flow-delay functions whose explicit
mathematical formulation is unknown. This paper proposes
a method that can be applied to solve network flow problems.
Based on empirical investigation, this solution will be valid
as long as the flow-delay curves are nondecreasing when traffic
flow increases. The flow-delay function can be a numeric
pointwise function or a set of simulation-generated values.
Although the proposed solution procedure is stated as a heuristic procedure (the proof of this method is being developed)
the presentation follows the Frank-Wolfe method as applied
by Leblanc (4) to solve for user equilibrium in networks.

ASSIGNMENT AND FLOW-DELAY FUNCTIONS
In traditional transportation planning applications, all the supply characteristics of a given network topology are supposed
to be captured by the flow-delay functions. When a complex
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phenomenon like traffic flow is represented by a relatively
simple function with a very limited number of explanatory
variables, this representation must be crude and aggregate.
Therefore, existing flow-del_ay functions can only coarsely approximate real traffic flow relationships. Yet, due to mathematical convenience and computer efficiency, those primitive flow-delay functions are widely used.
When flow-delay functions are used in an- assignment procedure, they must possess some mathematical properties to
achieve unique convergence of the assignment procedures.
To achieve unique solution of user equilibrium or system
optimum assignment under steady-state deterministic conditions, volume-delay curves must satisfy the following
properties:
• The functions should be monotone and nondecreasing.
• The functions should be continuous and differentiable.
•The functions should be defined for all positive values.
This means that the function must exist in the region where
volume exceeds capacity.
The last property is necessa_ry because in typical assignment
applications, inherently nonsteady-state problems are solved
as if steady-state conditions prevail. Thus, temporal delays
on network elements that experience demand higher than
capacity are implicitly accounted for by the oversaturated
region of volume-delay functions.
Many flow-delay functions have been developed for use in
traffic assignment problems. Most of these functions define
the characteristics of links or approaches to signalized intersections. Ortuzar (5) reviewed some of these flow-delay curves.
Link functions were developed by the early Detroit transportation study and by Davidson (6). The function that is
most commonly used was developed by BPR (1) and is defined
as follows:

(1)

where

=
=
X =
C =
and 13 =
t

t0

ex

travel time,
free-flow travel time,
flow,
link's capacity, and
calibration parameters.

The most commonly used functions to evaluate flow-delay .
characteristics on signalized intersection approaches are the
classic Webster delay function (7) and ·a function developed
by Akcelik (8). Davidson's link model and Webster's intersection model are not defined when flow exceeds capacity.
Travel-time functions of these two models are asymptotic
functions, approaching infinite travel times when flow approaches capacity.
Many transportation applications require more realistic assignment results than can be obtained with the existing flowdelay functions. Delay models must be improved and expanded to handle network elements, such as nonsignalized
intersections and weaving and merging sections on freeways.

To overcome the limitations of coarse and aggregate delay
functions, some assignment models use network simulation
procedures to evaluate delays. At present, a common characteristic of these assignment-simulation models is an iterative
loop between a curve-fitting phase of flow-delay functions
based on results generated by the simulation run and a traditional assignment phase. The curve-fitting phase is quite
complex, requiring substantial computer time, memory, and
storage space to generate the estimated flow-delay curves. A
set of flow-delay functions generated in one simulation phase
are used in a traffic assignment procedure carried to convergence. Based on the assignment results, successive iterations
of the curve-fitting procedure are performed until the process
converges (it is hoped). The problem with this process is that
typically no a priori information exists about the real shape
of the flow-delay curves, and there is no assurance that the
chosen function used in the curve-fitting phase actually represents the real network element behavior. Futhermore, there
is no assurance that the chosen functional form will lead the
assignment procedure to converge to the correct solution.
Two well-documented applications of this process are SATURN
(9) primarily developed to handle transportation planning
problems and a model developed by Stephanedes et al. (10)
to assist in traffic control issues.
This paper presents a new assignment methodology to integrate simulation with conventional equilibrium assignment.
The suggested approach efficiently uses memory and storage
resources, but it does not assume a functional form of the
flow-delay relations. This inethod iterates between simulation
and assignment steps until the assignment procedure converges.

EXACT PROBLEM FORMULATION
To achieve a complete presentation of the proposed method,
the process begins with a concise derivation of the steadystate user equilibrium traffic assignment problem following
Leblanc's (4) work. Next, the MSA suggested by Sheffi (3)
to solve stochastic assignment problems is presented. Finally,
the new linearization method (LAM) is presented and compared with the MSA method. The comparison is based on
the results of the two methods relative to the solution of an
exact Leblanc's algorithm.

Current Equilibrium Assignment Practice
Beckman et al. (11) formulated the user equilibrium (UE)
problem as a convex (nonlinear) objective function under a
set of linear constraints. Leblanc (4) proposed an efficient
algorithm to solve this problem, when flow-delay functions
are fully specified, based on the Frank-Wolfe method (12).
The steady-state UE problem is formulated as follows:
min f(x)

=

2-: J: t(w)dw

(2)

I]

st: D(j, s) +

2: xfi
j

vi, s

=

2: xjk
k

(3)
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where

4. Perform line search. Find the value of ex that minimizes
the value of the objective function.
5. Go to the next point. Set xz+ 1 = Xij + exn(yij - xij).
6. Perform the convergence test. If the convergence criterion is met, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

t(w) = a flow-delay function,
xfj = flow in link ij destined to s' and
D(j, s) = flow originating at node j destined to s.
,Given x 1 , a feasible flow vector (which satisfies the conservation of flow equation and the nonnegativity of flow constraints), the first-order expansion of f(x) around x 1 can be
written as follows:

f(y) = f(x 1 ) + Vf[x 1 + 0(y - x 1 )](y - x 1 )
for 0 <

e<

1

(4)

Assuming 0 to be equal to 0, and removing all constant terms,
Equation 4 may be rewritten as:
min Vf(x 1 )y

(5)

The new linear program (LP) problem consists of the above
objective function subject to the set of conservation flow constraints, that is, Equation 3. The solution to this problem
yields a vector y 1 that is also a feasible solution to the original
nonlinear problem (Equations 2 and 3). The direction d =
y 1 - x 1 provides a good direction to seek a reduction in the
value of the original objective function -f(x) (13). A new
value of x 2 , which lies between x 1 and y 1 , is a feasible solution
to the original nonlinear program due Jo the convex set of
flow conservation constraints. To mini,nize fin the direction
d 1 , the following one-dimensional problem must be solved:
min f(x 1 + exd1 )
st: 0 :s: ex :::;; 1

(6)

The optimal step size, ex, can be obtained using an interval
reduction method. Further investigation of the objective function, Equation 5, reveals-that

Formulation of Assignment Problem with Pointwise
Flow-Delay Relationships
To develop an assignment methodology relaxing the requirement of mathematically explicit flow-delay functions, assume
that a black bo~ capable of producing delay values for given
values of flow exists. Let this black box be defined as a flow
delay model (FDM) function, which is schematically presented in Figure 1.
When FDM functions are used, it is impossible to evaluate
the objective function of the UE assignment problem:

minf(x) =

4 J: FDM(w)dw

(9)

lj

Observe, however, that when applying Leblanc's (4) algorithm to solve the problem, this difficulty affects only Step
4 of the algorithm. The line search for the optimal step size
(Equation 6) cannot be solved easily using an FDM model.
It requires a continuous evaluation of the objective function
(Equation 9) to find its minimum. This step cannot be performed because the functions are not specified, and thus their
integral cannot be evaluated. Observe, however, that if an
FDM funCtion represents an underlying continuous and mon. otonic nondecreasing function, all other steps can easily be
performed. Thus, the step that in every iteration evaluates
the term:

. ""' af(xt)
mm Li - - Y~ijk ar;j I}

(10)

can be substituted by the expression:
(7)
min
Defining c}j as t(xlx=x 1 ). The objective function of the LP can
be written as
·
(8)

The LP presented by Ortuzar and Willumsen (5) can be
solved by identifying the shortest paths between all origindestination (0-D) pairs and assigning all flow to those routes.
Based on the above derivation, the solution algorithm may
be summarized as follows:
1. Perform initialization. Perform an all-or-nothing assignment based on t;j = t;/O), and produce a flow vector x 1 • Set
the iteration counter n to 1.
2. Update travel times. Update the link travel times
[ti;· = t,1 (x~.)
Va].
3. Perform direction finding. Perform an all-or-nothing assignment with tij. D~fine the new flow vector as yij.

Lijk

FDM(xt)yfj

(11)

To obtain the objective of this work, it is clear that an efficient
method to define the step size must be developed. This method
must find, at each iteration of the algorithm, a new solution
vector xn+l that lies between xn (the old solution) and yn.

Method of Successive Averages
MSA was first suggested for use in traffic assignment by Sheffi
(3). This approach is based on stochastic approximation meth-

Flow

Vector

Flow Delay
Model

FDM

Delay

Vector

FIGURE 1 Example of a pointwise
flow-delay model.
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ods. Stochastic approximation is concerned with the convergence of problems that are stochastic in nature, usually based
on observations that involve errors. Search techniques that
successfully reach optimum despite the stochastic noise were
named "stochastic approximation methods" by Robbins and
Monroe in 1954 (14). The term approximation refers, in this
context, to the continual use of past measurements to estimate
the approximate position of the solution, and the term stochastic suggests the random character of the function being
evaluated.
The Robbins-Monroe procedure places solution point n +
1 as a function of the solution of point n according to the
following equation:
(12)

where z(x) is a "noisy" function.
The method is based on predetermined step-size series (a)
that must satisfy the following two conditions:

The drawbacks and advantages of the algorithm can be
attributed to the use of predetermined step sizes. The advantage is the simplicity of the algorithm and its insensitivity to
noisy simulation results. One disadvantage is that the algorithm does not directly utilize information obtained with the
execution of each simulation step. Thus the convergence is
very slow, and appropriate convergence criteria are difficult
to define (15).
·Another disadvantage of MSA may be illustrated with the
following example. The MSA algorithm was applied to solve
the assignment problem of network consisting of three links
and one 0-D pair (see Sheffi (3), page 114). Figure 2 shows
the objective function, z(x), as a function of the iteration
number. If the MSA procedure is ended after a predetermined
number of iterations, a poor convergence may be achieved.
This can happen because the results of each MSA iteration
asymptotically oscillate around the true solution value and do
not approach convergence monotonically.

a

00

2:

an~

00

a~<

oo

Linear Approximation Method

n=i
00

2:

(13)

n=l

In general, any sequence can be used that can be expressed
by the equation:

Ki

a=--n

Kz

+

n

(14)

where Ki > 0 and K 2 2: 0. One of the simplest step-size
sequences that satisfies both conditions is the series:
an

1

= -n

(15)

Sheffi (3) applied this methodology to solve a probabilistic
assignment problem. The same approach can be used to solve
a deterministic assignment problem when flow-delay relations
are expressed as FDM functions. The complete algorithm can
be summarized as follows:
1. Perform initialization.
(a) Run the simulation program with an initial flow vector.
(b) Perform an all-or-nothing assignment to produce a
flow vector xi.
2. Update travel times. Perform a simulation run with flow
vector xn, generating new travel times (tjj).
3. Perform direction finding. Perform an all-or-nothing assignment with tjj and define the new flow vector as yij.
4. Go to the next point. Find a point xn + 1 between xn and
yn as follows:

The proposed method is based on a linear approximation of
the real underlying flow-delay function. At each iteration of
the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, a new flow-delay point is generated for each network element and a straight line that passes
through the last iteration flow-delay point and the present
one is calculated. For an errorless FDM function, the straight
line will always be a nondecreasing function of volume. The
proposed assignment algorithm is composed of a succession
of these straight lines used in conjunction with traditional
Frank-Wolfe iterations. Theoretically, higher dimension-curve
approximation can be developed. The storage requirement in
such a case will increase significantly, and it is unclear whether
the algorithm's performance will improve. Remember that
the higher dimensionality curve must be nondecreasing. Thus,
in some cases, the approximation may result in a poor fit.
Therefore, the authors chose the simplest of all approximations-a linear one. At each iteration of Frank-Wolfe's algorithm, only two flow-delay points are considered. At each
iteration of the algorithm, a straight line is assumed to represent the present flow-delay relationships. During iteration
(n), the straight line passes through points xn-i and xn. Com-
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Increase the iteration counter n.
5. Perform the convergence test. If the convergence criterion is met, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
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FIGURE 2 Objective function, z(x), as a function of
iteration number.
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putational efficiency of the LAM approach is achieved by the
fact that at any iteration of the algorithm, only one set of
flow-delay points for each network element needs to be stored,
and travel times on the network elements are evaluated only
once.
An example of linear relationship at different iterations is
shown in Figure 3. Line a-b represents a line that is much
different from the real underlying volume-delay functions.
Line c-d is close to the underlying function in the relevant
function interval. If the proposed process actually converges,
as empirical evidence indicates, the convergence will occur at
a point on the straight line that is a tangent point to the
underlying curve. Thus, this convergence point on the straight
line is also the convergence point along the "real" underlying
volume-delay function.
Mathematically, the formal derivation of the proposed procedure assumes that at each iteration, a linear flow-delay
relationship exists according to the following expression:
t

=

0;

+

(17)

j3;X;

where 13 and 0 are straight line parameters.
Obviously, if a linear relation exists between flow and delay,
then the Frank-Wolfe method can be easily implemented. The
temporal (current iteration) objective function is
min z(x)

=

4,: J: y(w)dw

(18)

lj

Substituting the linear volume-delay relations into the above
equation yields the following expression:

. ()"f (e

mm

z x

iixii

2)

+ 13ij
X;i
2

(19)

Thus, the difficulty in algorithm implementation discussed
earlier can now be easily resolved. Moreover, when a linear
function is used, the optimal step size can be explicitly calculated, eliminating the need for a line-search procedure. This
reduces the computational complexity of each iteration of the
algorithm. Given two feasible flow vectors, x and y, the linesearch step determines the minimum of a function in the
interval between the two flow vectors. In case of a linear
function, the objective function is convex with respect to X;i·
Thus a unique minimum exists in the interval between x and
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y. The step size can be calculated according to the following

expression:
(20)

st:

0 ::; ex ::; 1

Defining dn as the direction between xn and yn (dn = yn xn), Equation 20 can be expressed as
min z(x + ad)

~ min~ [ O;(x, + ad,) + %(x,

+ a,d,)']

(21)

Thus, the optimal step size (ex) can be analytically determined
according to the following expression:

2:ij 13ijdi

(22)

Using the linear function [z(·)] and step size (ex), the FrankWolfe algorithm can be implemented to solve assignment
problems using pointwise flow-delay relationships. At each
iteration of the algorithm, a better approximation of the original function is achieved. The proposed assignment algorithm
is heuristic in the sense that no formal mathematical proof
exists at present. Empirical evidence suggesting convergence
to the correct solution will be presented in the next section.
Observe that if the iterative process is moving in the right
direction toward convergence, then as the process progresses,
the difference between the underlying volume-delay function
and the succession of straight lines becomes smaller and smaller.
This indicates, at least intuitively, that the process should
converge to the right solution.
The proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Perform initialization.
(a) Calculate an initial delay vector based on FDM.
(b) Perform an all-or-nothing assignment to produce a
flow vector x 1 •
2. Update travel times. Calculate the delay vector based
on flow vector xn, let FDM (xn) = rn.
3. Perform linearization. Calculate the linear function [z(x)]
based on vectors xn - 1 and xn.
4. Perform direction finding. Perform an all-or-nothing assignment with in. Define the new flow vector as yij.
5. Go the the next point.
(a) Calculate the step size according to Equation 29.
(b) Set xij+ 1 = xij + a(yij - xij).
(c) Increase the iteration counter n.
6. Perform the convergence test. If the convergence criterion is met, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

Examples and Results

- e - Line c-d

FIGURE 3 Linearized flow-delay
relationship.

To determine the ability of the proposed algorithm (LAM)
to provide accurate assignment results, the method was tested
on three different networks. The proposed assignment meth-
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odology was compared to Sheffi's. Leblanc's implementation
of the Frank-Wolfe procedure was used as the yardstick to
evaluate the accuracy of the two methods. The proposed algorithm and the MSA procedure were implemented using a
BPR function to calculate delays, but it was assumed that the
delay values are the result of a pointwise FDM model. The
BPR functions were evaluated at discrete points, as if it were
impossible to calculate the original objective function integral
[f t(w)dw]. For comparison purposes, Leblanc's procedure
was implemented using explicitly specified BPR functions.
For each experiment, many iterations of the algorithm were
performed to ensure convergence.
To examine the sensitivity of the proposed procedure to
different congestion conditions, assignments were performed
with different underlying volume-delay functions. These flowdelay relationships were based on BPR functions (1) (Equation 1) with different a and J3 values. It should be expected
that the lower the congestion, the better the proposed method
will perform. At the extreme when no congestion effects exist,
that is, travel times are constant, the proposed method will
converge after only one iteration, as will the Frank-Wolfe
procedure. Several tests were performed to gain insight into
the sensitivity of the LAM and MSA procedures to congestion
(nonlinearity) effects.
The proposed method was initially applied to the very simple three links network presented by Sheffi (3). Figure 4 shows
the convergence pattern of the three methods. It canoe s~en
that the proposed method converges asymptotically to the
exact solution. For this small example, the performance of
the proposed methodology is better than that of the MSA
method in two aspects. First, it steadily converges to the exact
solution. Second, the number of iterations necessary to achieve
an acceptable solution is significantly smaller.
The method was also applied to a 9-node and 16-link grid
network. The results obtained by the proposed method were
always better than those obtained by the method of successive
averages. Finally, the method was applied to two larger networks. First the classic network of Sioux Falls, presented in
the original work by Leblanc (7) was investigated. It consists
of 24 nodes and 76 links. Next, the new algorithm was applied
to the network of the classic city of Jerusalem.

For the Sioux Falls network, many UE assignment runs
with different BPR volume-delay functions were performed
to examine congestion effects of the convergence properties
on the proposed methods. The different flow-delay relations
were defined by changing a and J3 values of the BPR function.
The higher the value of J3, the more sensitive is the function
to congestion effects. When J3 equals 1, a linear relation exists
between volume and delay. For comparison purposes, 25'iterations of the LAM algorithm and the MSA method were
performed for each volume delay curve. As expected, the
proposed method produced better results than the MSA
method. After 25 iterations of the algorithm, the proposed
method was always closer to the exact solution obtained by
Leblanc's algorithm. Figure 5 presents the results of one of
the experiments. Table 1 presents assignment results for various a and J3 combinations of the BPR function parameters.
It can be seen that no matter which function was used, the
LAM algorithm results are closer to the exact solution tha·n
those of the MSA method. Furthermore, the convergence
characteristics of the proposed method do not deteriorate
significantly when the sensitivity of the network elements to
congestion increases. It should be noted that the MSA method
is even less sensitive to congestion effects. However, even
when J3 = 5, the proposed method was significantly closer to
the Frank-Wolfe solution than was the MSA method.
The LAM algorithm was applied to a real planning problem in the city of Jerusalem. The network consisted of 639
nodes, 1,621 links, and 9,774 0-D pairs. As before, the results
were compared to Frank-Wolfe and MSA algorithms and are
presented in Figure 6. Here again, the proposed method outperforms the MSA. Even more surprising, after 25 iterations,
the results of the proposed method are extremely close to the
Frank-Wolfe solution. Each iteration of the LAM procedure
is shorter than that of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm due to its
simpler step.,.size calculations. Typical run times of 25 iterations of the three algorithms on an ISA 486 computer of the
Jerusalem network were 1,280 sec for the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, 1,167 sec for the LAM algorithm, and 1,075 for the
MSA procedure. Thus, the run time of the LAM procedure
was about 10 percent shorter than Frank-Wolfe and about 10
percent longer than MSA.
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TABLE 1 Objective Function Values for Sioux Falls Network
Parameter

Method

a

13

FW

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

673465.25
658047.13
652008.50
649040.33
647383.66
1251805.93
920306.65
797500.07
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FIGURE 6 Results of Jerusalem network.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed linear approximation assignment method appears to work well. When an errorless deterministic FDM
exists, the proposed method is clearly superior to the MSA
method in its convergence properties. An advantage of the
proposed method is that it provides an elegant, simple, and
computer-storage-efficient iterative procedure to combine traffic
assignment with simulation results. Another significant characteristic of the proposed method is that its convergence characteristics are not sensitive to congestion effects.
The proposed method can easily be adapted to situations
in which some of the network elements are represented by
aggregate flow-delay curves, and the behavior of others is
determined by FDM functions. The need to combine two
types of volume-delay functions arises when the behavior of
some network elements is too complicated to be represented
by an aggregate function. When performing microassignment
or assignment used to support traffic control decisions, network elements, such as intersection approaches, weaving sections, ramps, and other similar elements, need to be represented in detail. On the other hand, many elements do not
need such a fine representation. Furthermore, this method
also seems well suited to be applied as a second-stage refined

LAM

FW-MSA

FW-LAM

673465.42
658048.79
652008.11
649056.72
647397.8
1251836.66
920602.65
800769.58
744504.26
713986.46
1054371.86
1054371.86
873920.02
790197.29
748640.45

0.0000
0.0069
0.0131
0.0525
0.0668
0.8714
1.9862
2.1841
2.0156
3.0658
2.7789
2.7789
3.0549
3.5537
3.5896

0.0000
0.0003
-0.0001
0.0025
0.0022
0.0025
0.0322
0.4100
0.4382
0.4044
0.1952
0.1952
0.6096
0.7192
0.8917

assignment procedure to a solution vector that was generated
from aggregate flow-delay functions.
Procedures that perform stochastic assignment are of great
interest. The ability of the proposed procedure to perform
stochastic assignment was not fully investigated. When the
method is applied to solve stochastic assignment problems,
the slope of the flow-delay line, in some iterations, may be
negative. This violates one of the properties necessary for the
convergence of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. However, due to
the stochastic properties of the process, the slope will be
negative only during part of the iterations. Thus it may, although not necessarily will, imperil the convergence of the
procedure. A probable way to overcome the problem is to
assign a zero slope, or to use the slope value of the previous
iteration. The probability that the slope will be negative increases as the distance between the two points defining the
straight line decreases and as the gradient of the underlying
flow-delay curve between the two points approaches zero.
Due to the complexity of the convergence process of stochastic
assignment, the convergence characteristics· of the proposed
method when performing stochastic assignment needs further
investigation.
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Properties of Vehicle Routes with Variable
Shipment Sizes in Euclidean Plane
RANDOLPH

w.

HALL

A fundamental limitation of the literature on continuous-space
routin~ models is that vehicles are assumed to have a capacity
for a fixed number of stops. In reality, the maximum number of
stops on a route may be defined by how well shipments pack into
av~ilable capacities. An exploratory study of the geometric properties ?f ve?~cle ~outes that carry shipments of variable size (hence,
~apac1ty utihzation and number of stops vary from route to route)
is presented. Instead of taking a purely theoretical approach, the
study relies on ~n empirical analysis of routing solutions to reveal
the properties of near-optimal routes. Route geometry is then
explained with a "theory of spokes," where a spoke is a line
segment connecting the terminal to the most distant stop on a
route. Because the number of spokes per unit circumference increases in the vicinity of the terminal, the incremental distance
of serving a stop is a nonlinear function of distance to the terminal.
Because of packing considerations, the incremental distance is
also a nonlinear function of shipment size.

The classic vehicle routing problem (VRP) entails creating a
set of routes of minimum total length so that each available
stop is visited and vehicle loads do not violate constraints on
capacity or time. The VRP has a long research history, beginning with the work of Dantzig and Ramser in 1959 (1).
Research on the VRP is summarized by Bodin et al. (2),
LaPorte and Nobert (3), and Magnanti (4), along with the
book edited by Golden and Assad (5).
A number of researchers have used continuous-space models
to study the theoretical behavior and geometric properties of
VRP solutions. Most notable are the works by Daganzo (6,7)
and Newell and Daganzo (8). These build from earlier models
for the traveling salesman problem by Beardwood et al. (9),
Few (10), Stein (11), and Verblunsky (12), and empirical work
on the VRP by Christofides and Eilon (13). The accomplishment of Daganzo and Newell was to develop a theory of nearoptimal route geometry and expected route length in Euclidean space. Haimovich and Rinnooy Kan (14); Haimovich,
Rinnooy Kan, and Stougie (15); and Spaccamela, Rinnooy
Kan, and Stougie (16) have also produced bounds on the
length of VRP routes in Euclidean space as part of their effort
to evaluate the asymptotic performance of routing heuristics.
More recently, routes with mixed pickups and deliveries
have been studied by Daganzo and Hall (17) and Hall (18).
The latter identifies the optimal shape and orientation of routes
that begin and end at different terminals. The former studies
mixed pickup and delivery routes out of a single terminal.
D.epartment of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Instit~te of Transportatio~ ~t~dies, University of California, Berkeley,
Cali~. 94720; current affihation: Department of Information and Op-

erations Management, School of Business Administration, University
of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90089-1421.

The work by Daganzo and Hall (17) is significant in that it
introduces the concept of line-haul spokes, which are used in
this paper to explain the effects of capacity utilization on route
length. Also, research has recently been completed on ·dynamic routing, where the presence of stops or characteristics
of shipments, or both, are not revealed until the vehicle is in
motion (19-21).
A fundamental limitation of the continuous-space literature
is that vehicles are assumed to have a capacity for a fixed
number of stops. In reality, the maximum number of stops
may be defined by how well shipments pack into available
capacities (e.g., weight of time). And because shipments do
not have to be identical, the number of stops and the capacity
utilization can vary from route to route. For instance, if splitting shipments among routes is not allowed, then solving the
VRP depends in part on the solution to a bin-packing problem. However, unlike the classic bin-packing problem, the
objective is not simply to minimize the number of bins, but
is instead to minimize the product of the number of bins (i.e.,
routes) and the average length per route. The latter depends
on the dispersion of stops on routes.
As discussed by Hall et al. (22), the two goals of minimizing
the number of routes and the average length per route conflict
with each other because efficient packings may demand noncompact routes. This trade-off is most prominent when shipments tend to be large relative to vehicle capacity.
Though the theoretical properties of bin-packing algorithms
are well known (23) and the geometric properties of vehicle
routes with a fixed number of stops are well known, little
research had been completed on the geometric properties of
vehicle routes with variable shipment sizes. (There is, however, an extensive body of literature on algorithms for solving
vehicle routing problems with variable shipment sizes.) Hall
and Daganzo (24) examined route characteristics when vehicles are limited by weight and volume constraints with infinitely divisible commodities. Hall (25) studied the trade-off
between packing efficiency and average route length under a
scheme whereby sets of vehicles are allowed to cove identical
territories. However, this scheme is surely inferior to partially
overlapped territories.
The introduction of variable shipment sizes motivates changes
in route structure as well as changes in the relationship between route length and stop density. The objective of this
paper is to develop an understanding of how variations in
shipment size affect optimal route length and optimal route
geometry.
Although this research entails testing algorithms, algorithm
development is not a primary goaL The intention is to begin
the development of an empirically based theory of routing
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with variable shipment sizes. The hope is that by understanding the geometric behavior of routes created by good heuristics, it will be possible in the future to develop approximation
algorithms that quickly produce near-optimal solutions. These
algorithms may identify heuristic solutions by optimizing an
approximation to the true objective function. The benefits
are twofold: (a) a good initial solution, produced by an approximate algorithm, may preclude the need to apply finetuning algorithms or (b) if a fine-tuning algorithm is used, it
may be possible to obtain a slightly better final solution or to
find a good final solution in fewer iterations.
Throughout this paper, the routing objective will be to
minimize total length of all routes, which will be defined by
the Euclidean metric. Stop locations will be independently
distributed over a circle of radius R according to a uniform
distribution. Routes will consist of either deliveries only or
pickups only from or to a single terminal, or both, and all
routes will be constructed simultaneously. Capacity and shipment sizes will be deterministic and defined by a single attribute, such as weight or volume.

PREDICTED ROUTE LENGTH

This section considers two formulations of the VRP with variable shipment sizes. The first formulation allows shipments
to be split among vehicles. The second formulation assumes
that each shipment is assigned to a single vehicle, as is customarily done in vehicle routing algorithms. To achieve an
efficient use of vehicle capacity, some route districts must,
consequently, overlap. (Conceptually, a routing district is the
convex hull of the collection of stops on a vehicle tour, absent
the terminal.) In practice, split assignments can enable efficient capacity utilization without much overlap (26).
In contrast, the literature on continuous-space models considers neither the issue of overlapping districts nor split shipments. Because shipments are assumed to be identical in size,
overlap and splitting is not needed to fill vehicles to capacity.
Therefore, continuous-space models need to be adjusted to
accurately account for the extra travel distance from overlap
and splitting that are needed in practice.

such that

l

=

;Xii

l;Xii ~Si

= 1, . . . , I

i
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j
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qi = shipment quantity for stop i,
si = size of vehicle j,
X;i

= incremental cost of assigning stop ! to vehicle j,
= quantity assigned from stop i to route j, and

Yii

= { 0,
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o

xij

>

Xii

=0

The primary difference between this formulation and the customary generalized assignment problem (GAP) formulation
is that two decision variables are needed for each stop/vehicle
pair: (a) the shipment quantity assigned and (b) Y;i, which
indicates whether route j is used for stop i. The formulation
also resembles the classic transportation problem. The primary difference is that Equation 1 measures the circuitry cost
of diverting a vehicle to a stop, which is independent of the
quantity assigned to the vehcile, and therefore requires integer variables.
Now, consider how the average route length can be estimated from a continuous space model. If vehicles are filled
to 100 percent capacity (i.e., !,iqi = IfJ, there exists an
optimal solution to Equation 1 such that the number of nonzero values of X;i does not exceed I + J, the sum of the
number Type a and b constraints. (If vehicles are not filled
to 100 percent of capacity, there will be fewer tight constraints
and fewer nonzero values). Suppose that stops are partitioned
into nonoverlapping districts, such that if a customer is split
among routes, then it must fall on the boundary(ies) dividing
the districts.
Let

Split Routing

To illustrate the fundamental difference between split and
nonsplit routing, this section first casts the split routing problem in the context of Fisher and J aikumar's (27) generalized
assignment methodology. As with Fisher and Jaikumar's
methodology, routing is viewed as a two-stage process: (a)
an assignment of stops to vehicles and (b) the routing of
individual vehicles. Let cii be an approximation for the incremental cost of serving stop ion route j (27). Let I be the total
number of stops, and let J be the total number of routes.
Then the assignment of stops to vehicles with split routing
amounts to
(1)

d =
p =
s =
N =

average distance from terminal to stop,
stop density,
vehicle capacity (assumed to be identical), and
number of stops per route (based on fixed shipment
size).

Daganzo's (6) approximation for route length (for uniformly
and independently distributed stops over a large r~gion) is .
composed of a line-haul component, dependent on d and N,
and a local component dependent on p. A simple adjustment to Daganzo's approximation would be to estimate the
line-haul cost from the number of routes (J) and the local cost
from the maximum number of times stops are visited (I +
J):
Total length = 2dJ + .57(/ + J)/yp

(2)
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On a per stop basis, Equation 2 becomes
D

= mean route length per stop
= 2d(J!J) + .57[(/ + J)!l]!yp

(3)

The substantive difference from Daganzo's result is the inclusion of the multiplier (I + J)!I in the second term to account
for stops that are visited more than once. This adjustment is
negligible if N is large (i.e., I ~ J). J is interpreted as the
minimum number of vehicles needed to accommodate the
freight because of split shipments.

Splitting Disallowed
When split shipments are disallowed, each stop is visited exactly once. However, the optimal number of routes must certainly exceed "'iq/s because vehicles cannot economically or
feasibly be filled to 100 percent of capacity. If J is the actual
number of routes employed, Daganzo's model could be interpreted as

15 =

2d(J!J)

+ .57/yp

(4)

Unfortunately, for nonsplit shipments, J is itself a product of
the optimization process, for it depends on the optimal capacity utilization. Theref~re, the model is useful only if capacity utilization can be predicted in advance. Equation 4
may also underestimate local distance because it does not
account for the fact that, for a given number of stops, overlapping districts will be less compact than nonoverlapping
districts.

Validation
The models were validated by comparing route length predictions to actual routes constructed for a series of test problems. Although the routing methods used are, by necessity,
heuristic, they replicate the logic underlying the analytical
model. Although this allows the route-length approximation
to be validated, it does not allow validation of optimality.
The basic structure of the heuristics is as follows:
•Form an initial feasible solution with a heuristic based on
continuous-space approximations and
• Fine tune the initial solution with a heuristic that accounts
for discrete stop locations.
Routes were created for a series of 160 test problems found
in work by Hall et al. (22), with 20 to 170 total stops. In each
case, stops were randomly and independently located according to a uniform distribution over a circle of radius R
with the terminal in the center. This radius increased as the
numbe~ of stops increased to maintain a uniform density of
approximately 1. Twenty problems were solved within each
category, which was defined by the number of stops and the
coefficient of variation of the shipment sizes (always a uniform
random variable). In each case, the expected shipment size
was one-third of the vehicle capacity (a constant value s).
Large shipment sizes are used for two reasons: (a) to ensure

that vehicle packing is an important factor and (b) to ensure
that larger problems generate multiple rings of routing districts.
In the case of split-shipment routing, initial assignments
were found with the continuous-space initialization heuristic
of Hall et al. (22), which partitions the service region into
districts with a combination of dynamic programming and a
sweep algorithm (the dynamic program creates ring boundaries by optimizing a continuous-space approximation). The
sweep algorithm terminated a district as soon as vehicle capacity was reached, which forced some stops to be split among
adjacent districts. The initial assignment was then adjusted
by applying the heuristic of Dror and Trudeau (26). This
adjustment stage produced reductions over the initial solution
on the order of 6 to 8 percent for 20 stop problems and 1 to
2 percent for larger problems.
In the case of nonsplit routing, an initial partition was found
in the same manner as the split case, except that the sweep
algorithm allowed partial overlap among districts (22). Initial
assignments were updated by applying a generalized assign- ·
ment algorithm (22). Once final assignments were made, individual vehicles were routed with Little et al. 's (28) traveling
salesman optimization algorithm.
Table 1 presents average results along with predictions for
the split case. The predicted length/stop assumes that all routes
are filled to 100 percent of capacity (hence J = "'id/s). These
predictions tend to be slightly less than observed (up to 3
percent). This discrepancy may be due to the heuristic nature
of the solution. Perhaps more important, it may be due to
the fact that actual aggregate capacity utilization was only 95
to 98 percent, slightly less than the assumed 100 percent. With
this in mind, the adjusted prediction factors actual capacity
utilization into the line-haul cost (i.e., the line-haul distance
was multiplied by the factor 100/P, where P is the percentage
capacity utilization). The latter accurately predicted route length
for the large problems (/ = 115 and I = 170). Predictions
are not as accurate for smaller problems, possibly because
fewer than I + J total stops are made and possibly because
Daganzo's model is an asymptotic result. In any case, there
is no reason to doubt that simple adjustments to Daganzo's
model produce reasonable predictions for route length when
split shipments are allowed (Ideally, P would be determined
endogenously. Later in the paper, insights will be provided
into how this might eventually be accomplished.)
Results for the nonsplit case are provided in Table 2. Predictions are based on observed capacity utilizations. With the
exception of the 20-stop case, predictions are also reasonably
close to observed values. Furthermore, test results (22) show
TABLE 1 Route Lengths with Split Shipments
I =20 /R=2 . 45
CV=.5 CV=1.0
Average
Average/
Stop

36.8
1.84

"36.6
1.83

1=170/R=7 .35
CV=.5 CV=LO

1=75/R=4. 90
CV=.5 CV=1.0

I=115/R=6.12
CV=.5 CV=l.0

227 .o

228.0

414.8

414.2

708.2

707.6

3.03

3.04

3.61

3.60

4.16

4.16

Predicted/
Stop

1.83

2.94

3.49

4.03

Adjusted
Predicted/
Stop

2.07

3.08

3.61

4.17

Ea~h proble'!' cl~s contains 20. randomly ge~erated pr<?blems.
J stops are
uniformly distributed over a circle of radius R. Shipment size has uniform
distribution with mean of 1/3 vehicle capacity and coefficient of variation
(CV) indicated.
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TABLE 2 Route Lengths Without Split Shipments
I=20/R=2.45
CV=.5 CV=l.0

l=75/R=4.90
CV=.5 CV=l.0

I=170/R=7.35
CV=.5 CV=l.0

Average

36.8

36.8

228.8

230.2

728.2

726.0

Average/
Stop

1.84

1.84

3.05

3.07

4.28

4.27

Predicted/
Stop

1.94

3.08

4.15

Ea~h proDie~ cll!-ss contains 20. randomly ge~erated problems. J stops are
uniformly distributed over a circle of radius R. Shipment size has uniform
distribution with mean of 1/3 vehicle capacity and coefficient of variation
(CV) indicated.

close agreement when stop density is a slowly varying function
of the distance from the terminal. So, again, there seems to
be no reason to doubt that simple adjustments to Daganzo's
model produce reasonable predictions for route length.
There remains the possibility that the heuristics produce
nonoptimal solutions, in which case the approximation would
overestimate the true optimal route length.
PREDICTED ROUTE GEOMETRY FOR NONSPLIT
ROUTING
Just because route length conforms to model predictions, it
does not follow that route geometry conforms to model predictions. This is especially true for the nonsplit shipment case,
which must contain some overlap among districts. With this
in mind, this section examines the observed geometry of routes
that prohibit split shipments. The hope is that a better understanding of optimal route geometry will enable the development of better approximation based heuristics, which may
reduce the need for fine-tuning algorithms.
Number of Rings
Daganzo (6) and Newell and Daganzo (8) represent optimal
route geometry with a series of circular rings centered at the
terminal and split into routing districts by line segments ra,
diating from the terminal.
Ring depth is defined as the depth of a ring that partitions
the service region into districts. (The depth is the radial separation between the two concentric circles that bound the
ring.) District length is defined as the radial distance between
the closest stop to the terminal within a district and the furthest stop to the terminal within the district.
Asymptotically, as the number of stops per district becomes
large, the optimal ring depth and the optimal district length
are both approximated by f* = Nl'\/6:!P, where N is the
number of stops per route (6).
Within the initialization algorithm of Hall et al. (22), the
optimal ring depth is approximated by solving a dynamic program that incorporates a ring-radial continuous-space approximation. The author's concern is whether the solutions
produced from this approximation are similar to the nearoptimal solutions found at termination after the algorithm has
been applied.
To address this issue, 20 problems were solved within each
of the three classes of test problems:
• Class 1: 170 stops, mean shipment size = % capacity,
shipment size coefficient of variation (CV) = O;

% capacity,

•Class 2: 170 stops, mean shipment size
shipment size CV = .5; and
•Class 3: 170 stops, mean shipment size
shipment size CV = 1.0.

% capacity,

In all cases, stops were uniformly and independently distributed over a circle of radius 7.35. For each problem, the VRP
was solved approximately using the following algorithm:
1. Initialization: Set n = desired number of rings (n
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7).
2. Divide service region into exactly n rings. Determine
boundaries between annuli with dynamic program in Hall (18)
1991, which optimizes continuous-space approximation.
3. Partition each ring into routing districts. Perform partition with modified sweep algorithm in Hall (18) 1991.
4. For each district, find the optimal traveling salesman
route with the branch-and-bound algorithm of Little et al. (28).
This algorithm is analogous to the initialization steps of (22)
(i.e., the solution is not adjusted with a GAP algorithm),
except that n is constrained rather than optimized.
Table 3 provides the average route length as determined
from the actual routes. Table 3 also provides the estimated
route length as derived from the ring-radial continuous-space
approximation imbedded in the dynamic program. There are
two surprising results:
• The number of rings that minimizes actual route length
is consistently less than the optimum determined by the
approximation.
• The actual route length is insensitive to the number of
rings.
Both results raise doubt as to the validity of the continuousspace theory for predicting optimal route geometry with small
N. But there is an important caveat: ring depth (Rln) and
district length are identical only when the number of stops/
route is large. When N is small, the average length of a district
should be less than the depth of a ring. Therefore, it may be
that the continuous-space theory accurately predicts optimal
district length but not optimal ring depth.

TABLE 3 Route Lengths with Variable Rings, Without Split
Shipments (Total Length Among All Routes)
RINGS

5

6

7

Estimated*
Actual

738
665

705
654

693
655

690
659

691
663

693
665

CV=.5
Estimated*
Actual

740
750

706
744

694
750

690
757

690
761

692
767

CV=t.0
Estimated*
Actual

741
753

706
760

694
771

690
778

690
785

692
790

3

4

=()

• Estimated based on ring-radial metric with 1007. capacity utilization.
Actual is based on initial ~artition of stops into routes, with
ap~lication of Little et al s (1983) algorithm.
t Each problem class contains 20 randomly generated problems. 170 stops are
uniformly distributed over a circle of radius 7.35. Shipment size has
uniform distribution with mean of 1/3 vehicle capacity and coefficient of
variation (CV) indicated.
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District Length

To investigate district length, the complete algorithm of Hall
et al. (22) was applied to the problems in Classes 1 and 2.
Based on the final routes obtained, the following functions
were derived:
• F0 (r) = proportion of routes whose furthest stop is within
a distance r of terminal,
• F;(r) = proportion of routes whose closest stop is within
a distance r of terminal, and
• F(r) = proportion of stops that are located within a distance r of terminal.

F0 (r) and F;(r) are plotted for shipment size CVs of 0 and 0.5
in Figure 1. From F0 (r) and F;(r), the following statistics were
derived:

r[l r[l r[l -

Fo(r)]dr

l. = mean distance to closest stop

=
d

=

F;(r)]dr

mean radial distance to stop

=

F(r)]dr

e = mean district length = 0

- i

Daganzo (6) predicts that (o + z)/2 equals the mean radial
distance to a stop, or (2/3)R (R = radius of region). The
model also predicts that f = Nl\/6Tp. The following table
compares the predictions to the observations.

.9
i

0 + i
2

e

Identical

CV= 0.5

Theory

5.35
4.41

5.36
4.10

5.48
4.22

4.88

4.73

4.9

0.93

1.25

1.16 (N = 3)

Unlike ring depth, the continuous-space model appears to
overestimate, not underestimate, district length when shipment sizes are identical. As illustrated by Figure 1, F0 (r) and

oj

= radial distance to most distant stop from terminal on

route j (denoted outside stop),
ij = radial distance to closest stop to terminal on route j (denoted inside stop),
O(r) = number of spokes that end outside circle of radius r
centered on depot,
= number of routes for which oj ~ r, and
I(r) = number of spokes whose inside stop is outside r,
= number of routes for which ij ~ r.
According to Daganzo (6), districts are rectangular (with dimensions that are independent of location relative to the terminal), and districts do not overlap. Consequently, district
width, denoted w, is invariant to r:
2'TI"r

O(r) - I(r)

0.8

(5)

where O(r) - I(r) is a constant multiple of r. When shipment
sizes are not identical, districts must overlap to attain an efficient packing, and a 100-percent capacity utilization is neither optimal nor (usually) feasible. Hence, the question is:
What is the optimal pattern for overlapping routes?
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Theory of Spokes

This section provides a preliminary way to measure the effects
of excess vehicle capacity due to imperfect packings and explains the previous finding that the inner edges of districts
are drawn closer to the terminal. It borrows from a theory of
spokes, introduced by Daganzo and Hall (17) in a paper on
routing with pickups and deliveries. For each route, a spoke
can be envisioned as the line segment connecting the terminal
to the most distant stop on the route. The angular position
of spokes will be ignored, but radial length and the assigned
load size will be incorporated.

o = mean distance to furthest stop

=

F;(r) do not exhibit a staircase pattern, which would be expected if districts neatly fit within rings. Instead, F0 (r) and
F;(r) are smooth functions, indicating that district boundaries
are randomly (but not uniformly) scattered over the service
region. Nevertheless, route characteristics are similar to the
theory in two important respects: (a) when the CV = 0,
(o + z)/2 (an approximation for the mean location of district
centroids) is almost identical to (2/3 )R, and (b) mean district
length is comparable to (though less than) f for small N.
Results are different for nonidentical shipment sizes. Although o is nearly the same for the CV = 0 and the CV =
0.5 cases, l. is not. The inner edges of districts are drawn closer
to the terminal when CV = 0.5.

2

4

6

Distance to Stop from Terminal

FIGURE 1 Probability distributions for location of
inside stop and outside stop (variable and identical
shipment sizes).

8

In the work by Hall et al. (22), the service region was partitioned into rings exactly as though stops were identical in
size, but districts were allowed to overlap within rings. Though
reasonable as a first-cut analysis, observed values of l. indicate
that the inside edges of routes are pulled toward the terminal,
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shipment can be negligible. On the other hand, for large
values of v, S(v,r) may be as small as 0, in which case it may
be impossible to serve the shipment without reassigning stops
or introducing a new route. In either case, the incremental
distance is large. Overall, the relationship between incremental distance and shipment size is unlikely to be a smooth
linear function, but instead something more akin to a threshold function with a low cost below the threshold and a high
cost above (25).
As illustrations, Figures 2 and 3 show examples of S(v,r)
and d'(v,r) (Equation 7) as averaged from the twenty 170stop problems with a shipment size CV of 0.5 and a vehicle
capacity of s = 1,000. For example, Figure 2 shows that
approximately 50 of the total 63 spokes terminate outside the
circle of radius 4. Of these 50 spokes, 30 are filled to no more
than 90 percent of capacity [the remaining space equals or
exceeds shipment size ( v) of 100], 11 are filled to no more
than 60 percent of capacity [the remaining space equals or
exceeds shipment size (v) of 400], and so on. Figure 3 uses
Equation 6 (with k = 0.5) and the data in Figure 2 to estimate
incremental distance. The figure demonstrates the nonlinear
relationship between incremental distance and shipment size
and distance, as discussed earlier.
The incremental distances predicted by Equation 7 have
not been verified, an effort that would entail a massive computational effort and repeated solution of VRPs with and
without stops inserted into routes. Nevertheless, the implication that incremental cost is a nonlinear function of shipment size and shipment distance, with increasing marginal
cost, appears highly plausible.
The theory of spokes may also explain why route-length
predictions are accurate even when districts are known to
overlap each other. The existence of surplus capacity effectively reduces the local distance serving a stop. It may be that
this reduction is adequate to compensate for the increased
separation between stops when districts overlap (and by
necessity cover larger areas per stop).

F(x) = probability nearest spoke is
ring distance of x or greater

CONCLUSIONS

which suggests that districts should overlap in the radial
direction.

Overlap Between Rings
To understand the process by which routes overlap, the incremental distance for serving a stop with a shipment of size
v located at a distance r from the terminal is discussed.
Let
number of spokes that cross circle with radius r
and carry a load size less than or equal to s - v.

S(v,r)

S(v,r), which will be called the number of surplus spokes, is
a nonincreasing function with respect to v and r.
The author's hypothesis is that the incremental distance of
inserting a stop in an existing route is approximately proportional to the inverse of the ratio (number of surplus spokes
per unit circumference):
d'(v,r) = incremental distance for stop of size v located at r

=k·~

(6)

2S(v,r)

The coefficient 2 in the denominator accounts for both the
vehicle's forward and reverse trips (in essence, each route
creates two spokes). The coefficient k reflects the spatial distribution of spokes. If spokes serve equal sized and nonoverlapping arcs and stops are served by ring-radial paths, then
k would equal Y3. However, because new spokes are continuously introduced, it is unrealistic to maintain nonoverlapping
arcs. Alternatively, the polar positions of spokes might be
independent uniform [0,2'TT] random variables.

[

2'7Tr - 2x
2'7Tr ]

2·S(v,r)

This paper presented an exploratory study of vehicle routing
with shipments of variable size, where shipment size is large
70
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2S(v,r) + 1
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An important feature of Equations 6 and 7 is that d'(v,r) is
nonlinear. The incremental distance to retrieve a shipment
located close to the terminal is quite small, both because r is
small and because the number of surplus spokes is large. And
because S(v,r) is nonincreasing, d'(v,r) increases at an increasing rate as r increases.
The relationship between d'(v,r) and weight is also nonlinear. Because optimally routed vehicles tend to be filled close,
but not completely, to capacity, S(v,r) will be large for small
values of v. Hence, the incremental distance of serving a small
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0
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~
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Distance From Terminal

FIGURE 2 Mean number of spokes as function of
distance from terminal and shipment size. (Spoke is
counted if remaining space exceeds shipment size and
spoke extends beyond indicated distance.)
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FIGURE 3 Incremental distance to serve a stop as a function of shipment size
terminal (r).

relative to vehicle capacity. Empirical results suggest that simple modifications to Daganzo's model lead to reasonable predictions for average route length, when split shipments are
allowed and disallowed. Despite the accuracy of the route length
predictions, route geometry does not match continuous-space
theory. It differs in the important respect that districts do not
neatly fit within rings-whether or not shipment sizes are
identical. Instead, routes seem to be randomly scattered across
the service region according to a continuous probability
distribution.
This said, district characteristics-such as the location of
centroids-are still similar to model predictions, especially
when shipment sizes are identical. However, when shipment
sizes are not identical, the location of the "inner stop" is
pulled toward the terminal. This phenomenon is explained in
terms of a theory of spokes, which also serves to explain why
the existence of surplus capacity reduces the incremental cost
of serving small stops and stops located close to the terminal.
As of yet, the theory of spokes has not been developed to
the point where it can be used to predict optimal route length
or capacity utilization. This is the subject of future research.
The author of this paper hopes that an improved understanding of route geometry will lead to better approximationbased heuristics. The GAP algorithm is computationally expensive in both memory and time. It would be highly desirable
to obtain good solutions without resorting to repeated application of GAP. One idea that the author has examined is to
use a random sample of stops as a collection of seed points

(v)

and distance from stop to

and approximate the assignment cost by the incremental distance function of Fisher and Jaikumar (27). Unlike Fisher and
J aikumar, the author proposes that seed points be based on
the empirically derived function F (r). Specifically, randomly
select J seed points without replacement from the set of I
stops, with the probability of selecting stop i given by
0

P,

= [ dFJ~r'V[ d~~,) }•

(8)

where a is a normalizing constant. The author's tests of this
and other approaches have not yet produced substantial improvements over prior methods. As of yet, it remains an open
research question whether empirically derived results can be
the basis for effective routing heuristics.
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An IP-Norm Origin-Destination Estimation
Method That Minimizes Site-Specific
Data Requirements
Yuro CHAN AND M. YuNus RAHi
An efficient IP-approximation algorithm to estimate a likely origin-destination (0-D) matrix while minimizing site-specific datacollection effort is presented. It was found that the trip-distribution
curve is a useful supplement to site-specific link counts since it
can be borrowed from a similar community, or that an outdated
local curve can be employed without significant loss of accuracy.
Imbedding such a generic trip-distribution curve within the algorithmic procedure gives a more accurate 0-D estimation and
link-count reproduction in general, although the number of iterations is increased. Test results from a medium-sized city sh9w
that the extra computational effort is a small price to pay for the
improvement in 0-D accuracy. The IP-approximation algorithm
is shown to be theoretically related to familiar 0-D estimation
techniques such as entropy maximization, information minimization, and generalized inverse, yet it is more robust and theoretically more satisfying.
The fundamental and indispensable data required to operationalize origin-destination (0-D) estimation algorithms are
link counts. Additional data requirements differ depending
on the specific methodology. Some require an old 0-D matrix,
often referred to as a base (or target) 0-D matrix, whereas
others require a control total on productions and attractions,
but they can be labeled as site-specific information. Consistent
with the resource-saving objective of this class of 0-D estimation techniques, the intention here is to minimize the collection of site-specific data, and to the extent possible, use
generic information transferable from other cities of similar
size and urban structure (1). The authors propose to use tripdistribution curves, also known as trip-length frequency curves,
to supplement basic site-specific data, such as link counts,
given the invariant nature of these curves, which has been
attributed to travel-time budget theories (2,3).

BASIC THEORIES
The 0-D estimation problem can be thought of as solving the
linear equation set
AF =(af)F = V

(1.1)

where A is an mxn' assignment matrix consisting of entries
(4,5). Let us say that the entry a7 assumes a value 1 for

a7

Y. Chan, Department of Operational Sciences, Graduate School of
E~gineering, Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson
Au Force Base, Ohio 45433. M. Y. Rabi, Associated Traffic Consultants, 99 S. Chester Avenue, Suite 200, Pasadena, Calif. 91106.

single-path assignment when an 0-D pair k uses a particular
link i, and 0 otherwise. F is a variable vector of n' entries
each of which is pk, where pk is the kth 0-D demand to b~
estimated. V is a vector of link counts, consisting of m observations in the sample, each of which is V;, where V; is the
ith link count. In the more general case of multipath assignment, af assumes a fractional value or 0. Thus for q-path
traffic-assignment procedures, F will assume qn' = n entries,
with each pk replicated q times for the q copies of the traffic
assignment. Likewise, the A matrix is expanded tom by n in
dimension, with each column replicated q times corresponding to the percentage of the 0-D demand that follows a particular path.
Viewed in this light, the estimation of 0-D demands becomes a matrix-inversion problem: F = A +y, where A+ is
the generalized inverse of A. For an mxnA matrix (m < n)
of rank m the generalized inverse A+ is simply A T(AA T)- 1,
where both (V - AF)T(V - AF) and FTF are minimized.
Here, the first dot-product is the deviation between observed
and estimated link counts, following a typical least-square
approach (6). The second is the sum of squares of P. For a
fixed sum of P's (or F, the total number of trips in the study
area), the minimization of FTF yields P = Fin' or an equalized set of 0-Ds, which does not necessarily minimize the
first dot product.
It is interesting to note that the entropy-maximization formulation of the 0-D estimation problem (7), namely
max

w=

F!

_n
_ __

fl (pk)!
k=l

(1.2)

also yields the same solution for a given F. Both give rise to
an equalized set of 0-D demands (8). This is an interesting
finding inasmuch as the two approaches are among the most
common methods of 0-D estimation.
Between the generalized-inverse and entropy-maximization
formulations, there has been some debates as to the best way
to estimate 0-Ds. Even though the matrix-inversion method
appears simple, it was found through extensive experimentation that round-off errors during the computational process
can be large ( 9,10). Moreover, generalized inversion sometimes yields negative solutions, which have no physical ineaning in the context of the problem discussed here (8). The
entropy-maximization method, on the other hand, has the
conceptual appeal of obtaining the most likely 0-D pattern,
yet the process to operationalize Equation 1.2, and the results
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are far from perfect. For example, it has the tendency to "lock
up" in the slightest presence of data inconsistency, which
introduces infeasibility into the mathematical program. Chan
et al. (4) and Xu and Chan (11,12) pointed out a more robust
and more accurate algorithm for solving large scale 0-D estimation problems. Maher (13) confirmed previous findings
that both the maximum entropy model and its cousin, the
information-minimization model, produce counterintuitive
results. Hamerslag and Immers (14) pointed out some severe
limitations of both entropy maximization and information
minimization models. Yang et al. (15) showed that a constrained least-square algorithm consistently yielded a more
accurate and more reliable 0-D estimate.
In choosing among 0-D estimation methods, it is important
to keep in mind the versatility consideration. For example,
can the technique be easily applied to a number of cities
with minimal data collection beyond link counts? In this
context, universal parameters embedded in the algorithm that
are transferable between cities are soug.ht. Extensiveexperimentation with graph-theoretic parameters suggests that
there are few commonalities among the network taxonomy
(as represented in assignment matrices A) between cities (8).
A linear network representing a transportation corridor, for
example, appears to yield more consistent total number of
trips for external-external, internal-external, and externalinternal movements as compared with internal-internal movements. However, no satisfactory explanation can be found to
account for this. As another example, eigenvalues of the assignment matrix A have the strong appeal of characterizing
the natural frequency of the network structure. However,
when the matrix is not square in dimension, which is the rule
rather than the exception, eigenvalues are often not available.
In view of travel-time budget theories, the authors identify
the trip-distribution curve as one of the few transferable parameters among cities of similar size and urban structure (2 ,3).
If an 0-D estimation algorithm can take full advantage of this
transferable parameter, it is a more serviceable technique
inasmuch as it requires minimal site-specific data collection.
In reviewing Equations 1.1 and 1.2, one can see that there
is no obvious relationship between the trip-distribution curve
and generalized inverse of the assignment matrix because matrix inversion is simple an algebraic computational procedure.
On the other hand, previous research by Chan et al. (4) indicates that there may be links between entropy maximization
and trip-distribution curves. Trip-distribution curves-either
borrowed or locally collected-can serve as another set of
input data for this estimation approach. The payoff for imbedding the trip-distribution curve within entropy maximization
appears high.

maximum entropy formulation can be expressed as
n

max Z

= -

If W is the entropy function as shown in Equation 1.2, it is

typical to take its logarithm W' as a first step of maximization:

= V;

and the trip-frequence distributions Fe:
n

L p~pk
k=l

= Pk(C)F = Fe

p~

=

1 If Fk is of duration C (C - AC s Cs C
{ 0 otherwise

+ AC)
(2.5)

Fe represents the total trips of duration C; and Pk( C) is the
probability of a trip k being C min long.
In this light, (P~) = P can be thought of as a pxn matrix
similar to the mxnA matrix, with p being the number of travelcost intervals defined for the trip-distribution curve. To all
these is added the nonnegativity constraint, P ::::: 0 'V k.
Notice the given F in Equation 2.5 can either be supplied
exogenously (collected locally) or generated endogenously
(from local link counts and borrowed trip distribution). This
will be discussed further when the algorithm is explained in
detail.
The Lagrangian for this constrained optimizati<;m problem
is
L

~-

X,, (F' log F' - F') - .t, A.(X,, afF' - v,)
(2.6)

The symmetry between the second and third terms above
clearly shows the suitability of trip-distribution data as supplement to link counts. A typical calculus solution to this
Lagrangian yields.

L

cEH

Ac) exp(-

L

iEK

A;)

(2.7)

where the summation is carried over all links i that carry flow
between the 0-D pair k, denoted here as the set Kand all
trip durations C that pertain to 0-D pair k, H.
Now setting
'Vi EK

Using Stirling's approximation and after simplification, the

exp(-Ac)
Fe

Uc

'V c EH

L log P!
k=l

(2.4)

'V c

where

V;

-

(2.3)

'Vi

exp(-A;)
V;

= log F!

(2.2)

n

L a7P
k=l

(2.1)

n

W'

- P)

subject to the link counts V;:

exp(-

ENTROPY MAXIMIZATION APPROACH

L (P log P
k=l

(2.8)
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results in

pk

=

(r1 v;V;) n
iEK

(2.9)

ufc

Finally, the loo-approximation, also known as the Chebyshev
approximation, minimizes the maximum of the absolute deviations (18):

cEH

Obviously, in the case of all-or-nothing single-path assignment, the set H has a membership of one. This method of
estimating 0-D demands yields the conventional multiproportional product-form solution, except that the explanatory
variables include trip-frequency parameters-specifically the
Lagrange multiplier Ac defined for each trip duration C.
To arrive at a satisfactory solution to Fk is no easy task, as
many researchers have labored continuously during the last
2 decades on this problem. First, the objective function of
the mathematical program as formulated in Equations 2.12.5 is nonlinear, and it is not strictly concave in P. Therefore,
it does not necessarily have a unique solution in terms of the
0-D variables P's (16). Besides, multiple optima in terms of
nonunique 0-D specific link volumes and path routings exist.
This nonuniqueness is well known among researchers because
the underlying problem, that of finding an 0-D matrix that
produces the observed link flows and trip distribution, is underspecified. In other words, numerous 0-D matrices can
produce a given set of observed link counts and a specified
trip-distribution curve. The choice between these alternative
matrices has to be based on additional criteria. Finally, numerical intricacies are involved in solving a nonlinear programming problem as formulated by Equations 2.1-2.5. Most
hill-climbing algorithms are sensitive to the redundancies and
inconsistencies within and between constraints shown in
Equations 2.3 and 2.4. (14).
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM BASED ON
Ip-APPROXIMATION
To overcome the shortcomings of traditional approaches such
as entropy-maximization, the comprehensive set of criteria
that the estimated 0-D solution is to satisfy, including the
additional criteria that may guarantee convergence and solution uniqueness, are reviewed. The authors have already
mentioned that the 0-D estimation problem has to minimize
the deviations between the observed link volumes and the
estimated values. This can be related to the IP-approximation
methods (p = 1, 2, ... oo), in which deviations (between
observed and estimated values) are minimized according to
some predefined representation of norm vectors. Ip-norms
represent one of the most general ways to measure deviation
of the estimates from the observed values. For example, the
/ 1-approximation will minimize the sum of the absolute deviations (16,17):

I,: minllV - AFll,

=

min,~ Iv, - kt, a~F'I

(3.1)

The /2-approximation, on the other hand, minimizes the absolute value of the sum of the squares of the deviation (i.e.,
the traditional least square solution):

Any one of the IP-norms may be viewed as an objective function. By setting the maximum allowable deviation for linkvolume replication, bounds are placed on the accuracy of the
estimation-a desirable feature of a solution algorithm of this
kind.
A Chebyshev approximation similar to Equation 3.3 may
be written for trip-distribution replication:

/~: minllFc -

=

m

min [ ~

1=1

(

V; -

L
n

k=l

af P

)2]112

(3.2)

=

I

min max Fe l:Sc:sp

i P~PI

(3.4)

k = 1

The same applies to 11 and 12 norms as well. The properties
of Chebyshev approximation, are demonstrated in the following simple nonnetwork case:
/':,: min maxlP - F~I
n'

s.t.

2:

P =F

k=l

Vk

(3.5)

All F~s are further assumed to be equal. It can be shown quite
easily that the solution is P = Fin' (i.e., all estimates are
equalized as observed in both the entropy model and the
generalized inverse model). It can be seen, therefore, that
the loo-approximation plays a similar role as entropy and inverse models, but it does much more. Suppose f!s are not
equal. The estimates P = F~ as long as "i,kF~ = F.
On the other hand, if "i,kF~ -=#= F

p

=IF~

-

~Fl

(3.6)

where ~F = (lln')IF0
Fl." It can be seen, therefore, that
the loo-approximation tracks the observed 0-D values instead
of simply equalizing the grand sum F, which is a highly desirable property.
At this point, it appears desirable to use Equation 3.5 as a
criterion for measuring the performance of the model. However, the base 0-D's F\s are often not available. Even if they
are, it is not clear whether the base 0-D should be mimicked.
For these reasons, it is not an operational objective function.
A more practicable approach is to look at link and tripdistribution reproduction. Thus with Equations 3.3 and 3.4
as the major solution criteria, an optimization model can be
set up with this additional constraint beyond Equations 2.3
and 2.4 if desired:
n

LIP k=l

12: minllV - AFllz

PFlloo

F~I ~

x

(3.7)

This constraint ensures that the estimated 0-Ds are not very
different from the base 0-Ds, F~. Specifically, one limits the
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·maximum total deviation to be X. Similarly, a second constraint can be set .up to limit the deviation between the useroptimizing link travel-cost at V; and the estimated total travel
costs to Y.
(3.8)
Notice that in this constraint, C;(x) stands for the link travelcost function and Ck stands for the estimated multipath travelcost between the 0-D pair k (19). In order to operationalize
this constraint, link counts will have to be collected for the
entire network on all m links.
Constraint Equation 3.7 may or may not be effective depending on whether a base 0-D trip demand matrix is available. Equation 3.8, while more readily enforceable and well
correlated to 0-D reproduction (4), is often too aggregate a
measure of solution accuracy in the judgment of the authors,
since many different 0-D matrices can give rise to the same
deviation Y. For all practical purposes, link count reproduction accuracy (or!,,, in Equation 3.3) and trip-frequency replication (Equation 3.4) are the only tangible measures of algorithmic convergence.
A new mathematical program is proposed with the objective functions 3.3 and 3.4. The program's first order conditions-which require (among others, such as Equations 3.7
· and 3.8) that the link counts and trip-distribution curves be
reproduced-are to be met within some convergence tolerance, rather than exactly. Thus, Equations 2.3 and 2.4 in the
entropy maximization formulation effectively turned into objective functions. Furthermore, an iterative descent-gradient
method is proposed for the solution of these objective functions-rather than an ascent method for 2.1.
To show how the solution to the surrogate mathematical
program actually yields a solution to the original 0-D estimation problem is no easy task. For that matter, researchers
have been struggling with this problem, including those who
work with the traditional entropy approach. Many of the arguments would have to be less than rigorous. First, to the
extent that some of the widely disseminated formulations
such as matrix inversion yields a least square solution
(V - AF)T(V - AF), objective function 3.2 and its generalization 3.3 are plausible surrogates, following the arguments
made in Equations 3.5 and 3.6. It is a simple extension to
cover the minimization of (Fe - PF)T(Fc - PF) as well. If
desirable, one can view this as a disaggregation of the entropy
objective function shown as Equation 2.6, wherein the second
and third terms are taken as the two objective functions to
be minimized; the first term may be taken care of implicitly
by constraint 3. 7 and the general properties of l°"-norm as
shown in Equation 3.5.
Second, the multiproportional product solution of Equation
2. 7 strongly suggests gradient algorithms, in which the Language multipliers Ai and Ac serve as weights placed on the
relative importance of link count reproduction or trip frequency reproduction during optimization in Equation 2.6.
Lagrange multipliers are interpreted in this case as the extent
to which Equations 23 and 2.4 are satisfied, just as the multiobjective optimization algorithm involving Equations 3.3 and
3.4 tries to trace the noninferior solutions.
In summary, the mathematical program proposed to solve
includes Equations 3.3, 3.4 and 1.1 of the original problem.

To the extent that the entropy-maximization and matrixinversion paradigm is a widely disseminated description of the
original 0-D estimation problem, the authors have tried to
show the relationship between their formulation, the matrix
inversion, and the entropy formulations. No attempt has been
made to show that the formulation will yield a solution such
as Equation 2.9 which by itself is an approximation. The
authors' approach is much more fundamental, in that the
original 0-D estimation problem is stated in terms of lPapproximation, where the quantifiables such as link counts
and frequency distributions are to be replicated. After some
lengthy discussion, the authors finally recommended p = oo,
which echoes the intuitive requirement to minimize the worst
deviations from the observed and the most likely estimate
interpretation of entropy models, subject to the network geometry constraint on flow (Equation 1.1). In the following
section, it will be shown that aside from a regular multiobjective linear programming package, a more efficient gradient algorithm can be readily put forth to solve this minimax
programming problem consisting of two objective functions
(3.3 and 3.4) and a linear constraint (1.1). Also the optimization criteria in the algorithm are equivalent to and more
encompassing than the generalized inversion and entropy
approaches.

ALGORITHM

Learning from the computational experiences of existing solution algorithms (4,11,12,14,20-22), the following iterative
gradient algorithm is suggested for the loo-norm minimization
model:

Initialization

The iterative algorithm can be started by setting the iteration
counters to zero (s = 0). Then the following is defined.
P(O)

=

F~

(4.1)

where the base 0-Ds (such as an old 0-D matrix) are available. Alternatively,
m

P(O)

"' a~P
L.J ' '

i=l
m

(4.2)

2: af

i=l

for the situation where link counts are the only information
Vi E K. Finally,
available. Here Ff = VJ ~k'= 1 af
m

m

L
Fk(Q)

i=l

a~P
' '

m

2: af

i=l

L

af PWi

i=l

m

(4.3)

2: af

i=l

where the trip-distribution curve Fe is available in addition to
link counts. In Equation 4.3, Pf = afPk(C)/2.,'k= 1
afPk(C), and Pk(C) stands for the probability that trip k has
the same travel cost C as read from the trip-frequency dis-
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tribution Fe Extensive computations by Chan et al. (4) and
Xu and Chan (11,12) show that of all three initialization procedures, the last one (Equation 4.3) is the most effective.
This result is not surprising since Equation 4.2 is nothing
more than the inverse of· a regular assignment according to
Equation 1.1. Its fundamental structure is related to entropy
maximization, which yields P = Fin' when af = 1 for all i
and k. In other words, imagine a network in which sampled
links carry flows from every 0-D pair, then Equation 4.2
reduces to P = Fln 1 • This applies, for example, to F traffic
counts on a freeway section, from which the pertinent entrance and exit ramps of the traffic are to be inferred. The
result is an equal amount of traffic for each entrance and exit
ramps. Another way of saying this is that when network geometry is totally set aside, equal 0-Ds would be the most
likely inference from entropy maximization. When network
geometry is taken into account, Equation 4.2 will result.
In Equation 4.3, 0-D inference is assisted by the knowledge
of the trip-distribution curve. Thus, not only does network
information get used, but trip-distribution information is taken
into account as well. To see this more clearly, consider the
close cousin of entropy maximization: the information minimizing model (14):

algorithms for the nonlinear program, as mentioned previously. This will be demonstrated in an example. The /
approximation algorithm advanced here is rid of these problems.
00

-

lte~ation

After initialization, algorithmic steps can be written for the
remaining iterations of the algorithm. In the following steps,
the iteration index s is set to one to start the gradient algorithm.
Step 1. The various link volume estimates V;(s) are determined from a traffic assignment in accordance with Equation
2.3 (or 1.1 of the original formulation):
n

L

af P(s) = V;(s)

i

= 1, 2, ... , m

k=1

Step 2. Modify trip-probability Equation 2.4 to compute
the total number of trips of duration C, Fc(s), from a given
trip distribution:
n

2:

P~P(s)

= Pk(C)F(s) = Fc(s)

c = 1, 2, ... 'p

k=1

(4.4)

such that
(4.5)
where bj can assume the form of af or P~, and di can assume
the form of V; or Fe, as shown in Equations 2.3 and 2.4.
(Setting P = 1 for all k, or when there is no prior information,
results in the familiar entropy maximization model.)
Solution of this model yields
(4.6)
where_R0

= exp( -1) and

where F(s) is the sum of estimated trips during the current
sth iteration, and Fc{s) is the sum of all P(s) that belong to
interval c. Instead of an extogenously determined Fin Equations 1.2 and 3.5, this algorithm has the option to make F
self-adjusting. The result is that P has as much a tendency
to "track" the F! as to equalize among themselves.
Step 3. The link volume estimates V;(s) are compared with
the observed volumes in the form of an error ratio:
k
R ;k( s ) -- _!j__
V;(s) a;

i

= 1, 2, ... , m

(4.9)

Likewise, for the trip distribution Fc{s).
RCk()-~Pk
s - Fc(s) c

c

=

(4.10)

1, 2, ... 'p

(4.7)
A single composite error ratio can be obtained for all links
carrying flows between 0-D pair kif desired:

where
(4.8)

Notice this is the same as Equation 2. 7 in the case of singlepath assignment, except for the sign which simply reflects the
difference between information minimization and entropy
maximization. Most important, rearranging the multiproduct
form of Equation 4.6 into P = F!RoRcR; shows that just
like a base 0-D matrix F! (Equation 4.1), Re is simply
another piece of prior information that can assist in more
accurate determination of P. Although links between models
are established, this formulation further accentuates some
of the shortcomings of information/entropy formulations.
First, Equation 4.5 is not defined for F! = 0. Second, inconsistencies in specifying Equation 4.5 will "derail" any solution

[

~ afRf(s) + ~ ~R~(s)]

(~a7+p~)

Vk

(4.11)

Step 4. The composite error ratio is then used as an adjustment factor to the pertinent 0-D estimate F/ from the
previous iteration:

vi, k

(4.12)

where th~ iteration index s is now incremented by 1.
These four steps are applied to all links with an observed ·
flow and repeated successively for convergence. The iterative
steps yield a new set of estimates each tim~e not only for the
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link volumes, but also for the corresponding 0-D estimates,
P(s), according to Equation 4.3 (whens> 0). Convergence
is obtained when the 0-Ds, on assignment on the network,
reproduce the observed link volumes and trip-distribution curve
faithfully (among other measures specified here).
Step 5. Algorithmic convergence is gauged by observing
whether an error limit is kept, as indicated by a subset of
Equations 3.3 through 3.8, whichever apply. Representative
of such limits is the operational measure of "a specified number of links and trip-probability equations that exceed the
maximum error of 5 percent." Ten percent of the links or
trip frequency in violation is a typical specification. If a sufficiently small error limit is specified for both link count and
trip distribXit\:m, the min-max objective functions of Equation'S3.3 a 3.4 are realized. Although used here, an alternative algo ithm is to rewrite Equation 4.11 "in series" instead
of "in parallel~"

Qk(s) =

R7(s)R~(s)

'V k

i

= 1, 2, ... , m;

c

= 1, 2, ... 'p

Equations 2.7 and 4.12, in which the 0-D's are shaped incrementally over all observation of V; and FcIn summary, a gradient algorithm to solve the multiobjective minimax program has been outlined. It represents, in the
opinion of the authors, a modest step forward. Not only is
the 0-D estimation problem viewed in a different light by a
unifying IP-approximation framework, but an operational
algorithm is designed to perform the computation required
of such a multicriteria optimization problem. Such an algorithm is versatile enough to examine the whole family of /Papproximations of more than one figure-of-merit, from the
familiar p = 1 and 2 cases to the intuitively satisfying p = oo
case. Recently, Schneider and Zenios (23) related an 0-D
estimation algorithm such as the one above to the general
problem of "matrix balancing" and elaborated on the efficiency of the algorithmic variety employed here.
EXAMPLE

(4.13)

which, aside from the symmetry, has a product form consistent
with the analytical solution shown as Equation 2.9. This version of the algorithm accentuates the multiproportional information update emphasis. In a disaggregate fashion, for
each link i, each trip-duration interval c, and each 0-D pair
k, an adjustment based on the most recent information is
applied, as shown in Equations 4.9 and 4.10, similar to Equations 2.7 and 2.9. This update is performed in such a way that
it involves the prior-information of Equation 4.3 in each iteration as well.
Both the "parallel" and "series" algorithms are simple (with
Equation 4.13 being disaggregate and more "elegant"). It will
be shown that the computational simplicity also results in a
fairly efficient algorithm, except in situations in which data
are inconsistent. The computational complexity of this algorithm is 0 (mnp), which is far more efficient than regular
multiobjective linear programming codes. Furthermore, it is
robust enough to converge in spite of any inconsistencies that
may be in Equations 2.3 and 2.4-something that cannot be
claimed by other mathematical programming packages. In
effect, this algorithm is specifically designed to exploit the
sparsity of the A matrix of 0-ls, which is prevalent in the
authors' model. All the summations over i and c in Equations
4.3 through 4.11 have very few nonzero entries, thus affording
a compact data structure and efficient calculations.
Of the two ways to handle the multiple objectives of minimizing link-error and trip-distribution-error, "in-series" algorithms give sequential weights in each iteration to both "link
error" and "trip-distribution error," whereas "in-parallel" algorithms apply an aggregate weight to each 0-D reflecting
the relative number of observations in link counts vis-a-vis
trip-distribution frequencies. For example, a balanced gradient is applied in the special case when a7 = P~ = 1 for all
i, c, and k. This is the reason for the choice of "in parallel"
over the "in series" version, namely in its capacity to adaptively adjust the gradient. The weights among the two objective functions as shown in Equations 4.11 and 4.13 can be
related to the Lagrange multipliers of Equation 2.6. Perhaps
the best way to see this is through a comparison between

An illustration of the algorithm using a hypothetical five-zone
network (Figure 1 and Table 1) is helpful. Without loss of
generality, let us say that all of the 16 links in the figure are
bidirectional and uncapacitated (q = 1). The probability method
of initialization (Equation 4.3) was used. A target 0-D matrix,
the minimum-time paths, the trip-frequency probabilities, the
seven observed link counts, and two turning movements are
shown. There are 10 0-D pairs (one-way) and 9 observedflow data (not all of which are independent, notably the two
turning movements are the same as link flows. For that reason, the turning movements are simply redundant information.) As an illustration only, this first case is a "determinate"
system where m = n. The initial step of the algorithm is the
conversion of various trip-duration probabilities into normalized 0-D share allocations for each link volume (Equation
4.3). This is conducted in Table 2, where the initial allocation

KEY:

0<x·x>
~

ZONE CENTROIDS
LINK TRAVEL TIMES (BOTH WAYS)
OBSERVED LINK LOADING AND TURNING MOVEMENTS

FIGURE 1 Five-zone example network.
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TABLE 1 Data for Five-Zone Network
Zone Pair
k

0-D Zones*

1
2
3

1-2
1-3
1-4

4
5
6

1-5
2-3
2-4

7
8
9
10

2-5
3-4
3-5
4-5

0-D Path
k

Skim Tree

Trip Freq.

C'

P%

Target
0-D,P

Final Est.
0-D, P(7)

19,18,17
19,20,16,10
19,20,15,11,
12
19,20,14
17,16,10
17,16,15,11,
12
17,18,14
10, 11, 12
10, 16,20, 14
12, 13, 14

5
8
8

27
15
15

1,100
1,000
500

1,139
848
653

5
7
11

27
15
14

1,600
1,500

1,575
1,488
804

6
6
11
6

29
29
14
29

900

1,200
800
500
900

1, 179
806
674
907

* A symmetric 0-D matrix is assumed. Thus an 0-D pair p-q (p <q) stands for both zone pairs p-q and q-p.

of link volumes is made to arrive at Ff. Notice that there is
more than one estimate of each 0-D volume, as pointed out
earlier in the description of the algorithm. According to Equation 4.3, these different estimates from the different link volumes are averaged, yielding P(O)'. The algorithm proceeds
to the iteration phase .in which the five-step procedure is executed. Such a procedure is shown in Table 3, where the

allocated link volumes P(s) are revised according to both the
link-error ratio (Equation 4.9) and the trip-distribution error
ratio (Equation 4.10). The adjustment using the error ratios
results in a revised set of 0-D allocations from link counts,
hence revised average 0-D estimates P(s), in each iteration.
When the 5 percent error/10 percent violation convergence
criteria are met (Step 5 of the algorithm), the average 0-D

TABLE 2 /"'-Norm Algorithm
Iteration One

Iteration Two

Trip
Freq.
pk%

Normal
P;k %

Vol.
Alloc.

Avg.
0-D

V;

Zonal
Pair
k

Est.
Trips
of Dur.

F80)

f'<(O)

C, F 0 (0)

R81)

Rck(l)

F;k(l)

10-11·

800

8(3-4)

29

100.0

800

800

2876

1.000

0.995

2

10-16b

3000

2(1-3)
5(2-3)
9(3-5)

15
15
14

34.1
34.1
31.8

1023
1023
954

919
1023
954

1488
1488
1389

1.036

3

11-15

1400

3(1-4)
6(2-4)

15
14

51.7
48.3

724
676

770
788

1488
1388

4

13-14

900

10(4-5)

29

100.0

900

900

5

15-16

900

6(2-4)

14

100.0

900

6

17-18

2300

1(1-2)
7(2-5)

27
29

48.2
51.8

7

19-20

3100

2(1-3)
3(1-4)
4(1-5)

15
15
27

26.3
26.3
47.4

Link
Link

in
Fig. 1°

Obs.
Vol.

Adj.
ratio

Avg.
est.

FcO)

Adj.
ratio
R8.2)

R/(2)

F;"(2)

798

2880

1.002

0.999

799

0.881
1.455
0.797

869
1274
874

1490
1490
q90

0.994

0.929
1.170
0.874

849
1378
817

0.899

0.881
0.797

701
716

1490
1390

0.988

0.949
0.874

684
715

2876

1.000

0.995

898

2880

1.002

0.999

898

788

1388

1.142

0.797

716

1390

1.256

0.874

715

1109
1191

1109
1191

2678
2876

1.000

1.039
0.995

1130
1188

2682
2880

0.992

1.026
0.999

1140
1183

816
816
1469

919
770
1469

1488
1488
2678

0.982

0.881
0.881
1.039

869
701
1484

1490
1490
2682

1.015

0.949
0.949
1.026

849
684
1515

9923

• same as turning movement from 3-10 to 10-11
b same as turning movement from 3-10 to 10-16
Link (i,j), where i <j, is bi-directional. It stands for both (i,j) and
0

G,i).

Adj.
ratio

Adj.
ratio

Avg.
est.

9932

9978
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Results for 42-District York Network
Borrowed Trip Probabilities

Violation
Limit

Criteria

20%
link
violations

Z1

Zi
2,
D
Std. dev.**
No. of iterations

IO%
link
violations

Z1

Zi
2,
D
Std. dev.**
No. of iterations

Site-specific Trip Probabilities

Trip-probability
equation not used*

Trip-probability equation used
0-D sum known* 0-D sum unknown*

Trip-probability
equation not used*

Trip-probability equation used
0-D sum known* 0-D sum unknown*

0. 707 (0.577)
0.027 (0.026)
0.066 (0.128)
-0.123 (-0.040)
166 (222)
6 (3)

0.661 (0.668)
0.011 (0.021)
0.004 (0.182)
-0.021 (0.019)
188 (316)
33 (12)

0.577 (0.671)
0.019 (0.018)
0.091 (0.175)
-O. I09 (0.028)
168 (320)
IO (11)

0.629 (0.607)
0.023 (0.032)
0.092 (O. I06)
-O.Q78 (-0.091)
185 (192)
5 (3)

0.555 (0.560)
O.Ql8 (0.018)
0.122 (O.I09)
-0.013 (-0.026)
243 (223)
IO (9)

0.539 (0.543)
0.017 (0.017)
0.139 (0.134)
-0.034 (-0.057)
237 (214)
11 (9)

0. 708 (0.577)
0.019 (0.026)
0.065 (0.128)
-0.117 (-0.040)
170 (222)
8 (3)

0.658 (0.678)
0.005 (0.015)
0.020 (0.189)
-0.008 (0.014)
191 (315)
51 (27)

0.584 (0.690)
0.006 (0.007)
0.084 (0.173)
-O. I09 (0.033)
168 (322)
38 (27)

0.630 (0.606)
0.015 (0.018)
0.092 (0. I04)
-0.072 (-0.085)
190 (199)
7 (5)

0.573 (0.590)
0.004 (0.005)
0. I08 (0.089)
-0.035 (-0.008)
243 (223)
49 (41)

0.549 (0.551)
0.006 (0.007)
0.137 (0.130)
-0.036 (-0.053)
235 (215)
56 (27)

The first entry values correspond to smaller-city data set (curve borrowed from slightly larger city);
the values in parentheses correspond to larger-city data set (curve borrowed from slightly smaller city).
** Standard deviation for observed 0-D's is 284 (305).
*

estimates from that iteration are the final 0-Ds, as shown in
the last column of Table 1.
The same problem was solved by removing some of the
link count and trip-frequency observations. Including only the
strategically located link flows (17,18), (11,12) and (13,14)
provided an underdetermined system in which m < n. The
/"'-approximation algorithm converged to similar solutions as
the full rank example above (24,25).
Using both the full rank and an underdetermined input
data, consisting of links (10,11), (11,15), (13,14), (15,16),
(17 ,18) and selected trip-frequency distributions, the entropy
formulation was again solved by a regular nonlinear programming package. The solution was consistent with the previous
one by / -approximation (24,26), although full-rank input and
extraneous constraints tend to cause convergence problems
(24,25). In view of these convergence problems, the objective
function of the nonlinear programming problem was linearized and both separable programming (25) and the FrankWolfe algorithm (27) were used to solve the problem. In the.
case of separable programming, the algorithm was robust
enough to yield fairly consistent solutions for both an underdetermined and full-rank input. In the case of Frank-Wolfe,
including only seven link-count information yielded the same
solution as previous algorithms. Adding trip-distribution information tended to cause nonconvergence, apparently due
to inconsistency with the link-count equations.
These computational experiences, conducted in a control
environment in a small network, confirm previous findings
regarding the fragility of the entropy/information-based models,
particularly with regard to input data. It further supports
the serviceability of the IP-approximation (particularly la,,-

approximation) algorithm in terms of its robustness and efficiency. This, together with similar findings elsewhere
(4,14,15,23), point toward the focus of this paper: the role of
additional trip-distribution information and the IP -approximation
algorithm. A set of experiments using a large-scale data set
were carefully designed to address this in further detail.

EXPERIMENTS
The above algorithm was used to conduct a set of experiments.
The experiments were intended to resolve three computational issues:

00

1. Between the use of the link-count-adjustment factor
(Rf) and the trip-distribution-adjustment factor (R~), does the

latter enhance solution accuracy and algorithmic efficiency?
2. Between an outdated or borrowed trip distribution curve
and a locally collected one, which will perform better?
3. How much is compromised should one minimize sitespecific data collection?

Experimental Design
To answer these questions, a complete evaluation and sensitivity analysis was performed on a real-world network of
Xork, Pennsylvania. These controlled experiments were scientifically designed to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, particularly its ability to compute an entire family
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of IP-norms over several criteria. One of the evaluation measures is the normalized deviation between the observed and
estimated 0-Ds following the constraint defined in Equation
3.7, where the observed 0-Ds are available (since it is a
controlled experiment):
n

L

k=l

IP - F!I
(5.1)

Another evaluation measure is the normalized deviation
between estimated and observed link volumes, following the
objective function defined in Equation 3.1:

(5.2)

m

L

V;

i=l

Although not used here, a similar criterion can be defined for
the compliance with a local trip-distribution function (but not
necessarily with a borrowed curve).
A third measure, related to Equation 3.8, documents the
difference between the observed versus estimated total costs
(in vehicle-hours of travel). The following is a special singlepath case of constraint 3. 8 when af assumes 0-1 values (instead
of fractional values).
m

n

i=l

k=l

L c;V; - L

CkP
(5.3)

The controlled nature of the experiment allows Z 3 to be
computed even though not all link counts are used for 0-D
estimation.
The fourth is a measure of the difference between sums of
the estimated 0-Ds and the observed 0-Ds. This allows one
to assess whether the algorithm overestimates or underestimates the total number of 0-Ds:
n

L

D

n

pk -

k=l

L

k=l

n

L

k=l

3.3 and 3.4-particularly the two first order conditions of this
gradient algorithm.
As mentioned previously, each experiment is designed
to compare the proposed algorithm with the version where
the trip-probability equation is not used. When the tripprobability equations are used, two cases need to be tested:
either the sum of the 0-Ds is known or that it is not. In the
former case, the equalizing property, as shown in Equation
3.5, is tested. In t~e latter case, the absence of such property
is expected-all through the use of the standard deviation
(CJ) statistic. In the case of a site-specific trip-distribution curve
being available, it is more likely than not that the 0-D sum
is also available. On the other hand, when a borrowed trip
distribution curve is used, it is unlikely that such a sum is
known.
The above experimental design is best illustrated by the
five-zone example, where a locally collected trip-distribution
curve is assumed available. To make the example interesting,
it is assumed also that the total number of trips is not known
a priori. The algorithm is iterated until no more than 10 percent of the link volumes and trip-probability equations exceed
the 5 percent error. The thrust of comprehensive tests were
performed in the York network, which consists of 42 districts,
101 nodes, and 861 symmetrical 0-D pairs-a considerably
large network for such experimentation. Although the violation limit is 10 percent for the five-zone example, both 10
percent and 20 percent are tested for the 42-district network.
To support the theme of the research, the authors experimented with trip-distribution transferability. Two curves are
identified in York, the first representing an outdated distribution, the second, the current distribution:

F!
(5.4)

F!

The spread of the estimated 0-Ds is compared with the
observed via the standard deviation (CJ) statistic. This allows
one to gauge the uniformity of the 0-D estimates inasmuch
as both the generalized-inverse and entropy-maximization
procedures tend to equalize £k's. A small value of CJ, for
example, shows uniformity among 0-D estimates for the /Papproximation algorithm and vice versa.
Finally, all experiments are eval~ated by the rate of convergence, defined as the number of iterations required to
reach a specific error limit. An example of such a limit is the
percentage of links that are outside the error tolerable for
link volume estimates. We will recall that this termination
criterion realizes the /""-approximation as shown in Equations

15.82 C exp( -0.379C)

R 2 = 0.975

(5.5)

12.85 C exp(-0.353C)

R2

= 0.927

(5.6)

Since the York metropolitan area has grown in population
and development during the last 2 decades, the authors refer
to the outdated curve as from the "smaller city data set,"
whereas the current curve is from the "larger city data set."
Experiments were then performed on the current data set
consisting of network geometry, base matrix, and sample counts
using an outdated trip-distribution curve. Conversely, experiments were performed on the outdated data set (or smallercity data), borrowing the current trip-distribution curve. Although the former set of experiments represents the common
practice, the latter is also valid from an experimental design
standpoint, in that both cases represent borrowing a distribution curve from a "similar" city.
Notice a trip-distribution curve is involved in the initialization phase (Equation 4.3), even though it may not be included in the iterative phase. For this reason, there are two
columns again under the heading "trip probability equation
not used" in Table 3, corresponding to the smaller-city and
larger-,city curve, respectively, being used to initialize the
algorithm.

Empirical Results

Notice in Table 3 that the proposed algorithm consistently
gives an equally accurate and often a more accurate 0-D and
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link-count reproduction (Z1 and Z 2 ) when the 0-D sum is not
known a priori. This is gratifying in that the objective of
minimizing site-specific data requirement is achieved, where
the additional local information on the total-number-of-trips
is not necessary to obtain quality algorithmic performance.
Not only is the information superfluous, but its absence gives
rise to more accurate 0-D estimation than when it is collected.
Instead of merely equalizing the estimated values (as in the
. case of matrix inversion and entropy maximization), the estimated 0-Ds are now allowed to approximate the variability
of the target 0-Ds better.
Along this line, the results from experiments where a borrowed curve is used (Table 3) are comparable in accuracy to
those where a curve is available locally. As long as a tripdistribution curve is employed, a 33 percent link-sampling rate
as used in the experiments in Table 3 does not significantly
compromise the 0-D estimation accuracies when compared
with the 100 percent sample. The 100 percent sample is not
included here due to space limitations. The interested reader
may consult work by Rahi (8) for this information. As it turns
out, the algorithm becomes more efficient and converges faster
with the 33 percent sampling rate because there are fewer
inconsistencies to resolve. This finding reinforces the computer runs on the five-zone example and further supports the
authors' claim that although the algorithm is robust enough
to handle redundant data, it is much less data-hungry for the
same degree of accuracy.
As suggested previously there is little advantage, if any, to
gathering site-specific data, such as the total number of 0-D
trips. First, it introduces inaccuracy to the solution by equalizing 0-Ds, as mentioned previously. Also, it tends to prolong
the number of iterations before convergence is obtained in
all cases. This is again a gratifying finding, saying that collecting irrelevant data does not only waste resources, it also
harms the technical performance of the algorithm.
Because the 0-D estimates are required to conform to a
prescribed trip distribution, more prior information is imposed on the estimation process than other traditional algorithms and hence results in more heterogeneous 0-D estimates that better approximate the base 0-Ds. This is illustrated
by Equation 4.3 and most particularly by Equation 4.5. The
authors' claim, however, is highly predicated upon the shape
of the trip-distribution curve. For example, a more peaked
distribution curve from a smaller city tends to result in a much
less uniform set of 0-Ds (Equations 5.5 and 5.6, and Table
3). A more peaked curve also tends to result in a large 0-D
sum in general.
One point about the use of trip-distribution curves is quite
clear. Should it be employed in 0-D estimation, an accurate
specification of the probability values is advisable for better
overall algorithmic performance. This is true for all caseswhether the trip-distribution curve is borrowed, and irrespective of the violation limit set in the convergence criteria.
Numerical round-odd errors in trip-distribution input tend to
prolong algorithmic convergence because there are more inconsistencies to reconcile.
For the same reason, including trip-probability constraints
typically prolongs the number of iterations required when
compared with using link counts alone. It was found that the
lower the error limit set, or the minimax objective functions
are to be better achieved, the larger the number of iterations
required to resolve these inconsistencies-as one would ex-
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pect. For example, lowering from a 20 percent link violation
rate to 10 percent dramatically increases the number of iterations by a factor of five. This is the price one pays for
saving site-specific data-collection efforts. Irrespective of the
increase, computation time is no more than a few minutes on
an Amdahl V-816 because the computational complexity of
such an algorithm is polynomial.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

On the basis of the plethora of research on origin-destination
estimation during the last 2 decades, the authors synthesize
here an improved theory and algorithm that is a general version of entropy maximization, information minimization and
matrix-inverse models. The objective is to estimate 0-Ds with
the least amount of site-specific data collection. Beyond the
site-specific link counts, the authors wish to rely exclusively
on generic data (i.e., data that can be borrowed from other
communities of similar size and development structure or from
data collected for the same community in a previous survey).
Specifically, the trip-frequency or trip-length distribution curve
is identified as the most promising piece of "transferable"
information to supplement site-specific link counts.
An / -approximation algorithm is synthesized on the basis
of experiences with the widely disseminated generalizedinversion and entropy-maximization theories. The authors'
approach takes advantage of their strengths, such as the analytical property of entropy-maximization, which readily allows for the inclusion of generic information such as tripfrequency curves in a multiproduct form. IP-approximation
methods p = 1, 2, ... , oo represent a more fundamental
approach to modeling the original 0-D estimation problem
than the least-square assumption (p = 2) of generalized inverse. The result is a flexible, successive-approximation al- .
gorithm, assuming the multiproportional product form. In this
multiobjective optimization model, adjustments to 0-D estimates are made not only through link-count reproduction,
but also trip-frequency reproduction. The latter represents
the unique feature of the algorithm presented in this paper.
Care was exercised in the design of experiments, where the
algorithm was compared with a version in which the tripfrequency information was not fully used. On the basis of
testing of the 42-district York, Pennsylvania, network, it was
found that the algorithm generally gives more accurate 0-D
and link-count reproductions. Furthermore, the use of borrowed trip-distribution curves yields equally accurate estimates as when a site-specific curve is available. Although one
pays for this in terms of computer time, it is a gratifying result
because site-specific data-collection effort, judged to by far
be the much more expensive and onerous task, is in fact
minimized. Inclusion of trip-distribution information in the
0-D estimation algorithm and the relaxed requirement on OD sum also tend to ameliorate commonly observed tendency
for many algorithms to equalize the estimated 0-Ds.
In formulating the IP-approximation problem as a multiobjective optimization algorithm in which the link-counts and
trip-distribution are to be replicated, the relative weights placed
among these two objective functions are shown to be related
to the Lagrange multipliers of the entropy formulation. Thus
both the weight or Lagrange multiplier reflect the extent to
which replication has been achieved. The loo-approximation
00
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algorithm was also shown to have similar optimality conditions
as the familiar entropy-maximization and informationminimization models in that equalized 0-Ds constitute the
most likely estimates for a given 0-D sum. In designing the
experiments here, however, comparison with an entropymaximization algorithm was considered in illustrative computation only. Extensive experimentation was performed and
published in an earlier phase of this research effort (4), in
which the serviceability of the present approach (with only
link counts as input data) has been established. Also shortcomings of the entropy, information and inverse modelssuch as the tendency for the algorithm to "lock up" at the
slightest trace of data inconsistency-have been adequately
reported elsewhere in the literature.
It is obvious that more empirical work can be performed
to fine tune the results reported here. The /"'-approximation
techniques should be further investigated as a way to solve
the 0-D estimation problem because the theoretical structure
of such an approach is related to general multiobjective programming, with its many analytical properties. Furthermore,
the authors' network problem will invariably result in a sparse
tableau consisting of 0-1 entries. One should be prepared to
exploit this data structure by clever solution algorithms, of
which the one presented here may be a modest beginning.
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Integrated Structure of Long-Distance
Travel Behavior Models in Sweden
STAFFAN ALGERS
In Sweden, large investment plans are being considered for rail

and road infrastructure. At the same time,· changes are taking
place that either directly affect ridership (such as imposing a
value-added tax on transportation) or indirectly (such as deregulation of air traffic). Clearly, there is a great need to be able to
analyze how changes in price and level of service influence ridership. An overview of the models involved in a new model system
for long-distance trips developed for Swedish national authorities
is presented. The model system consists of nested logit models,
partly estimated by the use of simultaneous estimation techniques. The trip data source is a national travel study conducted
in 1984-1985. The choice structure of the model system spans
from choice of access and egress mode over mode and destination
choice to trip generation. There are different models for business
and private trip purposes. The models contain cost parameters
and mode-specific time parameters. The integrated structure implies that all variables affect all choice levels. The parameter
values are reported elsewhere.
In Sweden, as in many other countries, large investment plans
are being considered for rail and road infrastructure. At the
same time, changes are taking place that either directly affect
ridership [such as imposing a value-added tax (VAT) on transportation] or indirectly (such as deregulation of air traffic and
the separation of the railway company from the authority
responsible for the rail infrastructure). Clearly, there is a great
need to be able to analyze how changes in price and level of
service influence ridership as well as expected changes in the
economic activities over a forecasting period.
Forecasting of such changes has typically been based on a
linked model system that includes trip generation, trip distribution, and mode choice. In 1987, the model system was
updated with a mode choice model that was estimated ·on
disaggregate data, giving a much more policy relevant modechoice model.
It was decided to try to further use the advantages of disaggregate modeling by using it for all steps in an integrated
structure. Such a project was completed in 1991, and this
paper provides an overview of the models involved in the new
model system.
The term "long-distance travel" is frequently used, although is not well defined. The term refers to a specific category of trips for which there are various criteria, such as trip
length. Though trip length is not necessarily the most adequate criterion for modeling, it was used in the 1984-1985
National Travel Survey in Sweden. In this survey, trips longer
than 100 km (one direction) were identified as long-distance
trips.
Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Traffic and Transport
Planning, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden.

ANALYSIS OF LONG-DISTANCE TRAVEL
BEHAVIOR: ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE CHOICE
As indicated earlier, the purpose of the modeling effort was
to produce a system of forecasting models including mode
split, trip (spatial) distribution, and trip generation. In the
previous analysis, mode split was analyzed using probabilistic
discrete choice models, specifically the well-known logit model
(1). This approach was adhered to also when extending the
model system to trip distribution and trip generation. Discrete
choice analysis has also been applied to long-distance travel
in other studies, but the use of disaggregate data, as suggested
by Stopher and Prashker (2), has been rare. Applications of
disaggregate data may be found in other work (3--6), but, to
the knowledge of the author, no study so far has excluded
access and egress mode choice, main mode choice, destination
choice, and frequency choice in an integrated structure.

Logit Model
The limited space of this paper allows only a brief presentation
of the logit model. The reader is otherwise referred to literature (J). A basic assumption in discre.te choice analysis is
that each alternative in the choice set of a decision maker is
associated with a utility and that the decision maker chooses
the alternative with the highest utility. The utility is assumed
to consist one part observable and one part not observable
by the analyst. Thus,
(1)

where

U; = total utility for alternative i,
V; = observable part, and
E; = unobservable part.
The unobservable part is assumed to be stochastic. This
means that the alternative a decision maker would actually
choose cannot be predicted but an assumption on the distribution of the stochastic part will allow one to predict the
probability that it could be chosen. Thus for a population of
decision makers, the share _of the population choosing each
alternative could be predicted.
The assumption of the distribution of the stochastic part of
the utility determines the functional form of the model. In
the logit model case, the assumption is that it is identically
and independently Gumbel distributed. (The Gumbel distribution is fairly close to the normal distribution, the latter
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corresponding to the so-called probit model.) This distribution assumption implies the following formula for the probability to choose a particular alternative (the multinomial logit
model):
(2)

where

P; = probability for a decision maker to choose alternative
i,
µ

= a scale parameter (inversely proportional to the

standard deviation of the stochastic term),
V; = observable part of the utility, and
C = choice set of the decision maker.
In practice, V; is often assumed to be a linear function of
parameters and variables. The model can then be formulated
as:
(3)

where ~ is a parameter vector (to be estimated) and X; is a
vector of variables for alternative i.
Thus, the ~ values reflect the sensitivity of the variables
included in the model. The log of the denominator-the socalled logsum-also has a useful property in that it can be
interpreted as the expected maximum utility of the alternatives in the choice set.
The assumption that the stochastic terms are independently
and identically distributed is, however, fairly strong. It is
probable that some alternatives to some extent share the same
unobserved part of the utility function. For example, two
modes to the same destination will share the unobserved part
of the utility of this destination. In this case, the alternatives
may be structured in classes of alternatives, such as mode
alternatives and destination alternatives. A structured logit
model of mode and destination choice can then be formulated
as follows: A graphical presentation of the structure is shown
in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 Graphical presentation of
structured logit model of mode and
destination choice.

choice level and the destination level), to be
estimated;
P(mld) = probability to choose modem, given destination
d;
xmd = vector x of independent variables (attributes) for
mode m and destination d;
~ = associated parameter vector~. to be estimated;
and
Md = set of s mode choice alternatives for destination

d.
The formulation of a structured model implies that the
choice probabilities of the alternatives of one class is modeled
conditional on the choice of the alternative of the other class.
In this example, the mode choice is modeled conditional on
a destination choice. Another implication is that the logsum
is used to take the utilities of the alternatives of a lower class
(in the sense of the graph) into account when modeling the
probability for the alternatives of a higher class (or choice
level).
The logsum parameter provides the connection between
the choice levels and should have a value in the range of 0
to 1. If the logsum parameter takes the value of 1, then the
structured model is equivalent to the normal multinomial logit
model. If the value is greater than 1, unreasonable effects
may be predicted, such as an increased ridership for one mode
caused by an improvement of another mode (belonging to the
same choice level).

Long-Distance Context

eWxm'd

m'EMd

where

= probability to choose destination d;

P(d)
yd

= vector y of independent variables (attributes) for

-y
D

= associated parameter vector -y, to be estimated;
= set of p destination alternatives;

w

= logsum parameter (the ratio between the stan-

destination d;

dard deviations of the error terms at the mode

The demand for long-distance trips is thus viewed as the result
of the behavior of utility-maximizing individuals, choosing
among a set of mutually exclusive alternatives related to mode,
destination, and trip frequency. Individuals, however, often
travel together, which may influence the costs for the different
modes in different ways. Therefore, effects on costs of the
size and (to some extent) of the mix of persons in the traveling
party were taken into account.
To define the alternatives concerning the trip, the concept
of a trip must first be defined. As in other contexts, people
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normally start trips in their homes, visit a destination and then
return to their homes. This may be called a single-destination
round trip, which is how the concept of a trip was defined in
the analysis. This is, of course, a simplification of the reality,
as is the assumption that only one mode was used on the
whole trip.
Four mode alternatives for long-distance trips were defined:
car, train, air, and bus. Combined alternatives (e.g., train and
air) were not defined, as the occurrence of such alternatives
in the data was rare. The utility of the train, air, and bus
modes may depend on the possibilities to get to and from the
train or bus station and to the airport at the origin as well as
at the destination. Because the access and egress modes may
be of interest as policy variables and because the data permitted, the access and egress alternatives were also modeled
as separate alternatives.
The destination alternatives were defined to be approximately 2,200 agglomerations and rural areas, comprising all
of Sweden. Such a detailed zonal subdivision permits a more
precise calculation of trip times and costs, but raises also the
problem of handling many alternatives.
The frequency alternatives were defined to consist of two
alternatives, to make a trip during the analyzed period or not.
The fraction having made more than one trip was small.
Most variables in the analysis may be grouped into three
main classes: (a) time and cost variables relating to the access
and egress and main modes, (b) size variables relating to
destinations, and (c) socioeconomic variables relating to the
travelers.

STRUCTURE OF LOGIT MODEL FOR LONGDISTANCE TRAVEL BEHAVIOR
The general structure of the model is shown in Figure 2. The
choice of access and egress modes is positioned at the bottom
of the model. The actual structure is somewhat simplified in
the figure in that the choices of access and egress modes are
treated as two independent choices. At the next level is the
choice of the main mode, which is influenced by the accessibility to the airport or station given by the logsum variable
from the access and egress level. This variable represents the
maximum expected utility from the alternatives at that level.
Destination choice comes next, being influenced by the
logsum variable from the main mode level (also including the
logsum variable from the access and egress level). Finally,
frequency choice is positioned at the top of the structure.
Frequency choice is also influenced by the logsum variable
from the level below, representing the maximum expected
utility from the destination alternatives (including the logsum
variable from the level below). The entire structure is thus
internally linked by the logsum variables, which means that
changes at the lower levels will affect the higher levels.
As an example, an improvement of a bus service to an
airport will, of course, cause some persons to switch from
other modes to this airport (e.g., car). It will, however, also
cause some persons to switch from other modes for their main
trip to air because it is now easier to access the airport. A
further effect is that destinations that are well served by air
can now be more easily reached (because the airport is more
accessible), which will cause a shift in travel to these desti-
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FIGURE 2 General model structure.

nations from other destinations. Finally, because accessibility
is generally improved, trip frequency will also increase. The
improvement of the bus service will thus influence all choices
in the structure.
The magnitude of the effects will, of course, depend on the
sensitivity of the model to the variables that are affected by
the project under consideration. This sensitivity is embedded
in the parameters of the model, which have been estimated
using statistical software.

Trip Purpose
There are many reasons to expect that the sensitivity of different variables may vary by trip purpose. In this case, it was
decided to estimate separate models for business trips and
private trips.

Estimation
Estimating a model of this type involves some specific problems. One problem is related to the fact that the total number
of alternatives in the model will be high, making it cumbersome to estimate. In this case, a stratification procedure was
used, leading to 22 destination alternatives (that vary between
the observations in the data).
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Another problem is related to the fact that the model is
structured (nested). Such models may be estimated sequentially or simultaneously. It is desirable to estimate all levels
simultaneously to avoid a bias in the calculated variance of
the parameter estimates and to use data more efficiently.
However, the number of alternatives may then become prohibitively high. There may also be other effects.
If the whole model is not estimated simultaneously, simultaneous estimation of various combinations of some of
the choice levels may be thought of. However, frequency is
related to a specific period, and the survey included trips for
two different periods (trips > 100 km last 2 weeks and trips
> 400 km last 6 months). As it is impossible to estimate one
frequency model based on both types of frequency, the frequency model was restricted to include the frequency for trips
> 100 km. For the other choices, all trip data were used
(including, of course, destination choice sets corresponding
to the trip category). Concerning the estimation of the rest
of the structure, either the access choice or the egress choice
will have to be separately estimated because they are assumed
to be independent choices. Here, both choices were separately
estimated, and, due to time limits, no tests were conducted
to determine the effects of incorporating either of them into
the mode and destination choice part of the structure.
Thus, access and egress models were estimated separately,
the mode and destination choice simultaneously, and the frequency model separately. All levels are still connected by logsum
variables. The simultaneous estimation also requires software
that can accommodate such a complication (ALOGIT was
used in this project).
A third problem is related to the fact that destination alternatives need to be described in terms of size. In this case,
multiple sizes variables were used in the context of private
trips, requiring specific capability of the estimation software,.
DATA
Travel Survey
The data source is a national travel study conducted in 19841985. The interviews were individual home interviews spread
out over the whole year. The total sample amounted to 7 ,600
persons. The rate of nonresponse was approximately 15 percent, yielding 6,500 individuals to be analyzed. The survey
included long-distance trips as well as short-distance trips.
Initially, the destinations for long-distance trips were not coded
at a detailed level. A more detailed coding was introduced
after the survey had been in process on for some time (for
approximately 3,000 observations). These observations were
used in the analysis.
The information that was collected included socioeconomic
data for the individual and his or her household as well as triprelated information, such as access and egress modes, main
mode, destination (at the 2,200 zone level), trip purpose, party
size, number of overnight stays, and type of accommodations.
Transportation System Data
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ponents were provided by the National Transportation Council, using a network analysis system (EMME/2). The car,
train, air, and long-distance bus networks were coded at a
level of detail corresponding to a subdivision of 504 zones.
The difference between this zonal subdivision and the one
used to define destination alternatives concerned mainly small
agglomerations. Data for access and egress were taken from
a special data base containing regional and local level-ofservice data at the 2,200-zone level.
The construction of the mode-related cost variables had to
rely on assumptions regarding the time of day of the trip as
well as the mix of people in the traveling party, because this
information was not included in the travel study and the discount systems for train as well as air were based on these
factors. Also, overnight costs had to be calculated in many
cases.

Data Describing Destinations
For 'each destination, data on the number of employees in
different sectors of the economy were available. Also information on the population and area was available. For business
trips, the number of employees in a subset of sectors was
used. For private trips, the total population, the number of
employees in the recreational sector, and the population density were used. Also, data on population density were used.

MODELS AND BUSINESS TRIPS
Access and Egress Mode Choice
For the choice of access modes to the station or the airport,
four modes were defined. For egress, the number of modes
is the same, but they are defined slightly differently. The
modes for access and egress are nonmotorized modes, car,
public transport, and taxi. The car mode was defined differently for access and egress, the obvious difference being the
possibility to use a household car at the origin.
Separate models for access and egress trips were estimated.
The parameters and the associated t-values of the model are
presented in Table 1 for access as well as egress trips.
TABLE 1 Parameter Estimates and I-Values for Access and
Egress Mode Choice Models-Business Trips

Constant - walk
Constant - car
Constant - taxi
Car in household - car
Household income - car
Household income - taxi
Woman-taxi
Cost
Time

Parameter

t-value

Parameter

t-value

-0.7338
-2.031
-2.159
3.028

1.9
2.0
3.6
2.9

-0.03685
-2.125
-1.745

0.1
3.8
3.6

0.01131
1.304
-0.002867
-0.002026

4.5
3.8
3.0
2.5

0.01037
0.01108

3.9
5.0

-0.003345
-0.009894

4.4
2.5

Number of observations
Log likelihood (parameters=O)
Final log likelihood
p2

For each destination alternative (the chosen destination and
sampled destination alternatives), data on travel time com-

Egress

Access
Variable

300
-401.79
-294.73
0.266

Note: Income is in thousands of Swedish crowns per year before tax;
cost is in Swedish crowns; time is in minutes per round trip.

283
-389.15
-293.46
0.246
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increases the correlation between time variables, resulting in
difficulties in estimating mode-specific time parameters.
Because a mode choice model could be estimated, the time
and cost' parameters were used as input to the estimation of
the mode and destination model, scaled by a specific "scale"
parameter. The parameter values from the mode choice model
are reported with t-values in brackets because they are not
estimated in the mode and destination model. The scale parameter, by which these made choice model parameter values
should be multiplied, is reported separately with its associated
t-value. The scale parameter is not significantly different
from 1.
The cost parameters are segmented with regard to the type
of worker. Full-time, salaried employees are likely to have
higher values of time than others, which is reflected in the
lower cost parameter for this category. The in-vehiele time
parameter is much lower for train and bus as compared with
car and air, which appears reasonable because working conditions are more favorable on trains and buses than in cars
and aircraft. This was also found by Ridout and Miller (4).
Waiting time has a significant influence if the frequency is
higher than one train per 4 hr (in both directions).
The model also includes logsum parameters from the access
mode model and from the egress mode model. The former
is restricted to 1 because it otherwise would be larger than 1,

The models exhibit approximately the same sensitivity to
costs at the origin as at the destination. The sensitivity to time
is, however, radically different, with a much greater sensitivity
at the destination. A possible explanation is that the time
spent at the origin does not have much alternative use as
working time, because the access trip often takes place in the
morning or evening, whereas the time at the destination often
takes place during work hours.
The probability to use the more expensive modes is most
likely related to the position of the traveler in the hierarchy
and the economic strength of the company (or equivalent)
where the person works. This is probably reflected in the
salary of the person. However, person income was not reported in the survey, and household income is used as a proxy.
Still, the effects are significant.

Choice of Main Mode and Destination
The parameter values for the mode and destination choice
model are presented in Table 2. The model includes variables
related to modes as well as to destinations. The model is
simultaneously estimated, although with some important restrictions. Generally, simultaneous estimation is preferable to
sequential estimation. In this case, simultaneous estimation

TABLE 2 Parameter Estimates and t- Values for Mode and Destination
Choice Model-Business Trips
Variable

Model 1
parameter

Constant - train
Constant - air
Constant - bus

-2.898
-3.807
-5.158

In-vehicle/transfer time, car/air
train/bus
Cost, full time salaried employees
Cost, others
Wait time, train/air< 240 min
Parameter for generalised cost

-0.0024
-0.0014
-0.00071
-0.0013
-0.0043
1.090

Access (logsum)
(distance, km)
Egress (logsum)
(distance, km)

t-value
4.4
5.1
4.4
(5.8)
(4.9)
(3.2)
(5.3)
(2.5)
10.3

Model2
parameter
-1.616
-2.564
-6.024

t-value
3.1
4.2
5.3

--0.0024
--0.0014
--0.00071
--0.0013
--0.0043
1.083

(5.8)
(4.9)
(3.2)
(5.3)
(2.5)
10.4

--0.01183

2.8

--0.01421

2.7

1.0
0.4912

3.5

Car in household - car
Licenses per car - car
Travelling party > 4 persons - bus

1.356
-0.5038
3.152

2.2
2.2
2.5

0.4306
--0.5547
3.269

0.8
2.5
2.6

Destination in Stockholm - air
Destination in smaller towns - air
Origin in Stockholm - air
Origin in medium sized towns - train

0.8568
-0.6861
1.165
0.9884

3.4
2.2
4.5
3.9

0.9564
--0.7420
l.395
0.9679

3.5
2.4
5.2
3.8

For all modes:
Destination in Gothenburg
Destination in medium size towns
Destination in smaller towns
Destination in villages
Destination in rural areas

-0.08027
0.2640
0.05974
-0.006948
0.3109

0.3
1.4
0.3
0.0
0.9

--0.07147
0.2896
0.09827
--0.01682
0.3176

0.3
1.5
0.4
0.1
0.9

8.0

1.0
0.8476

7.9

Size of destination (log of employees)
Logsum from mode choice
Number of observations
Log likelihood (0)
Final log likelihood

p2

1.0
0.8410
527
-2267.48
-1472.33
0.351

527
- 2267.48
-1483.52
0.346
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although not significantly. These parameters make the choice
of the main mode sensitive to changes in times and costs for
access and egress modes. An alternative model, with the only
difference that access and egress are represented by the distance, is also shown in Table 2. The alternative model has a
p2 of 0.352 compared with a p2 of 0.346 for the base model,
indicating that the probability that the alternative model is
superior is low [in this case < 0.0001, using a modified likelihood ratio index test (7)]. The alternative model, however,
has the advantage not to require information on access and
egress modes, which can be unnecessarily demanding when
access and egress modeling is not required.
The destination variables consist of a size variable and some
dummy variables. The size variable parameter is constrained
to 1. Thus, the probability to choose a destination is proportional to its size (other things being equal). The logsum parameter from the main-mode choice level to the destination
choice level is significantly different from 0, but not from 1.
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TABLE 3 Parameter Estimates and I-Values for Frequency
Model-Business Trips > 100 km
Variable
Constant - travel > I 00 km

Parameter

t..qlue
H

-6.069
0.6613
0.4585

4.7
3.6

1.116
Woman - no travel> 100 km
Full time salaried employee - travel > 100 km 0.9393
0.5822
Age 24-45 - travel >I 00 km

4..4
4.0
2.6

Origin Stockholm - travel> 100 km
Origin Gothenburg - travel> 100 km
Origin medium size towns - travel> 100 km
Origin in small towns - travel> 100 km
Origin in villages - travel > 100 km

l.6
0_7

Logsum > 100 km - travel > 100 km
Logsum < 100 km - no travel > I 00 km

Number of observations
Log likelihood(O)
Final log likelihood

p2

0.7739
0.3828
-0.4807
-0.7486
-0 .1116

L4
2.0
0.4

1595
-1105.56
-329.36
0.702

Choice of Frequency
The frequency model concerns the frequency of trips longer
than 100 km (single distance). It includes a variable for the
expected utility from such trips, measured as the logsum from
the levels below (i.e., the destination, main mode, and access
and egress levels). Zero frequency does not necessarily indicate nonmobility; it may well be the case that a number of
shorter trips has taken place. Therefore, the model also includes a measure of the attractivity of such trips, namely the
logsum of destination zones within 100 km. However, this
logsum measure is based on a destination choice model, containing only a distance parameter and size variables.
Both of these logsum variables get significant parameters,
which means that accessibility influences trip frequency. However, this does not necessarily prove a causality, because it
may also be the case that workplaces of employees with high
trip frequency locate where accessibility is high. The effect
of, for instance, reduced travel costs on trip frequency may
therefore be less than is predicted by the model.
The frequency model also includes the socioeconomic variables and dummy variables for type of origin zone. The estimated model parameters are presented in Table 3.

MODELS FOR PRIVATE TRIPS
Access and Egress Mode Choice
For the choice of access modes to the station or the airport,
the same four modes were defined as for business trips. Obviously, the possibility of being met at the station or airport
by someone having a car depends on the trip purpose. Therefore, a dummy variable was introduced for the car alternative
for the trip purpose "visit friends or relatives." Separate models
for access and egress trips were estimated. The parameters
and the associated t-values of these models for private trips
are presented in Table 4.
For private trips, the access and egress models include some
mode-specific dummy variables for origin and destination,
respectively. These account to some extent for lack of infor-

mation on distances, times, costs, and frequencies for the
within destination zone part of the access~and egress trips.
In both models, waiting time (half headway) and the time
parameters differ significantly from 0, the magnitude of the
parameters being slightly larger in the egress model. In both
models, the waiting time parameter is less than the time parameter (which is equal for all modes). This is contrary to
conventional wisdom concerning local trips, and may be because airport and train station services are often adjusted to
departure times when frequencies are low.
The cost variable does not quite reach normal significance
levels in the access model and is omitted in the egress model.
The low-cost sensitivity may be due to other factors, such as
time restrictions, the need to carry luggage, and, especially
at the destination, lack of information on the local public
transport system. It may, of course, also be due to the general
coarseness of the model.

Mode and Destination Choice
As was the case for business trips, there were difficulties in
estimating time parameters. Here it appeared obvious that
attractive destinations (which are often small places) covaried
with poor public transport service. Because the variables in
the model can be expected to explain attractivity only to some
extent, such a covariation can be expected to bias moderelated parameters. Therefore, these parameters were first
estimated in a mode choice model and then included ih the
simultaneously estimated mode and destination choice model
adjusted by a scale parameter. In this case, this parameter is
also not significantly different from 1. The parameters for the
time and cost variables indicate that in-vehicle time for the
train is much less onerous than in-vehicle time for other modes,
including railcar. The parameters of the model are shown in
Table 5 (Model 1).
Also in this case there has been a segmentation of the cost
parameter related to household income. The observations
have been classified into two groups, with an income of 120,000
Swedish crowns (SEK) (1985 prices) as a divider. The cost
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TABLE 4 Parameter Estimates and I-Values for Access and Egress
Mode Choice Models-Private Trips
Access
Parameter t-value

Variable
Constant - walk
Constant - car
Constant - taxi
Origin in Stockholm - public transport
Origin in rural areas - public transport
Destination in Stockholm - public transport
Destination in Stockholm - taxi
Destination in Gothenburg - public transport
Trip purpose to visit friends/relatives - car
Car in household - car
Waiting time - public transport
Cost
Time
Number of obseivations
Log likelihood(O)
Final log likelihood

p2

-0.9478
-0.8457
-1.502
1.052
-0.9976

-

1.468
-0.001051
-0.003371
-0.002412
385
-525.95
-357.73
0.312

3.6
3.1
6.0
3.3
2.0

5.6
3.1
1.8
3.0

Ea-ess
Pr.uneter

t-value

-0.2758
-0.2802
-1.386

1.0
I.I
4.9

1.420
1.090
1.102

4.5
2.5
2.8

1.126

4.6

-0.001454

2.8

-0.002924

3.0

342
-470.08
-344.86
0.266

sensitivity of the high-income group is only half the sensitivity
of the low-income group.
The access and egress logsum variable is also included in
the model. As for the business models, an alternative model
using access and egress distance has been tested (Model 2 in
Table 5). The differences between the models are small, also
in terms of log likelihood. The model with the logsum variable
is therefore not superior in terms of goodness of fit, but it
provides the opportunity to calculate the effects of changes
in times and costs of access and egress modes on main mode
choice.
The destination variables include one multiple-size variable
(total population and number of employees in the recreation
sector) and a population density variable. Clearly, these variables cannot fully differentiate between different destinations
for the mix of private-trip purposes. Some additional dummy
variables indicate that trip purpose and time of year play a
role for destination choice as well as mode choice.
The logsum parameter from main mode choice to destination choice also is not significantly different from 1 in this
case.

Frequency Choice
The frequency model for private trips is similar to the one
for business trips. As for business trips, the accessibility variables for trips outside and inside the 100-km border get significant parameter estimates (Table 6), although these estimates are lower than those for business trips.
The model also includes socioeconomic variables at the
individual as well as the household level. At the individual
level, the model includes the age of the interviewed person.
The traveling party may, of course, include persons of different ages as well. At the household level, household income,
summer house ownership, and the number of children are
included.
VALVES OF TIME
Values of time are implicit in the models and take the form
of estimated cost- and time-parameter values. For business

trips, the values range from 40 SEK (approximately $6 U.S.)
per hour (access trip) to 200 SEK (approximately $30 U.S.)
for car and air trips for full-time, salaried employees (1985
prices). For private trips, there is a similar range, although
the mean values are lower than those for business trips. For
example, the value of in-vehicle time for private trips by train
is about 60 percent of the value for business trips (60 SEK
and 100 SEK, respectively).
The values of time implicit in the reported models are much
higher than similar values found in urban studies, which normally range from 15 to 25 SEK for in-vehicle time. For the
train, this is supported to some extent by stated preference
studies, but it should be kept in mind that the cost variables
are associated with considerable uncertainty. Therefore, the
values of time should not be used in economic project evaluations until confirmed by other studies.

MODE CHOICE MODEL SPECIFICATION TESTS
Sweden is approximately 2,000 km from the south to the
north, thus allowing a wide range of possible travel distances.
Because longer distances will be associated with extra overnight stays for ground modes, this is a source of specific modeling difficulties. As described earlier, this has been, to a
certain extent, accounted for in the model, but it can still be
argued that the variance in the stochastic component in the
utility functions is larger for longer trips (other factors may
also contribute to this, such as more binding time constraints
for ground modes on longer trips). This would violate the
assumptions of the multinominal logit model, which requires
the variance to be constant for all alternatives.
Therefore, a test was conducted to investigate whether there
are significant differences in the variance for mode choice
alternatives according to trip length. One way to test such a
phenomenon would be to estimate relative scale factors for
the utility functions for alternatives belonging to different triplength categories and determine if they differ significantly.
This is equivalent to estimating separate models for different
categories, with the restriction that the parameters be the
same up to a single-scaling factor. If this factor is less than 1
for a specific (distance) category, it suggests that the variance
for the stochastic part of the utility function is larger for this
group, because the scale parameter of the logit model is inversely proportional to the square root of the variance [see,
for example, work by Ben-Akiva and Lerman (J)]. Such a
test can easily be conducted using software that can simultaneously estimate a tree logit model (ALOGIT was used in
this case).
The test was conducted as follows. The sample for the mode
choice models used as input in the joint mode and destination
choice model described above was subdivided into four groups
according to distance. Then the same specification of this
model was estimated using the full sample, but allowing for
a separate scale factor (affecting all parameters in the utility
function) for each of the subgroups except one (the reference
group). The category for trips from 100 to 300 km was used
as reference group. Each of the other groups thus had a specific scale parameter that could be tested statistically to see
whether it differed from 1. The scale parameters and their
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TABLE 5 Parameter Estimates and t- Values for Mode and Destination
Choice Model-Private Trips
Variable

Model 1
parameter

t-value

Model 2
parameter

t-value

Constant - train
Constant - air
Constant - bus

-1.044
-2.434
-1.011

Invehicle time car/bus/jetplane
Invehicle time train (normal/sleep)
Invehicle time train - railcar
lnvehicle time air (prop. aircraft)

-0.002676 (12.3)
-0.001117 (4.3)
-0.002727 (3.6)
-0.003415 (1.8)

-0.002676 (12.3)
-0.001117 (4.3)
-0.002727 (3.6)
-0.003415 (1.8)

Cost, household income <120 000 SEK -0.001762 (7.3)
Cost, household income >120 000 SEK -0.0008363 (2.9)

-0.001762 (7.3)
-0.0008363 (2.9)

Waiting time (half headway)
Number of transfers - train
Number of transfers - air

-0.002197
-0.2512
-0.3729

3.2
9.0
4.9

-0.002197
-0.2512
~0.3729

(2.0)
(4.5)
(2.9)

Scale parameter

1.061

18.6

Access/egress logsum

0.5324

4.7

Access/egress distance

0.1915
-0.9014
-1.085

1.2
3.6
5.3

(2.0)
(4.5)
(2.9)

l.106

19.3

-0.01162

4.5

Car in household - car
Licenses per car - car

2.088
-1.804

12.5
8.9

1.913
-1.724

11.8
8.5

Age < 18 years - car
Age > 64 years - air
Trip purpose recreation - car
Trip purpose recreation - bus
Trip purpose summer house - car

-0.9010
-1.295
0.4961
1.780
0.9862

5.8
3.1
3.5
8.6
3.3

-0.8962
1.393
0.6939
1.934
1.147

5.7
3.4
5.1
9.4
3.8

Destination in Stockholm
Destination in Gothenburg
Destination in medium size towns
Destination in smaller towns
Destination in villages

-0.5552
-0.1770
0.2063
0.1201
0.1925

3.2
0.9
1.3
0.9
1.7

-0.4169
-0.1191
0.1944
0.1135
0.1927

2.5
0.6
1.2
0.8
1.7

Recr. trip in June/July - villages
Visit trip in June/July - rural areas

0.4852
-0.5104

3.3
2.0

0.4889.
-0.5152

3.3
2.0

Population density in dest. zone
Logsum from mode choice

-0.04371
0.8912

6.8
16.3

-0.04390
0.8620

6.8
16.6

Size variables:
Population
Number of employees in
recreation branch, for recreation
(not exponentiated)
Number of observations
Log likelihood (0)
Fmal log likelihood

p2

1.

1.

4.837

25.1

1846
-7492.01
-5733.41
0.234

associated standard errors are shown for business trips as well
as for private trips in Table 7.
The meaning of these scale parameters is that the estimated
parameter values (not shown here) are to be multiplied by
these factors when applying the model to mode choice alternatives in a certain distance category. This means that the
sensitivity to variable changes will be larger when the scale
parameter is larger than 1, and reverse (everything else being
equal).
As shown in Table 7, there are large differences between
the·different subgroups in the business model, although only
the scale parameter for the third category is significantly different from 1. For private trips, the differences are not large,
and none of the scale factors is significantly different from 1.

4.841

25.1

1846
-7492.01
-5733.23
0.234

The results suggest that it is reasonable to include the full
range of travel distances in the mode choice model for private
trips (with the current specification), and that the model for
business trips needs to be improved to meet the requirements
for the multinomial logit model. These results may have an
interest per se, although the specification of the joint mode
and destination choice model (or the other models) was not
analyzed in this particular way.
Further complexity of the model structure was also not
tested within the reported project. The data are, however,
still subject to research. A specification test that was conducted later (suggested by a referee) split mode choice into
two levels: (a) the choice between the car and shared modes
and (b) choice between shared modes. Although significantly
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TABLE 6 Parameter Estimates and t-Values for
Frequency Model-Private Trips > 100 km
Variable

Parameter

t-valu:

Constant - l+ trips
-2.057
2.0
Logsum trip > 100 km - I+ trips
0.1566
2.'.:
Logsum trip< 100 km - no trip
0.2453
4.4
Household income - I+ trip
0.002457 2.::
Origin in Stockholm - I+ trip
0.4212
1.9
Origin in rural areas - l+ trip
-0.4648
3.C:
Age < 19 years - l+ trip
0.3538
1.8
Age 19-24 years - l+ trip
0.5264
3.G
Age >64years-l+trip
-0.3635
2.1
Number of persons< 12 years in household - I+ trip-0.1034
1.4
Household owns summerhouse - I+ trip
0.5725
5.1
Number of observations
Log likelihood(O)
Final log likelihood

2700
-3196.57
-1182.73
o.63u

p2

TABLE 7 Scale Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors for
Distance Groups
Tra\-el distance
(single way)
Up to 300 km

Business trigs
scale parameter
1.0

std error

Private trigs
scale parameter
1.0

The model exercise further shows that these characteristics
are influential at all choice levels. The relative importance of
these characteristics is reflect in the model parameters. Specifically, train in-vehicle time seems to be less onerous than
in-vehicle time for other modes. Also, cost sensitivity seems
to be quite different among types of employes and among
household income groups.
Long-distance travel behavior is, of course, more complicated than is reflected in the model system. Among the neglected behavioral phenomenon are trip chaining and the use
of different modes on outbound and homebound trip legs.
Also, the models were estimated using a travel study that was
not specifically designed for such a task, yielding less accurate
information than would have been desirable and making it
impossible to account for time availability.
However, modeling long-distance travel behavior by using
discrete choice models seems to be a viable way to achieve a
tool for evaluating infrastructure investment and other changes
of the tra11sportation system.

std error
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